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INTRODUCTION

Staphylococci are probably the most commonly encountered animal pathogen. They are

pathogenic to humans as well as virtually all species of animals. Pathogenesis is mediated

by the secretion of up to 33 different extracellular enzymes and toxins. This impressive group

of invasive factors provides the organism with a mechanism to establish its ubiquitous

distribution in nature. However, other than abscess formation, the details of staphylococcal

have only slowly surrendered to scientific scrutiny. Over the past 15 years, our group has

carried out a comprehensive molecular and immunological investigation of staphylococcal

pathogenesis mediated primarily by extracellular virulence factors. For the last 5 years we

have established baseline information on the interactions that occur between leukocytes and

toxins, we characterized non-class II major histocompatibility complex toxin binding receptors

and we have produced novel monoclonal "anti-idiotype" antibodies specific for exfoliative

toxin A. These antibodies interfere with T cell activation in a less specific fashion and their

mode of action served as part of the focus of this application. These studies set the

foundation for investigations on the in vivo pathophysiology mediated by the exfoliative toxins

(ETA and ETB) and the structure-function relationship between these proteins and the

mammalian host.

Staphylococcal exoproteins are broadly characterized as epidermolytic toxins (ETA

and ETB), the enterotoxin family of toxins which includes SEA, SEB, SEC 1, 2 & 3, SED, SEE

and SEG as well as streptococcal pyrogenic exotoxin A and toxic shock syndrome toxin and

membrane- damaging toxins (az, B, 8, F toxins and others). Coagulase and staphylokinase

also are important extracellular secretion products of staphylococci (1, 2, 3, 4).

The exfoliative toxins cause Ritter's disease, a bullous exfoliative dermatitis in infants as

well as other similar impetigous diseases such as toxic epidermal necrolysis, bullous

impetigo and scarlatiniform rash (2). These maladies are commonly referred to as

staphylococcal scalded skin syndrome. Exfoliative toxin was first partially purified in 1971,

however, the failure to recognize the existence of two toxins led to controversy regarding the

physical properties of the two proteins (2). Both ETA and ETB are approximately 27 kDa,

have approximately 50% DNA homology between each other, are distinguished by their
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genetic locus, (ETA, chromosomal; ETB, plasmid) and their sensitivity to a 30 min. 600C heat

treatment (ETA, stable; ETB, labile) (1). The ability of the exfoliative toxins to cause disease

and their powerful effects on immune cells makes the understanding of these molecules

extremely important.

Many of the secreted proteins of Staphylococcus aureus were recognized for their
"mitogenic" properties in 1975 (5, 6). Morlock et al. subsequently reported on the mitogenic

activity of the exfoliative toxins (7). However, our understanding of the consequences of the

effects of these molecules has increased enormously in the last 5 years (3, 8, 9). Several

groups investigated how these bacterial products affected T cells. Now often called
"superantigens" (10), staphylococcal exoproteins stimulate specific +wcell subpopulations

based on their interaction with the variable region of the T cell receptor B chain (10, 11, 12,

13). T cell stimulation by superantigens originally was believed to require antigen

presenting cells (14). The presentation of the superantigen was not MHC restricted (15)

because the toxin bound to nonpolymorphic regions of class II major histocompatibility

(MHCII) molecules (16); perhaps with the VB portion of the T cell receptor coming into contact

with the toxin 13, 17, 18). However, recent studies by our group and others suggest that T

cells may function or be activated in the absence of accessory cells or MHCII molecules (19,

20, 21,22, 23).

Macrophages also are activated by superantigens. Ikejima et al. (24), soon followed by

Parsonnet et al. (25, 26) found that human mononuclear phagocytes secreted IL-1 in

response to toxic shock syndrome toxin-1 (TSST). Other studies, including our own,

demonstrated that TSST, the enterotoxins and the exfoliative toxins activated human, rat,

mouse and bovine macrophages (27, 28, 29, 30, Chapes et al. unpublished observations).

In addition, macrophages and monocytes can be induced to produce tumor necrosis factor-a

(TNF, 28, 29, 31 ), nitric oxide (29, 30, 32), and interleukin- 6 (29). Furthermore, in the

presence of interferon-F (INF-F) these toxins can induce macrophages to become cytolytic

(29, 30).

Several groups demonstrated that MHCII molecules serve as the major toxin receptor (33,

34, 35, 36) on macrophages and additional toxin receptors have been proposed (21, 22, 37).
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However, these alternate receptors have been poorly characterized to date. Nevertheless,

macrophages contribute to pathogenesis (38); the macrophage cytokine, TNF, appears to be

important (38, 39). In vivo studies have demonstrated that T cells are also important for the

pathogenic effects of enterotoxins (40, 41). Interestingly, one recent study indicated that

MHC binding was not associated with the toxic properties of staphylococcal exotoxins (42).

However, Stiles et al. (43) suggested that MHCI and MHCII both contribute to enterotoxin

(+LPS) induced lethality. Therefore, the way staphylococcal superantigens stimulate T cells

and macrophages, the cell surface receptors these toxins interact with, the cytokines the

leukocytes produce (e.g. TNF) and the the biologically active sites of these exoproteins, are

of considerable interest and have precipitated many recent investigations (See below).

The results of several investigations, including the recent crystallization of the SEB

molecule (44) have contributed to the determination of the biologically important regions of

several staphylococcal exoproteins. Among the earliest of these studies, Spero and

Morlock, in 1978,(45) used limited tryptic digests to identify a 6.5 kDa fragment from the

amino terminus of SEC1 that had mitogenic activity and a 19 kDa fragment from the

COOH-terminal that had the emetic activity. There are two regions of amino acid sequence

that are highly conserved among the enterotoxins (AA's 106-119 & 147-163) that were

suspected to be responsible for the toxic effects (2) and both are present in that 19 kDa

peptide. Indeed, even in SEA, changing the cysteine, at the comparable position 106, to an

alanine reduced its toxic effects (38, 42). Other groups have found that the SEA amino

terminus is biologically important. Johnson's group used synthetic peptides to determine that

the NH 2 terminal region of SEA was important for toxin binding to MHCII molecules (46, 47).

Peptides that resembled AA's 39-66 of SEA were the most inhibitory in competitive binding

assays, whereas peptides toward the COOH-end, except 121-149, had little inhibitory effect

on binding (47).

Kappler et al. mutated the SEB gene and made recombinant proteins with various AA

substitutions (41). Substitutions in the SEB amino- terminus resulted in diminished binding

to HLA-DR-1. Hedlund, et al. also used recombinant toxins to examine the effects of

truncated SEA molecules on MHC binding and T cell activation (48). SEA molecules that

had deletions of AA's 180-233 or 125-233 bound poorly to Raji cells. Interestingly, a
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recombinant SEA peptide, made up of AA's 107- 233, bound somewhat better to

MHCII-expressing cells whereas a molecule consisting of the terminal 126-233 AA's did not.

Therefore, Hedlund et al's data suggest that AA's 107-126 may be instrumental in allowing

for the COOH-end of SEA to bind to human class II molecules. Mollick et al. (49) using

chimeric SEA/SEE molecules concluded that the 70 AA's at the NH2-terminus were

responsible for MHC binding. Although there appears to be some discrepancies among

these studies, there is evidence that toxin carboxyl and amino termini are necessary for

optimal binding to MHCII molecules. For example, in the study by Griggs et al. (47) an SEA

peptide derived from sequence in the COOH- terminus (AA's 121-149) had some apparent

binding activity. Furthermore, Hedlund et al.'s recombinant SEA molecule (made up of AA's

107-233) did not bind to Raji cells nearly as well as wild type SEA. In the studies by Mollick

et al. there was a 7 AA sequence (200-207) in their construct that was important for MHC

binding or stabilization. Therefore, it appears that tertiary structure may be important for

maximal binding and that more than one region of the toxin can contribute to toxin binding to

human MHCII molecules. The suggestion that two or more sites on SEB have the potential to

bind to MHCII (44) also supports the hypothesis that the folding of the molecule is important

for receptor binding.

The central portion of staphylococcal exotoxins appears important for mitogenic activity

(50, 51, 52). Although Grossman et al. (53) found that reduction and alkylation of the

cysteines at AA residues 96 and 106 in SEA destroyed the ability to stimulate T cell

proliferation, it did not affect the ability to induce monocyte secretion of TNFaX. Curiously,

TSST-1 does not have a disulfide loop motif, yet it is still a potent T cell mitogen and

macrophage stimulant (24, 25, 29, 30, 54). Therefore, it appears that the portions of

enterotoxin molecules that are critical for T cell activation may be distinct from those that are

necessary for macrophage activation. Macrophage activation probably is mediated by

portions that bind MHCII molecules or alternate toxin-binding receptors. The biologically

important regions of ETA and ETB have yet to be studied even though these proteins are just

as important.

Before it was learned that staphylococcal exotoxins bound to MHCII molecules, Buxser et

al. determined that SEA and SEE probably bound to common sites on murine spleen cells
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(55). Furthermore, because of structural similarities between SEA and SEE, SEB was a

poorer competitor of SEA binding than SEE. They found that SEA had a Kd of 8 x 10-7 M and

that there were 3,600 binding sites per cell. Since then it has been suggested that exotoxins

of S. aureus have a lower affinity for murine MHCII than human class II molecules (56). The

explanation for this is largely teleological, in that, S. aureus is a human pathogen (40, 56),

and differences in polymorphism affect the way the toxins bind to MHCII molecules. SEA

and SEE bind to human MHCII molecules in an ordered fashion, HLA-DR > HLA-DQ >

HLA-DP (56). HLA- DP also had the lowest affinity for TSST when compared to HLA-DR and

HLA-DQ (57). Braunstein et al. (58) found that TSST could bind to murine MHCII molecules

in a similar, hierarchical fashion. lAb bound TSST better than lAd. Both were better receptors

than lAk molecules. This agreed with earlier studies that suggested that SEA was presented

by MHCII-positive cells in a genotypic-specific way, H-2S > H2b > H2d > H2k or H2a (59).

Vroegop and Buxser also found that anti-lAd antibodies inhibited mitogenesis induced by

SEA better than SEB and that anti-lEd antibodies inhibited mitogenesis induced by SEB

better than SEA. However, that study did not preclude competition by SEA and SEB for

similar sites. In fact, Lee and Watts (60) found when lAd or lEd was incorporated into planar

membranes SEA bound with greater avidity than SEB. The Kd of SEA for lEd was determined

to be approximately 3.5 x 10-6 M (60). Our group (61, See Appendix 1) demonstrated that

SEA and SEB shared same or closely spaced receptors on murine macrophages that

expressed the H2b haplotype. However, SEA can bind to at least one additional distinct

receptor than SEB. We also have found that normal macrophages express more than one

type of binding receptor and that a low affinity toxin binding receptor is present on MHCII-

deficient macrophages (See Progress Report). In competitive binding experiments,

Chintagumpala et al. (62) found that SEA bound to the same epitopes on HLA-DR1

molecules as SEB, however, SEA also bound to receptors that SEB did not. These data are

consistent with the earlier observations of Fraser (63) and our own studies with mouse

macrophages which found that SEA easily displaced SEB, but SEB did not displace SEA in

competitive assays (64).

There is a precedent for toxin binding to distinct cell-surface receptors. SEB and TSST

bind to distinct sites (62, 65). As already mentioned, staphylococcal exotoxin binding to
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MHCII molecules is dependent upon the allotype of the expressed molecule and the specific

exotoxin that is used. This fact is also reflected in the relative importance of the alpha and

beta chains of the MHCII molecule in toxin binding. For example, Herman et al. (66) found

that SEA bound to the beta chain of human DR molecules. They examined DRw53 and DR-1

mutants to find that substitution of a tyrosine for a histidine at residue 81 diminished SEA

binding. Johnson's group found that the alpha and beta chains were important for toxin-MHC

interactions. They found that synthetic peptides against lAb-beta chain (AA's 65-85) could

inhibit SEA, but not TSST binding to Raji cells (67). Furthermore, they identified peptides

encoding for amino acids in an alpha-helical region of the lAb-alpha chain (AA's 51-80) that

were also capable of inhibiting SEA binding (68). Braunstein et al. (58) used exon shuffling

to make recombinant MHCII molecules and took advantage of the hierarchy of TSST binding

to H2b, H2d and H2k to confirm Johnson's data. They found that the alpha helices of MHCII

molecule alpha and beta chains were needed to form one conformationally-dependent

binding site for TSST. Thus, the staphylococcal exotoxin-MHCII interaction is complex.

Generalizations can not be made based on data obtained to date. Furthermore, much of

what is known about toxin-receptor interactions has been done with the enterotoxins and with

MHCII- expressing cells. Little is known about how ETA and ETB interact with MHC

molecules or alternate cellular receptors and which portions of the exfoliative toxins are

involved in cellular activation and pathogenesis. Therefore, further studies designed to

understand exfoliative toxin- leukocyte interactions and the related pathophysiology

appeared to be justified.

BODY OF THE REPORT

This report represents a summary of efforts on USA Contract DAMD17-89-Z-9039. It

chronicles data collected over the period from September 15, 1989 through September 14,

1994. In addition to the research conducted, I wish to point out and express my gratitude to

the USAMRDC not only for support but also for the vision to allow this vehicle to help train the

graduate students and post-doctoral who carried out the work. This work resulted in the

training of 7 graduate students and 3 postdoctorals whose research resulted in the

publication of 24 papers in refereed Journals, 7 additional manuscripts submitted or in
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preparation, 7 published abstracts and 17 papers presented at national and international

meetings.

Reference to strains, plasmids, genetic constructions, cloning and sequencing

strategies and references are provided in the reprints appended to this report. This work is

reported in chronological order of accomplishment.

I. SEA, ETA, ETB and TSST-1 Activate The Macrophage TNF Response

Differently than SEB.

Our group has established that mouse macrophages respond to several staphylococcal

extracellular proteins including ETA and ETB (29, Appendix 1). There are toxin- and mouse

strain-dependent secretion patterns (Table 1 and 4 in Appendix 1). In particular, we found

that SEA, ETA, ETB and TSST-1 induced TNF secretion by C3HeB/FeJ macrophages (H-2k,

Ipsn) while enterotoxin B (SEB) did not. Interestingly, SEC1, probably because of sequence

similarity to SEB, also did not induce TNF secretion whereas in comparison to SEA, SED and

SEE induced intermediated responses (Table 2).

Table 1. Summary of exotoxin activation of macrophages

C3HeB/FeJ-LPS responders C3H/HeJ-LPS nonresponders

Exotoxin Tumoricidal TNF IL-6 NO 2  Tumoricidal TNF IL-6 NO2

activity U/ml pg/mi activi•y U/ml 2g/mI

SEA + 150 1,318 - - 0 36
SEB + 12 1,600 - - 0 19
ETA + 30 1,600 + - 0 24
ETB + 40 1,600 + - 0 55 -

TSST-1 + 200 224 - - 18 28

TABLE 2. TNF-alpha secretion by macrophages in response to toxins.
Toxin TNF (Units/ml)
SEA 35
SEB <5
SEC1 <5
SED 24
SEE 16
Medium <5

We used the macrophage cell line B6MP102 (H-2b) to confirm that the differential TNF

response to SEA and SEB was not unique to C3H (Ipsn) mouse macrophages. T cells were

not required in the SEA-mediated activation process and differential toxin effects occurred at
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the transcriptional level. It was not due to secretion anomalies (61, Appendix 1). The toxins

both bound to B6MP102 cells and to some extent could compete with one another (Figure 1).

Our studies have established that signal transduction occurs in response to SEA, SEB, ETA

and ETB because these toxins significantly increased the F-actin concentration in peritoneal

macrophages (Figure 2, 61, See Appendix 1) and B6MP102 cells (Figure 3) within 30

seconds of their addition (Figures 2A & B). We also found that toxin-mediated signal

transduction and TNF secretion are dependent upon the activation of protein kinase C (69).

Inhibitors of PKC activation prevent changes in F actin concentration and increased TNF

secretion in response to SEA. Most importantly, only SEA increased TNF mRNA levels

(Figure 4, 61, See Appendix 1). However, SEA was a better competitor of SEB than SEB was

of SEA as determined by half-maximal inhibitory concentrations and percent maximum

inhibition possible with each toxin (Tables 3 and 4, 61, See Appendix 1).

Table 3. Percent maximum inhibition of binding of enterotoxins to macrophage receptors

Cold Competitor (in 11g)

SEA SEB

1251-SEA 66 ± 6a 45 ± 7b

1251-SEB 56 ± 2 53

a)Numbers represent x ± SEM of >4 experiments

b)Statistically different from cold SEA competition of 1251-SEA P<0.05

Table 4. Half-maximal toxin inhibitory concentrations of competitive binding of

toxin to macrophage receptors.

Cold Competitor (in ag)

Ligand SEA SEB

1251-SEA 4.8 ±1.oa 12.4 ± 0.6b

1251-SEB 6.3 ± 1.4 4.8 ± 1.0

a)Numbers represent x ± SEM of >4 experiments

b)Statistically different from cold SEA competition of 1251-SEA P<0.01
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Therefore, it appears that SEA binds to at least one binding site not shared with SEB.

Therefore, staphylococcal enterotoxins appear to differentially regulate TNF transcription

perhaps because of the engagement of a receptor bound only by SEA that uniquely

regulates or activates specific second messengers.

II. Murine Cells Express Toxin Binding Ligands Distinct from Class II MHC

Molecules.

Although it is well established that staphylococcal exotoxins bind to class II molecules (33,

34, 35, 36, 63) the existence of alternate toxin-binding receptors has been proposed (9, 21,

22, 37). Our data indicates that functional non MHCII toxin-binding ligands are present on

macrophages (70, See Appendix 1). Closer examination of the binding data presented in

Figure 1 suggested biphasic binding of SEA and SEB to macrophages. This is indicative of

the presence of more than one type of receptor. Furthermore, our group used C2D

transgenic mice, which are deficient in the expression of MHCII molecules, to determine if

toxins could bind or activate macrophages in the absence of MHCII molecules. Several

staphylococcal exotoxins were able to bind to peritoneal macrophages from C2D mice.

These include, SEA, SEB, ETA and ETB (70). Figure 5A illustrates that SEB bound to

inflammatory, peritoneal macrophages from C2D mice in a concentration dependent manner

and was saturable. Binding was inhibited by the addition of increasing concentrations of cold

toxin (Figure 5B).

TABLE 5 Comparison of toxin binding receptors on normal and C2D

macrophagesa

Normal Macrophages C2D

Macrophages-2

MHC Class II Receptor Alternative Receptor

Toxin -Kd Binding Sites Kd Binding Sites Kiq Binding Sites

SEA 8X10-8M 4X105 8X1 0-5M i X106 3X10-5M 3X106

SEB 7X10-8M 3X105 9X10-5M 1X106 5X1 0-5M 4X1 06

a) Values obtained from Scatchard analysis of at least 3 experiments

b) Values are the average from peritoneal and bone-marrow C2D macrophages
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The affinities of SEA and SEB binding to various populations of inflammatory, peritoneal

macrophages were calculated. Table 5 illustrates the dissociation constants for the two

receptor classes found on normal macrophages and C2D macrophages. Due to the

similarity in Kd values reported previously (60), the high affinity receptor is probably the

MHCII molecule. Interestingly, the low affinity receptor appears to be quite similar to the toxin

binding receptor apparently on C2D macrophages. For example, the low affinity toxin

receptor on normal macrophages had an affinity for SEB of 9.0 x 10-5 M compared to an

affinity of 5.0 x 10-5 M for the SEB toxin receptor on C2D macrophages. The number of

binding sites also was similar ranging from 1.0 to 4 x 106 receptors per cell. Importantly, C2D

macrophages responded to SEA by polymerizing actin (Figure 6) and secreting IL-6 (Figure

7). Thus, toxin binding to C2D macrophages occurred in a concentration-dependent manner,

was competitive in nature and could induce a biological response 70, Appendix 1).

Therefore, there must be receptors for the staphylococcal exotoxins independent of MHCII.

Recent studies by Harris et al. (68) have strongly suggested that toxin binding to MHCII

molecules may not be important for toxin-induced pathogenesis. Preliminary studies using

iodinated cell surface molecules, chemical cross-linking methodologies and

immunoprecipitation have identified several macrophage surface molecules found on C2D

macrophages that bind staphylococcal superantigens (Figure 8). Therefore, C2D mice offer

us a unique tool to directly investigate the role of MHCII molecules in the pathophysiology of

exfoliative toxins. Experiments outlined in this proposal will address this question using

model systems developed during the current grant period.

III. Model Systems to Investigate Toxin-Induced T Cell Immune Responses

and Pathogenesis.

Superantigens are characterized by their ability to induce T cell subpopulations to

proliferate based on the V13 component of the T cell receptor (TCR). During the course of this

project we established that ETB behaves similarly to more well established superantigens,

SEB and ETA. Exfoliative toxin B induced T cell proliferation similarly to ETA and SEB (23)

and it was able to stimulate different populations of T cells. Whereas ETA predominantly

activates T cells bearing T cell receptor VI3's 10, 11 and 15 (8), ETB activated T cells
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expressing T cell receptor Vl3's 7 and 8 (8.1, 8,2 and 8.3 combined). Furthermore, we have

established that both ETA and ETB can activate T cells using conventional culture conditions

with cells bearing MHCII molecules and can activate T cells and accessory cells from C2D

mice that lack MHCII molecules (23). Therefore, ETA and ETB appear similar to other

superantigens, like SEB (23).

One of the pathogenic effects of the superantigen, SEB, is induced weight loss by adult

mice injected with toxin i.p. Furthermore, T cells were implicated in the pathogenesis (40,

41). Studies by our group have found similar induced weight loss following i.p. injection of

100 gg of either ETA or ETB (Figure 9). Splenic hypertrophy also occurs in response to toxin

injection (Table 6), suggesting that a vigorous T cell response occurs in vivo. However,

follow up studies, as proposed in this continuation, will be necessary to determine the relative

importance of T cells and macrophages to the murine pathophysiological response to

exfoliative toxin.

Table 6. Effects of i.p. injection on splenic hypertrophy
Exp. Treatment Spleen Wt. N ±SEM (g)]

1. PBS 0.492 ± 0.042
ETB 0.583 ± 0.091*

2. PBS 0.433 ± 0.040
ETB 0.580 ± 0.078*

3. PBS 0.408 ± 0.039
ETA 0.511 ± 0.055*

*significantly different from PBS control, P<0.05 as determined by a two-tailed student t-test. n=5 mice per

treatment. Spleen weights measured 7 days after i.p. injection of 100 jig of toxin.

IV. Toxin Receptor "Anti-idiotypic" Antibodies Recognize ETA and Inhibit T

Cell Proliferation.

A project goal was to produce toxin receptor anti-idiotypic antibodies that would bind toxin

and interfere with T cell proliferation; indicative of a reagent that binds the paratope/restitope

of the TCR. The identification of MHCII molecules as high affinity cellular receptors for

staphylococcal exotoxins (superantigens, refs. 33, 34, 35, 36) facilitated our goal because

several MHCII-specific monoclonal antibodies already had been produced (American Type

Culture Collection, ATCC). C3H.OL and Balb/c mice were immunized with these monoclonal

antibodies and were screened to determine if they would make antibodies specific for
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staphylococcal exotoxins. B cells from those animals were used to produce hybridomas that

secreted monoclonal antibodies specific for toxin. Several clones have been identified using

this methodology. Furthermore, One such clone was identified satisfying the criteria outlined

in our original proposal. Hybridoma clone 92.13.1.1 was induced after injection of Balb/c

mice with monoclonal antibody TIB154 (Obtained from the ATCC, specific for MHCIId).

92.13.1.1 is the product of two subclonings and secretes IgM isotype immunoglobulin specific

for ETA (Figure 10). 92.13.1.1 will interfere with the interaction of TIB154 with MHCII

(H-2d)(See Figure 11) and specifically inhibits the proliferation of T cells activated by several

T cell mitogens and superantigens (Table 7). The idiotype of 92.13.1.1 must interact with the

paratope/restitope of the T cell receptor that interacts with Concanavalin A (Con A),

Phytohemagluttinin (PHA) and the superantigens. The mitogens PHA and Con A are thought

to bind to V(x and/or VI3 domains of the TCR ('4624) whereas superantigens bind to VI3

domains (8). Therefore, 92.13.1.1 must recognize portions of the TCR Va and VB domains

spaced closely due to tertiary and quartenary structure.

Table 7. Specificity of monoclonal antibody 92.13.1.1 for exfoliative toxin A

Exp. 1 Exp. 2

ADIgna 92.13.1.1 HB423 92.13.1.1 (xETB- (cSEA-2

ETA 0.143c 0.100 0.553 0.096 0.935

ETB 0.116 0.129 0.128 0.902 0.507

SEA 0.061 0.005 0.109 0.123 1.397

SEB 0.061 0.005 0.102 0.080 0.456

BSA NT NT 0.086 0.092 0.062

a) Toxins at 3 gg/ well

b) Rabbit anti-ETB or SEA

c) Values represent Absorbance at 450 nm.

The precise sequence recognized by 92.13.1.1 has yet to be determined and will require

additional study. However, possession of an antibody capable of abrogating the T cell

response to superantigens may offer a novel reagent capable of reversing the

pathophysiological effects of staphylococcal superantigens.
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V. Summary of Accomplishment of Technical Objectives.

The experiments described in sections Cl and CIII were directed toward the completion of

the first technical objective of our project; to characterize the receptor-ligand interactions

between enterotoxins and exfoliative toxins with leukocytes and to establish baseline

information on the consequences of those interactions. The experiments described in

section CII were directed toward the completion of the second and third technical objectives

of our project; to characterize staphylococcal exotoxin receptors on immune cells and to carry

out in vitro assays of binding activity. The experiments described in section CIV were

directed toward the completion of the fourth technical objective; to prepare anti-idiotype

antibody to the receptor protein.

VI. Regulation of the expression of macrophage stimulating toxins.

We have continued experiments to characterize the global exoprotein gene regulator, xpr,

that we have discovered. Over the past year, we have localized the Tn551 insertion site to a

region distinct from agr and from the lipase structural gene, geh. The location has been

mapped and designated K21058. In addition, the structural genes for the Agr region and for

lipase were shown to be intact in the Xpr- strain KS19051. A phenotypic comparison between

Xpr- and Agr- strains and their respective parent strains showed that the mutant strains

produced greatly reduced amounts of lipase, a-toxin, a-toxin, protease, and nuclease and

where appropriate enterotoxin B. As expected, coagulase was increased in the mutant

strains. Using a mouse lethality model, we also demonstrated that both mutant strains were

far less virulent than their respective parents. Northern blot analysis of transcription confirmed

the phenotypic analysis and showed concomitant decreases in message for the reduced

exoproteins as well as higher amounts for increased exoproteins. In addition and as

expected, the transcript for protein A was elevated and that for Sea was unchanged. Northern

analysis of total cellular RNA hybridized with RNAII and RNAIII specific pres showed that both

transcripts were reduced 16 to 32 fold. These data confirm that 2 regulatory loci, xpr and agr

are interactive at the genotypic level to control the expression of exoproteins that play an

important role in staphylococcal pathogenesis.

The chromosome of Staphylococcus aureus strain S6C was shown to contain a prophage
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inserted within the B-toxin structural gene (hib). The phage att site was identical to that

reported for the B-toxin-converting phages 013 and 042. The prophage carried the genes

encoding staphylokinase (sak) and enterotoxin A (sea), which suggests that it is similar to

$42. However, it was not induced in the presence of mitomycin C and appears to be defec-

tive. Chromosomal mapping studies revealed that the genomes of the B-toxin-converting

phages present in strains $6C and PS42D (a 442 lysogen) encode at least one Smal

restriction site. Although the B-toxin-converting phage present in strain $6C could not be

induced, a phage was induced from strain $6C using mitomycin C. Southern blots suggest

that it is similar to 011; however, the restriction patterns of DNA from the induced phage and

011 were clearly distinct. We have designated the inducible phage present in strain $6C, as

)15, to denote that distinction. Relatively weak hybridization signals were also observed

when 415 DNA was used to probe chromosomal DNA from S. aureus strains lysogenized

with the B-toxin-converting phages, 413, 42 and 42E. Taken together, our results demon-

strate that all of the Smal-defined restriction fragment-length polymorphisms observed

among the genomes of the strains examined can be accounted for by the presence of

prophage DNA within the staphylococcal chromosome.

In conclusion, we feel we have made significant progress toward the completion of the

technical objectives as exemplified by our manuscripts supported in part by DAMD-

17-89-Z-9039.

FIGURE LEGENDS:

1. Competitive inhibition of 1251-SEA (A and B) and 1251-SEB (C and D) binding to

B6MP102 cells by cold SEA (A and D) or cold SEB (C and D). Scatchard plots (insets) of

these data were used to determine apparent Kd values and valence (receptors/cell).

These graphs are representative of 4 to 6 experiments.

2. (A) Polymerized actin in peritoneal macrophages was detected using NBD-phallacidin

and flow cytometry. Macrophages were incubated in PBS (panel labelled FITC) or in
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PBS containing f-Met-Leu-Phe, SEA, SEB, ETA, or ETB (panels labeled as such). Cells

were stimulated for 30s. (B) Same experiment but cells were treated with H7 (a protein

kinase C inhibitor) to show involvement of phosphorylation.

3. Polymerized actin in B6MP102 cells detected with NBD-phallacidin and flow cytometry.

B6MP102 cells were incubated in PBS (panel labeled plus FITC) or in PBS containing f-

Met-Leu-Phe, SEA, SEB, ETA or ETB (panels labeled as such). Cells were stimulated

for 30s.

4. Northern blot of B6MP102 RNA. Probes were specific for murine TNFcL and the

ribosomal protein gene S14. B6MP102 cells were incubated for 3h in medium or

medium containing 1Ogg/ml SEA or SEB ± 10 U/ml recombinant murine IFN-y or

authentic IFN-y. The amount of TNF secreted by these cells was as follows: medium <5

U/ml, IFN-,y< 5 U/ml, SEB < 5 U/ml, SEA 17 U/ml, SEA + IFN-,y 18 U/ml.

5. Dose response curves demonstrating specific and saturable binding of 1251-SEA, 1251-

SEB and 1251-ETA to 106 C2D, C1D or C57BL/6 peritoneal macrophages. Specific

binding is the difference between the signal obtained with labeled toxin alone and the

signal obtained in the presence of a 100-fold excess of unlabeled toxin. These graphs

represent results of at least three experiments.

6. Competitive inhibition of 1251-SEA (Left Panel) and 1251-SEB (Right Panel) binding to

C2D macrophages by cold SEA or SEB. Scatchard plots (insets) of these data were

used to determine apparent KdS and valences (receptors/cell). These graphs are

representative of the results of at least three experiments.

7. Polymerized actin in C2D peritoneal macrophages was detected by using NBD-

phallacidin and flow cytometry. Macrophages were incubated in PBS (A) in PBS with f-

Met-Leu-Phe (10-6 M) or in 10 gg of SEA, SEB, ETA or ETB per ml (panels B, C, D, E

and F). Macrophages were stimulated for 30s and fixed.

8. Secretion of IL-6 by C2D and C57BL/6 bone marrow-derived macrophages in response

to staphylococcal exotoxins (1Ojig/ml) or LPS (12.5 gg/ml). Cells were stimulated for

18h. IL-6 concentration was determined by linear regression of recombinant IL-6

standards with unknown samples. Columns with different superscripts differ (P<0.05).
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9. Cell surface 1251-labeled B6MP102 cells and C2D macrophages alone (lanes 1 and 6)

or incubated with unlabeled SEA (lanes 3 and 4) were immunoprecipitated with rabbit

anti-SEA serum. Additionally, labeled cells were incubated with SEA and

immunoprecipitated with Pansorbin (lanes 2 and 5). The arrow points to the 28 Kda

band.

10. Effects of ETA and ETB injection on mouse weight loss. (Left) Controls and ETA. (Right)

Controls and ETB.

11. Spot blot and ELISA detection of exotoxins by antibody 92.13.1.1.

12. Competition of TIB154 and 92.13.1.1 with unlabeled TIB154. (A) TIB154 against itself

and (B) against 92.13.1.1.
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ABSTRACT

Experiments were conducted to determine the effects of physiologically
elevated corticosterone on the activation of macrophages and T cells. These
studies find that the elevation of corticosterone does not affect the expression
of membrane receptors on macrophages and does not affect the activation
of macrophages to produce cytokines. In contrast, elevated corticosterone
levels correlate with enhanced T cell proliferation to both mitogens and
superantigens.

INTRODUCTION

The activation of macrophages (Mos) and T cells is mediated by recep-
tor ligand interactions subsequently followed by signal transduction processes
(Adams et al., 1990; Hesketh et al., 1990). These processes can be altered
in vivo by stress hormones such as corticosterone (CS) (Claman, 1975).
Space travel is associated with a number of physiological changes in animals
and humans that can affect health. One of these changes is the elevation of
glucocorticoids (Grigoriev et al., 1987). Antiorthostatic suspension (AOS)
is being used to stress mice and to elevate CS to determine the effects on T
cells and Mos. This paper briefly reviews some findings to date.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We used the AOS technique previously described by Fleming et al. (1990).
Each suspension experiment involved three suspension categories: AOS (ex-
perimental), orthostatic suspension (control), and non-suspended (normal
control). C3HeB/FeJ Mice were age, weight and gender matched among
these three categories. Mice were suspended for 11 days for the experiments
described here.

The amount of stress incurred from AOS was determined by measuring
body weights, spleen weights, total spleen cell numbers and plasma CA
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Table 1. Effect of antiorthostatic suspension on body weight, spleen weight, spleen cell
numbers and plasma corticosterone levels.

Body weight as % Spleen weight as % Total spleen cell Corticosterone'
Suspension* initial body weight' final body weight' count (10W) ng/ml

Antiorthostatic 89 ± 0.6',, 0.67 ± 0.02 1.6 ± 0.1 273 ± 26
Orthostatic 93 ± 0.8 0.85 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.1 135 ± 16
None 99 ± 0.6 0.91 ± 0.03 2.0 ± 0.1 94 ± 18

"Mice were suspended or caged normally for 11 days prior to sacrifice.
wt. mouse post-suspension

Percentage is calculated by: x 100.
wt. mouse pre-suspension
wt. spleen post-suspension

c Percentage is calculated by: x 100.
wt. mouse post-suspension

d Corticosterone levels in plasma were determined by RIA.
c Numbers represent mean ± S.E.M. N = 43-51 mice per treatment group.
I Significant differences between antiorthostatic vs. orthostatic vs. none (normal control) as

determined by two-tailed matched T-test analysis. P < 0.01 for Body Weight, Spleen Weight
and Corticosterone. P < 0.05 for spleen cell count.

concentrations. The data in Table 1 show that antiorthostatically suspended
mice are stressed significantly more than orthostatically suspended mice as
determined by CS concentrations, spleen weights and weight loss. Total
spleen cell numbers were also significantly lower in antiorthostatically sus-
pended mice. CS concentrations were elevated in antiorthostatically sus-
pended animals to an average of 3 times the concentration found in normal
mice.

Because cell surface molecules are essential to Mo function the effects of
AOS and elevated CS levels were determined on the expression of various
Mo membrane receptors. Major histocompatibility class II molecules were
examined because of their importance in antigen presentation to T cells.
Also examined were the expression of two lectin receptors because of the
importance of lectin receptors in phagocytosis of microorganisms. Table 2

Table 2. Expression of Class II molecules and lectin receptors on peritoneal exudate cells
of antiorthostatically suspended mice.

Mean % positive cells'

Suspension-' anti-l-Ak ConA BS1-B4

Antiorthostatic 52 ± 3d 96 ± 1 62 ± 3
Orthostatic 49 ± 3 97 ± 1 63 ± 4
None 53 ± 4 97 ± 1 53 ± 4

'Peritoneal exudate cells were elicited by i.p. injection of C3H3B/FeJ with 700 g P. acnes 4
days prior to sacrifice.

b Percent fluorescence is expressed as the mean ± S.E.M. N = 9 mice per treatment group.
c Mice were suspended or caged normally for 11 days prior to sacrifice.SNo significant difference between any treatment as determined by two-tailed matched T-test

analysis.
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Table 3. Role of protein kinase C in the secretion of tumor necrosis factor.

Activator, Treatment % lysis of LM929 cellsW % inhibition

Eta None 63 ± 2
Eta H-7, 0 ± 2 100
Etb None 75 ± 2
Etb H-7 5 ± 4 93
Sea None 74 ± 5
Sea H-7 0 2 100
LPS None 75 + 4
LPS H-7 15 ± 14 80
Medium None 0 ± 6
Eta None 71 ± 0
Eta PMAd 45 1 37
Etb None 40 _ 1
Etb PMA 10 2 75

a Peritoneal macrophages from C3HeB/FeJ mice stimulated with 1 Mg/ml Eta, Etb or Sea and
12 ug/ml LPs for 20 hours.

I Lysis of LM929 cells was measured by colorimetric analysis at 570 nM of formazin crystal
formation after cell incubation for 3 hours with MTT.

I Cells were incubated in the presence of 20 AM H-7.
SCells were preincubated with 10 pg/ml of PMA for 5 minutes before the addition of the

activators.

shows that elevated CS concentrations did not affect the expression of class
II molecules or the concanavalin A (Con A) or Bandeiraea simplicifolia (BSI-
B4) receptors.

The activation of Mos by staphylococcal exotoxins (Sea, Eta or Etb) or
by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to produce cytokines like TNF requires second

messengers. One of the important second messenger systems important in
the activation of Mos to produce TNF is the activation of protein kinase C
(PKC). The treatment of Mos with the PKC inhibitor H-7 prevents the

secretion of TNF by Mos activated with Eta, Etb, Sea or LPS. Pretreatment

of Mos with the PKC activator, phorbol-myristate- 13-acetate, also results
in suppressed TNF secretion. We have investigated whether elevated CS
concentrations or AOS would affect processes dependent on PKC; such as
the secretion of TNF. The data in Table 4 show that AOS and the accom-

Table 4. Tumor necrosis factor-alpha production by peritoneal macrophages of antiortho-
statically suspended mice.

TNF (total units made)

Suspension- Antiorthostatic Orthostatic None

104 ± 71 106 ± 6 99 ± 8

Peritoneal macrophages (LPS-activated, 12.5 Mg/ml) and suspension as in Table 2.
b Numbers represent. _ ± SEM, N = 16, no significant differences as determined by two-tailed

matched T-test analysis.
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Table 5. Summary of macrophage activation.

Activity, LPS Sea Seb Eta Etb TSST- I

Tumoricidal + + + + + +
TNF + + - + + +
IL-6 + + + + + +
NO 2 - + - _ + + -

"Adapted from Fleming et al. 1991.

panying elevated CS concentrations did not inhibit TNF secretion by LPS-
activated Mos. Despite numerous studies demonstrating the suppressive
effects of glucocorticoids on Mos, our results did not show any correlation
between CS concentration, TNF secretion or membrane molecule expres-
sion. The CS concentrations present in our animals have been shown to be
inhibitory concentrations in other experiments (Norman et al., 1988). The-
oretically we have achieved suppressive concentrations. It is possible that
the conditions under which Mos are activated or exposed to corticosteroids
can influence whether glucocorticoids are inhibitory, stimulatory or ineffec-
tive. It is also possible that the Mos became desensitized or habituated during
the suspension process (Lysle et al., 1987). Studies on LPS and toxin acti-
vation of Mos may help to resolve this issue. For example, we have found
that Mos respond differently to various staphylococcal exotoxins (summa-
rized in Table 5). All of the toxins used stimulate the secretion of interleukin-6
(IL-6). In contrast only Eta and Etb stimulate nitric oxide metabolism. Seb
is not able to activate Mos to secrete TNF. One explanation for this is that
different second messenger systems are activated by these toxins. Future
studies will investigate this hypothesis and the effects of AOS and CS on
these processes.

Space flight has a profound depression on T cell responsiveness to mi-

Table 6. Suspension mouse spleen cell proliferation in response to mitogens and staphy-
lococcal exotoxins.

Stimulation index.

Suspensiona Eta Statsw Seb Stats

Antiorthostatic 3.3 ± 0.3d (P = 0.10) 2.9 ± 0.3 (P < 0.10)
Orthostatic 2.5 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.3
None 2.9 ± 0.3 2.7 ± 0.3

a Spleen cell proliferation in response to Eta (1 Mg/ml), Seb (1 Ag/ml), PHA (9 Ag/ml), and

Con A (2 pg/ml), was determined by measuring incorporation of 3H-thymidine in a 48 hour
assay.

b Mice were suspended or caged normally for I 1 days prior to sacrifice.
c Significant differences between antiorthostatic and orthostatic as determined by two-tailed

matched T-test analysis.
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togens. Furthermore, there are reports that CS can significantly inhibit T
cell mitogenesis (Stevenson et al., 1989). In our experiments we studied the
effects of AOS on splenic lymphocyte proliferative responses to the mitogens
phytohemagglutinin (PHA), Con A, and the staphylococcal exotoxins [often
referred to as "superantigens" (Herman et al., 1991)] Seb and Eta. Table 6
shows that both the mitogen- and toxin-stimulated T cell responses were
increased by AOS. These results are not consistent with studies in which
decreased proliferative responses were observed after exposure to glucocor-
ticoids (Stevenson et al., 1989). However, several investigators have found
enhanced proliferative responses of lymphocytes taken from stressed animals
(Lysle et al., 1990). Some have suggested that the molecules that regulate
spleen lymphocytes are different from peripheral blood lymphocytes which
can be regulated by CS (Cunnick et al., 1990). Future investigations will
attempt to determine if spleen and peripheral blood lymphocytes that are
activated with mitogens or staphylococcal toxins are regulated differently
by CS.
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Abstract: Staphylococcal enterotoxin A (SEA) is terotoxin A (SEA) induced tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
significantly better than enterotoxin B (SEB) in activat- secretion by C3HeB/FeJ macrophages (H-2k, lps") but en-
ing tumor necrosis factor (TNF) secretion by B6MP102 terotoxin B (SEB) did not. However, using monocytes of hu-
cells. Both toxins bound to B6MP102 cells; however, SEB man origin, others have found that SEB could induce the
competed less effectively with SEA than SEA competed transcription and/or secretion of TNF [13, 17]. Furthermore,
with SEB. This suggested that receptors unique to SEA some have suggested that macrophages require the presence
were present on B6MP102 cells. Signal transduction oc- of T cells to respond to staphylococcal exotoxins [18]. There-
curred in response to both toxins. Within 30 s after addi- fore, it was important to determine (1) whether the differen-
tion, SEA and SEB significantly increased the F-actin tial TNF response to SEA and SEB was unique to C3H
concentration in B6MP102 cells. However, only SEA in- mouse macrophages, (2) whether there was a requirement
duced increased TNF mRNA levels. B6MP102 cells in- for T cells, and (3) the level of activation at which differential
cubated with interferon--y and SEB secreted TNF. toxin effects occurred (pre- or posttranscriptionally). To an-
However, enhanced mRNA expression was delayed and swer these questions, we used the macrophage cell line
the concentration of TNF secreted was less than that of B6MP102 (H-2"'). We assessed whether SEA and SEB
B6MP102 cells stimulated with SEA. Although these data differed in their ability to activate TNF secretion, to bind to
suggest that receptors unique to SEA are present on B6MP102 cells, and to transduce signals across the mem-
B6MP102 cells, they also indicate that staphylococcal en- brane and/or up-regulate TNF RNA levels.
terotoxins differentially regulate TNF at the RNA level,
perhaps because of differences in binding to the plasma MATERIALS AND METHODS
membrane. J. Leukoc. Biol. 55: 523-529; 1994.

Key Words: staphylococcal enterotoxins , tumor necrosis fac- Cells
tor * signal transduction The colony stimulating factor 1-dependent (CSF-dependent)

cell line B6MP102 (H-2b) was described by our group previ-
ously [19, 201. These cells begin to secrete TNF in response

INTRODUCTION to 10 ng/ml lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and secrete maximal
concentrations of TNF in response to 1-10 Ag/ml LPS; they

The secreted proteins of Staphylococcus aureus were recognized therefore offered a good experimental system in which to ex-
for their "mitogenic" properties in 1975 [1, 2]. Since then, a amine superantigen-induced'TNF production. Cells were
tremendous increase has occurred in the understanding of passaged two to three times weekly in Dulbecco's modified
the effects of staphylococcal exoproteins on white blood cells Eagle's medium (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) supplemented
[3-51. Often called "superantigens' staphylococcal ex- with 10% fetal bovine serum, 0.3% L-glutamine, and 15%
oproteins stimulate specific T cell subpopulations based on LM-929 cell-conditioned medium (as a source of CSF-1).
their interaction with the variable region of the T cell recep- B6MP102 do not secrete detectable concentrations of IL-1,
tor 3 chain [3-5]. T cell stimulation by superantigens was IL-6, and TNF in response to CSF-1 under normal growth
originally believed to require the presentation of the super- conditions.
antigen on nonpolymorphic regions of class II major Cells were seeded at the concentration of 1-3 x 106 cells
histocompatibility complex (MHC II) molecules [6]. per 60-mm culture dish or 3-5 x 106 cells per 100-mm tissue
However, recent studies suggest that T cells may be activated culture dish for secretion assays or RNA isolation. LM929
in the absence of accessory cells or MHC II molecules [7-9], cells (American Type Culture Collection CCL 1.2) were used
although activation was not as efficient as in the presence of as a source of CSF-1 and to detect TNF. LM929 cells were
MHC II molecules. passaged similarly to the B6MP102 cells. Peritoneal macro-

Macrophages are also activated by staphylococcal super- phages were obtained from C3HeB/FeJ mice as described
antigens. Parsonnet et al. found that human mononuclear previously [15].
phagocytes secreted interleukin-1 (IL-1) in response to toxic
shock syndrome toxin 1 (TSST) [10, 11]. Other studies cor-
roborate these findings and also demonstrate that the en-
terotoxins and exfoliative toxins can activate human, rat, Abbreviations: CSF-1, colony-stimulating factor 1; ETA, exfoliative toxin
and mouse macrophages [12-15]. Macrophages also release A; IFN-'Y, interferon-,; IL-1, interleukin-1; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; MHC,IL-I in response to alpha toxin 16]. majort, histocompatibility complex; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; PMB,

polymyxin B; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; SEA, staphylococcal enterotoxin
Our group has studied the mouse macrophage response to A; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

several staphylococcal extracellular proteins [151. There areI Reprint requests: Stephen K. Chapes, Ackert Hall, Kansas State Univer-
distinct secretion patterns that are toxin and mouse strain sity, Manhattan, KS 66506-4901.
dependent. In particular, we found that staphylococcal en- Received September 13, 1993; accepted December 15, 1993.
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Toxin Determination of F-actin

Purified preparations of SEA and SEB were obtained from We used a modification of the methodology of Howard and
Toxin Technologies (Sarasota, FL). Alternate preparations of Meyer [23] to measure the toxin-induced change in polymer-
SEB were obtained from the U.S. Army Medical Research ized actin in B6MP102 cells. Peritoneal macrophages or
and Development Command (Ft. Detrick, MD). Both SEB B6MPI02 cells were suspended 1 x 106 cells per 100 ILI of
preparations gave similar results. Exfoliative toxins A and B phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) in sterile, 1.5-ml Eppendorf
(ETA and ETB) were prepared in our laboratory using tubes. Ten microliters of toxin (10 gg/ml) or the stimulatory
previously described methodology [15]. The enterotoxins peptide f-Met-Leu-Phe [28] (1 x 10-6 M, Sigma) were added
had less than 0.2 ng/ml endotoxin and the exfoliative toxins to cells and incubated for 30 s. The reaction was stopped by
less than 2.0 ng/ml when diluted to a concentration of 1.0 adding 11 Al of phosphate-buffered formalin (3.7% final con-
gg/ml as determined by the Limulus amebocyte lysate assay centration) to each treatment group, including the controls,
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Our assay was sensitive to a con- and incubating the cells at 37'C for 5 min. Five microliters
centration of 0.02 ng/ml. B6MP102 cells are not activated by of the fluorescent, actin-binding compound NBD-
LPS at these concentrations. phallacidin (according to the manufacturer, Molecular

Probes, Eugene, OR, excitation maximum 465 nm, emission
RNA isolation and Northern blot analysis maximum = 530 nm, Kd = 18 nM for actin, reconstituted

according to the manufacturer's directions) were added to
Tumor necrosis factor RNA was detected using a linearized each preparation and incubated for 10 min at 37°C. The
300-base-pair insert of the murine TNF-ae gene. This gene cells were washed twice in PBS, resuspended in PBS, and
fragment was originally described by Pennica et al. [21] and analyzed on a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton-Dickinson,
it was obtained from Genentech. The fragment was obtained Sunnyvale, CA) as previously described [24].
by a PstI/EcoRI double digestion of the pSP64 plasmid con-
taining the gene insert. The Chinese hamster ovary S14 TNF quantification
ribosomal protein gene was obtained from Dr. Donald Roufa
(Kansas State University). The plasmid containing the Culture supernatants were assayed for TNF essentially as
568-base-pair fragment was linearized by PstI digestion of described by Fleming et al. [15], except that MTT

pSC14-8 [22]. The detection of S14 served as an internal con- (1-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bro-

trol for the amount of RNA loaded for Northern blot analy- mide) was used to quantify cell death. Briefly, 50 Al of MTT

sis. Each linearized probe was randomly primed and labeled (2 mg/ml) was added to each assay well. The samples were
with digoxigenin-1l-dUTP for 20 h using the Genius kit incubated for 3 h at 37°C. The medium was removed from

(Boehringer-Mannheim). Hybridization was carried out us- each sample and 1500 1 of ISO:PBS (100 ml of isopropyl alco-

ing nonisotypic methods as described below. hol, 40 Al of 5 N HC1, 50 mn of PBS) was added. The samples

Total cellular RNA was obtained using a modified guani- were read on a plate reader (Cambridge Technologies,

dine thiocyanate, phenol extraction technique (RNAzol B, Watertown, MA) at 570 nm.

Cinna/Biotecx Laboratories, Triendswood, TX). Northern
hybridization was carried out using standardized concentra- Competitive binding assays
tions of total cellular RNA that had been estimated by the Exotoxins were iodinated with 1251 (NEN/Dupont, Boston,
staining of 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA with Nuclistain MA) using the chloramine-T method. The labeled toxins
(National Diagnostics, Manville, NJ). RNA was prepared were aliquoted, stored at -70'C, and used within 2 weeks
for electrophoresis by heating at 50'C for I h in the presence of iodination. For competitive binding studies, 2 x 105 to
of 0.9 M deionized glyoxal, 50% v/v dimethyl sulfoxide, and 1 x 106 B6MP102 cells were added per well of a round-
0.01 M sodium phosphate. RNA samples were elec- bottom 96-well plate and incubated on ice with 0-12.8 Ag of
trophoresed in 1.2% agarose (containing 10 mM sodium io- unlabeled toxin. A minimum of approximately 3000 cpm of
doacetic acid) with constant buffer circulation. The RNA 125 1-labeled exotoxin was added (calculated from standard
was transferred to nylon membranes, cross-linked with 2600 dose-response curves; between 0.8 and 3.2 Ag). The assay
A ultraviolet light, and probed for murine TNF-a and the was incubated a minimum of 60 min on ice in a total volume
S14 ribosomal protein housekeeping gene. Northern blots of 200 A1 of medium, which allowed 80-100% of the maxi-
were prehybridized for I h at 60'C in 10 ml of buffer con- mum toxin binding possible under these conditions. Cells
taining 10% dextran sulfate, I M NaC1, and 1% sodium were pelleted by centrifugation at 3 2 5g and the supernatant
dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Blots were hybridized for 20 h at was removed and counted on a gamma counter. Cells were
60'C in the same solution containing denatured probe and washed four times, resuspended in 200 A1 of medium, and
100 pg/ml salmon sperm DNA. The membrane was washed counted. All treatments were done in triplicate and the ex-
twice with 2 x standard saline citrate (SSC) at room tern- periment was repeated a minimum of four times. The rever-
perature, twice with 2 x SSC with 1% SDS at 60'C, and sible nature of the toxin-cell interaction [25] allowed us to
twice with 0.1 x SSC at room temperature. The membrane calculate dissociation constants (Kd) and receptor numbers
was washed twice in I-Light blocking solution (Tropix, Bed- by Scatchard analysis.
ford, MA) and blocked in fresh I-Light solution for 30 min
at room temperature. The blot was incubated with Miscellaneous reagents
anti-digoxigenin-alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer Mann-
heim, Indianapolis, IN) for 1 h and washed. The blot was in- Recombinant murine interferon--y and TNF-ci were ob-
cubated with AMPPD (disodium 3-(4-methoxyspirol[1,2- tained from Genzyme (Cambridge, MA). Restriction en-
dioxetane-3,2'-tricyclo[3.3.1]decane]-4-yl)phenyl phosphate) zymes were obtained from Promega (Madison, WI). Es-
substrate as recommended by the manufacturer (Tropix) and cherichia coli LPS 055:B5 was obtained from Difco (Detroit,
chemiluminescence was detected on X-ray film. MI).
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of two receptor populations: one with a high (nM) affinity for TABLE 3. Percent Maximal Inhibition of SEA and SEB
toxin and one with a 1000-fold lower (MM) affinity (Fig.
1A-D). Both toxins would compete with one another in a Cold competitor (jug)

highly reproducible manner (Fig. 1A-D). However, as deter- Ligand SEA SEB
mined by half-maximal inhibitory concentrations and per-
cent maximal inhibition (Tables 2 and 3), SEA was a more 52.1-SEA 66 + 6' 45 ± 7'
efficient competitor of 1251-SEB than SEB was of 125 1-SEA. 251-SEB 56 ± 2 53 ± 3

These data suggest that SEA may bind to receptors not
bound by SEB. 'Numbers represent mean ± SEM of > four experiments.

bStatistically different from cold SEA competition of 125I-SEA, P < .05.

Actin polymerization in response to toxin

The cytoskeleton is important for signal transduction signal" [28] in association with IFN--y, we incubated
processes mediated through class II MHC molecules [26]. B6MP102 cells with SEB and suboptimal concentrations of
Therefore, we measured F-actin concentration changes in IFN--y. Figure 4 shows that after stimulation of B6MP102
response to several staphylococcal exotoxins. It was possible cells for 3 h only SEA induced increased TNF RNA levels.
that SEB could bind to B6MPI02 cells and induce a cellular Basal RNA levels were detected in B6MP102 cells incubated
response that was independent of the TNF response. When with medium, SEB, IFN-'y, or SEB + IFN--y. When macro-
B6MP102 cells were incubated in PBS there was a con- phages were stimulated with SEB and IFN-y for 18 h
tinuum of low level F-actin expression in the cells (Fig. 2). B6MP102 cells did secrete TNF (Table 4), but the detectable
However, in response to the biologically active tripeptide f- concentration was lower than that assayed in response to
Met-Leu-Phe [27], which is commonly used to activate SEA. These data and the fact that IFN--y did not enhance
phagocytes, there was a dramatic shift in B6MP102 actin SEA-induced TNF production (Fig. 4) emphasize the potent
content (Fig. 2). When the B6MP102 cells were stimulated nature of SEA as a macrophage stimulant.
with the exfoliative toxins, a significant increase in F-actin,
similar in magnitude to the positive control, was also ob- DISCUSSION
served (Fig. 2). The homogeneous nature of the B6MP102
cell population is exemplified by the cytometric histograms This investigation demonstrated that macrophages respond
of F-actin distribution in thioglycolate-induced peritoneal to several staphylococcal exoproteins in the absence of T
macrophages activated with several exoproteins (Fig. 3). In
particular, two distinct populations were identified when
peritoneal macrophages were stimulated with SEA or SEB. MSE15 86 PLUS FITC MUE 0 PLUS F MET
These data suggest that both SEA and SEB are capable of
inducing intracellular responses in inflammatory macro-
phages as well as B6MP102 cells.

Northern blot of B6MP102 cell TNF RNA 3 3

Because SEA and SEB both appeared to bind to and induce
actin polymerization in B6MP102 cells, it was important to
determine whether the differential secretion of TNF was 11 21 16 ,
regulated at the RNA level or was a secretion anomaly.
Northern blots indicate that cells stimulated with SEA for 3 8 P- S M 86 P 96

h had increased TNF RNA levels (Fig. 4). Only low constit-
utive levels of RNA were detected in cells stimulated with
SEB (Fig. 4). Therefore, SEA appeared to regulate TNF
RNA differently t han SEB.3

Effects of interferon--y on SEB-induced TNF production

Fast et al. [14] found that only macrophages stimulated with
SEB and IFN--y secreted nitric oxide; cells stimulated with
100 ug/ml SEB alone did not. We previously demonstrated 1 6 Ir 1 j62 Io-

that suboptimal concentrations of IFN-7 can enhance toxin- M 6-
induced macrophage cytotoxicity [15]. Therefore, to deter-
mine whether SEB was capable of providing a "triggering

TABLE 2. Half-Maximal Inhibitory Concentrations of SEA and SEB

Cold competitor (pug)

l.igand SEA SEB I

125
1-SEA 4.8 ± 1.0" 12.4 ± 0.6'

1
25

1-SI'B 6.3 ± 1.4 4.8 ± 1.0 Fig. 2. Polymerized actin in B6MP102 cells detected with NBD-phallacidin

and flow cytometry. B6MP102 cells were incubated in PBS (panel labeled
"Numbers represent mean + SEM of > fbur experiments. plus FITC) or in PBS containing f-Met-Leu-Phe, SEA, SEB, ETA, or ETB

"Statistically different from all other treatment groups, P < .01. (panels labeled as such). Cells were stimulated for 30 s.
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RESULTS TABLE 1. B6MP102 Secretion of TNF in Response to
Staphylococcal Exotoxins

B6MP102 cell secretion of TNF % Killing of LM929

Staphylococcal enterotoxin B does not activate C3HeB/FeJ [TNF]5

mouse peritoneal macrophages to secrete TNF to the same Treatment' 1:2 1:4 (U/ml)
extent as the related toxin SEA [15]. Furthermore, others
have suggested that macrophages will not secrete TNF in the ETA (I sg/ml) 48 ± 1 32 ± 2 76

absence of T cells when stimulated with other staphylococcal ETB (I 14g/ml) 40 ± 2 17 ± 2 40

exoproteins [18]. We used the bone marrow-derived macro- SEA (1 pg/ml) 33 ± 4 11 ± 2 23

phage cell line B6MP102 to determine whether a require- SEB (1 Itg/ml) 8 ± 2 0 ± 2 <3

ment for T cells existed in the macrophage response to Medium 15 ± 3 7 ± 2 4

staphylococcal exotoxins and whether the differential induc-

tion of TNF by SEA and SEB was unique to C3HeB/FeJ 'B6MP102 cells were stimulated for 18 h.
macrophages. Table 1 shows that B6MP102 cells secreted 'ITNF] determined by linear regression of rTNF standards with unknown

TNF in response to several toxins in the absence of T cells, samples.
B6MP102 secreted TNF in response to ETA, ETB, and SEA
as well as it responds to LPS. In contrast, SEB did not induce It was possible that SEB was a more effective stimulus of
the secretion of TNF. Even though TNF secretion could be TNF receptor shedding than SEA. Furthermore, those
detected within 3 h after the addition of SEA (see Fig. 1 receptors would interfere with the quantitation of TNF in
legend), TNF secretion could not be detected with SEB our bioassays. Therefore, we examined supernatants from
when B6MP102 cells were stimulated for as long as 18 h. (Ta- SEB-activated B6MP102 cells for their ability to interfere
ble 1). To rule out endotoxin effects, macrophages were with the quantitation of known concentrations of murine
stimulated with 10 ug/mI SEA or SEB for 18 h in the rTNF. We found that 32 U of rTNF had 68 + 2 and
presence of 10 pg/ml polymyxin B (PMB), which also caused 69 + 5% specific killing of LM929 cells in the presence and
differential TNF stimulation. SEA induced >13 U TNF/ml absence, respectively, of supernatants from B6MP102 cells
in the presence or absence of PMB, whereas SEB induced that had been stimulated with 10 pg of SEB for 18 h. It did
minimal quantities of TNF with or without PMB treatment. not appear that SEB induced TNF receptor shedding.
In contrast, 10 ptg of PMB inhibited LPS-induced (10 pg/ml)
TNF secretion by over 78%. Ten micrograms of PMB in- B6MP102 binding of SEA and SEB
hibited LPS-induced TNF secretion by over 95% when
lower concentrations of LPS were used to stimulate the We determined whether the response to SEA and SEB was
B6MP102 cells. Therefore, TNF secretion by SEA-treated due to differences in binding to B6MP102 cells. We con-
B6MP102 cells does not appear to be due to endotoxin con- ducted cold competitor binding assays with both toxins. The
tamination. biphasic nature of the Scatchard plot indicated the presence
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MO3USE !--ROPHAES PLUS FITC MOUSE MAROPHAES PLUS F MET SE + V

.3 SEB

SEA + IFN

MOUISE MCROPHAGES PLUS SEA MUlSE MACROPHGES PLUS SEB SEA

SIFN

MEDIUM

TNF S 14

0 Fig. 4. Northern blot of B6MP102 RNA. Probes were specific for murine

TN~o andtheribosomal protein gene S14. B6MPIO2 cells were incubated
for 3 h in medium or medium containing 10 1tg/ml SEA or SEB _+ 10 U/ml
recombinant, murine IFN-3' or IFN-'y. The amount of TNF secreted by
these cells was as f'ollows: medium, <5 U/ml; IFN--y, <5 U/ml; SEB, <5
U/ml; SEB + IFN--,, <5 U/ml; SEA, 17 U/ml; SEA+IFN-y, 18 U/ml....... 62 f6 . . .. 114.. . • . . ..i , " "

Fig. 3. Polymerized actin in peritoneal macrophages was detected using whether the induction of NF-kB is associated with transcrip-
NBD-phallacidin and flow cytometry. Macrophages were incubated in PBS tion of TNE There are several binding sites for NF-kB in the
(panel labeled plus FITC) or in PBS containing f-Mct-Leu-Phe, SEA, SEB, TNF promoter and it is believed to be an important regula-
ETA, or ETB (panels labeled as such). Cells were stimulated for 30 s. tory element in TNF transcription [31]. Therefore, this will

be a focus of our future studies. Others have found that SEB
cells. B6MP102 macrophages responded to SEA, SEB, ETA, can directly induce the secretion or transcription of TNF by
and ETB within 30 s of toxin exposure by polymerization of human monocytes [13, 17, 32] but Grossman et al. [32] also
actin. Within 3 h, signal transduction was followed by a demonstrated that SEA was a more potent stimulant of hu-
burst of transcription, translation, and TNF secretion, man monocytes than SEB. Exoprotein differences between
B6MP102 cells secreted TNF in response to SEA, ETA, and human and mouse should naturally be expected. En-
ETB. Because B6MP102 cells were maintained as a continu- terotoxin B is probably a more effective stimulant of human
ous cell line, there was no T cell contamination. See et al. macrophages than mouse macrophages because of differ-
[18] found that staphylococcal exoprotein-induced TNF and ences in the toxin-MHC molecule interaction. Staphylococ-
IL-1 secretion by monocytes required the presence of T cells. cal exoproteins have varying affinities for different allelic
Therefore, T cells are not necessary under some circum- (H-2b> d > k) and species forms (human > mouse) of
stances for toxin-mediated macrophage activation. The sig- class II molecules [33, 34] which regulates the ability of class
nals transduced by staphylococcal exoproteins across the 11-expressing cells to activate T cell proliferation [35-37].
macrophage membrane are sometimes inefficient and re-
quire second signals to induce particular responses. The ob-
servation, reported in this paper, of IFN--7-enhanced SEB- TABLE' 4. Effect of Interferon--, on SEB-Induced TNF Secretion by
induced TNF secretion and previous reports that IFN--y en- B6MPI02 Cells
hanced macrophage tumoricidal activity induced by
staphylococcal exoproteins [14, 15] would support this TNF (U/ml)'
hypothesis. This idea also follows the general consensus that
macrophage activation requires multiple signals [27-29]. "r +tExp. I Exp. 2

These experiments indicate that SEA more efficiently in- SEA 18 32
duced TNF production by B6MP102 macrophages than SEB 4 8
SEB. This is consistent with previous observations using SEB + IFN-3' 14 14
C3H mice [15] and indicates that the differential response is IFN--y <2 6
not limited to inflammatory, peritoneal macrophages bear- Medium <2 7
ing the H-2k haplotype. Busam et al. [30] also found that
SEB did not induce bone marrow macrophages to secrete 0ITNFI determined by linear regression of rTNF standards with unknown
TNF even though SEB did induce NF-kB within I h after ex- saB6MP102 cells were stimulated for 18 h ± 10 U/mi IFN-y and/or 10posure to SEB. It was not determined in that study or in ours pg/ml SEA or SEB.
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We explored mechanisms to explain why SEA but not ern blots, whereas SEB does not. SEA and SEB have intrigu-
SEB induced B6MP102 cells to produce TNF. Both toxins ing differences in their ability to regulate TNF in murine
bound to B6MP102 cells in a concentration-dependent man- macrophages. Future reports will clarify differences in the
ner. However, SEA was a more effective competitor of SEB signals transduced by these two toxins and resolve the issue
in competitive binding assays than SEB was of SEA. This of mRNA levels.
result was similar to reports of studies with human cells in
which SEB also did not compete as effectively with SEA [381.
Buxser et al [39], using spleen cells from B6 mice, found that ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
SEB was a less effective competitor of SEA than SEE. In-
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Macrophages from C2D transgenic mice deficient in the expression of major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) class II proteins were used to identify binding sites for superantigens distinct from the MHC class II
molecule. Iodinated staphylococcal enterotoxins A and B (SEA and SEB) and exfoliative toxins A and B (ETA
and ETB) bound to C2D macrophages in a concentration-dependent and competitive manner. All four toxins
increased F-actin concentration within 30 s of their addition to C2D macrophages, indicating that signal
transduction occurred in response to toxin in the absence of class II MHC. Furthermore, ETA, ETB, SEA, and,
to a lesser extent, SEB induced C2D macrophages to produce interleukin 6. Several molecular species on C2D
macrophages with molecular masses of 140, 97, 61, 52, 43, and 37 kDa bound SEA in immunoprecipitation
experiments. These data indicate the presence of novel, functionally active toxin binding sites on murine
macrophages distinct from MHC class II molecules.

The gram-positive bacterium Staphylococcus aureus secretes Transgenic mice deficient in MHC II molecules (GenPharm
up to 30 different exotoxins into its environment. Among these International, Mountain View, Calif.) provide an excellent way
are staphylococcal enterotoxin A (SEA), the major causative to study non-MHC II toxin-binding molecules. C2D mice lack
agent of food poisoning, staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), cell surface expression of MHC II molecules because of a null
toxic shock syndrome toxin 1, and exfoliative toxin A (ETA) mutation in the MHC II AP3 gene (18). Therefore, experiments
and exfoliative toxin B (ETB), which induce scalded skin using cells from C2D mice are not subject to the criticisms
syndrome (3, 26, 27). These staphylococcal exotoxins are made of other methods used to study alternate toxin-binding
potent T-cell stimulants and have been called superantigens molecules. There are no concerns over whether the monoclo-
(44). Enterotoxins, exfoliative toxins, and toxic shock syn- nal antibodies used to inhibit toxin binding completely block
drome toxin 1 activate human, rat, and mouse macrophages to the MHC II binding receptor or over whether MHC II
secrete tumor necrosis factor (TNF), NO-, interleukin 1 molecules are present on cells at concentrations below the
(IL-1), and IL-6 (2, 13-15, 28, 35, 36). Furthermore, macro- sensitivity of the detection assays. These experiments are also
phages become cytolytic in the presence of these exotoxins and not subject to criticisms that MHC II-negative tumor cell lines
gamma interferon (13, 15). are not representative of normal cells. Therefore, we used C2D

The major histocompatibility complex class II (MHC 11) transgenic mice to investigate whether staphylococcal superan-
molecule is a high-affinity receptor for staphylococcal superan- tigens bind and activate macrophages through a receptor
tigens. Immunoprecipitation and autoradiography studies distinct from the MHC II molecules.
demonstrated a direct interaction between staphylococcal exo-
toxins and the MHC II molecule (16, 33, 39). This interaction
is unusual because unprocessed toxin binds to the nonpoly-
morphic regions of the MHC II molecule, away from the MATERIALS AND METHODS
traditional antigen presenting site (10, 23, 38). The toxin-MHC Mice. Transgenic mice, negative for MHC class I (MHC I)
molecule interaction occurs because toxins do not require (CiD, H-2b mice) or MHC II (C2D, H-2b mice), were pur-
processing and because the interaction satisfies the simple chased from GenPharm, Int. The CI D mice were used as a
thermodynamic rules of receptor-ligand interactions. There-

fore, the possibility exists that other molecules may be present syngeneic, MHC II-positive control that had undergone a

on cells that have similar structural properties that allow genetic manipulation at a locus distinct from MHC II. We

interaction with toxin, confirmed earlier findings (18) that CID and C2D mice lacked
MHC I and II molecules, respectively, by using flow cytometricA superantigen binding site, distinct from the MHC II analysis of thymocytes or spleen cells (1). Additionally, same-

molecule, has been inferred from several studies (4, 24, 34, 43). age C57BL/6 (B6, H-2b) mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Har-
In particular, in our laboratory, Scatchard analysis of compet- bor, Maine) were used as unmanipulated, syngeneic, MHC
itive binding data from experiments using B6MP102 bonemarrow-derived macrophages indicated the presence of two Il-positive controls.

marrw-drive maropagesindcate th prsenc oftwo Cells. CID, C2D, and B6 murine, peritoneal macrophages
staphylococcal exotoxin binding receptors. However, in spite of Ce Cid a B peritoneal aacrphedwere obtained by peritoneal lavage as previously described
this compelling evidence for the presence of non-MHC II (15). Bone marrow cells were recovered from long bones and
superantigen binding receptors, little is known about these (15).gBone marrowaellshwere recoveredfrom6longrbones anmolecules. were grown into macrophage monolayers on 60- or 100-mam-

diameter tissue culture dishes in Dulbecco's modified Eagle
medium (DMEM) (GIBCO, Grand Island, N.Y.) supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 0.3% L-glutamine, and

* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Division of Biology, Ack- 15% LM-929 conditioned cell supernatant (as a source of
ert Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-4901. colony-stimulating factor 1). Bone marrow cells were allowed

t Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Publication 94-162-J. to remain in culture for a minimum of 2 weeks before use to
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allow for the differentiation into macrophages. The TNF- incubated for 30 s. The reaction was stopped by adding 10 p.1

sensitive cell line LM-929 (American Type Culture Collection of phosphate-buffered formalin (final concentration, 3.7%) to
CCL 1.2) was used as a source of colony-stimulating factor 1 each treatment group, including the controls, followed by
and to detect TNF. LM-929 cells were passaged 2 to 3 times incubation at 37°C for 5 min. Five p.l of the fluorescent,
weekly in antibiotic-free DMEM supplemented with 2% fetal actin-binding compound NBD [N-(7-nitrobenz-2 oxa-1, 3 dia-
bovine serum. IL-6 was quantified with the IL-6-dependent, zol 4)]-phallacidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Ore.) (accord-
murine B-cell hybridoma subclone B9 (15). It was cultured in ing to the manufacturer, having an excitation maximum of 465
DMEM supplemented with 50 p.M 2-mercaptoethanol, 5% nM, an emission maximum of 530 nM, and a Kd of 18 nM for
fetal bovine serum, and 10 pg of recombinant IL-6. actin and reconstituted according to the manufacturer's direc-

Toxin. Purified preparations of SEA and SEB were obtained tions) was added to each preparation and was incubated for 10
from Toxin Technologies (Sarasota, Fla.). SEA and SEB are r min at 37°C. The cells were washed twice in PBS, resuspended
minimum of 96% pure as determined by the supplier. Alter- in PBS, and analyzed on a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton
nate preparations of SEB were obtained from the U.S. Army Dickinson, Sunnyvale, Calif.) as previously described (25).
Medical Research and Development command (Ft. Detrick, Macropa Sulatio. acrphes wereled at5 a

Md.). Furthermore, every new preparation of endotoxin was Macrophage stimulation. Macrophages were plated at a

run through a sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gel and was density of 106 cells per 60-mm-diameter tissue culture plate

stained with silver (Bio-Rad Silver Stain Plus, with a sensitivity and were allowed to adhere 1 h, and then the medium was

of approximately 10 ng) to check for impurities. SEA consis- removed. Three milliliters of DMEM containing the appropri-

tently stained as a single band, and both SEB preparations ate stimulus (10 pRg of toxin per ml or 12.5 [.g of lipopolysac-

stained as a doublet with a molecular mass of 25 kDa. ETA and charide per ml [used as a positive control]) or medium alone

ETB were prepared in our laboratory by using strains of (control) was added for 16 h. After this time, the supernatants

Staphylococcus aureus and the purification procedure previ- were collected, clarified by centrifugation, aliquoted, and used

ously described (15). ETA and ETB preparations gave single immediately or stored at -86'C until assayed for cytokine

bands on gels stained with silver. The enterotoxins had 50.4 ng secretion.
of endotoxin-like reactive material per p.g of toxin, and the Cytokine and nitrite quantitation. The macrophage super-
exfoliative toxins had less than 2.0 ng per jig, as determined by natants were assayed for IL-6 content by using the B9 bioassay
the Limulus amebocyte lysate assay (Sigma, St. Louis, Mo.). (21). The B9 cells were washed three times in IL-6-free RPMI
Our assay was sensitive to a concentration of 0.02 ng/ml. medium to remove residual IL-6. Four thousand B9 cells were

Saturation and competitive binding assays and determina- added to serially diluted, triplicate samples of culture super-
tion of Kd. Exotoxins were iodinated with 1251 (NEN/Dupont, natant and were allowed to incubate for 3 days at 37°C. Cell

Boston, Mass.) by using the chloramine-T method. lodination death was quantified by using MTr (1-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-
of toxins achieved a level of at least 8 p.Ci/pxg. The labeled Yd]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide). Fifty [ di of MTT (2
toxins were aliquoted, stored at -86°C, and used within 2 mg/ml) was added to each assay well and was incubated for 3
weeks of iodination. To determine if toxin bound cells in a m a s adde teach as well and was incubatedoforS
saturable manner, 106 peritoneal macrophages were added per h at 37'C. The medium was removed, and 150 p. of Iso-PBS

well of a round-bottomed 96-well plate and were incubated (100 ml of isopropyl alcohol, 40 ml of 5 N HCI, and 50 ml of

with 1 p.Lg of 125 1-labeled toxin and 0-100 p.g of unlabeled toxin. PBS) was added to dissolve crystals. A microtiter plate reader

Specific binding was determined by subtracting the signal (Cambridge Technologies, Watertown, Mass.) was used to

obtained from I'5I-labeled toxin binding in the presence of a read A 57 ,.

100-fold excess of unlabeled toxin from the signal obtained TNF was quantified as described previously (15) except that

with labeled toxin alone. MTI was used (see description above). Nitrite concentration

For competitive binding studies, 2 x 105 to 1 X 106 was determined by use of the Griess reagent (1% sulfanil-

peritoneal or bone marrow-derived macrophages were added amide, 0.1% naphylethylene diamine dihydrochloride, and 2%

per well of a round-bottomed 96-well plate and were incubated H3PO4 ) as previously described (41). Cytokine and nitrite

on ice with 0 to 64 pLg of unlabeled toxin. Between 0.5 pLg and quantification was based on linear regression of standard

3 pLg of 1251I-labeled exotoxin was added. The assay was curves of recombinant TNF, recombinant IL-6, or NaNO 2.

incubated a minimum of 60 min on ice in a total volume of 200 Recombinant murine TNF was obtained from Genzyme (Cam-

pxl of medium which allowed 80 to 100% of the maximum toxin bridge, Mass.), and recombinant murine IL-6 was obtained

binding possible under these conditions, as determined by from R and D Systems (Minneapolis, Minn.).

previous experiments in our laboratory. Assays were conducted Immunoprecipitation. B6MP102 cells and C2D peritoneal

at 4°C to avoid activation and cell attachment to the wells of macrophages (108) were surface labeled with 1251 (NEN/

the microtiter plate. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at Dupont, Boston, Mass.) with lactoperoxidase (Calbiochem)

325 x g, and the supernatant was removed and counted on a and were incubated with or without 50 pLg of unlabeled SEA
gamma counter. Pelleted cells were washed four times, resus- per ml for 2 h at 4°C. Washed cells were lysed in 1 ml of

pended in 200 p.1 of medium, and counted. All treatments were per l fo2 h at P0C0 W h cl w resed i1l

done in triplicate, and the experiment was repeated a mini- ice-cold lysis buffer (2% Nonidet P-40, 15 mM Tris-HC1 [pH

mum of three times. Dissociation constants (Kds) and receptor 8.0], 0.15 M NaCl, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and

numbers were determined by Scatchard analysis because of the aprotinin). Lysates were precleared for 1 h at 4°C with normal

reversible nature of the toxin-cell interaction (12). rabbit serum followed by the addition of fixed S. aureus

Determination of F-actin. We used a modification of the bacteria (Pansorbin; Calbiochem). Aliquots were immunopre-

methodology of Howard and Meyer (25) to measure the cipitated with rabbit anti-SEA serum and were immobilized on

toxin-induced change in polymerized actin in macrophages. Pansorbin. Precipitates were washed three times with ice-cold

Macrophages (106 cells per 100 p.d of phosphate-buffered saline lysis buffer and then boiled in SDS sample buffer, centrifuged,

[PBS]) were suspended in sterile, 1.5-ml Eppendorf tubes. Ten and run on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

microliters of toxin (10 pLg/ml) or, as a positive control, (PAGE) gel. ' 2 51-labeled receptors that bound toxin were

F-Met-Leu-Phe (10-6 M, Sigma) (25) was added to cells and imaged by exposing dried gels to X-ray film.
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I C2D C57B16 " C10 for SEA, SEB, and ETA (Fig. 1) (ETB was not tested in these
assays). The kinetics of toxin binding to C2D peritoneal

25 macrophages was similar to that to control macrophages, but
higher toxin concentrations were necessary to achieve binding

S20 comparable to that of MHC II-positive controls (Fig. 1).
lodinated SEA and SEB also bound C2D cells isolated from

co15 lymph nodes, in a similar concentration-dependent way (data-, -.T not shown).

-C 10Competitive binding assays, in which 0.5 to 3 pRg of iodinated
o 5 0" SEA or SEB was inhibited with increasing concentrations ofcold SEA or SEB, respectively, indicated that competition

0 - .... . . . occurred for a limited number of binding sites on both MHC
.25 .5 .75 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 II-positive (Fig. 2) and -negative cells. However, the kinetics of

Concentration of lodinated SEA (ug) the inhibition differed for the MHC II-positive and -negative
cells. For the MHC II-positive cells, it usually took less than 6
pLg of cold toxin to inhibit binding of the iodinated toxin by
50%. At least 12 pLg of cold competitor toxin was needed to
achieve 50% inhibition when C2D macrophages were used.

50 Scatchard analysis of C2D macrophage superantigen binding
data indicated that a linear line best fit the data indicative of a

0 40 - - - single binding site class (Slide Write Plus, revision 4; Advanced
30 Graphics Software, Sunnyvale, Calif.) (Fig. 2). The affinity for

- ' ao 30 superantigen of the non-MHC II receptor from both bone
marrow and peritoneal macrophages was lower than the

20 affinity measured for the MHC Il-positive cells (Table 1). SEA
tended to bind C2D macrophages with higher affinity than did

o 10 SEB, but the difference was not significant. No trend waso- - evident when the numbers of receptors per cell for MHC

0................... II-positive and -negative macrophages were compared (Table.25 .5 .75 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 1). In contrast to the linear curves found for C2D macro-Concentration of .odinated SEB (ug) phages, biphasic Scatchard curves indicative of two receptorsites (Fig. 3) were found for B6 peritoneal macrophages.
Actin polymerization in response to toxin. Exotoxin binding

to MHC II-positive macrophages leads to activation (9). The
7000 cytoskeleton is important to early signal transduction pro-

70 cesses. These events can be measured through changes in
6000 cellular F-actin concentration. Therefore, to determine if

.0 staphylococcal superantigens induce early signal transduction

-¢ 4000 T T events, we measured changes in F-actin concentration. Expos-40 +,- ing MHC II-positive macrophages to all four toxins induces

S3000 ,,actin polymerization (9). Similarly, unstimulated peritoneal
0 macrophages from MHC II-negative C2D mice responded to

0 2000 the biologically active tripeptide F-Met-Leu-Phe (used as a

1000 " positive control on the basis of previous work) (9), as well as
o - SEA, ETA, and ETB (Fig. 4). A smaller increase in F-actin

0 concentration occurred when C2D macrophages were stimu-
.25 .5 .75 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 lated with SEB. However, the changes were not as consistent

Concentration of lodinated ETA (ug) as those seen with the other toxins, because some of the
macrophages did not respond (Fig. 4D). Therefore, superan-

FIG. 1. Dose response curves demonstrating specific and saturable tigens activated rapid intracellular responses in inflammatory
binding of 1251-SEA, '251-SEB, and 12I-ETA to 106 C2D, CID, or C2D macrophages.
C57BL/6 peritoneal macrophages. Specific binding is the difference Effects of toxin on cytokine secretion. Normal macrophages
between the signal obtained with labeled toxin alone and the signal release cytokines in response to staphylococcal exotoxins (13-
obtained in the presence of a 100-fold excess of unlabeled toxin. These 15, 28, 35, 36). The alternative toxin binding molecule may play
graphs represent the results of at least three experim ents. a 28, in m acroph e a ct ivati o n Th eref ore, ule ma y th ea role in macrophage activation. Therefore, we investigated the

potential of exotoxins to activate C2D macrophages to secrete
RESULTS nitrite, TNF, and IL-6.

The results of these experiments were positive. Bone mar-
Macrophage binding by staphylococcal exotoxins. We deter- row macrophages from C2D and B6 mice secreted IL-6 when

mined if exotoxins could bind to non-MHC II receptors on they were stimulated with staphylococcal exotoxins (Fig. 5).
C2D macrophages. Additionally, we calculated the affinity of The amount of IL-6 secreted varied with each toxin stimulant.
the interaction between superantigen and non-MHC II recep- IL-6 secretion was especially high for SEA-stimulated C2D
tors. lodinated SEA, SEB, ETA (Fig. 1), and ETB (data not macrophages, while SEB induced the secretion of low concen-
shown) specifically bound to MHC II-positive and -negative trations of IL-6. LPS also induced the secretion of IL-6 by C2D
peritoneal and bone marrow-derived macrophages in a con- and control B6 macrophages. However, the majority of the
centration-dependent manner, and the binding was saturable toxins were more potent stimulants than was LPS. Addition-
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FIG. 2. Competitive inhibition of ' 251-SEA (A) and 1251-SEB (B) binding to C2D macrophages by cold SEA or cold SEB. Scatchard plots

(inserts) of these data were used to determine apparent Kds and valences (receptors per cell). These graphs are representative of the results of at
least three experiments.
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TABLE 1. Binding properties of SEA and SEB for CID, C2D LPS-induced TNF and IL-6 secretion by over 70% (Table 2).
(C2D-P), and C57BL/6 (B6) peritoneal and C2D (C2D-B) Therefore, cytokine secretion by toxin-treated C2D macro-

bone marrow macrophagese phages did not appear to be due to endotoxin contamination.

Binding of: Immunoprecipitation. We used cell surface labeled C2D

macrophages and B6 macrophages (MHC II-positive) incu-
Cell -I-SEA vs SEA 1-SEB vs SEB bated with unlabeled SEA to identify the alternative binding

source No. of No. of sites. Rabbit anti-SEA-serum precipitated bands with molecu-
Kd receptors/ Kd receptors/ lar masses of approximately 140, 97, 61, 52, 43, and 37 kDa

cell cell from C2D and B6 macrophages preincubated with SEA (Fig.
B6 1.9 X 10-7 2.3 x 106 1.3 X 10-7 2.0 X 106 7). Additionally, a very light band with a molecular mass of
CID 1.4 x 10-i 2.9 x 106 1.1 x 10-7 2.6 X 106 approximately 28 kDa was precipitated from B6 macrophages.
C2D-P 2.0 X 10-6 3.1 x 106 7.3 x 10-5 3.9 x 106 In the absence of SEA, no cell surface molecules were
C2D-B 6.6 X 10-5 3.3 x 106 3.8 X 10-1 5.1 X 106 precipitated (Fig. 7).

" Values are means of results of at least three experiments in which K&, and
number of receptors per cell (valence) were determined by Scatchard analysis of
competitive inhibition of 1

2
1I-SEA and 1

25
1-SEB binding to macrophages by cold DISCUSSION

SEA or cold SEB ('
25

I-SEA versus SEA and 
25

1I-SEB versus SEB, respectively).

We have presented strong evidence that one or more
alternative receptors exist on macrophages for staphylococcal

ally, SEA, ETA, and ETB stimulated IL-6 secretion by perito- superantigens. Our unique findings are supported by the
neal macrophages from C2D and B6 mice (Table 2). However, observations of other investigators. Komisar et al. (30) re-
the level of secretion was lower than that of bone marrow ported that SEB could stimulate rat and mouse mast cells to
macrophages. release serotonin, but the binding site for SEB was not an

C2D peritoneal, but not bone marrow, macrophages stimu- MHC II molecule. Herrman et al. (24) reported that both
lated with SEA, ETA, and ETB also secreted TNF (Fig. 6 and human and mouse MHC II-negative target cells could be
Table 2). However, the TNF response was considerably lower recognized (i.e., lysed) in a staphylococcal exotoxin-dependent
than that seen with MHC II-positive macrophages (Table 2). fashion by cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) clones. Different
C2D peritoneal macrophages also secreted nitric oxide in staphylococcal enterotoxins were recognized preferentially by
response to several of the exotoxins (Table 2). Again, the CTL on MHC II-positive and -negative targets. However, not
secretion of nitric oxide by C2D macrophages was less than all MHC II-negative cells could present superantigen to CTL,
that by MHC II-positive macrophages. whereas all MHC II-positive lines tested could. Dohlsten et al.

To rule out endotoxin effects, macrophages were stimulated (11) reported that SEB and SEC, but not SEA and SED, could
with 10 jig of exotoxin per ml for 18 h in the presence of 10 ýLg be effectively presented by MHC Il-negative colon carcinoma
of polymyxin B (PMB) per ml. Secretion of IL-6 and TNF by cells. Recently, Bhardwaj et al. (4) reported that MHC II-
C2D macrophages in response to exotoxins did not signifi- negative, Ket/BLS1 cells showed a specific binding of l'I-
cantly change (Table 2). In contrast, 10 lig of PMB inhibited labeled SEA, indicating a low-affinity SEA binding site.
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FIG. 3. Competitive inhibition of t 2-I-SEB binding to C57BL/6 peritoneal macrophages by cold SEB. Scatchard plots (inserts) of these data
were used to determine apparent Kds and valences (receptors per cell). The line labeled A represents a Kd of 7.0 X 10-8 M and 5 X l0s binding
sites. The line labeled B represents a Kd of 3 X 10-' M and 1.3 X 10' binding sites.
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A82280031FLI-+H\FL-Height B2289005,FLl-HFLI-Hight B82ee90"L1-+4'FL1-Hight common receptor. It appears that the amino terminus (17, 29,
32, 37) of the enterotoxin is required for interaction with the

A B C MHC II molecule. However, no such data are available for the
exfoliative toxins, nor is it known what portion of the toxin
from either of these groups binds to the non-MHC 11 recep-
tors. Therefore, it is not clear what these conserved toxin
features are. The complex folding of the enterotoxins (42) and
the suggestion that carboxyl portions of the enterotoxins (17," 21 3 1 ] 1 "20) also are necessary for MHC binding indicate that tertiary

AB228007'PLI-H'FLI-H4eight ABSSn008\FL1-H\F.L1-Height 4822 M6\F~Li-H\FL144eaght structure influences toxin-receptor interactions and does not
N N N •allow for simple linear amino acid comparisons between these

D E F groups.

SEA and SEB bound to peritoneal and bone marrow-
derived macrophages from C2D mice with a much lower
affinity (10-' M) than macrophages from either CID or B6
control mice (10-8 M). This is consistent with reports of

I * 1 , el Hermann et al. (24) that found that the concentration of

FIG. 4. Polymerized actin in C2D peritoneal macrophages was enterotoxin needed to lyse MHC II-negative cells was 10- to
detected by using NBD-phallacidin and flow cytometry. Macrophages 100-fold higher than the concentration required to lyse MHC
were incubated in PBS (A) in PBS containing F-Met-Leu-Phe (10-6 II-positive cells. Additionally, Bhardwaj et al. (4) noted that
M) (B), or in 10 pLg of SEA, SEB, ETA, or ETB per ml (C, D, E, and SEA binding to MHC-negative cells could be detected only at
F, respectively). Macrophages were stimulated for 30 s and then fixed. very high concentrations of toxin. In contrast, Lee et al. (31)

found that TSST-1 bound to MHC IT-negative porcine aortic
endothelial cells with a K, of 5 X 10-7 M. This could reflect a

Viewed as a whole, the evidence indicates that molecules other species difference. It has been established that human cells
than MHC II can bind staphylococcal superantigens. have a higher affinity for toxin than do mouse cells (22).

Several staphylococcal exotoxins, including members from Additionally, we found that toxic shock syndrome toxin 1 was,
the enterotoxin and exfoliative toxin groups, bound to C2D by far, the most biologically active superantigen (15); this may
macrophages. These data suggest that there are conserved reflect a basic difference in toxin affinity for the non-MHC II
structural features of these toxins that allow them to bind to a receptor. It is also possible that different alternative receptors
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FIG. 5. Secretion of IL-6 by C2D and C57BL/6 bone marrow-derived macrophages in response to staphylococcal exotoxins (10 •ig/ml) or LPS

(12.5 jigiml). Cells were stimulated for 18 h. IL-6 concentration was determined by linear regression of recombinant IL-6 standards with unknown
samples. Columns with different superscripts differ (P <0.05).
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TABLE 2. Summary of peritoneal macrophage activation"

Activity in C2D cells Activity in B6 cells
Macrophage source

and treatment TNF IL-6 (pg/ml) TNFIL-6 (pg/ml)
(U/ml) (nM) (U/ml) (nM)

Medium alone 4 3 296 _ 122 1 - 1 4 ± 2 175 t 54 8 ± 4
SEA 14 5 3 , 10 0 ± 2 3 5 b 6 ± 2 52 ± 9b 2 ,0 03 t 3 12 b 30 ± 12b

SEA + PMB 13 . 4 3,000 ± 2 4 5b ND' 49 ± 6b 1,987 t 269b ND
SEB 10 2 6 2 2 ± 1 0 9 b 2 ± 1 6 ± 5 1,222 ±t 99b 22 ± 9b
SEB + PMB 9 2 655 ± 100b ND 6 ± 4 1,2 3 4 ± 10 3 b ND
ETA 11 3 1,523 ± 264b 4 ± 1 24 ± 10b 1,600 t 119b 20 t 9b
ETA + PMB 10 2 1,224 ± 287b ND 21 ± 5b 1,523 ± 12 3 b ND
ETB 16 l 1b 2,342 ± 387b 6 ± 2 23 ± 8b 1,700± 298b 22 ± 11b

ETB + PMB 14 ± 3 2,007 ± 284b ND 21 ± 9b 1,593 ± 356b ND
LPS 50 ± 5b 1,467 ± 2 3 6 b 12 ± 3b 76 ± 4 b 1,434 ± 2 1 6b 95 ± 12 b

LPS + PMB 15 ± 7 675 ±_ 87b ND 20 ± 3b 621 ± 132b ND

"Mean activity ± standard deviation from culture supernatants of peritoneal macrophages incubated with and without exotoxin- or endotoxin-containing medium
with and without polymyxin B (PMB) for 18 h."Different from medium (P <0.05).

'ND, not determined.

have been identified. Further characterization of the toxin molecules are simply overshadowed by the higher-affinity
receptor on C2D macrophages should resolve this issue. MHC II molecule.

The toxin binding affinity reported for normal B6 peritoneal Binding of staphylococcal exotoxins to C2D macrophages
macrophages in this study was similar to those reported for leads to cellular activation in much the same way normal
other MHC II-positive cells (7). However, if the alternative macrophages respond (14, 15). After toxin binding, signal
binding receptor is present on normal cells, as indicated by the transduction occurred rapidly (within 30 s) and was subse-
biphasic nature of the Scatchard analysis, this value represents quently followed by macrophage secretory activity. Interest-
the binding of both receptors. We hypothetically divided the ingly, toxin-induced IL-6 secretion in C2D macrophages
two receptor classes presumed to be found on normal macro- equalled or exceeded that seen with normal B6 macrophages.
phages and calculated the dissociation constants (Table 3). The This was not true for the TNF or nitric oxide secretory
high-affinity receptor probably represents MHC II. Interest- responses, suggesting that the low-affinity toxin-binding mole-
ingly, the low-affinity receptor has a binding constant that
resembles the toxin receptor on C2D macrophages. For exam-
ple, the low-affinity toxin receptor on normal macrophages had
an affinity of 9 X 10' M for SEB, compared with an affinity of + -

5 X 10- for the SEB toxin receptor on C2D macrophages. It 1 2 3 4 5 6 K~a
should be noted that the amount of toxin (measured in
nanomoles) often used in receptor analysis was usually below
the amount of toxin (measured in micromoles) needed to
detect the alternative receptors which we have characterized in
our laboratory. Therefore, it is likely that these alternative .97

-68
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TREATMENT
FIG. 7. Cell surface '2I-labeled B6MP102 and C2D macrophages

FIG. 6. Secretion of TNF by C2D peritoneal macrophages in alone (lanes I and 6, respectively) or incubated with unlabeled SEA
response to staphylococcal exotoxins (10 pig/ml) or LPS (12.5 Rg/ml). (lanes 3 and 4, respectively) were immunoprecipitated with rabbit
Cells were stimulated for 18 h. TNF concentration was determined by anti-SEA-serum. Additionally, labeled cells were incubated with SEA
linear regression of recombinant murine TNF standards with unknown and immunoprecipitated with Pansorbin (lanes 2 and 5, respectively).
samples. Columns with different superscripts differ (P < 0.05). The arrow points to the 28-kDa band.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of the toxin binding the affinities of receptors on normal and C2D macrophages"

Binding affinity of receptors on:

Normal macrophages C2D macrophagesb

Toxin MHC II receptor Alternative receptor No. of

K No. of No. of Kd binding sites
d binding sites Kd binding sites

SEA 8 X 10-5 M 4 x 105  8 x 10- 5 M 1 x 106  3 x 10- M 3 x 10
6

SEB 7 X 10- 8 M 3 x 10 5  9 x 10-5 M 1 X 10
6  5 X 10- 5 M 4 X 10

6

"Values were obtained by Scatchard analysis of at least three experiments.
b Values are averages from peritoneal and bone marrow C2D macrophages.

cules control responses different from those controlled by Additional work will be needed to confirm the nature of the
MHC II molecules. Our laboratory and others have found that 140-, 97-, and 43-kDa molecules as well as the 61-, 52-, and
SEB, compared with other enterotoxins, does not induce TNF 37-kDa molecules that we have presented. Now that we have
very effectively (7, 13). A similar observation was made during proven the existence of alternative toxin receptor(s), we are
this study. Interestingly, SEB was less effective than the other working to fully define these non-MHC II molecules.
toxins in inducing IL-6 secretion by C2D macrophages, in
contrast to the IL-6 secretory response induced by SEB ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
stimulation of MHC II-positive macrophages with the H-2k Animals used in these experiments were handled in accordance with
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We report the development of a specific spectrophotometric assay for the quantitative determination of lipase
activity in Staphylococcus aureus. The assay is based on the rate of clearance of a tributyrin emulsion, and it
can detect as little as 1.0 pRg of purified Pseudomonas lipase per ml. By comparison with the reaction rates
obtained with Pseudomonas lipase, we calculated that S. aureus PS54C and S6C produce approximately 15 and
60 jig of extracellular lipase per ml, respectively. Neither PS54, which is lysogenized with the converting
bacteriophage L54a and is consequently lipase negative (Lip-), nor KS1905, a Lip- transpositional mutant of
strain S6C, was positive in our spectrophotometric assay. The specificity of the spectrophotometric tributyrin
assay was confirmed with a triolein plate assay; supernatants from S6C and PS54C hydrolyzed triolein, while
supernatants from PS54 and KS1905 did not. In contrast to the results of the spectrophotometric tributyrin
assay, all enzyme preparations tested (including commercially purified esterase) were positive when examined
by a tributyrin plate assay. The lack of specificity in the tributyrin plate assay emphasizes the need to interpret
the results of tributyrin lipolysis kinetically for assessing lipase activity in S. aureus.

Staphylococcus aureus produces a wide variety of extra- are generally complicated procedures, requiring specialized
cellular proteins (9), several of which are lipolytic (1, 21, 25). instrumentation (4, 20). The most widely used technique
A true lipase (glycerol ester hydrolase; EC 3.1.1.3) is the involves the determination of fatty acid release from triglyc-
primary lipolytic enzyme (1, 3); however, S. aureus pro- erides by titration in hot ethanol to a phenolphthalein end-
duces several other exoproteins that exhibit lesser degrees of point (4). A modification of this method employs a pH-stat to
lipolytic activity (3, 14, 21). Most notable among the other measure fatty acid hydrolysis (4, 22). Although the modified
lipolytic enzymes is an esterase that can be distinguished assay is relatively simple and has been used to quantify
from lipase by its activity on water-soluble substrates (21, lipase activity in S. aureus (22), it requires the use of a
25). complicated instrument not readily available in many labo-

Interest in the lipolytic enzymes of S. aureus stems from ratories. In this communication, we describe a simple spec-
the correlation between lipolytic activity and pathogenesis trophotometric tributyrin assay for the quantitative determi-
(3). Although its precise role in disease is poorly understood, nation of lipase activity in the culture supernatant of S.
lipase appears to contribute to the localization of infection, aureus.
with lipase-positive (Lip') strains being more common
among isolates from deep infections and lipase-negative
(Lip-) strains being more common among isolates from MATERIALS AND METHODS
superficial infections (8, 17). Staphylococcal lipase also The strains of S. aureus used in this study were as follows:
affects immune function. For example, Rollof et al. (15) S6C, a hyperproducer of several extracellular proteins in-
demonstrated that 12 p.g of purified staphylococcal lipase per cluding lipase (7); KS1905, a derivative of S6C which carries
ml eliminates granulocyte chemotaxis and drastically re- a Tn551 chromosomal insertion that inactivates a locus
duces phagocytic killing. required for expression of the lipase structural gene (geh)

Using transpositional mutagenesis, we identified a region (24); PS54, which is lysogenized with the converting bacte-
of the staphylococcal chromosome that is distinct from the riophage L54a and is consequently Lip-; and PS54C, which
lipase structural gene (geh) but is required for the production has been cured of L54a and is Lip' (11, 12). L54a-mediated
of extracellular lipase (24). To characterize the regulatory lysogenic conversion occurs because the att site for L54a
effects of this region, a quantitative assay for lipase activity lies within the lipase structural gene (geh) (11, 12); hence,
was needed, particularly in light of the additional lipolytic lysogenization with L54a does not affect the expression of
enzymes present in the extracellular milieu of S. aureuts. lipolytic enzymes other than lipase. For that reason, PS54
Because molecular characterization of the regulatory region and PS54C were used as negative and positive controls,
required the examination of large numbers of clones, it was respectively.
also important that the assay be amenable to the screening of S6C, Pc54, and PS54C were grown in tryptic soy broth.
large numbers of samples. KS1905, which carries a Tn551-encoded erythromycin resis-

The enzymology of lipolytic enzymes is complicated by a tance determinant (23), was grown in tryptic soy broth
variety of factors, most notably the difficulties associated containing 15 Rg of erythromycin per ml. Lipase activity in
with measuring the activity of a water-soluble enzyme on an cell-free culture supernatants was measured. Because lipase
insoluble substrate (4). As a result, quantitative lipase assays activity is highest during post-exponential-phase growth (2,

13), supernatants from stationary-phase cultures were used
for all comparative assays. Incubations were at 37°C, with

* Corresponding author. constant rotary aeration. Aeration was used to maximize
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bacterial growth; lipase production is not influenced by the 2,00

degree of aeration (2). Supernatants were prepared for 1 '7
analysis by centrifugation and filtration with 0.45-gxm-pore- 175
size nylon filters. Supernatants were either assayed immedi- 1,50

ately or stored frozen at -20'C. For agarose plate assays, E

supernatants were standardized by being diluted with fresh 1.25
tryptic soy broth to the optical density of the least dense
culture.

The specificity of the spectrophotometric assay was cx-
amined with csterase purified from porcine liver (EST) S 0.75

(Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.), lipase purified from 0

Pseudornonas spp. (PsL) (Sigma), and lipase purified from 0.50

porcine pancreas (PcL) (Worthington Biochemical Corp.,
Freehold, N.J.). Commercial enzymes were diluted to a final 0.25

concentration of 0.05 U/Il in 50 mM Tris (pH 8.0)-7.5 mM 0.00
CaCI,. Unit definitions for purified enzymes were as follows: 10 15 20for EST, the amount required to hydrolyze 1.0 Vtmol of ethyl Minutes •

butyrate to butyric acid and ethanol per min at pH 8.0 at -0.05
25°C; for PsL, the amount required to produce 1.0 Igmol of
glycerol from a triglyceride per min at pH 7.0 at 37°C; and for -01
PcL, the amount required to release 1.0 ltmol of fatty acid 010 - B
from emulsified olive oil per min at pH 8.0 at 25°C. To CL

compensate for differences in unit definitions, both equal 2 -0.15
activities (0.5 U) and equal amounts (10 Igg) of each purified (

enzyme were used for comparative assays. 0.20 /
Tributyrin (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.) and /

triolein (Sigma) were used as substrates. A 0.5% suspension
of each triglyceride in 100 mM Tris (pH 8.0)-25 mM CaCI2  0.25
was prepared. The suspensions were emulsified by sonica- /
tion (40 W for 3 min). Emulsions were stabilized by adding 0.30
an equal volume of 2.0% standard agarose (plate assays) or 2 5.2 8.4 11.6 14.8 18
0.8% low-gelling-temperature agarose (spectrophotometric Tributyrin Concentration- mM

assays). Spectrophotometric assays were initiated by adding FIG. 1. Reaction rate as a function of substrate concentration.
1.0 ml of the prewarmed (50'C) tributyrin emulsion to 100 gI PsL (0.05 U) was assayed with tributyrin concentrations of 17 (A),
of test solution dispensed into spectrophotometrie cuvettes. 8.5 (0), 4.25 (0), and 2.13 (0) mM. (A) Decrease in absorbance over
The reaction was monitored at room temperature (21 to time; (B) relationship between reaction rate and substrate concen-
23 0C) by measuring the optical density of the emulsion at 450 tration, with reaction rate defined as the time required to reduce the

nm. Plate assays were done by adding standard amounts of optical density of the emulsion from 1.0 to 0.3.
each test solution to wells cut into the appropriate triglycer-
ide agar. Plate assays were incubated at room temperature
and evaluated by measuring zones of clearance (tributyrin) ally, 2.13 mM tributyrin emulsions were less stable than
or precipitation (triolein). higher-concentration emulsions. On the basis of these fac-

tors, we used 8.5 mM tributyrin for all subsequent studies.

RESULTS Although PsL concentrations below 5.7 gg/ml (0.25 U/ml)
exhibited a lag phase when assayed with 8.5 mM tributyrin

PsL caused a gradual clearing of the tributyrin emulsion (Fig. 3A), the linear correlation between reaction rate and
that could be monitored spectrophotometrically at 450 nm enzyme concentration was evident when reaction rates were
(Fig. 1). The initial decrease in absorbance was a linear determined according to the parameters outlined above (Fig.
function of time at a tributyrin concentration of 2.13 mM 3B).
(0.125%). At higher concentrations, a lag phase was ob- When equal activities (0.5 U) of enzyme were used,
served, during which the reaction rate was not directly neither PcL nor EST yielded reaction rates comparable to
reflected by the decrease in optical density (Fig. 1A). The those observed with PsL (Table 1). EST was active when
duration of the lag phase increased with increasing substrate equal quantities (10 gg) were compared; however, the reac-
concentration. However, at tributyrin concentrations of up tion rate observed with EST was only 25% of that observed
to 8.5 mM, a linear reaction rate (decrease in absorbance with PsL despite the fact that the EST preparation contained
versus time) was observed as the optical density of the more than five times as many units per milligram as the PsL
emulsion decreased from 1.0 to 0.3 (Fig. 1B). At substrate preparation (Table 1). No activity was observed when PcL
concentrations above 8.5 mM, the time required to clear the was examined by using the spectrophotometric tributyrin
emulsion to an optica! density within that range was imprac- assay (Table 1). This lack of reactivity presumably arises
tical (Fig. IA). from the positional specificity of PcL, which does not

The initial lag phase was eliminated when PsL was as- hydrolyze secondary esters (4). However, all enzyme prep-
sayed with 2.13 mM tributyrin as the substrate (Fig. 2A). arations tested, including PcL, were positive when 0.5 U
Although the initial reaction rate was linear over a relatively was assayed with tributyrin plates (Fig. 4A). In contrast,
wide range of PsL concentrations (Fig. 2B), culture super- only PsL yielded positive results when assayed with triolein
natants from S. atreus $6C cleared a 2.13 mM tributyrin plates (Fig. 4B).
emulsion almost immediately (data not shown). Addition- The lack of activity observed with EST in the spectropho-
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FIG. 2. Reaction rate as a function of enzyme concentration. FIG. 3. Construction of a standard curve by using PsL. The
The substrate was 2.13 mM tributyrin. (A) Decrease in absorbance substrate was 8.5 mM tributyrin. Reaction rates were defined as
over time with PsL concentrations of 0.05. (x), 0.025 (Ak), 0.0125 described in the legend to Fig. 1. (A) Decrease in absorbance over

(0,0002 0) n 0033 0 /m.() ier eaiosi time. PsL concentrations were 11.4 (x), 5.7 (Ak), 2.85 (0), 1.14 (0]),
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between reaction rate (as defined in the legend to Fig. 1) and enzyme and 0.114 (0) ýLg/ml. (B) Reaction rate as a function of enzyme
concentration. concentration.

per ml, respectively. These values correspond to 0.35 and

tometric tributyrin assay and the triolein plate assay sug- 1.33 U of PsL lipase per ml, respectively.
gested that the EST activity observed on tributyrin plates did
not contribute significantly to the spectrophotometric assay. DISCUSSIONThe results obtained when S. aure.s culture supernatants

were examined by using the spectrophotometric tributyrin Lipase is an important lipolytic enzyme of S. aureus that
assay support that conclusion. As shown in Fig. 5, only contributes significantly to the pathogenesis of staphylococ-
culture supernatants from $6C and PS54C were positive in cal infection (4). The fact that isolates from deep infections
the spectrophotometric assay. Since L54a-mediated lyso- are generally Lip' suggests that lipase plays an important
genic conversion is lipase specific (11, 12), the failure of role in tissue invasion (8, 17). However, the production of
PS54 to clear the tributyrin emulsion supports the conclusion additional lipolytic enzymes (21, 25) together with the pro-
that other lipolytic enzymes expressed by S. auretts do not cedural difficulties associated with accurately measuring
contribute to clearing under the assay conditions described
here. The specificity of the spectrophotometric tributyrin
assay was confirmed by using triolein plates: as shown in TABLE 1. Tributyrinase activities of commercially
Fig. 413, only PS54C and $6C yielded positive results when purified enzymes"
exam ined by the triolein plate assay. In contrast, all S.De raei op cld nst
aureuis strains yielded various degrees of clearing around the EnyeActivity at 450 nm obtained with:
wells of a tributyrin plate (Fig. 4A). The lack of specificity Enye(U/mg)h
observed with the tributyrin plat- assay emphasizes the need 0.5 U .0 .g

to interpret tributyrin assays kinetically for assessing S". PsL 44 1.25 1.20
aureus lipase production. PcL 100 0.04 0.03

Finally, we used the spcctrophotometric tributyrin assay EST 230 0.06 0.32
to quantitate lipase activity in culture supernatants from all

" Activity is reported as the reaction rate (decrease in absorbance overLip'• S. attreus strains. Using PsL as a standard (Fig. 3), we time) obtained when purified preparations of each enzyme were assayed
determined that overnight cultures of PS54C and $6C con- spectrophotometrically.
tained approximately 15.5 and 58.5 Itg of cxtraccllular lipase •'See text for unit definitions.
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I

FIG. 4. Reactivities of culture supernatants and purified enzyme preparations in tributyrin and triolein plate assays. (A) Tributyrin plate.
I and 2, culture supernatants from PS54 and PS54C, respectively; 3, EST; 4, PsL; 5, PcL; 6 and 7, culture supernatants from S6C and KS1905,
respectively. (B) Triolein plate. 1, EST; 2, PsL; 3, PcL; 4 through 7, culture supernatants from PS54, PS54C, S6C, and KS1905, respectively.

lipase activity (4) complicates studies aimed at assessing the complementation of regulatory mutations in S. aureus does
contribution of lipase to staphylococcal disease (1, 3). not always lead to restoration of 100% activity (10), it was

A variety of assays have been used to assess lipase important that the assay used for characterization of this
activity in S. aureus (1, 3, 16, 17, 19, 22). The most mutant be both sensitive and quantitative.
commonly used assays utilize agar plates containing either Tributyrin was chosen as a substrate because it is inex-
an egg yolk emulsion or Tween 80 (3, 19). While egg yolk pensive and yields water-soluble products upon hydrolysis.
agar provides a convenient method for screening colonies Staphylococcal lipase exhibits little or no positional speci-
(11), reactions on egg yolk agar are not lipase specific (3, 6). ficity (18). As a result, tributyrin emulsions clear relatively
Similarly, the ability to split Tween compounds is not quickly in the presence of staphylococcal lipase. However,
directly correlated with lipase activity (19). tributyrin is not a lipase-specific substrate (4), and there are

We developed the spectrophotometric tributyrin assay reports in the literature suggesting that the use of tributyrin
described here as part of a study aimed at characterizing a leads to false-positive reactions in studies of lipase expres-
transpositional mutant of S. aureus S6C which exhibits little sion among the staphylococci (6). These false-positive reac-
or no lipolytic activity despite the presence of an intact geh tions occur because S. aureus also produces an esterase (21);
structural gene (24). A turbidimetric assay based on the however, as shown in this report, esterase activity does not
clearance of a lipid emulsion has been described elsewhere contribute to the hydrolysis of tributyrin under the spectro-
(16); however, the assay is not quantitative and, in our photometric assay conditions described here. Tributyrinase
experience, is relatively insensitive (data not shown). Since activity has also been associated with staphylococcal coag-

ulase (5). Both of the Lip strains used in this study (KS1905
and PS54) produce coagulase in amounts similar to those of

1.60 their respective parent strains ($6C and PS54C) (data not

E shown). Hence, the failure of KS1905 and PS54 to yield
0- positive results provides additional evidence that lipolytic

" N 20enzymes other than lipase present in the extracellular envi-
ronment of S. aureus do not contribute to tributyrin hydrol-

40o.80 ysis under the spectrophotometric assay conditions de-
C scribed here.
0 It is important, however, that positive reactions were

NO4 observcd with all S. aureus strains when lipase activity was
- determined by using the tributyrin plate assay. In contrast,

only those strains that were positive in the spectrophotomet-
0 2 4 6 8 10 nic tributyrin assay were capable of reducing triolein. Tri-

Minutes olein meets the strict definition of a lipase substrate in that it
FIG. 5. Reactivities of culture supernatants from S. aureus PS54 contains only long-chain fatty acids (4); hence, triolein can

(]), PS54C (A), S6C (0), and KS19(15 (0) in the spectrophotometric be used to distinguish lipase activity from the activity of
tributyrin assay. nonlipolytic esterases and other enzymes that "fall into the
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gray area between esterases and lipases" (4). The inability of synthesis in Staphylococcus aureus, p. 373-402. hI R. P.

PS54 and KS1905 to reduce triolein clearly indicates that the Novick (ed.), Molecular biology of the staphylococci. VCH

reactions observed on tributyrin plates were false positive. Publishers, Inc., New York.

On the basis of direct correlation with the triolein plate 11. Lee, C. Y., and J. J. landolo. 1985. Mechanism of bacteriophage

assay, we conclude that the spectrophotometric tributyrin conversion of lipase activity in Staphylococcus atreus. J.
assay eliminates these reactions and provides a convenient, Bacteriol. 164:288-293.
assayf and quantitative means of assessing lipase activity 12. Lee, C. Y., and J. J. landolo. 1986. Lysogenic conversion of
specific, astaphylococcal lipase is caused by insertion of the bacterio-
in S. aureus. phage L54a genome into the lipase structural gene. J. Bacteriol.

166:385-391.
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We recently described a Tn551 insertion in the chromosome of Staphylococcus aureus S6C that resulted in
drastically reduced expression of extracellular lipase (M. S. Smeltzer, S. R. Gill, and J. J. landolo, J. Bacteriol.
174:4000-4006, 1992). The insertion was localized to a chromosomal site (designated (11058) distinct from the
lipase structural gene (geh) and the accessory gene regulator (agr), both of which were structurally intact in the
lipase-negative (Lip-) mutants. In this report, we describe a phenotypic comparison between strains S6C, a
hyperproducer of enterotoxin B; KS19051, a derivative of S6C carrying the Tn551 insertion at (l1058; ISP546,
an 8325-4 strain that carries a Tn551 insertion in the agr locus; and ISP479C, the parent strain of ISP546 cured
of the Tn551 delivery plasmid p1258repA36. Compared with their respective parent strains, ISP546 and
KS19051 produced greatly reduced amounts of lipase, alpha-toxin, delta-toxin, protease, and nuclease.
KS19051 also produced reduced amounts of staphylococcal enterotoxin B. Coagulase production was increased
in ISP546 but not in KSI9051. Using a mouse model, we also demonstrated that ISP546 and KS19051 were far
less virulent than ISP479C and $6C. We have designated the genetic element defined by the Tn551 insertion at
(11058 xpr to denote its role as a regulator of extracellular protein synthesis. We conclude that xpr and agr are
similar and possibly interactive regulatory genes that play an important role in the pathogenesis of
staphylococcal disease.

Much of the pathology of Staphylococcus aureus infec- from the lipase structural gene (geh) and the agr locus, both
tions can be attributed to the production of extracellular of which were structurally intact in all lipase-negative mu-
proteins (8, 28). Many of these exoproteins are toxins that tants (25). These results suggested that the Tn551 insertion at
are directly responsible for specific pathological effects, f1058 defined a regulatory element required for the synthe-
while others play less obvious roles in establishing and sis of extracellular lipase (25). In this report, we demonstrate
maintaining infection (21, 22, 28). that S6C strains carrying the Tn551 insertion at E11058 also

In vitro, most exoproteins are preferentially produced at produce less alpha-toxin, delta-toxin, staphylococcal enter-
defined points in the growth cycle, generally as the culture otoxin B (SEB), protease, and nuclease. Since the genes
enters the post-exponential growth phase (1, 2, 27). Such encoding each of these exoproteins were intact, we conclude
coordinate production implies a high degree of regulation, that the f11058 insertion defines a global regulator of exopro-
the primary mediator of which appears to be a polycistronic tein synthesis in S. aureus. We also show that mutation of
locus known as the accessory gene regulator (agr) (5, 9, 13, such global regulatory elements causes a drastic reduction in
18-20). The agr locus encodes three transcripts, one of the virulence of S. aureus in mice.
which (RNAIII) functions as the effector molecule in a
two-component signal transduction system (9, 13).

A number of important questions about the agr locus MATERIALS AND METHODS
remain, particularly with regard to the signals that influence Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Strains S6C and
its expression and the mechanism by which it exerts both ISP479C were grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB). KS19051
positive and negative regulatory effects on protein synthesis. and ISP546, both of which carry chromosomal insertions of
Several lines of evidence suggest that agr may function Tn551 (17, 25), were grown in TSB containing 15 p.g of
through interactions with other regulatory loci (5, 20, 27). erythromycin per ml. The presence of erythromycin did not
Interestingly, Cheung et al. (4) described a mutation in a affect the results of any phenotypic assay (data not shown).
regulatory locus (designated sar for staphylococcal acces- $6C, KS19051, and ISP546 have been described before (17,
sory regulator) that caused decreased expression of delta- 23, 25). ISP479C was generated by curing the temperature-
toxin, which is encoded within the RNAIII transcript, but sensitive transposon delivery plasmid pI258repA36 from
increased expression of other proteins that are characteris- ISP479 (kindly provided by Peter A. Pattee, Iowa State
tically downregulated in agr mutants. In contrast, the re- University, Ames). ISP479 is the 8325-4 strain used to
duced synthesis of delta-toxin seen in agr mutants is directly generate the agr mutant ISP546 by transpositional mutagen-
associated with reduced exoprotein production (9, 13). esis (17). The plasmid was cured by growing ISP479 in

We recently described a Tn551 chromosomal insertion in nonselective medium at 30'C. After overnight incubation,
S. aureus $6C that results in drastically reduced expression cells were plated on tryptic soy agar (TSA) and then replica
of extracellular lipase (25). The Tn551 insertion was mapped plated to TSA containing 15 Rg of erythromycin per ml and
to a chromosomal site (designated f11058) that is distinct to TSA containing 5 Rg of penicillin per ml. The strain

designation ISP479C represents clones that did not grow
under selection with either antibiotic.

* Corresponding author. Phenotypic assays. Lipase, protease, nuclease, alpha-
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TABLE 1. Oligonucleotide primers used for gene amplification

Sequence'a

Gene Reference
Primer 1 Primer 2

Nuclease GTCTGCAACGATTCATGTTGTAG AAGCAACTTTAGCCAAGCCTTGACG 24
Alpha-toxin ATTTGATATGTCTCAACTGC GCTCTAATTTTTAAGTCAGG 7
Coagulase AGCAGTAGCAAACGCTGACG GGCTTGTTTTGTGTTGGGCGA 12
Protease CAAGTTGAAGCACCTACTGG TAGAGTGTGAATCGGCTTTGG 3
SEB TTAGTTATTTCTACACCCAACG CATCATGTCATACCAAAAGC 11
RNAIII AGATCTATCAAGGATGTGATGTT GTCATTATACGATTTAGTACAATC 25

' Primers 1 and 2 correspond to opposite DNA strands. Sequences are written 5' to 3'.

toxin, delta-toxin, and SEB were assayed in supernatants Southern blot under previously described conditions (25).
from overnight (15-h) cultures. Coagulase production was The 2.9-kb probe used to examine the lipase structural gene
determined in whole cultures. For each experiment, cultures (geh) was generated by simultaneous EcoRI and HindIII
were diluted with TSB to reflect the optical density (550 nm) digestion of pLI210 (14). Probes for the protease, nuclease
of the least-dense culture at the time of harvest. Culture (nuc), coagulase (coa), SEB (seb), alpha-toxin (hia), and
supernatants were harvested by centrifugation at 8,000 x g delta-toxin (hid) genes were generated by polymerase chain
and either assayed immediately or stored at -20'C. Assays reaction amplification of S6C chromosomal DNA under
for coagulase were done at the time of harvest. SEB, previously described conditions (25). The 1.75-kb hid probe
alpha-toxin, and delta-toxin production were analyzed by spanned the entire region encoding RNAIII (25). All other
Western immunoblot. For SEB and alpha-toxin assays, probes represented internal fragments of each gene. The
supernatants were electrophoresed in sodium dodecyl sul- primers used for each amplification are listed in Table 1. The
fate-polyacrylamide gels. Proteins were transferred to neu- chromosomal region containing the f11058 insertion site was
tral nylon membranes for analysis. SEB was detected by examined by using a 26-kb EcoRI fragment from pIG995
using antisera produced in rabbits (23). Alpha-toxin was (25). The 26-kb fragment was gel purified and digested with
detected by using rabbit antisera produced by inoculation CGaI for use as a probe. All probes were labeled with
with purified alpha-toxin hexamer (kindly provided by Sid- digoxygenin-11-dUTP and detected with AAMPD as de-
ney Harshman, Vanderbilt University, Memphis, Tenn.). scribed previously (25).
Delta-toxin assays were done by dot blot with the immuno- Virulence studies. Overnight (15 to 18 h) cultures were
globulin G fraction of rabbit antisera (kindly provided by harvested by centrifugation. Cell pellets were washed twice
Frank Kapral, The Ohio State University, Columbus). Del- in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then resus-
ta-toxin blots were done by spotting twofold dilutions of pended in PBS to an optical density (550 nm) of approxi-
supernatants on neutral nylon membranes. The membranes mately 50. BALB/c mice were inoculated in the peritoneal
were air dried and processed for antibody detection with a cavity with 101" CFU in a volume no larger than 100 [LI. Six
protein A-alkaline phosphatase conjugate (Boehringer Mann- mice were inoculated with each strain. Lethality was as-
heim, Indianapolis, Ind.). Alkaline phosphatase conjugates sessed after 24 h.
were detected by using AAMPD as described by the manu-
facturer (Tropix, Inc., Bedford, Mass.). RESULTS

Lipase activity was assessed by a tributyrin assay devel-
oped in our laboratory (26). Nuclease was assayed by mixing Effect of the (11058 insertion on exoprotein production. $6C
salmon sperm DNA in a buffer consisting of 25 mM boric produced relatively large amounts of lipase (Fig. 1), SEB
acid (pH 8.0) and 12.5 mM CaCI2 with 25 to 100 p.1 of culture
supernatant. After 30 min at 37°C, the DNA was precipitated
by adding trichloroacetic acid to a final concentration of
25%. Samples were held on ice for 10 min and then centri- 1.60

fuged to pellet the precipitated DNA. After dilution (1:10) E
with distilled water, the amount of acid-soluble nucleotides C
present in the supernatant was determined by measuring the -1.20
optical density at 260 nm. Protease was assayed by mixing
300 p.l of culture supernatant with 800 p.1 of an azocasein
solution (3 mg/ml) in Tris-buffered saline (pH 7.5). After 16 h 0)0.80
at 37°C, undegraded azocasein was precipitated by the
addition of 400 .l1 of 50% trichloroacetic acid. The precipi- e
tate was removed by centrifugation, and the amount of 0.40
acid-soluble azocasein in the supernatant was determined by
measuring the optical density at 340 nm. Coagulase was
assayed by mixing 100 p.1 of serially diluted culture with 500 0
p1 of rabbit coagulase plasma (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, 0"000 2 4 6 8 1 0
Mich.). Samples were incubated at 37°C for 2 h. All assays Minutes
were repeated at least three times. The results of quantita- FIG. 1. Lipase activity inxpr and agr mutants. Rate of decrease
tive assays are reported as the activity observed in each in optical density of a tributyrin emulsion mixed with standardized
mutant relative to that in the appropriate parent strain. supernatants from overnight cultures of $6C (0), KSI9051 (0),

Southern blot analysis. Structural genes were analyzed by ISP479C (A), and ISP546 (0).
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S6C

9051

FIG. 2. Production of SEB in xpr and agr mutants. Culture 479C

supernatants from S6C (lane 2), KS19051 (lane 3), ISP479C (lane 4), 546
and ISP546 (lane 5) were electrophoresed, transferred to neutral
nylon membranes, and probed with antibody against SEB. Lane 1
contains purified SEB (arrowhead). FIG. 4. Production of delta-toxin inxpr and agr mutants. Culture

supernatants were diluted with TSB and spotted onto neutral nylon
membranes. The reciprocal of each dilution is marked across the
top. Strains are marked along the left. Blots were probed with

(Fig. 2), nuclease (Table 2), alpha-toxin (Fig. 3), and delta- antibody against delta-toxin as described in the text.
toxin (Fig. 4). KSI9051, an S6C derivative that carries the
Tn551 insertion at M11058, failed to produce detectable levels
of lipase (Fig. 1), SEB (Fig. 2), aloha-toxin (Fig. 3), or
delta-toxin (Fig. 4). Production of nuclease and protease in also present in EcoRI plus ClaI double digests of S6C

KS19051 was reduced to 20% of the levels observed in S6C chromosomal DNA (Fig. 6B, lane 2); hence, these fragments

(Table 2). Coagulase production in KS19051 was comparable must be derived from ClaI sites located between the EcoRI

to that observed in S6C (Table 2). With the exception of sites used to clone the 26-kb fragment from S6C.

coagulase production (Table 2), the phenotype of KS19051 A 12.0-kb DNA fragment was observed in ClaI digests of

was identical to that of the agr mutant ISP546. Compared chromosomal DNA from all strains (Fig. 6C, lanes 1 to 4). A

with its parent strain (ISP479C), ISP546 produced reduced 7.1-kb DNA fragment was observed in ClaI digests of

amounts of lipase (Fig. 1), alpha-toxin (Fig. 3), delta-toxin chromosomal DNA from S6C, ISP479C, and ISP546 (Fig.

(Fig. 4), nuclease (Table 2), and protease (Table 2). Produc- 6C, lanes 2 to 4). Because the 7.1- and 12.0-kb DNA

tion of SEB by ISP546 could not be directly assessed for fragments were not observed in EcoRI-Clal digests of chro-

reasons detailed below. mosomal DNA from S6C (Fig. 6B, lane 2), these fragments

Genomic analysis. When chromosomal DNA from each must represent the termini of the cloned region. Similarly, all

strain was digested with EcoRI and hybridized with DNA strains except KSI9051 contained 2.9- and 5.1-kb EcoRI-

probes specific for the lipase (geh), alpha-toxin (hia), delta- ClaI fragments (Fig. 6B, lanes 2 to 4) that were not present

toxin (hid), and coagulase (coa) genes, a single, identical in ClaI digests (Fig. 6C, lanes 2 to 4). The 2.9-kb EcoRI-ClaI

fragment was observed in all cases (Fig. 5A through D). A fragment was also present in KSI9051 (Fig. 6B, lane 1).

single, identical fragment was also observed when EcoRI- These results are consistent with the map of the M11058

digested chromosomal DNA from S6C and KS19051 was insertion site in KSI9051 published previously (25) and

examined with a probe specific for SEB (seb) (Fig. 5E, lanes demonstrate that the 2.9- and 5.1-kb DNA fragments repre-

1 and 2). Neither ISP479C nor ISP546 carried the seb gene sent the termini of the 26-kb fragment used as a probe. For

(Fig. 5E, lanes 3 and 4). Two identical fragments were reasons detailed below, the 12.0-kb fragment observed in

observed when EcoRI-digested chromosomal DNA was EcoRI-ClaI digests of DNA from ISP479C and ISP546

examined with a probe specific for the V8 serine protease probably represents an internal ClaI fragment. All strains

gene (Fig. 5F) and when HindIII-digested chromosomal except KSI9051 contained six additional DNA fragments

DNA was examined with a DNA probe specific for the that hybridized with the 26-kb probe (data not shown). All

nuclease (nuc) gene (Fig. 5G). six fragments were smaller than 1.0 kb and were present in

When chromosomal DNA was digested with EcoRI and ClaI and EcoRI plus ClaI digests of chromosomal DNA.

probed with the 26-kb fragment containing the 011058 inser- Virulence studies. All six mice injected in the peritoneal

tion site in S6C, a 26-kb fragment was observed in all strains cavity with 10' CFU of ISP479C died within 24 h (data not

except KSI9051 (Fig. 6A, lanes 2 to 4). A 12.6-kb DNA shown). Although all six mice injected with 10' CFU of S6C

fragment was observed in KS19051 (Fig. 6A, lane 1). The were noticeably distressed (exhibited huddling behavior and

12.6-kb fragment observed in KS19051 reflects the deletion were lethargic, with staring coats), no other strain was lethal

of approximately 18.5 kb of chromosomal DNA that oc- at that dose. However, when the dose was increased to 1010

curred during transposition (25). When ClaI-digested chro- CFU, all six mice injected with ISP479C and four of six mice

mosomal DNA was examined with the same probe, S6C injected with S6C died within 24 h (Table 3). Pure cultures of

contained 5.8- and 8.0-kb bands that were absent in both the inoculated strains were recovered from the spleens of all

ISP479C and ISP546 (Fig. 6C, lanes 2 to 4). Both bands were dead mice. All six mice injected with 1010 CFU of KSI9051

1 2 3 4 5 TABLE 2. Protease, nuclease, and coagulase activity in xpr and
7. . agr mutants

LiL % of activity in parent,
Strain

Protease Nuclease Coagulase
KS19051 19.7 20.3 100

FIG. 3. Production of alpha-toxin in xpr and agr mutants. Cul- 19. 20.3 100
ture supernatants from S6C (lane 2), KS19051 (lane 3), ISP479C 1SP546 3.2 23.1 1,000
(lane 4), and 1SP546 (lane 5) were electrophoresed, transferred to Protease activity was approximately fourfold higher in ISP479C than in
neutral nylon, and probed with antibody against alpha-toxin. Lane 1 S6C. Nuclease activity was approximately sixfold higher in S6C than in
contains purified alpha-toxin (arrowhead). ISP479C. Coagulase production was comparable in ISP479C and S6C.
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FIG. 5. Analysis of structural genes. Chromosomal DNA was digested with EcoRI (panels A through F) or HindIlI (panel G). DNA was
transferred to neutral nylon membranes and probed with DNA fragments from the structural genes for lipase (A), alpha-toxin (B), delta-toxin
(RNAIII) (C), coagulase (D), SEB (E), protease (F), and nuclease (G). Lanes: 1, S6C; 2, KS19051; 3, ISP479C; 4, ]SP546.

or ISP546 not only survived but exhibited no ill effects. localized the insertion to the 670-kb Sinai chromosomal
These results were confirmed with both FeJ (5a) (data not fragment generally recognizcd as fragment A (25). Pattee
shown) and BALB/c mice (Table 3). (16) independently mapped the insertion, which he desig-

nated M1058, to a site adjacent to the thy locus of the
DISCUSSION staphylococcal chromosome.

In this report, we demonstrate that the Tn551 insertion at
S. aureus S6C is a hyperproducer of several exoproteins, M1058 causes reduced expression of a wide variety of

including SEB (6) and lipase (25). In an effort to define the exoproteins. With the exception of SEB, which was not
regulatory events associated with production of these pro- produced by ISP479C, and protease (data not shown), all
teins, we generated a series of mutants carrying chromo- exoproteins examined were produced in relatively large
somal insertions of Tn551. One of these (KS1905) produced amounts in S6C. In contrast, KS19051 failed to produce
drastically reduced amounts of lipase even though the lipase detectable levels of SEB, alpha-toxin, delta-toxin, or lipase.
structural gene (geh) was intact (25). The insertion was Although less striking, protease and nuclease production
transduced back into the S6C parent strain and shown to was also reduced in KS19051. The genes encoding each of
cause reduced expression of lipase (25). Subsequent analysis these exoproteins were intact. We conclude that the Tn551

A B C

12.6- -l-2.0 - 12.012,6• "• 8.0 )
... gO'-- S.)-- . --,7.1

a.-5.1" 4 :"

2.6~- 4*2.2"- 2•" - ""

- -- Deletion in KS19851
C E C C C' E C
S g.1 I 2.9 I 5.8 8.e 3.11 5.1 i2. a

FIG. 6. Analysis of the region encodingxpr. Chromosomal DNA was ligested with EcoRI (A), Clal (C), or both enzymes simultaneously
(B). DNA was probed with the 26-kb EcoRI fragment containing the xpr locus in S6C. The four lanes in each panel contained (from left to
right) KS19051, S6C, ISP479C, and ISP546 DNA. Fragment sizes are shown in kilobases. The schematic is a composite of the mapping data.
The polymorphic ClaI site is marked by an asterisk. The heavy bar marks a region containing six small Clal fragments. The region deleted
in KS19051 is shown between arrowheads.
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TABLE 3. Virulence of xpr and agr mutants affected secondarily through a primary effect mediated by
No. dead/6 mice agr. In either case, mutation of such a regulatory element

Strain Genotype injected should result in an agr-like phenotype. With respect to
exoprotein production, that is the case with the xpr mutation

$6C xpr÷ agr+ 4 described here. Specifically, all extracellular proteins exam-
KS19051 xpr agr÷ 0 ined were expressed in greatly reduced amounts in KS19051
ISP479C xpr+ agr 6 and ISP546. Of particular note is the observation that both
ISP546 xpr+ agr 0 xpr and agr mutants produce greatly reduced amounts of

a Results obtained when mice were injected in the peritoneal cavity with delta-toxin.
1010 CFU; however, 100% lethality was also observed when mice were The single phenotypic difference between KS19051 and
injected with 109 CFU. ISP546 was coagulase production, which was increased in

ISP546 but not in KS19051. In agr mutants, synthesis of
most exoproteins is decreased while synthesis of coagulase
and protein A is increased (13). This differential regulation

insertion at M11058 defines a genetic element involved in the suggests that agr may exert its global effects through distinct
production of extracellular proteins. We have designated interactions with specific sets of regulatory or structural
this element xpr to denote its role as an extracellular protein genes. That hypothesis is supported by the results of
regulatory element in S. aureus. Vandenesch et al. (27), showing that the temporal regulation

Regulation of extracellular protein synthesis in S. aureus of hia requires an agr-independent signal but the regulation
is a complicated process involving a number of physiological of spa (protein A) does not. It is therefore possible that xpr
and genetic factors (5, 6, 9, 13, 18-20, 27, 29). The best- represents a genetic element involved in the regulation of
understood regulatory element is agr, which is composed of some but not all agr-regulated proteins.
three transcription units that appear to encode a two-com- It must be noted that the chromosomal region encoding
ponent signal transduction system (13, 17). One of these xpr in ISP479C and ISP546 is polymorphic with respect to
transcripts (RNAIII) encodes the structural gene for delta- the sequence in S6C. When chromosomal DNA was digested
toxin (10); however, it is the RNAIII transcript itself that with EcoRI and probed with the 26-kb fragment containing
accounts for agr-mediated regulation of exoprotein synthesis the xpr locus in $6C, a 26-kb fragment was observed in all
(9). While the mechanism of agr-mediated regulation is three strains. However, when ClaI-digested DNA was ex-
poorly understood, a recent report demonstrated that amined with the same probe, S6C contained two fragments
RNAIII affects the transcription of exfoliative toxin A and that were absent in both ISP479C and ISP546. Since both
protein A in a promoter-dependent manner (15). fragments were also present in EcoRI-plus-ClaI double

Despite the strong evidence that agr plays a fundamental digests of $6C chromosomal DNA, they must be derived
and perhaps central role, there is an accumulating body of from ClaI sites that occur between the EcoRI sites used to
evidence that additional regulatory elements operate either clone the 26-kb fragment from S6C. Since the 7.1- and
independently of or in conjunction with agr to regulate 12.0-kb fragments present in ClaI digests of chromosomal
protein synthesis in S. aureus. For example, although both DNA from all three strains were absent in EcoRI-ClaI
alkaline pH and glucose cause reduced agr transcription and digests, they must represent the termini of the cloned region
reduced synthesis of agr-regulated exoproteins, the repres- together with flanking DNA extending outside the EcoRI
sion associated with each growth factor appears to be sites to a ClaI site. Similarly, 2.9- and 5.1-kb fragments
distinct, since the pH effect requires an intact agr locus but present in EcoRI-plus-Clal-digested DNA were not present
the glucose effect does not (18, 20). Vandenesch et al. (27) when DNA was digested with ClaI alone. The 2.9- and
demonstrated that RNAIII was necessary but not sufficient 5.1-kb fragments must therefore represent each end of the
for the temporal regulation of alpha-toxin production. Fi- cloned region. These results clearly indicate that both ends
nally, Compagnone-Post et al. (5) demonstrated that strains of the 26-kb region encoding xpr are identical in all three
producing different amounts of RNAIII carry single and strains. However, a 12.0-kb DNA fragment was also present
apparently identical copies of the agr locus, which suggests when chromosomal DNA from ISP479C and ISP546 was
that undefined host factors contribute to the transcriptional digested with EcoRI and CaI.
regulation of agr. While these results suggest the presence of a relatively

Cheung et al. (4) recently described a Tn551 insertion in a large structural polymorphism within the region encoding
chromosomal locus (sar, or staphylococcal accessory regu- xpr, we conclude that the 12.0-kb fragment present in Eco
lator) that caused reduced expression of delta-toxin but RI-plus-Clal digests of ISP479C and ISP546 chromosomal
increased expression of serine protease, lipase, and alpha- DNA merely reflects the absence of an internal ClaI site.
toxin. In contrast, expression of all three of these exopro- Several observations support that conclusion. First, hybrid--
teins is reduced to undetectable levels in agr mutants (13). ization with the 26-kb DNA fragment should yield the same
The mechanism by which sar affects exoprotein synthesis is number of fragments in both EcoRI-ClaI and ClaI digests,
unknown. Since strains carrying the sar mutation exhibit a since the former would merely eliminate the flanking se-
phenotype essentially opposite to that observed in agr quences that have no homology with the gene probe. Blots
mutants, it was suggested that sar may function as a coun- made with $6C chromosomal DNA did contain the same
terregulatory element to agr. However, both sar and agr number of hybridizing fragments; however, blots made with
mutants exhibit decreased expression of delta-toxin (4, 13), ClaI-digested chromosomal DNA from ISP479C and ISP546
which is interesting because delta-toxin is encoded within had fewer hybridizing fragments than blots done with DNA
the RNAIII transcript and RNAIII is the regulatory product digested with both EcoRI and CiaI. Also, although all strains
of the agr locus (9). carry xpr on an EcoRI fragment of similar size, the Clal

Taken together, the results discussed above clearly sug- fragments present in S6C contain considerably more DNA
gest that agr-mediated regulation involves unidentified reg- than was observed in ISP479C and ISP546. Finally, the two
ulatory elements that either influence agr transcription or are internal ClaI fragments present in S6C together are roughly
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the same size as the 12.0-kb EcoRI-Clal fragment present in Immun. 59:4049-4055.
ISP479C and ISP546. 6. Gaskill, M. E., and S. A. Khan. 1988. Regulation of the

From these results, we conclude that the 12.0-kb DNA enterotoxin B gene in Staphylococcus aureus. J. Biol. Chem.
263:6276-6280.

fragment observed in ClaI digests of SP479C and ISP546 7. Gray, G. S., and M. Kehoe. 1984. Primary sequence of the
chromosomal DNA represents a doublet, one fragment of alpha-toxin gene from Staphylococcus aureus. Infect. Immun.
which contains an EcoRI site. The fact that the intensity of 46:615-618.
the signal obtained with the 12.0-kb ClaI fragment was 8. landolo, J. J. 1990. Genetics of staphylococcal toxins and
consistently greater in ISP479C and ISP546 than in S6C virulence factors, p. 399-426. In B. H. Iglewski and V. L. Clark
supports that hypothesis. The six small ClaI fragments (ed.), Molecular basis of bacterial pathogenesis. Academic

present in all strains other than KS19051 must represent Press, Inc., San Diego, Calif.

internal ClaI sites that were not detected in our original 9. Janzon, L., and S. Arvidson. 1990. The role of the delta-lysin
gene (hid) in the regulation of virulence genes by the accessory

study (25). Their conservation among all strains supports our gene regulator (agr) in Staphylococcus aureus. EMBO J.
contention that the region encoding xpr is basically intact in 9:1391-1399.
the 8325-4 strains and that the polymorphism observed 10. Janzon, L., S. Lofdahl, and S. Arvidson. 1989. Identification and
between S6C and the ISP479 strains merely reflects a restric- nucleotide sequence of the delta-lysin gene, hid, adjacent to the
tion site polymorphism. accessory gene regulator (agr) of Staphylococcus aureus. Mol.

Experiments are under way to determine whether xpr Gen. Genet. 219:480-485.

affects the transcription of agr or vice versa. While the 11. Jones, C. L., and S. A. Khan. 1986. Nucleotide sequence of the
enterotoxin B gene from Staphylococcus aureus. J. Bacteriol.

phenotypes ofxpr and agr mutants are very similar, the fact 166:29-33.
that coagulase production is not upregulated in xpr mutants 12. Kaida, S., T. Miyata, Y. Yoshizawa, S. Kawabata, and T.
suggests that xpr is not required for agr function. Whether Morita. 1987. Nucleotide sequence of the staphylocoagulase
xpr transcription is altered by mutation of agr must await gene: its unique COOH-terminal 8 tandem repeats. J. Biochem.
definitive characterization of the xpr locus. 102:1177-1186.

Finally, it is important to emphasize that mutation ofxpr 13. Kornblum, J., B. N. Kreiswirth, S. J. Projan, H. Ross, and R. P.

or agr resulted in a dramatic reduction in virulence. These Novick. 1990. agr: a polycistronic locus regulating exoprotein
synthesis in Staphylococcus aureus, p. 373-402. In R. P.

results clearly emphasize the importance of exoproteins in Novick (ed.), Molecular biology of the staphylococci. VCH
the pathogenesis of staphylococcal disease. Also, all mice Publishers, New York.
injected with 10' CFU of ISP479C died within 24 h, while 14. Lee, C. Y., and J. landolo. 1986. Lysogenic conversion of
one-third of the mice injected with 1010 CFU of S6C sur- staphylococcal lipase is caused by insertion of the bacterio-
vived. The only qualitative difference between ISP479C and phage L54a genome into the lipase structural gene. J. Bacteriol.
S6C was beta-toxin, which is not produced by S6C. This 166:385-391.
fact, together with the observation that S6C produces rela- 15. Patel, A. H., J. Kornblum, B. Kreiswirth, R. Novick, and T. J.
tively large amounts of alpha-toxin, suggests that beta-toxin Foster. 1992. Regulation of the protein A-encoding gene in

Staphylococcus aureus. Gene 114:25-34.
is an important virulence factor in the mouse intraperitoneal 16. Pattee, P. A. 1992. Genetic maps. Cold Spring Harbor Labora-
infection model. tory, Cold Spring Harbor, N.Y.

17. Peng, H. L., R. P. Novick, B. Kreiswirth, J. Kornblum, and P.
Schlievert. 1988. Cloning, characterization, and sequencing of
an accessory gene regulator (agr) in Staphylococcus aureus. J.
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xpr, a regulatory element of exoprotein synthesis in Staphylococcus aureus, defined by an insertion of Tn551
into the chromosome of strain S6C, affects the expression of several exoproteins at the mRNA level. Drastic
reduction in transcript levels for staphylococcal enterotoxin B (seb), lipase (geh), alpha-toxin (h/a), and
delta-toxin (hid) were detected, while mRNA levels for coagulase (coa) and protein A (spa) were elevated.
Because the delta-toxin gene resides within the RNAIII transcript of the exoprotein regulator, agr, the
reduction in hIS message in the mutant strain of S6C is indicative of additional regulatory events in exoprotein
gene expression. Northern (RNA) analysis of total cellular RNA hybridized with probes specific for RNAII and
RNAIII (the two major transcripts of the agr operon) showed that both transcripts were reduced 16- to 32-fold
at 3 h (late exponential phase) and 8- to 16-fold at 12 h (postexponential phase). These data confirm our
original findings (M. S. Smeltzer, M. E. Hart, and J. J. Iandolo, Infect. Immun. 61:919-925, 1993) that two
regulatory loci, agr and xpr, are interactive at the genotypic level.

The pathogenesis of Staphylococcus aureus is due to a chromosome (20). Upon further analysis, the insertion site was
number of virulence factors in the form of toxins, enzymes, and determined to be within a 26-kbp EcoRI fragment of the
cell wall-associated proteins that concertedly bring about dis- wild-type strain, the difference being accounted for by a large
ease (6, 25). Some of these, most notably alpha-toxin, staphy- deletion that occurred when the transposon inserted into the
lococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), and toxic shock syndrome toxin, chromosome. Genetic and physical mapping proved this region
are coordinatedly expressed in a temporal fashion. They to be distinct from that of the agr locus (20, 21). Analysis of
accumulate, in vitro, during the postexponential phase of several extracellular proteins produced by the mutant strain
growth, while cell surface proteins such as coagulase and revealed a pleiotropic phenotype similar to that of the agr
protein A are preferentially made during exponential growth locus. SEB, alpha-toxin, delta-toxin, protease, and nuclease
(7, 10). This coordinate expression of exoproteins is regulated were greatly reduced; thus, we designated this genetic element
by the accessory gene regulator (agr) (12-14). The agr locus is x.pr, for extracellular protein regulator (21).
composed of two major divergent transcripts, RNAII and In this study, we found that transposon insertion into the xpr
RNAIII (8, 10). The RNAII transcript contains at least two region resulted in drastic reduction of alpha-toxin, delta-toxin,
open reading frames that have deduced amino acid similarities lipase, and SEB message, while the levels of protein A and
with two-component signal transduction systems (8, 10, 22). coagulase message were elevated. The reduction in delta-toxin
The RNAIII transcript is directly involved with the regulation message indicates that xpr not only affects expression of
of exoprotein synthesis (8, 10). delta-toxin but also affects expression of RNAIII. These data

Cheung and coworkers (2) described a Tn9l7 insertion in suggest for the first time that at least two of these extracellular
the S. aureus chromosome that also resulted in a pleiotropic protein regulators are interactive at the genetic level.
effect on several extracellular and cell wall-associated proteins.
The insertion site was localized to a region distinct from the agr
locus and thus has been designated sar, for staphylococcal MATERIALS AND METHODS
accessory regulator. A phenotypic comparison between the Bacterial strains. S. aureus strains used in this study have
parent and the corresponding mutant revealed an effect con- been described elsewhere (20, 21). Briefly, strains KS19051 and
trary to what was observed for both agr and xpr (21). Alpha- 1SP546 are Tn551-induced mutants of $6C and ISP479C,
toxin, protease, and lipase were elevated, while coagulase, respectively. The transposon insertion in KS19051 results in
fibrinogen-binding protein, and protein A were reduced. How- reduced levels of several extracellular proteins and has beenever, in a more recent study reevaluating the sar mutation in previously characterized (20, 21). Strain ISP546, like KS19051,
different staphylococcal strains, Cheung et al. (3) showed that exhibits reduced levels of several extracellular proteins; how-
the expression of alpha- and beta-toxin was, in fact, reduced, ever Tn551 resides in the agrA locus and, as determined by us,
and therefore the mutation appears to be agr- and xpr-like. is genotypically distinct from xpr (20).

Recently, we described a Tn551 insertion within the S. Media and culture conditions. Overnight (15- to 18-h)aureus chromosome that resulted in the reduced expression of *cultures of either $6C or ISP479C grown in tryptic soy broth
the extracellular protein, lipase (20). The transposon was (TSB; Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.) were used to inoc-localize Difc aaoaois Detroit, Mich) framee ofe tho stahyoco-a
localized to a 12.6-kbp EcoRI fragment of the staphylococcal ulate 350 ml of TSB to an initial optical density of approxi-

mately 0.05 at 550 nm. Portions of 50 ml each were aseptically
transferred to six 125-ml screw-cap flasks (flask/volume ratio of

Corresponding author. 2.5) and incubated at 37°C with rotary aeration at 180 rpm.
"t Present address: Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Growth was monitored spectrophotometrically, and samples

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, AR 72205. for RNA isolation were taken every 2 h. Growth conditions for
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KS19051 and 1SP479C were identical to those described above A
except that erythromycin (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) 10-
at a final concentration of 15 pxg/ml was added to TSB prior to
inoculation.

RNA isolation. The procedure used for the isolation of RNA
was a modification of the methods of Kornblum et al. (11) and E
Khan (9). At various times during growth, 10-ml samples were B
aseptically pipetted into 25-ml screw-cap Corex tubes contain-
ing 10 ml of an ice-cold acetone-ethanol mixture (1:1). Samples 2. s 80

were stored at -20°C until sampling was completed. Cells "
were harvested by centrifugation at 10,000 X g for 15 min. The " VV
supernatants were decanted, and cell pellets were suspended in 0 0.1 479C
10 ml of TES (150 mM NaCI, 78 mM disodium EDTA, 100 . 2 4 6 8 1012

mM Tris [pH 7.5]) and centrifuged as before. Cell pellets were 0
suspended in 1 ml of TES plus NaCI (2.5 M), and recombinant
lysostaphin (Applied Microbiology Inc., New York, N.Y.) was
added to a final concentration of 100 pKg/ml. Cell suspensions
were incubated at 37°C for 30 min or until suspensions became 0.01

viscous. To each protoplast suspension, 5 nil of RNAzol B Hours
(Tel-Test, Inc., Friendswood, Tex.) was added, and the entire FIG. 1. (A) Representative growth curves of S. aureus strains S6C
mixture was rocked slowly until lysis was complete. To each (0), ISP479C (,L), and KS19051 (E). S6C and ISP479C were grown in
lysate, 0.6 ml of chloroform was added, after which the lysates TSB, and KS19051 was grown in TSB plus erythromycin (15 iggml).
were vigorously agitated for 15 s. Each suspension was allowed (B) Northern analysis of total cellular RNA isolated from S6C and
to incubate on ice for 15 min and then centrifuged (10,000 x 1SP479C at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 h of growth and hybridized with a
g, 15 min) to facilitate phase separation. Portions (0.6 ml) were geh-specific probe.
pipetted into sterile microcentrifuge tubes, and an equal
amount of isopropanol was added. Each sample was mixed by
inversion and stored at -85°C for 45 min. Precipitated RNA The primer pair used for sea had the sequences 5'-ACTTG
was pelleted by centrifugation at 4°C for 15 min. Supernatants TAAATGGTAGCGAGAAAAGC-3' and 5'-TATTTGAAT
were discarded, and each RNA pellet was washed twice with I ACTGTCCTTGAGCACC-3'. The primer pair used for
ml of 70% ethanol. Tubes containing RNA pellets were RNAII had the sequences 5'-CGAAATGCGCAAGTTCCG
inverted and allowed to stand for approximately 30 min to TCA-3' and 5'-CCAACTGGGTCATGCTTACGA-3'. The
facilitate alcohol evaporation. Finally, each pellet was sus- RNAII primer pair generated an 860-bp fragment encompass-
pended in 100 pxl of deionized, glass-distilled water pretreated ing the junction between open reading frames A and B of the
with diethylpyrocarbonate (Sigma). Samples were stored at agr operon (10, 13). PCR products were gel purified by using
-85'C until used. the Magic PCR system (Promega Corp., Madison, Wis.). All

Northern (RNA) analysis. Northern analysis was performed DNA fragments were labelled with digoxygenin-11-UTP as
essentially as described by Selden (19). High-quality RNA previously described (20). Hybridized probes were detected by
(A2•0 /A2 o0 = 1.9 to 2.0) was standardized by appropriate autoradiography with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated, anti-
dilution in diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water to a final con- digoxygenin F(ab') 2 antibody fragments (Boehringer Mann-
centration of 1 p.g/p[l. Portions (5 [xl) were electrophoresed at heim) and the chemiluminescent substrate AMPPD (Tropix
6 V/cm through 1.0% LE agarose (FMC BioProducts, Rock- Inc., Bedford, Mass.).
land, Maine) and stained with NucliStain (National Diagnos-
tics, Manville, N.J.). The intensities of the rRNA bands RESULTS
between standardized preparations were densitometrically
compared to verify that all samples contained equal amounts The effect of erythromycin and the presence of the transpo-
of total RNA. son on growth were determined by comparing growth of

The standardized RNA samples were serially diluted in KS19051 in medium containing the antibiotic with growth of
diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water and denatured at 50'C for $6C in medium lacking the antibiotic. Although a slight lag was
1 h in the presence of glyoxal (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, observed for the first 2 h, growth of KS19051 recovered quickly
N.Y.) and dimethyl sulfoxide (Fisher Scientific, Fairlawn, and was equivalent to that of $6C and ISP479C for the
N.J.). Samples were electrophoresed at 4 V/cm through 1.2% remaining time points examined (Fig. 1A). Lipase was chosen
GTG agarose (FMC) gels prepared in phosphate buffer (10 as an indicator of time-dependent expression of extracellular
mM NaHzPO, [pH 7]) containing 10 mM sodium iodoacetic proteins because S. aureus $6C produces the protein in high
acid (Sigma). RNA was transferred by passive diffusion onto quantities during postexponential growth (20). To determine
neutral nylon (MagnaGraph; Micron Separations Inc., West- the optimal point during growth to assess the effect of xpr on
borough, Mass.) membranes and hybridized overnight (18 to expression of exoproteins, total cellular RNA was isolated
24 h) at 65°C with various gene-specific probes. Membranes from $6C and ISP479C at 2-h intervals (Fig. 1A). Standardized
were washed as previously described (20). RNA preparations were hybridized with a geh-specific probe,

The probe used for detection of spa was a 1.2-kbp fragment and the results indicate that message is expressed throughout
generated by Clal digestion of pRIT5 (Pharmacia LKB Bio- the growth of both strains but occurs at elevated levels during
technology Inc., Piscataway, N.J.). The remaining probes were the postexponential phase (Fig. IB). Therefore, in the remain-
generated by amplifying gene fragments from $6C chromo- ing experiments in this study, RNA was isolated at 12 h of
somal DNA with the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using growth unless otherwise noted. In addition, levels of geh
primers and reaction conditions previously described (20, 21). message were more abundant for $6C than for ISP479C. Strain
The sea and RNAII probes were likewise generated by PCR. $6C is known to be a hyperproducer of several extracellular
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S6C 9051 S6C 9051
U2 481632 U2 481632 U2 481632 U2 481632

seb 0**, .a coa•.

6 12 6 12
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FIG. 3. Total cellular RNA isolated from S6C and 9051 at 12 h of
growth for the coa-specific probe and at 6 and 12 h of growth for the

hta fV w• - tW-s spa-specific probe. RNA concentrations were standardized according
to A,,,, values and loaded as either undiluted (U) or twofold serially
diluted (numerical values) samples.

operon in strains S6C and 9051 were assayed at 2-h intervals by
Northern analysis. When an RNAIII-specific probe was used,

sea~ g Wse expression was observed as early as 2 h (early exponential
phase; Fig. 1) in S6C but was not detected (data not shown)

FIG. 2. Total cellular RNA isolated from $6C and 9051 at 12 h of until 6 h of growth (late exponential phase; Fig. 1) in 9051.
growth and hybridized with either an seb- a geh-, an hla-, or an Further analysis of RNA samples taken at 3 and 12 h of growth
sea-specific probe. RNA concentrations were standardized according and probed with RNAII- and RNAIII-specific probes demon-
to A,,, values and loaded as either undiluted (U) or twofold serially strated that transcript levels in 9051 were reduced in compar-
diluted (numerical values) samples. ison with S6C (Fig. 4A and B). At 3 h (Fig. 4A), a 16- to 32-fold

reduction was noted, while levels at 12 h (Fig. 4B) were
reduced only 8- to 16-fold. The narrowing of the differences

proteins, including lipase (20) and SEB (5). These data are between 3 and 12 h is most likely due to the accumulation of
consistent with our earlier report (20) that extracellular lipase message over time.
activity is produced at elevated levels postexponentially. The agr parent and mutant strains, ISP479C and ISP546,

xpr effect on the expression of extracellular proteins. Total were included in this study as a control for the RNAII and
cellular RNA extracted from S6C and 9051 was probed with RNAIII transcripts. Total cellular RNA was isolated from
DNA fragments specific for the seb, geh, and h/a genes. As these strains and hybridized simultaneously with the RNAII-
shown in Fig. 2, these data indicate that the amount of message and RNAIII-specific probes (Fig. 4B). agr transcript levels in
produced by strain 9051 was greatly reduced in comparison ISP479C were identical to those of S6C. However, little
with the parental strain S6C. Message levels were at least expression of either agr transcript was observed in the Agr
32-fold lower for all three genes. In contrast, the expression of mutant ISP546. Both RNAII and RNAIII were found in the
sea was unaffected. sea transcript levels for S6C and 9051 were undiluted lane, and as expected, the size of the RNAII species
similar even at a dilution of 1/32 (Fig. 2). A similar effect in an was smaller due to the insertion of Tn551, which results in a
agr mutant background has been reported by Tremaine and truncated message.
coworkers (23). Western blot (immunoblot) analysis revealed
no significant differences in SEA levels produced by three DISCUSSION
different strains of S. aureus and their corresponding agr
mutant strains (23). These data suggest that neitherxpr nor agr The disease processes of the staphylococci involve the
regulates the expression of the sea gene. participation of a number of virulence factors produced by the

xpr effect on the expression of cell wall-associated proteins, organism (6). Indeed, the list of factors has risen to greater
In our earlier report, we determined that the relative clot- than 30, ranging from none to many that any one strain can
forming activity of coagulase was unchanged in the mutant produce (6). The roles that these factors play in the overall
strain 9051 (21). However, in this same mutant strain, coa process of disease are not clear. However, it is becoming
mRNA levels were elevated by 16- to 32-fold (Fig. 3). We increasingly clear that the coordinate regulatory mechanisms
attribute this discrepancy to the rather insensitive means (i.e., responsible for expression of these virulence factors are com-
formation of a fibrin clot in rabbit plasma by serial twofold plex and multifactorial.
dilutions of culture filtrate) of assessing coagulase activity. In To date, three loci, agr, sar, and xpr, have been identified,
addition to determining coa expression in the xpr mutant, we and they apparently provide a similar regulatory role for
also examined the expression of protein A. Because spa several known S. aureus virulence factors (1-3, 10, 20, 21). The
message is made during the exponential phase of growth, genes have all been mapped to distinct loci on the staphylo-
samples were taken at 6 and 12 h. Expression of spa was coccal chromosome. All have been identified as regulatory
increased in the mutant strain at least fourfold at 6 h; however, elements on the basis of their similar pleiotropic effects on
no appreciable difference in expression was observed at 12 h exoprotein production; that is, exoproteins are positively reg-
(Fig. 3). Expression of spa message in strain 9051 occurred ulated, while cell wall-associated proteins are negatively regu-
throughout exponential phase rather than being induced when lated. The effect has been shown to occur at the mRNA level
cells entered the postexponential phase of growth (data not for agr and sar and, as a result of this study, for xpr.
shown). These results are identical to those observed for spa in Transpositional mutagenesis of xpr resulted in reduced levels
an agr-null mutant (24). of message for h/d, geh, seb, and h/a, while spa and coa message

xpr effect on the expression of agr. mRNA levels of the agr levels were increased. The fact that h/d was affected was
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A B C

S6C S6C ISP479C

U 2 4 8 16 32 U 2 4 8 16 32 U 2 4 8 16 32

RNA11 RNAII1 RNA11

RNA111 RNAIII RNAIII

9051 9051 ISP546

U 2 4 8 16 32 U 2 4 8 16 32 U 2 4 8 16 32

RNAiI , W -- RNAII .1 'RNAiI

RNAIII 5 e. RNAIII

RNAiiI*

FIG. 4. Northern analysis of total cellular RNA isolated from $6C and 9051 at 3 h (A) and 12 h (B) of growth and hybridized simultaneously
with probes specific for RNAII and RNAIII. RNA concentrations were standardized according toA,•,0 values and loaded as either undiluted (U)
or twofold serially diluted (numerical values) samples. The RNA species are labelled accordingly. For comparison, total cellular RNA was isolated
from ISP479C and ISP546 at 12 h of growth (C) and also hybridized simultaneously with probes specific for RNAII and RNAIII. The asterisk
denotes the truncated RNAII molecule in 1SP546.

somewhat surprising since the hid gene resides within the osmolarity, others have suggested that involvement of addi-
RNAIII transcript, which is the regulatory component of the tional factors within the organism also modifies the expression
agr operon essential for exoprotein production in S. aureus. of exoproteins (4, 24). Indeed, this work is supportive of at
Further analysis of the effect of xpr on RNAII and RNAIII least two factors being interactive.
demonstrated that both transcripts were reduced in the xpr How xpr and agr and perhaps sar interact to coordinately
mutant. These data indicate, for the first time, that two regulate extracellular protein expression in S. aureus is un-
regulatory components of exoprotein production in S. aureus known at present. What appears to be unfolding is a network
are interactive. However, this finding is not unprecedented. In of multiple regulators responding to numerous external and
a recent review, Wanner (28) describes cross-regulation "as the internal signals that result in a specific response to some
control of a response regulator of one two-component regula- environmental stimulus. Evidence has been presented to indi-
tory system by a different regulatory system." Evidence for cate that the agr system responds to pH and glucose. Whether
such a phenomenon is observed in the phosphate (pho) or not xpr responds to the same stimuli is not known. Perhaps
regulon of E. coli (26, 27). When P, is limited, the pho regulon a more important question to ask is, at what level does the
is induced. Induction involves the phoR sensor, which acts as a interaction between xpr and agr occur? It appears that Xpr (to
histidine protein kinase and is thought to phosphorylate the date, the coding capacity of the xpr region is unknown) is trans
regulator, phoB. The activated phoB, in turn, transcriptionally acting; if this is so, it may also act as a sensory protein
activates a number of genes involved with transport and responding to some stimulus (same or different) that results in
degradation of extracellular phosphorus sources. In addition, an activated form capable of interacting with other compo-
control of the pho regulon in phoR mutants has been shown, nents resulting in the expression of extracellular proteins.
depending on which carbon source is metabolized, to involve These questions are currently being pursued in this laboratory.
either CreC or the Pta-AckA system. CreC is the sensor
component of the CreC-CreB two-component signal transduc- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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SUMMARY

The genome of Staphylococcus aureus strain S6C was shown to contain a prophage inserted within the P3-toxin (BT)-

encoding structural gene (h1b). The phage all site was identical to that reported for the BT-converting phages 4)13 and

4)42. The prophage carried the genes encoding staphylokinase (sak) and enterotoxin A (sea), which suggests that it is

similar to 442. However, it was not induced in the presence of mitomycin C (MC) and appears to be defective. Mapping
studies revealed that the genomes of the BT-converting phages present in strains S6C and PS42D (a 4)42 lysogen) encode

at least one Smal restriction site. Moreover, the PS42D chromosome contained a second prophage that also had at
least one Smal site, carried both sak and sea, and hybridized with DNA probes that also hybridize with the BT-converting

phages. The second phage in strain PS42D was mapped to a Sinai fragment corresponding to fragment A of the S.
aureus strain 8325 genomic map. Although the BT-converting phage present in strain S6C could not be induced, a
phage was induced from strain S6C using MC. Southern blots suggest that it is similar to 4) 1; however, the restriction

patterns of DNA from the induced phage and ý11 were clearly distinct. We have designated the inducible phage present
in strain S6C as ý15, to denote that distinction. Relatively weak hybridization signals were also observed when 4)15
DNA was used to probe genomic DNA from S. aureus strains lysogenized with the BT-converting phages, 4)13, 4)42

and 42E. Taken together, out- results demonstrate that all of the Sinai-defined restriction-fragment length polymorphisms
observed among the genomes of the strains examined can be accounted for by the presence of prophage DNA within
the staphylococcal genome.

INTIRODUCTION variety of bacteriophages (Novick, 1990), many of which
are used as epidemiological markers (Parker, 1983). At

The genetics of Staph vlococcus aureus are complicated least four staphylococcal bacteriophages are responsible
by the occurrence of several forms of variable genetic for the lysogenic conversion of specific genomic determi-

elements (VGE). Included among these VGE are a wide nants. The negative conversion of lipase-encoding (gch),

Correspondence to: Dr. J.J. andolo, Department of Microbiology and Abbreviations: att, phage insertion site: bp, base pair(s): BT, P-toxin:

Pathology, College of Veterinary Medicine, Kansas State University, CI I I!F, clamped homogenous electric field; hilh, gene encoding staphylo-
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for example, is chic to the site- and orienitation-specific When genomic DNA fromn S. awrelis strains ISP479C
integration of thc L54a phiagc genomec into the lipase and ISP546 (Table 1) was digested with Hind Ill and
stltlructurl gene ( Lce and landolo, 1 985). The negative- probed with the 2.6-kb Hind ill DNA fragment fromn S.
conversion of BT f/i/b) occurs by an idcnitical mecchanism, atio'es M60, a single 2.2-kb hybridizing fragment was
but involves at least three phages (4)13, 4)42 and 42E) observed (Fig. I A, lanes 3 and 4). The single fragment is
(Colemnan ct all., 1986, 1989), two of which have been consistent with the data of Coleman et a!l. (1986) and
Sh1OWn1 to utiliZe thle same11 I4-bp) all site within lilt) confirms that the lit IocuIs is intact inl these Strains. In
(Colemnan et al., 1991; Carroll et all., 1993). The main contrast, when genornic DNA from strains S6C and
ciist ingi shing" characteristic amiong, the BT-converting KS19051I was similarly digested and probed, two hybrid-
phlages involves the simltane1,11ous positive- izing fragments were observed (Fig. IA, lanes I and 2).
conversion of other gzenetic elements. For example, The sizes of the two fragments (3.8 and 1.8 kb) are similar
the genome11 Of the sero0gr-oup F phage lfl13 includes to those reported in 4)i13 lysogens (Colemnan et al. 1989)
the staphylokinase gene (sak) (Coleman et al., 1986), and suggested that the Hindill polymnorph isms observed
While thle serogroup.11 F converting phiage 442 carries both in the S6C strains were dueC to lysogeny.
sak and the g~ene for enterotoxin A (sea) (Coleman et al., To further examine the region encoding the lilt gene
1989). Bc~aulse it has not been possible to induce phiage in the S6C strains, we digested the pN46Ohlb clone wvith
fromn all Sea'+ strains, Betley and Mekalanos have Haell I to produce two fragments of 1.3 and 1.6 kb con-
sLguggsted that sea sometimes resides onl defective
prophage DNA. Finally, gene sea appears to OCCUPY TABE 1,1
alternative ch romosomal sites sometimes existing2 in a Blacierial sirainls and iheir relevan iiCharacteristics

truncated form ( Betley et atl., 1984, Betley and Strain' Parent Lysogenic status' BT phenotype
Mekalanos, 1985). ___________________________________

The aimrs of the Present studies With S. anreiiUS Strain S6C S6 4)42d. 4)15 Neeative
S6C were (i ) identification of anl alternative insertion site KS190515 S6 4)42d. 4)15 Negative

for the BT-converting bacteriophages; (ii) mapping of an tSl479( 8325-4 None Positive
Ll 5P546 8325-4 None Negative

alternative chromo11so111l locuIs for both sak and sea,; (iii) 8325 4)1 )2 )3Negative
identification of a phage (designaited 4)15) thait bears some 8254 - oe oiiv

similarity to )1 1; and (it,) characterization of phage- PS421) Unknown 4)42 Ne-aiive
defined R FLPs in the genomne of S. *ueu. KS! 1201l 8325-4 4)13 Negative

KSI 1202 8325-4 ý4)4T Nega tiive

I'Sirains SOC. KS1905 I. ISI1479C and ISP546 have been described
RE-SULTS AND) DISCUSSION (Smieliner ei al.. 1992: 1993). ISSP546 is ii derivative of !SP479C that

carriles a Tni55 insert ion inl tile (tvr reCgu~latorlocu reCLsulting1, ill red tced

(a) vidncefora sructraldisupton n th h~ gee o 13 prod uct ion. JIS42 D is thle propagatin g st rain) for phiage 42 D. Its
(a)Evienc fo a truturl dsrutio inthe1dbgen of genetic backgr-ounid has not been determined.

strain S6C h4)42(1 is our designation fro the defective phiage present inl WO. p 15
S. aiov'us st rain iS6 hypr-p1rocluCes a nu,111M be of extracel- desieonates the viable phiage cured rromi the same strain. 'None' recfers

IlIa r prot ciii s ( SmeItIIZI zei.e alI., 1 993), bil dtcioes 1o1 p rodU~ u c 011 to tilie absence of/ill/-converting phiage ill these si ra ills.

detectable amounts of BT. The hemirolytic activity oh-
A

served when S6 is grown onl sheep blood agar is (itLe to 380 2 3 4 1 2 1 i' 6 I 2 14C 1 4
the hyperprocluctionl of -/.-toxini (data not shown). " 1 6.0~ _0--____11i 12.0O0

The 13T clone uised in these experiments was kindly 4.-1- 6.0*
provided by Dr. Timothy .1. Foster, Trinity College, 4.0-0-
Dublin. I relanci. and contains thle entire lilt) gene and
flanking DNA onl a 2.6-kb Ilinc~ll DNA fragment clonecdl6
inito pUC 19 ( pM601hlb). It is 0.4 kb larger than funictional
Hind I c Ill clontes from iiOther strta ins of S. ablet is (Colem an Fig.- 1. St met nura) disruption of hie hlb gene inl WO. Ch romlosomalI

et il.,198; 189) Hoeve, te hb D A fagmnt il )NA from S6C (lanes I and 5), K S190)51 (lanes 2 and 6). IS P471.tC
et a., 986;198). -I oeve, th h/ DN framen on (lanes 3 and 71 and ISP546 (lanes 4 and 8) was digested with Ihind II

file in Genl3ank (file, sahllb.G~b B~a; Accessioti No. (pane A). ('IoI (panels 11 and C, lanes 1 4) oir hlocIII (panels 11 and
X 13404) contains two addcit ional Hind I II sites separated C, lanes 5 8). separated oil I /( agarose. and probed withl thle entire h1d

by 399 bp and immeci ately upIsHl rea from the I1//) IRI c- gene I panel A). thie region 3' to t[lie sinlgle I-JtI I site presen inl lilb

tural getne. Therefore, We conclude that the additional (ae )o ielgo i h ~1Ist l tbIae ) tan
are described ill Ta ble 1. All Son 1"It ber blots were iotne at Ii ighI stri neencv.

0.4 kb present iii the M60) fragment represenits ani R FLIP LIi digoxygenin-labelled DNA as previouisly described I Stueltier
in the DNA flankitig, lib. ci al., 19.92).
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taining the 5' and 3' ends of the h/h gene. respectively. were used in a PCR amplification using S6C DNA as
Because the second Haelll sites were located within template according to the parameters used by Coleman
pUC19, these fragments contained a small amount of et al. ( 1991 ). Both primer pairs amplified DNA fragments
pUC 19 flanking one end of the probes. These fragments of the expected size (data not shown). The amplified DNA
were gel purified and used as gene probes as described, was gel purified and cloned into the pT7 Blue T-vector

A single 4.0-kb DNA fragment was observed when (Novagen, Madison, WI, USA). The amplified fragments
CIll-digested genomic DNA from 1SP479C and ISP546 were then sequenced using T7 and U 19 primers. In both
was probed with either the 3' (Fig. MB. lanes 3 and 4) or cases, the amplified DNA contained regions of both h/b
the 5' (Fig. IC, lanes 3 and 4) h•b probes. These results and phage DNA (Fig. 2D). Moreover, the 14-bp all site
are consistent with the data of Projan et al. ( 1989). On present in strain S6C was identical to that reported for
the other hand, the S6C strains contained a single 6.0-kb (13, and (42 (Fig. 2D).
Chal fragment that hybridized with the 3' probe (Fig. 113. With the exception of the 0.4-kb fragment. the junction
lanes I and 2) and two fragments that hybridized with fragment probes produced the same pattern of ttindlll
the 5' probe (Fig. IC, lanes I and 2). The single 6.0-kb fragments as the 2.6-kb probe (Fig. 2B and 2C). In all
fragment that hybridized with the 3' probe is indicative strains lysogenized with hlb-converting phage. the larger
of a Clal-defined RFLP in the S6C strains, while the of the two Hindill fragments hybridized with the right
presence of two fragments that hybridized with the 5' junction probe (Fig. 2C), while the smaller fragment hy-
probe indicate that the RFLP is due to an additional bridized with the left junction probe (Fig. 2B). These re-
Clal site in or near the 5' end of the hlh gene. suits confirm the presence of phage DNA in the hbh gene

With all strains, when genomic DNA was digested with of strain S6C and are also consistent with the data of
Haelll and probed with the 3' fragment, a 1.6-kb DNA Coleman et al. (1991).
fragment was observed (Fig. 113. lanes 5 8). These results Interestingly. PS42D contained two DNA fragments
demonstrate that the 3' end of hlh is identical in all four that hybridized with the left junction fragment probe
strains. However, when the DNA from the S6C strains (Fig. 213, lane 3). Based on the observations that (I) the
was probed with the 5' fragment, two hybridizing DNA left junction probe contains primarily phage DNA

bands were observed ( Fig. IC, lanes 5 and 6). In contrast, (Coleman et al., 1991 ), and (2) the additional fragment
ISP479C and ISP546 contained a single Hauelll fragment was not observed in blots using h/h as a genc probe. these
that hybridized with the 5' h/b probe (Fig. IC, lanes 7 resuilts suggest the existence of a second phage in PS42I)
and 8). Since the atuB site for the h/l/ converting phages at a site other than the hi/ locus.
(13 and (p42 is located in the 5' end of the hl/ gene
(Coleman et al., 1991; 1993), these results further stipport (c) The effect of lysogeny on the S. aureus map
our contention that the restriction site polymorphisnms In previous experiments we examined the agr regula-
observed in the S6C strains are the result of lysogcny. tory locus in strain S6C and in the agr reference strains

ISP479C and ISP546 (Smeltzer et al., 1992). We clearly
(b) Evidence that the disruption in hlb is due to lysogeny distinguished a new regulatory locus, xpr (Smeltzer et al..

When tliidlll-digested genomic DNA from S. aurre'us 1992; 1993) from agr. but we could not conclusively place
strains $6C, 8325 (a (p11, ( 12 and p 13 lysogen), PS42D the agr locus on the map of strain $6C. The Smial frag-
(a (42 lysogen), 8325-4 (8325 cur-ed of all phage), ment that contained the (g" lOCUS in S6C was not present
KSI1201 (a (13 lysogen) and KSI1202 (a (42E lysogen) in strain ISP546 or any of the other reference strains
was hybridized with the 2.6-kb probe containing hb/, examined. As a result, we carried out experiments aimed
three fragments were observed in all strains except at defining the map of S. mtu'ls strain S6C along with
PS42D and 8325-4 (Fig. 2A, lanes 3 and 4). The 0.4-kb additional S. aurets strains described below.
hybridizing DNA fragment present in 5 of 6 strains exam- When Small-digested genomic DNA was examined by
ined (Fig. 2A) suggests that these strains have the addi- CHEF electrophoresis, the patterns observed for strains
tional IlindIll site. Like strain M60 (from which the S6C( and PS42D were distinct with respect to each other
probe was derived), PS42D apparently lacks the site, and and with respect to the other strains examined (Fig. 3A).
therefore does not contain this fragment (Fig. 2A, lane 3). The differences observed among other strains can be ac-

The two fragments observed on S6C were distinct fr'om counted for by the presence of (p11, (p12 and (p13 in 8325
those seen in strains lysogenized with (13, (p42 or (42E. (Fig. 3A, lane 3), the absence of (11, (p12 and (p13 in
To verify that these differences were due to the insertion 8325-4 (Fig. 3A, lane 5), the presence of (13 in KSI 1201
of phage DNA, we synthesized oligo primers as described (Fig. 3A, lane 6) and the presence of 42E in KS1 1202
by Coleman et al. (1991). Two of these originate within (Fig. 3A, lane 7). The atl sites for these phages reside
hlb and two originate within (p13 DNA. These primers either on Sinai fragment A ((p12) or F ((11, (p13 and 42E)
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A B C

kb 1 2 34 5 6 kb 1 2 34. 5 6 kb 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 .8 3. p1o 0 0i

01.4 -00

Hib attL attfl H11b
0. TCGRCCI1TMGITETCRRHCTOI3RGHiC11THR --- Phage --.- RR5TrCTRTGTFITCCARRCTGI3I3IGCRATHTR

H -I". 2. haracteri/a lion of' tile p r phaaeIL'-/z/b j andcion fragmients. (elernoic I)N A from strains S6C (lIane 1),. 8325 (lanle 2). PS42 D (lanle 3) 8 35-4

(lane 4). KSI 12011 (lane 5) and K SI 1202 (lante 6) was digested with h1indIlil, separated onl PV, agarose. blotted as described inl Fig. 1. Thle blot was

probed withI the cntire /db gene I parnel A) t.he left ju nction fragment cloned fromn S6C ( panlel B) or the right junction fragment clonted From S6C

(panel Qi. Strain 832-5 is lysogcnized with 4,11, ,1 2 and 4,13 ( Novick, 1990). 8325-4 lacks all three of these phages ( Novick, 1990). KS1 1201 is
monolysogen ic for 4,13. 4113 inserts inito h/b and posiIi icly-coriverts for sta phyl okinase (sak) (Coleman et a I., 1989)1. IIS42 D is the propagating St raini

for ph agc: 421). PS42 I) alIso con! ails a secon~d propha gc designa ted 4,42 (Colenliani et alI., 1989). 4,42 inserts into b/lb (Carroll et aIf.. 1993 I and( ca rries
bothI sak and thle gene for en terotox in A (sea) ( Coleman ii aLI. 1989)I. K SI 1202 is lysogenlized withI 42E, wvhiclh inserts into hbib ht does not ca rry Silk
or .so iC'olenlianl et al.. 1986). The ilt SCCluliceIC Of each junction fragmncit is indicated inl paiiel D. Oligo primers and the reaction conditions used for

lie I'(R ampific 1ilation of each Junoct ion fr-agilicn t havye beeii described elsewhere I Colemia n et alI., I 991).

B C
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6

A Soo-- q*
7 2 1 4 5 6 7 1 A."210-)-

210*~2 0"-- 60
2150 15.Ik0S o"*60

4514-. 70-3- IV7Sq
70* W 70* --

9-5?-. >.5 ~Junction fragments Right junction 011g01riiClol('0I

E F G
W-* 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5

4 P, 500----

210-4'

5100 5000 70--- -

Sinai digest I150* 5* o.
110* 10

Ph 11) 1, "1 Se5S Enstiiwo-i A a1

Fig. 3. The ellecct of lysogeny onl thle mlap of S. oilreitus. Whole cells wvere enibedded inl PY% agarose and processed for pulsed-field elect roplioret ic
analysis as preViouslV described] (Siieltzer ctifa.. 1992). Electrophoresis was carried out as described. except that the voltage was increased to 185 V
aiid thle ruii tinlies were increased to 14 11 for each cycle. Laiie assignments inl Panel A are S6C (lanle 2). 8325 (lante 3). PS42D (lane 4). 8325-4 (lanie
5). KSI 12(01 (lane 6) and KS 12112 ( lanie 7). Lane I contains phage ?, 1)NA with each ruing representing a 48.4-kb increment. Lanle assignmients iii

the remaining panels aric S6C(1'1laie 1), 8325 (lante 2). PS42D1 (lanec 3). 8325-4 (lane 4), K S11201 ( lane 5) and KS1 1202 (lane 6). Pantels: A. etliidium

bromiide Staiined gel paidl B. gel probed with thle entire /,111, gene: paniel C. gel probed with both jun~ction fragments from S6C: pantel 1). gel probed
wkit ti tlie righit Juliet ion ol go synathlesiz'ed accord inig to t(lie sequence reported by Coleman et iaI]. ( 1991 ): pantel E. gel probed withI .suk: panlel F. gel
probed with sri,: panel G. gel probed with 4,15 DNA. Probes foir .suk aiid sea were generated by PCR as previously described (Smieltzer et al.. 1993 ).
Primers used for amplification of .sak were 5'-attatagatggttggtgtcg and 5'-tcattctitactgatttetcceca. Primers used for amplification of Sea were

5'-attgtaatgtageagaa agefnd 5'-ta tttg~i~tazctgtccttg~igcaec.
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(Pattee et al., 1990). The absence of 4)12 in S6C, 8325-4, Interestingly, the junction fragment probes (Fig. 3C,
KSI 1201 and KSI 1202 is evident by the reduced size of lane 3) and the probes for sak (Fig. 3E, lane 3) and sea
fragment A in those strains (Fig. 3A, lanes 2 and 5-7). (Fig. 3F, lane 3) all hybridized to a 500-kb Smal fragment
Similarly, the absence of 411 and 413 in strain 8325-4 that was present only in strain PS42D (Fig. 3A, lane 4).
reduces the size of fragment F (208 kb, Fig. ý3A, lane 3) These results are consistent with the presence of the
so that it comigrates with fragment H (135 kb, Fig. 3A, second fragment observed when PS42D genomic DNA
lane 5). Insertion of 4)13 or 42E into the nonlysogenized was-,hybridized with the left junction fragment probe
form of Sinai fragment F results in a 175-kb DNA frag- (Fig. 2B, lane 3) and provide further support for the hy-
mnent that co-migrates with fragment G ( Fig. 3A, lanes 6 pothesis that PS42D contains more than one insertion of
and 7). These results were confirmed by Southern blot the same or a very similar phage. The single distinguish-
(see below) and clearly indicate that all of the R FLP's ing characteristic was the apparent lack of a Smal restric-
observed between strains 8325, 8325-4, KS11201 and tion site in the second phage. However, because the PCR
KSI 1202 can be attributed to the presence or absence of product representing the right junction fragment in $6C
phage DNA. However, both S6C and PS42D contained consists almost entirely of h1h DNA (Coleman et al.,
Sinai fr'agments that were not present in any of the other 1991), it was possible that a fourth Smal fragment was
strains examined (Fig. 3A, lanes 2 and 4). Most notable not detected in junction fragment blots of PS42D geno-
were the 70 and 150-kb fragments present in S6C mic DNA because of competitive hybridization with the
(Fig. 3A, lane 2) and the 70, 110, 160 and 500-kb frag- SmaI fragments containing the bib gene. To address that
ments present in PS42D (Fig. 3A, lane 4). possibility, we used the phage-derived oligo used in the

When hybridized with the hbi probe, a single fragment PCR amplification of the right junction fragment as a
was observed in all strains except $6C and PS42D probe. A single right junction fragment was observed in

(Fig. 3B). These results dem onstrate that 4)11, 4)13 and sr A ins 6C 8325 a n f ig . 3 a s o r 2 n
Zr strains $6C, 8325 and KSII1201 (Fig. 3D, lanes 1, 2 and

42E do not contain Snial restriction sites. In contrast, 5). Little or no signal was observed in KSI1202 (Fig. 3D.
two Sinai firagments hybridized with the hlh probe in 5.Ltl rn inlwsosre nK110 Fg D
stw Sra gme ants hybriD(Figed with thes bIb prd3).Nobe ~ lane 6), which suggests that the 42E genome is either
sf trainsfour S C S and PS42Dr(Fig. 3B, las ind 3. None truncated in that region or is distinct enough that it does
of the four fragments that hybridized with 1db in $6C or not hybridize with the right junction fragment oligo char-
PS42D were present in any of the other strains examined. acte risic of th ther BT- c tin phages. No hy r-

acteristic of the other BT-converting phages. No hybrid-
Moreover, because the SinaI fragments that hybridized ization signal was observed in the nonlysogen 8325-4
with the hbh probe also hybridized with probes represent-
ing the junction fragments cloned from strain $6C (Fig. 3D, lane 4). Most importantly, two fragments were

(Fig. 3C, lanes I and 3), we conclude that the hlhb I observed in PS42D (Fig. 3D, lane 3), one of which

morphisms observed in S6C and PS42D are due to thle ( 160 kb) was distinct from any fragment observed in pre-

insertion of phage DNA and that the genome of the vious blots using hib, sak, sea or the junction fragmnents

BT-convcrting phages present in both strains contains at as probes. Taken together, these results demonstrate that

least one Sinail restriction site. a second insertion of a similar, if not identical, phage

With the exception of strain 8325-4, all S. aitreiis strains exists in the chromosome of strain PS42D. The presence

examined were shown to contain the sak gene onl a of this second insertion is important in that it confirms

iitidIlll fragment of slightly variable size (data not an alternative genomic location for both sak and sea. The

shown). Only strains S6C and PS42D carried the sea gene presence of a Snial site in the second prophage together

(data not shown), which suggests that they arc the only with the similarity of Smal fragments observed between

strains lysogenized with triple-converting phages. When strains suggests that the fragment A RFLP observed in

Sinal-digestcd chromosomal DNA was probed with sak, strain PS42D (Fig. 3A, lane 4) is due to lysogcny.

all strains Were found to carry sak on a Snail fragment Therefore, the att site for the second prophage can be

that also hybridized with hlb and with the junction frag- localized to fragment A of the standard S. autreits strain
ment probes (Fig. 3E). A weak signal was also observed 8325 map.

with KS11202, which carries 42E but does not produce Finally, all of the Snial fragments that hybridized to

staphylokinase. Similarly, S6C and PS42D both carried the hbh, sak, sea or junction fragment probes in strains
sea on Sinai fragments that hybridized with bib and the S6C and PS42D are unique to those strains. We conclude
junction fragment probes (Fig. 3F, lanes I and 3). The that the RFLPs observed in S6C and PS42D arise frlom
fact that the sak and sea probes hybridized to the same the fact that both strains are lysogenized with phages that
Snail fragments that hybridized with the hbi and junction contain at least one Sinal site in their genomes. Moreover,
fragment probes strongly implies that sak and sea arc since hlh and agr bolh map to Snail fragment F in S.
associated with the BT-converting phages present in S6C ainens strain 8325 (Pattee et al., 1990), and the agr locus
and PS42D. in $6C maps to the same 70-kb Sinai fragment shown
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here to contain hlb (Smeltzer ct al., 1992), we also con- were clearly distinct (Fig. 4A, lanes 2 and 4). We conclude
clude that the polymorphism we described with regard that the inducible phage present in strain S6C is distinct
to the c•gr locus in strain S6C (Smeltzer et al., 1992) is from any known staphylococcal bacteriophage and sug-
due to lysogeny and does not reflect a fundamnental gest that it be designated 415 to denote that distinction.
difference in the genetic organization of the S6C genome. In strain S6C, the total size of the Sinai fragments that

hybridized to the hbb probe was approx. 230 kb. Since
(d) Characterization of the phage induced from S6C fragment F is 135 kb in the absence of phage DNA

We used MC to inducc the h/h-converting phagc pre- ( Pattee ct al., 1990) and the typical genome size of staphy-
sent in strain S6C. The lysate contained viable phage able lococcal phages is 40-45 kb ( Pariza and landolo, 1974).
to plaque on all strains except S6C and PS42D (data not we hypothesized that the additional 95 kb of DNA might
shown). Two plaquc types (clear and fuzzy) were ob- be due to tile insertion of two phages into the S6C
served, however, when each type of plaque was purified genomre. Consistent with that hypothesis is the observa-
and DNA from each examined, they were identical with tion that DNA from r)15 hybridized with the larger of
respect to the restriction patterns obtained with EcoR! the Sinai fragments previously shown to contain part of
and HindIll (data not shown). Surprisingly, the sak, sea the hbb locus (Fig. 3G, lane I ). These results are also
and junction fragment probes did not hybridize with the consistent with the observation that the 4)11 att site is
purified phage DNA. These results demonstrate that the located within the same Sinai fragment that contains hbh
viable phage induced from strain S6C is not responsible (Pattee et al., 1990) and support the conclusion that the
for the lysogenic conversion of h/b. We are assuming that inducible phage present in S6C is similar to 4) 1.
the prophage present within the hlh locus of strain S6C However, we do not yet have any direct evidence to de-
cannot be induced or rescucd by complenmentation, monstrate whether 4)11 and 4)15 share a common att site
however, it remains possible that some other induction within the staphylococcal genome.
condition might be more appropriate. Finally, the similarity between phage 4)15 and the

When DNA from the phage induced from $6C was IBT-converting phages of S. aureus was also observed
used as a probe, all strains, except KS11201 (8325-4), when Sinai-digested chromosomal DNA was probed with
were found to contain varying amounts of hybridizing DNA from 4)15. Specifically, Smal fragments that hybrid-
DNA (Fig. 4B). The pattern of hybridizing fragments was ized with either hlb (Fig. 3B) or the right junction oligo
highly variable. A trend existed, however, in that 8325 (Fig. 3D) also hybridized with 4)l5 DNA (Fig. 3G). These
contained the most DNA that hybridized with purified results, and the relative intensity of the signals observed
DNA from the induced phage, while strains PS42D, in strains $6C and PS42D indicate that the similarities
KSI 1201 and KSI 1202 contained reduced amounts of hy- observed between 4)15 and the BT-converting phagces are
bridizing DNA ( Fig. 413). These rcsults, together with the primarily confined to the region near the right junction
mapping data presented below, suggest that the phage of 413, 442 and 42E lysogens.
induccd from S6C is similar to 4)11. However, the restric-
tion patterns observed when DNA from the phage in- (e) Conclusions
duced from $6C and DNA from ý)11 was cut with EcoRl (I ) S. atii'euts strain $6C carries two prophages, one of

which is apparently identical to tile triple-converting bac-

teriophage 442, except that it is defective.
(2) The inducible phage present in $6C is similar to

) 11 and may share a common att site, however, tile two
are clearly distinct with respect to the organization of

g their genomnes. We have designated the induIcible phiage
12- 07 415 to denote that distinction.

4o-. - (3) 415 shares some sequence similarity with the
Zý0_ BT-converting phages of S. anurens. That similarity is con-

- fined priimarily to the region near the right junction of
10-13, 442 and 42E lysogens.

(4) S. ar'etts strain PS42D carries two insertions of an
apparently identical phage. One insertion occurred
within hlb, while the other resides in Sinai fragment A.

hig. 4. ReI, u tionships among q)15, I I and the fI-converting phages. The second insertion establishes an alternative map posi-
Chromosomnal D)NA fronm S6C, 415, 4)1l. 8325, PS421), 8325-4,
KS11201 and KS11202 was digested with EcoR I and stained withethid- tion for both sak and sea.
ium bromide (A) or probed with the DNA purilied from pI51 (). (5) All of the SnalI-defined R FLPs observed among
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and agr mRNA Levels in Staphylococcus aureus
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xpr, a regulatory clement of' exoproitein synthesis in Staphylococcuts aureits, defined b~y an insertion of Tn5SI
into the chromosome ot strain S6C, affects the exp~ression of several exoproteins at the mRNA level. Drastic
reduction in transcript levels for staphylococcal enterotoxin B (seb), lipase (geh), alpha-toxin (lila), and
delta-toxin (hid) were detected, while miRNA levels for coagulase (coa) andl protein A (spa) were elevated.
Because the (lelta-toxin gene residles within the RNAIII transcript or the exolprotein regulator, agr, the
reduIction in hid message in thie muttant strain ot S6C is indicative of additional regulatory events in exoprotein
gene expression. Northern (RNA) analysis of total cellular RNA hybridized with probes specific for RNAII and
RNAIII (the two imaJor transcripts or the agr operon) showed that both transcrip~ts were reduced 16- to 32-told
ait 3 h (late exponential phase) and 8- to 16-fold at 12 hi (postexponential phase). These dlata confirmn ouir
original findings (M. S. Snieltzer, M. E. Hart, and J1. .1. landolo, Infect. Imnmun. 61:919-925, 1993) that two
regulatory loci, agr and rpr, are interactive at the genotypic level.

1Tle paIthogcnesis of' Sllaplylocoeccns auemti-ls is duei to a1 chromosome (201). Upon furthicr analysis, the insertion site was
n umbher of vi rle Cice l'ael(O-S inl the rrlb of toxinls, e uZYme1s. aniid deIc rminiecd to be withlin a 2ft-kbp Eco RI fragmienlt of' the
ccll wil I -asso Ci at d p rote ins that a 11cc rted ly birinrg abou~t d is- wild-typeC Stia in, thle di lIe re ne be illIg accou Iited ror by a1 large
ease (6, 25). Some of* these, most notably alpha-toxin, staphy- deletionl that occurred When the tranlsposonl inserted into thle
lococcal enlterotoxin 13 (S13). and1L toxic shock syndrome toxili, chromiosomie. Genetic and physical mapping proved this regioni
are coordinatedly expressed init temporal fashion. They to be distinct Ifroml that Of thle agIocus (21), 21 ). Analysis of
accumu1IlatC, ill Vitro, dur11ing the postexpltnent;ial phase of Several Cxtracelttilar proteins produced by the mu1.tanlt Strain
growth, While Cell su~rlace pIoteinIs suIch as CoagL~laSe and1C revealed a pleiotropic phenotype similar to that of the agqr
proteini A are prefecrentially Miade (Ilrilig exponenitial growth locuIs. SF13, alphia-toxin, delta-toxiii, protease, anid nu1clease
(7, iII). This coordinate expressioni (Itexoproteilis is regulated Were greatly redu]Lced; tuILs, We deCsignated this genetic element
by the accessory gene regulator (algr) ( 12-14). The aigr locuIs is X/r, for extrace~llular protein regulator (21).
composed of two major divergent transcripts, RNAI I and In this stuldy, we fou~nd that transposon inisertion into the xpr
RNAI II (8, 10I). The RNAI I transcript conitains at least two region reCsulted ill drastic reduction of alphia-toxin, delta-toxin,
open reading framies that have deduced arniilio acid similarities lipase, and SF13 message, while the levels (if protein A and
With tWO-COmIpo~lient Signal trnIFsdcIItionl systems (8, 10,. 22). CllagUlaSe message were elevated. Thec reduiction inl delta-toxinl
The RNAI II traniscript is directly inlvolvedl with) the regulationi Iiessage indicates that xpr not1 onily affeccts expression of'
of' exoproteinl synthesis (8, 1(1). deltla-toxin but also affects expressionl of RNAI II. These data

CheungI( anid coworkers (2) described a Tr1917 inisertion ill suI1ggest for the first time that at least two of these extracellular
thle S. aweri-CS CIloio-11SO1iiC thait also reSLllted inl a plCiotropic protein regtllators are interactive at the genetic level.
e fleet onl several ext race IIha r anld Cell Will -aIssociated Proteills.
The insertion site was localiZed toita region liSdistict hum011 the iq',~M''RASAt ITO)
I (CUS anld thI s has been C dsign a ted Sam-, flb rsI a hylococcal MAEIL NIEHD
accessory I-egUlator. A phecnotypic comlparisoni between the Bacterial strains. S. amnreus strainls Used inl this study have
parent aiid the corresponding mutant revealed anl effect conl- been described elsewhecre (20, 2 1). Briefly, strains KS1905 I and
trary to what wats observed tbr both agr and xpr (21). Alpha- lSl'546 are Trn51-induICCC liltita~ltS of S6C and ISP479C,
toxin, prOteaSe, and lipase Were elevated, While coagullase, rsetvl.Tetaso neto nK101rslsi
tibrinogen-binding protein, and proteini A wer-e redueedC~. I low- rsetvl.Tetasoo neto nKIO eut t

cvc, I itmor rcen Stdy -CM11atig te Sil'111.1alill ll reduIced levels oif several extracellUlar proteiiis and has beeni

different staphylococcal strainis, Cheutng cti al. (3) showed that previously characterized (21), 2 1). Straiii ISP546, like KS19015 1,
b exhibits reduced levels of several extracellular proteinis; how-the expressioni of' alphia- aind beta-toxin wats, iil ract, reduIced, ever Tn.5.5 i-esides in the agqrA locus alid, as determlined by [is.

anid thierefore the 11ilutatiOli appears to be agr- aiid yr-like. i eoyial itntfo p 2)
Rcccnthatw (Is resul te ii5 lineredcdexrsion wihn(ieS Medlia and culture condlitions. Overnight (I15- to 1 8-li)

a~l-Ure 11010OC htrS~tdllsh ~~cC1epes chrmoom cultures (of' either S6C or ISP479C growni in tryptic soy broth
the extracellullar Protein, lip~ase (211). The tralisposoli wats (TSB;' Difco Latiorato'ries, Detiroit, Michi.) were Used to ilioc-
locealizedl to aI 12.6-khrp ECoR I fragmeiit of' the staphylococcal ulate 35(1 iiil of' TSB to ain initial optical deinsity of' approxi-

miately (1.115 at 55(1 Lim. Portions oif 5(0 nil each were aseptically
traiisferred to six I 25-mI screw-cap flasks (flask/volumec ratio oif

Co~rresponingitt mli~ il or. 2.5) andit i licuba ted atl 37C( with riiota iv aerat iol tiit 1811 r-pml.
TPresent addtrcss: l)epa litlcll o1f, Microbiotogy anId oIIn ILi noh gV. Girowth witws moiiiitotedl spect rophotomeit rical ly, aid Samp tles

University ot Arkansas lor Medical Sciences. L~ittle Rock, AR 7220(5. for RNA isolation were taken every 2 Ih. Growth conditions ror
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KS19051I and ISP479C were identical to those described abovc A
except that crytliromycin (Sigmia Chemical Co., St. Lou-is, MO.) 10-
at a finialI conceit rat ion of' 15 [Lg/m I was added to TS 13 prior toi
ni OCiI- at ion.

RNA isolation. The procedlure uiscd for thc isolation of RNA
wats at modification of the icthods of Kornblumn et all. ( II ) and E
Khan (9). At variouIs times duiring growth, 1(-nil samples wcre B ________________

aseptically pipctted into 25-nil screw-cap Corex tubeCs Contain- Ln
ing( 10 nil of anl icc-cold acetoneC-ethanlol mliXture (1: 1). Sanilples S6C

were storedl at -21
0'C until samlpling Wats coMiiipete. Cells 2

were harvested by centrifuLgatioti at 10,0001t X g for I5 iiin. The . o v
SuIpernatants were decanlted, and cell pellets were suspenlded InII 479C
10) nil of' TES ( 15(0 mM NaCI, 78 ninM disodium EDTA, 100( 2 4 6 8 10 12
mM Tris [pH- 7.51) and cenltriful-ged as before. Cell Pellets Were 0
suspended in I mll of TES plus NaCI (2.5 M), and recombinianit-
lysostaphin (Applied Microbiology [inc., New York, N.Y.) wats
added to a firial concentration of' 10 (It g/nil1. Cell suIspensions
were incubated at 370C tor 3(0 miii or until suspensions became 00
viscou~s. To each protoplast suIspension, 5 nil of' RNAzoI 13 Hours
(Tel-Test, Inc., Frienldswood, Tex.) wats added, aind the ceitire FIG. 1. (A) Repiresenitative growth curves of S. aureits strains S6C
mixture wats rocked slowly unitil lysis was coniplete. To each (0), ISP479C (A), and KS1905 I (0I). S6C and ISP479C were grown inl
lysate, 11.6 ill tif chloroforni was added, after which the lysates TlS13, and KS19051I was grown inl TSB Plus erythromycin (15ti/m)
were vigoroulsly agitated tor IS s. Each Suspension was allowed (13) Northern analysis of total cellular RNA Isolated front S6C and
to incubate oii ice f'or 15 min aiid thieni ceiitrifuLged (101,0001 x I15P479C atl 2, 4, 6, 8, h1), and 12 li of growth and hybridized with a
g', 15 nun) to f'acilitate phase separationi. Portions (0.6 mil) were 9(/1-specific pIrobe.
pipetted into sterile rniicroccn~trifLuge tubes, andl an equal
amnount of' isopropanol wats added. Each saniple wats iiiixed by
iniversion and stored- at - 85'C for 45 mini. Precipitated RNA The primer pair used for sea had the seque~nces 5'-AC1TG
wats pelleted by cenitrifuglationl at 4(C f*or IS Mill Supern2-Iatants TIAAATGGTAGCGAGAAAAGC-3' and 5'-TA1TT'GAAT
were discarded, and each RNA pellet wats washed twice with I ACTrGTCCTTGAGCACC-3'. The Primer Pair Used for
iiil oif 70/(,% ethanol. Tu~bes con"tainling RNA pellets were RNAII had the sequelnces 5'-CGAAATGCGCAAGTTCCG
inverted and allowed to stand for approximately 31) miini to TCA-3' and 5'-CCAACTGGGTCATGCTTACGA-3'. The
f'acilitate alcohlol evaporation. Finially, each pellet Was sits- RNAI I primer pair generated an 86(1-lp f'ragmenit eiicomipass-
pended in 10 ((I-d of decionized, glass-distilled water pret reated illg t11e ji-Iiction between opeii reading frames A and B of the
with dietliylpyrocarbonate (Signia). Samples were stored at agr operon (10), 13). PCR products were gel purIified by using
-85'C Until Used. the Magic P1CR system (Promnega Corp., Madison, Wis.). All

Northern (RNA) analysis. Northern analysis wats performed DNA f'ragmeiits were labelled with digoxygeniii- I -UTP ats
essentially ats described by Seldeii (19). H-ighl-quallity RNA preCviously described (21)). Hybridized probies were detected by
(A,,/A~j I I1.9 to 2.1)) wats stanida rdized by appropriate al.iitOrad iO ra pliy WithI atlkalinie pliosphatase -conitugated. anti-
dill-fiOnl inl dliethylpyr'oCearh1Onitte-treaCd~C Water to at finlal eon1- dligoxygeiiin E(ab'), antibody fragnients (Boebringer Mann-
cenitratioji of* I [ig/1-d. Port ioiis (5 I-d) were electrophioresed at flicim) aiid (lie Chem~lilunliinesccnt substrate AM131PD (Tropix
6 V/cm through 1.0% LE agarose (FMC Biol~rodulCtS, Rock- Iiic., lBedf'ord, Mass.).
land, Maine) and staiined with NucliStaiii (National Diagnos-
tics, Manville, N.J.). Thie initensities (if' the rRNA baiidsREUT
between Standardized preparatioins were densitomeitricallyREUT
colliiipaCdI to verify that all[ sample)Is cointaiiied equaI'l aliiiouiits Thie effecct of eiytliromycin aind the presence of (lie tralispo-
(if totai R NA. son oii growth were determined by coniparing growthi if'

T[he stanldardlized RNA SaIpleIS Were Serially dilu~ted ill KS19051I in medium containing tile antibiotic with growth of
cititliylpyroearbonaIlýte-treaýtedI water anid deiiatu~rei at 50'C for 56C inii mediuni lacking the ant ibiot ic. Althlough1 a slighl"t lae wats
I Ii in the presence of'glyoxal (Eastmiani Kodak Co., Rochester, observed for the first 2 Ii, growth of KS19051I recovered qluickly
N.Y.) aiid diiiiethyt ol ('Ioxide ( Fisher Scientific, F-airlawn, anid Wats equ~ivalen~t to that of 56C aiid ISP479C for (lie
N.J.). Samples were eleetroplioreseil at 4 V/cm thirotigh 1.2% remnainling time points examined (Fig. IA). Lipase was chosen
GTG iigarose (FMC) gels preparedin phosphate bufferCI (10 as an indicator of' timec-depeiidiit expressioni of extracclliilar
iiiM N all, P0, [pI1 71) coiit ainiiing If) 111M soil iii ii t doac ic lirIt~itl ci itsbecas S. aioeauv S6C produces thle prolte in iii highi
acid (Sigma). RNA was transferr-ed by passive dJifuLsiOii Onito iltiali1titieS dur11ing posteXPOneCiitial growth (20)). To determiiiie
neutral iiylon ( MaigiaGraipli Micron Separaitions [Inc., West- tlie (optimial pioint during growth to assess the effect of xpr onl
bor-ough, MaIss.) liCiieniraIies aniil hybridized overnIighlt (18 to expre'ssionl 4i exoprIOteins, total cellu.lar RNA was isolated
24 Ii) at 65"C with various gene-speccific probcs. Menibranes f'rom S6('and 15P479C atl 2-li intervals (Fig. I A). Staiiiardizcd
Were washed ats pre-vioLsly deCscribed (2(0). RNA preparationis were hybridized wvithi age/i-specific probe.

T[he probe uIsed for dtcICtionl of/ saWats a I .2-kbp f'ragnieiit aiid the results indicate that message is expressel thiroughiout
generated by ('1(1 digestion of* pR ITS (Pliarmnaciai I .K13 Iio- the growth (if both straiiis but occurs at elevated levels diii
Icchnloh g I ic., P isca t away, N.h.). '['he ciii ainii ng probes wer fctlie postexpon it ial philase (Fig. I1B). There lore. iii t le remiiai ii-
geiierated by aiiipliltying geiie fragmciits 'Ioroii S6(' chromio- iiig experiimeiits in this studly, RNA wats isolateud at 12 Ii of'
soiiial I)N A withI thle plyiiiyera se c~liliin recicl ion (1)('R ), usinig growthI uiiless othle rw ise no~tedl. Ill add it ion. levelIs of' ge/1
primecrs aiid reaction conditions previously' described (2(0, 21). meIssage1 Were more -abun11dant for S6iC than for ISP47OJC. Strain
T[le sea aiid RNAI I probes were likewise genecrated by P1CR. S6C is known toI be a hiyperprodue~er Of sever-al extr-aCelluLar
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S6C 9051 S6C 9051
U 2 4 816 32 U 2 4 816 32 U 2 4 816 32 U 2 4 816 32

seb a -ca "

6 12 6 12
U U24 U 24 U 2 4U2 4

geh W~~ no-

~ Vspa 40 W
S1:1G1. 3. TOt~iIcll Ml~ar RZNA isolated from SiC and 9051 at 12 It of'

growthI for (Ilie coli-spcci lie Probe alld at 6 anid 12 Ih of growth for til
hia a farsoa s/si-specilic probe. RN A concentral iois were Standaridized according

to /I, Va IC t1cs 1d oaIdCd aiS cit her und iluitcd (U) or twofold serially,
d ilto td (numeicl vCHA I t1ics) Sam 1pics.

operon in strains S6C and 9051 were assayed at 2--h initervals by
sea g ~ m wNorthicrn analysis. When an RNAIII-spccific probe Was Used.

exprecssioni was observed as early ats 2 h (early exponential
phase; Fig. 1) in S6C bu-t Wits not detected (data not shown)

FlIG. 2. Total cellular R NA isolated from S6( aid 90151 al12 11 of tint il 6 hi of' growth (late exponential phiase; Fig. 1) inl 9(515.
growth alid hybhridized w~it Ii cit her all sc/i- 1 gc/i-. an ll l/-. or a1111t rLlt llie anlalysis of RN A samples taken at 3 antd 1 2 It of growlth
Wliu-specilic prohe. RNA conceitrations wer-e standarlldized aeccirdingi and probed with RNAI I- and RNAI Il-specific probes demiot-

toA 60 vatIC ticsad loalded aIS cit[ l11ie d i I tied (U) or1tw flW10d Sen ialy st rated that tra nscri pt levels in 9051I wet-e reduced inl compar-
dilutedI (nuiiiricaf VadLtis) saniples. isoii with S6C (Fig. 4A and B). At 3 11 (Fig. 4A), at 16- to 32-fold

reduction wits nioted, while levels at 12 hi (Fig. 4B3) were
redceIid onily 8- t(o 16-fold. The narrowing (If the differences

proiteits, incltuding lipaisc (20)) anid S1313 (5). These datai are between 3 and 12 Ii is miost likely dueC to thle accumu11.lationl Of
coinsislenit wvith ottr earl icr report (211) ha t ext race itt hir Ii pase nin ssalge over I tueli.

aciiy spodcda eeaedlvlspsepotnial.Te agr, parent andl mu1.tant strains, ISP479C artd ISP546.
xpr effect onl the expression of extracellular p~roteinls. Total Were tiehCILtded ill this sttidy as at control for the RNAI I and

ce~lluar RNA extracted from SWC anid 90151 wais probed with RNAI II transcripts. Total Ccellular RNA was isolated from
DNA fragments specific for thle seb, geh. and I/a genes. As these strains atid hybridized simutltaneously with the RNAI I-
shown in Fig. 2, these data itidicate thatt tile attmounti (Ifimessage ~ind] RNAI Il-specific probes (Fig. 413). agr transcript levels in
produced by strain 90151 Was greCatly teduI~ced in compatrisoni 1SP479C were identical to those oIf S6C. However, little
with the parentatl strain SfiC. Messaige levels were at least expression oIf either ageq transcript was observed in the Agr
32-fold lower for all thiree genes. In l contratst, thle expressionl of' 1tiiuttttt lSlP546. Both RNAI I and RNAI II were f`ound in tile
.Yea was utialtected sea tritnscript levels lor- S6C' antd 905 1 were uillt(itedCC lane, andirtds expected, tile size of thle RNAII species
Sin iiIa r even ili ii dii (it iil 0i1' 1/32 ( Fig. 2). A simii a r e leetc in an i Was SnliIItI LCr u to thle inrse rtion (if Til5S I, whiich results inii

a muiLt ant backgtound1( has been reicpoirted by 1 cnlilia i and1 rt*i nCa ted illeSSiige.
coworkers (23). Western blot (imminuohlot) ainalysis reveailed
til signifieant diffecrences in SEA levels produced by three DISCUSSION
difleretcit strains (If' S. aiareis and their coIrresponiding ag~r
mu1.tant strains (23). These datat suggest thatt lieither ot. i(lr ar The disease processes oif thle staphylococci involve thle
regOIlakits tile exprCSSiOti of' thle V('a geile. participationi of a nuimber of viruiletice factoIrs prolduced by the

xpr effect oni the expression of cell %vaII-associate(I proteins. organistl (6). Inideed, thle list (of factots has riseti to g~reater
Inl ourl earl icr repolrt, We d~CleteritIed that thle relative clot- than 3(0, riingintg ftomniionie to matny that arty one straiii cant
formIling activity 01f coa~gulase Was Uncehanrged ini thle mu.tatit ptWodILce (6). Th Ie roles that these factors play itlitthe overall
straini 9051 (21). However, in this same mtanittit straitn, coa process oif' disease are not clear. However, it is becoming
ninRNA levels were elevated by 16- ti 32-fold (Fig. 3). We increasingly clear that thle coordinate regul~atory mechatnisms
aitribLtit this discrepancy to thle rltller itisetisitive meICZ1nS (i.e., responsible for expressioni (Of these virulletie factors are coni-
format ion of, a libritil elot ill rabbit plisliii by Serial twifold plex anid 11ii1tiltaCtoriail.
dil Iut i0ltS (1CIf eu It tieilt rate) 0If assessinig eoagu liaSe activity. Ill To (la t e, (Ill-ce loci, agr, 5(0r, and .vpn. have beeni ide ntiflied.
additionito i determiniiilig coil expression inl tlie xpr- mut.1atit, We arid they apparently provide a similar regu~latory trole for
also examinited the expressioni of' proiteini A. Bc~ause sVa several known S. (111-0S virlenIceIC fatctors ( 1-3, 1(0, 2(0, 2 1). Thle
tiiessaMIe is ITIMICil lii tile CXPot1Ititial pliISC (If gi-Iwtli, genes have all been mapped to distincet loci oiii the stapllylo-
samtiples were takeni ill (6 atid 12 11. E xpressioni (if spa was cliccail chromosome. All have been idenitified ats reguLlatory
tinlcar ilel tinlie ii lt 1i IM S"ia iii il I c ast bitt rb 101(1 al 6 hi; In weve t. el emlenils oii tilie basis of' thle ir si mi lar plc(iotropic efleects oili
no appreciable (lillcreilce inl expressilit wats observedl at 12 Ii exliprotciri produlctioni; tha~t is, exoproteinis itre polsitively reg-
(Fig. 3). I xptecssion o(f' spa message iii st rain 90515 O iTcn ned iiat ed. whle I cell wall -isslei a te(I prote ins are negatively regti -
Ilrtgliotit0.1 expoie(Iltitial plaC1iitserl~le thanl beitng itidLuCed Wheni kite~d. The effect has beCellSO1 show I CI ocr at thle mRNA level
cells entecred thle pi stexponcii ei a) phase (if' groiwthI (data illot lor aeiq a iid .w- i td, as a reCsult oIf t Iiis study, for xpi.
sholwn). Thiese resuilts are identticatl to those obsei-ved for spa ill Transpositionial niititiigenesis (if xpJ resulted in reduced levels
~tiall tih mu1Ltailt (24). ofniessitge for lild.ge/i, seb, and It/a, while spa atid (-oil messag~e

xpr effect oiti the expiressionl orl gr. ni RNA levels tof' thle agr levels wetrc increased. The fact that It/cl wits affected wits
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tiNAtI VW RNAII 3 RNAII

RNAIII *RNAIII . RNAIII

FlIG. 4. Northe rn ana lysis of lota CI I ccli Iar R NA isolated fromi S(' aid 9051 at 3 h1 (A) anrd 12 It (B) of growi Iianti hybridiZCd Sinltl ft a neouISlv
with probes speciflic for- RN All and R NA ILl RN A coneceitrat ions wvere stanidaridized according to A ,0, values and loaded as eithecr Ur tid Iated (U)
or twofold scrially dilatIcd (num11crical vallics) saM1pics. ThC RNA spccics aic labelled accordingly. For comparison, total ce~lluar RNA was isolated
from IS P479C and IS l1546 at 1 2 [1 of' growlth (C') anid also hlybrlidized Si maLlta neIouIsly withI probes specific for RNAIl Iand. RNAI II. The aste risk
dellOteS thle trunlcated R NAHl noiolec c ill ISP1 546 .

some1whaýt Surprising Since thle hid( geneC resides Within thle osmiolarity, Others have Suggested that involvement Of addi-
IZNAI II transcript, which is tile regulatory component of' tile tional f'actors within thle organisnm also modifies tileexpression
(aqr opcron cssetltiail for exoprotcin production in S. am-rcus. of exoproleins (4, 24). IndLCed, this work is Supportive of' at
Further analysis of the effect ofxpr onl RNAI I and RNAI II leaist two l"actors being interactive.
denmonstrated that both tranIscripts Were redutced in tile Xpr I low xp)- and tagr and perhaps smi interact to Coordinately
m i-tan t. These dlat a indidcat e, for tile firist timtie, (]filt two regulate extrace 11( a r prote in expression ill S. aureuIs is t ill-
regulatory Components (If' exoprotein produetioti inl S. au11ciis knlown atl present. What appears to be unfolding is a, network
are interactive. I-lowevcr, tbis finding is not uinprecedented. Inl of' multiple regulators resptonding to nu~nicr(ItS external and
a recent review, Warnner (28) descr~ibes cross-reCgullation "as thle internal signals that result in a specific response to1 somec
Conttrol Of aI reSPon1Se regulator oif'one two-conlipOnenit rCgula- enivironmnirtal stimulus. Evidence has been presenlted to indi-
tory systeni by a, dillerent reCgulatory system." Evidence for Cate that tile agr. systeml responds to p1-I and glucoise. Whether
suIch at phenomenon is observed in the phiosphlate ý)Iho) or' nlot V/)/- respon~ds to the samec stimuli is not known. Perhaps
regullon of E. co/i (26, 27). When Pi is limited, tile /)/10 IreguLon0 a tll(Ire important question to ask is, at what level does the
is induced. InducLItionl involves the phol? sensor, which acets aIs a interactiont between A7)i anld aýgr occurI? It appears that Xpr (to
Ilislidine protein kinase and is thlough1t to phiosphorylate thle date, thle coldilng Capacity (if the xpr region is unknown) is loans
regulator, p/taB. Thle activated l/taB, ill turL1, trantscriptiontally acting; if this is so, it miay also act as a sensorly protein
activates at number of' gyenes inivolved with tranlsport anld responding to somec stimutluIs (samle or- different) that results inl
degradation (If extraceillular phshoru10-Ls S(IIreeS. Inl addition, anl activated form capable of interacting with other econpo~-
Control 01f theC jp/10 reCguLon inl p/)/10R IIlluttllttS llMS been Shown, ICletiS resulting inl thle expression of' extraclilular Proteins.
depending oin which Calrbon soutice is metabolized, to itivolve Thecse questions are Currii--ltlv beillg pursued in this laboratorx'.
either CreC oIr thle Pta-AckA system. CrcC is the sensoir
comlponlent (if the CrcC-CrcI3 two-cotlp(Itielt signal tranisduc- ACKNOWLEDGMENTIS
11(111 SySte ii involvedI With CIlcatablolife regal akt iOll, aIicd tilie P1il Thi wokwsspotd- ulc1C111Srie
AckA systcli is associated with acetyl pliospllatc synthiesis. Ibswr a upre yPbi elhSriegrant Al-I 7474
Add it ionialI evide nec for cross-tegualit ion exists lbf o(thle r Iwo- froni (lie National 1I ist 11 c (if Allergy and Ilf'Cii L fetjosliseaNCS. 1w e-ralilt

ransdcf (ll ssteiis i5 wel. lAMD1)7-89-Z-9t139 frotm hie U.S. Artiy Medical Research andCOIttOlpoielt signl . lcvlornn Coitittiatici.1 and~~l fIy NASA. rant NAG W-2328. M.l3.H .
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rep i i ( svra lirolin iI lI in s r tp t iv.131I We ar icindebted to IDuante Kerr for photolographiic services anld Allfelt
RIC aMild aI-/ eXprIcsshiii a ilc red (Iced fly tlie P reSeIC ice IOS ofG toe Cics for preparation of of igottueleol ides.
at aicidic of- tl(Iiliailllailid Ill-I ( 17, 18). I-however, the effecct otil
sec does llot require a lItLtiFOM(Iilafag ( 17). Likewise, expressiotn REFERENCES
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We investigated the ability of staphylococcal enterotoxins A and B, exfoliative toxins A and B, and toxic
shock syndrome toxin 1 to activate macrophages. All of the toxins tested had the potential to stimulate
tumoricidal activity in peritoneal macrophages from lipopolysaccharide-responsive C3HeB/FeJ mice. In
contrast, none of the toxins activated cytotoxicity in lipopolysaccharide-unresponsive macrophages from
C3H/HeJ mice. We also studied toxin stimulation of monokine secretion. Staphylococcal enterotoxin A, toxic
shock syndrome toxin 1, and both exfoliative toxins triggered C3HeB/FeJ macrophages to secrete tumor
necrosis factor alpha, but enterotoxin B induced only marginal amounts of tumor necrosis factor. All of the
toxins used stimulated interleukin-6 production by macrophages from both strains of mice. Nitric oxide is
produced in response to the exfoliative toxins only by the lipopolysaccharide-responsive macrophages. These
results suggest that macrophages respond differently to several staphylococcal exotoxins.

Exotoxins from Staphylococcus aureus cause diseases F5b which was cloned from cells derived from C3H.OL
such as food poisoning, scalded skin syndrome in infants, embryo fibroblasts (H-20 ' KdDk) is killed by macrophages by
and the multisystem disease toxic shock syndrome. The a contact-dependent process and has been described previ-
toxins are serologically distinct, single-polypeptide chains, ously (7, 28). LM929 and F5b were cultured three times
with sizes ranging from 22 kDa to approximately 35 kDa (20). weekly in antibiotic-free Dulbecco's modified Eagle's me-

The toxins can also induce an immune response and have dium (GIBCO, Gaithersburg, Md.) supplemented with 2%
been termed superantigens (37). The toxins were originally fetal bovine serum, 0.3% L-glutamine (Sigma, St. Louis,
described to be mitogenic (25, 36), but recent work shows Mo.), and 10% Opti-MEM 1 Reduced Serum medium
that the superantigens initiate T-cell proliferation by the (GIBCO). IL-6 was quantitated with the IL-6-dependent,
T-cell receptor interacting with exotoxins which are bound murine B-cell hybridoma subclone B9 which was obtained
to class II molecules of accessory cells (24, 26, 35). Kappler with L. Aarden's permission from R. Nordan (National
et al. (22) found that T cells which express specific V0  Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Md.). It was cultured in
sequences as part of their cup3 T-cell receptor are stimulated Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 50
specifically by staphylococcal enterotoxin A (SEA), staphy- VtM 2-mercaptoethanol, 5% fetal bovine serum, and 10 pg of
lococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), and toxic shock syndrome recombinant IL-6 per ml. The hybridoma did not proliferate
toxin 1 (TSST-1). in response to recombinant TNF, recombinant IL-1, combi-

Macrophages are also activated by these toxins. Human nations of TNF and IL-1, or any toxin used.
monocytes stimulated with SEB and TSST-1 for 1 to 6 days Reagents. Enterotoxins A and B, purified by the proce-
secreted tumor necrosis factor (TNF) (11). Beezhold et al. dures of Bergdoll et al. (3), were obtained from Anna
(2) used 20 ng ofTSST-1 per ml to stimulate rat macrophages Johnson-Winegar (U.S. Army Medical Research and Devel-
to produce interleukin-1 (IL-1). NK cells also become cyto- opment Command, Ft. Detrick, Md.) or Toxin Technology
toxic after stimulation with SEB (1). (Madison, Wis.). TSST-1 was obtained from Peter Bonven-

We studied the ability of SEA, SEB, TSST-1, exfoliative tre (Dept. of Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Univer-
toxin A (ETA), and exfoliative toxin B (ETB) to activate sity of Cincinnati College of Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio).
LPSn (responsive) and LPSd (unresponsive) murine macro- ETA and ETB were purified in our laboratories from cul-
phages. We showed activation of contact-dependent cyto- ture supernatants of S. aureus UT0003 (ETA) and UT0007
toxicity, TNF and IL-6 secretion, and nitric oxide produc- (ETB). Extracellular ETA and ETB were precipitated with
tion (as measurable by the stable end product of nitrite) saturated ammonium sulfate and dialyzed against water.
(N02-). We also compared the kinetics of cytokine and ETA and ETB were then purified by two cycles of prepara-
NO 2 - production after stimulation by different toxins. tive isoelectric focusing. All toxin preparations used in these

experiments were biologically active at 100 ng/ml as deter-
MATERIALS AND METHODS mined by spleen cell proliferation assay. The exotoxins used

in this study were endotoxin free as determined by theMice. C3HeB/FeJ (LPSn) and C3H/HeJ (LPS') mice were Limnlus amebocyte lysate assay (Sigma). Our assay was
bred in the animal facilities in the Division of Biology at sensitive to an endotoxin concentration of 0.02 ng/ml. The
Kansas State University. presence of lipoteichoic acid was determined by Isaac Gins-

Tissue culture cells. The TNF-sensitive cell line LM929 burg (Hebrew University Hadassah School of Dental Medi-
was obtained from American Type Culture Collection cine, Jerusalem, Isreal) using hemagglutination of lipote-
(Rockville, Md.). The simian virus 40-transformed cell line ichoic acid-sensitized human erythrocytes (14). The toxin

preparations used in this study were lipoteichoic acid nega-
tive by this method, which is sensitive to a concentration of

* Corresponding author. 0.2 l.g/ml. Lipid A-associated protein containing lipopoly-
t Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station publication 90-451-J. saccharide (LPS) was obtained from David Morrison (Dept.
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of Microbiology, Kansas University Medical Center, Kansas TABLE 1. Cytotoxicity of F5b tumor cells by
City). Recombinant murine TNF and gamma interferon exotoxin-activated macrophages
(IFN--y) were obtained from Genzyme (Cambridge, Mass.). % (3ý ± SEM)" specific release at:
Recombinant murine IL-6 was obtained from R & D Systems Activator"

(Minneapolis, Minn.). Experiments were conducted in 10:1T 20:1 30:1 40:1

Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with 2% SEA 13 ± 0 12 ± 0 15 ± 2 29 ± 1
fetal bovine serum and 50 I.g of gentamycin sulfate per ml SEB 9 ±0 8 ± 1 9 ± 1 18 ± 2
(DME). ETA 11 ± 1 18 ± 1 21 ± 0 21 ± 2

Cytotoxicity assay. The macrophage cytotoxicity assay ETB 22 ± 0 25 ± 1 27 ± 0 19 ± 1
was performed as described previously (8). C3HeB/FeJ and LPS + IFN--y 34 ± 2 53 ± 1 58 ± 0 44 ± 1
C3H/HeJ peritoneal exudate cells were obtained 4 or 5 days Medium 8 ± 3 3 -t 1 2 ± 2 6 ± 0
after injection of 1.5 ml of sterile thioglycolate broth (Difco, " Thioglycolate-elicited macrophages were activated with toxin (10 [g/ml)
Detroit, Mich.). After peritoneal lavage, the peritoneal exu- or LPS and IFN--y as described in the Materials and Methods.
date cells were washed and pipetted into flat-bottom, 96-well 'From triplicate samples.
plates at 1 x 105 to 4 x 105 cells per well. After I to 2 h the ' Macrophage-to-target-cell ratio.

medium was removed and replaced with the appropriate
toxin-containing medium (with or without 0.1 U of IFN-y per
ml). Approximately 10' chromium-51-labelled F5b cells were described previously (30). Briefly, triplicate 100-1R superna-
added to each well, and the assay mixture was incubated for tant samples were placed in microtiter plates. To each well
16 to 18 h. The microtiter plates were then centrifuged, and 100 p.l of Griess reagent was added and incubated for 10 min
9 0-I.l aliquots from each well were counted in a gamma at 25°C. A microtiter plate reader (Cambridge Technology,
counter. The percent specific release was calculated as Cambridge, Mass.) was used to read the A,(.
follows: specific release = [experimental release - sponta- IL-6 quantification. The macrophage supernatants were
neous release/(maximal release - spontaneous release)]/x assayed for IL-6 content by the B9 bioassay (17). The B9
100. The maximal release and spontaneous release were cells were washed three times in IL-6-free DME to remove
determined by incubating 10' F5b cells in 1 N HCI (maximal) residual IL-6. Two thousand B9 cells were added to serially
or medium (spontaneous). The spontaneous release was diluted, triplicate samples of culture supernatant and al-
generally less than 40%. As positive controls, macrophages lowed to incubate for 3 days at 37°C. [3H]thymidine (0.5 p.Ci
from C3HeB/FeJ mice were stimulated with Escherichia coli per well) was added for 8 h prior to harvesting with a PHD
055:B5 LPS (12.5 p-g/ml) (Difco) and IFN--y (0.1 U/ml); Cell Harvester (Cambridge Technology) and liquid scintilla-
C3H/HeJ macrophages were stimulated with lipid A-associ- tion counting.
ated protein containing LPS (10 V•g/ml) and with IFN-,y (10
U/ml). RESULTS

Macrophage supernatants. C3HeB/FeJ and C3H/HeJ peri-
toneal exudate cells were obtained by peritoneal lavage as Toxin induction of macrophage cytotoxicity. The ability of
described above. The cells were plated at a density of 10' the toxins to induce cytotoxic macrophages was measured
cells per 60-mm-diameter tissue culture plate, allowed to by killing of the cell line F5b, previously characterized by
adhere for 1 to 2 h, and washed with DME. The appropriate our laboratory (7, 28). The cytotoxicity of C3HeB/FeJ mac-
toxin in 4 ml of DME was added for 30 min. After 30 min, the rophages incubated with the exotoxins was variable, ranging
plates were washed three times with 1 to 2 ml of medium and from 0 to 30%. TFable 1 is a representative experiment which
4 ml of fresh medium with or without toxin was added. At 3 shows the levels of tumoricidal activity that can be induced
and 6 h after the initial 30-min incubation period, the by each toxin. None of the toxins stimulated cytotoxicity to
supernatants were collected and 4 ml fresh DME with or the same extent as LPS and IFN--y. Table 2 shows that the
without toxin was added to the culture plates. toxins alone did not always induce cytotoxicity (SEA and

The supernatants were clarified by centrifugation, ali- SEB) or induced very low levels of killing (ETA and ETB).
quoted, and used immediately or stored at -100°C until However, when this occurred with either toxin type, cyto-
assayed. Supernatants collected from cultures pulsed with toxicity could be induced when used in combination with
toxin-containing medium are designated (+) toxin. The suboptimal levels of IFN-,y (Table 2). In contrast, no toxin,
supernatants designated (-) toxin came from cultures that under any condition, was able to induce C3H/HeJ macro-
received only DME after the initial 30-min pulse. As a phages to become cytotoxic (data not shown).
positive control, C3HeB/FeJ macrophages were pulsed with Toxin induction of N0 2 I, IL-6, and TNF secretion. Nitric
LPS (12.5 p.g/ml). Unresponsive C3H/HeJ macrophages oxide is released by activated macrophages (4, 30). To
were activated with lipid A-associated protein containing determine whether arginine metabolism was involved in
LPS (10 I.Lg/ml) and IFN-,y (10 U/ml) as described previously toxin-induced activation, we measured the extracellular
(9). Cytokine and nitrite quantification was based on linear NO,- released in response to the toxins. SEA, SEB, or
regression of standard curves of recombinant TNF, recom- TSST-1 did not stimulate significant quantities of NO,-
binant IL-6, or NaNO2 . (Table 3). However, responsive macrophages incubated

TNF quantification. Triplicate samples of culture superna- continuously with ETA or ETB released significant quanti-
tants were serially diluted in DME in 96-well, flat-bottom ties of NO,- during an 18-h exposure (Table 3). Nitrite was
plates. To each well, 104 5 tCr-labelled LM929 cells were not found in measurable quantities in any other supernatants
added and incubated for 16 to 18 h. After centrifugation, (data not shown). The LPSd macrophages were not stimu-
90-.d1 aliquots were quantitated for chromium release as lated to release measurable nitrite by any of the staphylo-
described. coccal exotoxins (data not shown).

Nitrite determination. Nitrite concentration was deter- To determine whether TNF is secreted independently of
mined by use of the Griess reagent (1% sulfanilamide, 0.1% macrophage cytolytic activity, we incubated macrophages
naphylethylene diamine dihydrochloride, and 2% H3PO4) as from C3HeB/FeJ mice with SEA. Within the first 3 h TNF
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TABLE 2. IFN--y enhancement of tumoricidal activity TABLE 4. Kinetics of TNF production by exotoxin-
stimulated macrophages

% (CT SEM)I" specific release at: stimulatedmacrophages

Expt no. Activator" Stimulation U of TNF secreted' at:10:1' 2(1:1 30:1 Expt Stimulant conimltions" 3h 6h 1
no. conditions" 3h 6h 1

1 ETA 6 ± 2 15- ±3 10-± 1
ETA + IFN-', 14 ± 0 48 t 3 40 ± 6 1 ETA Continuous (+) 30 4 4
ETB 20 ± 2 19 ± 1 29 t 0 30 min(-) 10 4 4
ETB + IFN--y 28 t 2 33 ± 1 47 ± 2 ETB Continuous (+) 25 40 24
Medium 9 ± 2 5 ± 0 6 ± 3 30 min (-) 6 4 4
IFN--y 5 ± 2 2 ± 2 12 ± 2 LPS Continuous (+) >200 180 >200
LPS + IFN--y 26 ± 4 37 ± 3 42 ± 5 Medium 4 4 4

2 SEA 9 ± 4 6 ± 1 6 ± 1 2 SEA Continuous(+) 148 26 2
SEA + IFN--y 11 ± 2 18 ± 7 18 ± 2 30 min (-) 34 2 2
SEB 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 0 ± 1 SEB Continuous(+) 12 2 2
SEB + IFN--y 29 ± 2 24 ± 2 21 ± 17 30 min (-) 2 2 2
Medium 0 ±- 0 1 ± 3 6 ± I LPS Continuous (+) >200 40 20
IFN--y 3 ± 5 0 ± 4 0 ± 2 30 min(-) >200 27 2
LPS + IFN-y 19 ± 4 22 ± 3 27 ± 0 Medium 2 2 2

"Thioglycolate-elicited macrophages were activated with toxin or LI'S in " Macrophages were incubated in the continuous presence of toxin (+) or
the presence or absence of IFN-y as described in Materials and Methods. were pulsed for only 30 nin (-) with 10 fig of SEA or SEB per ml, 1 lsg of
Reagents were used in the following concentrations: ETA, ETB, SEA, and ETA or ETB per ml, or 12.5 fig of LPS per ml.
SEB, 10 pig/ml (each): IFN-y,. 0.1 U/ml. " TNF concentrations were determined by linear regression of standard

" From triplicate samples, curves with recombinant murine TNF. Peritoneal macrophages were from
Macrophage-to-target-cell ratio. C3HeB/FeJ mice. Supernatants were collected and assayed for TNF at the

indicated times as described in the Materials and Methods. Values represent
the amount ofTNF produced in one representative experiment of two to four
independent trials.

appeared in the culture supernatants (Table 4). After that
time, TNF secretion decreased to background levels. In
contrast, responsive macrophages incubated continuously
with SEB secreted only marginal amounts of TNF. There macrophages were stimulated to produce a small amount of
appears to be a threshold exposure time, because we found TNF (18 U/ml) only when incubated continuously with 2 Ig
that C3HeB/FeJ macrophages pulsed with SEA or SEB for of TSST-1 per ml (data not shown). SEA, SEB, ETA, and
only 30 min did not secrete TNF. ETB did not stimulate LPS't macrophage TNF production

TNF was secreted from C3HcB/FcJ macrophagcs in re- (data not shown).
sponse to both ETA and ETB stimulation. The continuous IL-6 was induced by all of the exotoxins tested. Either a
exposure to ETA induced approximately 30 U of TNF per ml 30-tnin pulse or the continuous exposure of SEA stimulated
over the first 3 h (Table 4). As observed with SEA, the TNF the LPS-responsive macrophages to secrete increasing
levels dropped to background for the remainder of the 18-h amounts of IL-6 over time, with the greatest accumulation
experiment. In contrast, ETI3 induced 30 to 40 U/ml during occurring during the last 12 h (Table 5). IL-6 was secreted
each collection period. A 30-min pulse of either exfoliative into the culture supernatant in response to SEB, though the
toxin was not enough to induce significant TNF secretion quantities were significantly lower and secretion appeared to
(Table 4). peak earlier (Table 5). The exfoliative toxins induced much

At a concentration of 2.5 /ig/ml, TSST-1 stimulated TNF higher levels of IL-6 than the enterotoxins (Table 5). The
secretion when C3HeB/FeJ macrophages were pulsed for 30 continued presence of ETA and ETB induced 2 or more ng
min or incubated continuously with toxin (Fig. 1). When of IL-6 per ml throughout the 18 h. The kinetics of cytokine
responsive macrophages were continuously incubated with secretion induced by the exfoliative toxins also were dif-
suboptimal concentrations (20 ng/ml) of TSST-1, the macro- ferent from those of that induced by the enterotoxins. Table
phages also produced 10 U of TNF per ml. C3H/HeJ 5 shows that a 30-min pulse of toxin stimulated the most IL-6

to be secreted within the first 3 h, with decreasing quantities
being secreted after this time point. This is the opposite of

"TABLE 3. Nitric oxide produced by toxin-stimulated the kinetics of a 30-mm SEA pulse (Table 5).
We found that macrophages from C3H/HeJ mice could beinduced to secrete only IL-6 in response to toxin stimulation.

Treatment" (1v ± SEM) Tables 5 and 6 indicate that the continuous presence of SEAvM, NO, " stimulated much higher concentrations of IL-6 than did

SEA ............................................................... 1.2 ± 1.3 SEB. However, SEB induced significantly more than back-
SEB ................................................................ 1.7 ± 1.5 ground levels of IL-6. As found with the LPS" macrophages.
ETA ............................................................... 26.0 ± 2.6 the exfoliative toxins also induced IL-6 secretion by LPS't
ETB ............................................................... 7.9 ± 0.6 macrophages. ETA and ETB induced the secretion of 24 and
TSST-1 ............................................................ 1.9 ± 2.8 55 pg. respectively (Table 6) of IL-6 per ml, which compared
L I'S ................................................................ 152.0 ± 43.3
Medium ........................................................... 0.9 ± 0.7 favorably with the levels induced by the enterotoxins. How-

ever, the macrophages were stimulated with only 1 pLg of
"The stimulant-conlaining mcdittnm was added to adhered luacrophages for exfoliative toxin per ml as compared with 10 ipg of entero-

18 h. The supernatant was removed and frozen at -I (0 (" untitl assayed witl t
(ricss reagent. toxin per ml.

" Values were calculated from the restlts of two to six experitments by The accumulation of IL-6 in the culture supernatant over
linear regression fromt a standard or known quantities of nitrite, an 18-h incubation was also measured (Table 6). Macro-
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FIG. 1. Kinetics of TNF production by C3HeB/FeJ macrophages stimulated with TSST-1. C3HeB/FeJ macrophages were incubated in the

presence (+) or absence (-) ofTSST-1 after an initial 30-nin pulse of TSST-1. Supernatants were collected and assayed for TNF at 3, 6. and
18 h as described in Materials and Methods.

phages from C3HeB/FeJ mice exposed to a 30-min pulse or
incubated continuously with ETA, ETB, or SEA secreted
large quantities of IL-6. In contrast, the continued presence

TABLE 5. Kinetics of IL-6 production by of SEB was necessary to stimulate greater than background
exotoxin-stimulated macrophages levels of IL-6. The quantities of IL-6 secreted by the LPS'

IL-6 secreted (pg/nil)' in: macrophages were significantly lower (Table 6). The contin-
ued presence of each toxin induced IL-6 secretion, but

Stimulant Stimulation C3Heb/FeJ C3H/HcJ macrophages from C3H/HeJ mice also secreted IL-6 follow-conditions" cells at: cells at: ing a 30-min pulse of ETB or SEA. However, a pulse of SEB

3 h 6 h 18 h 3 h 6 h 18 h or ETA did not yield IL-6 in the culture supernatant (Table 6).

ETA Continuous (+) 2,170 >2,400 >2,400 7 4 6
30 min (-) 1,460 1,173 776 4 1 4 DISCUSSION /

ETB Continuous(+) 1,995 2,311 >2,400 7 9 19 Staphylococcal exotoxins induce dramatic pathophys-
30 min (-) 1,121 558 524 4 2 6 iological changes in vivo. We investigated the potential ofSEA Continuous +) 329 718 >2,400 2 6 32
30 min (-) 212 218 1,146 4 5 8 these toxins to activate murine peritoneal macrophages, as

SEB Continuous (+) 758 994 993 6 3 8 determined by cytotoxicity and production of nitrite, TNF,
30 min (-) 169 323 150 2 2 5 and IL-6. Previous studies found that exotoxins secreted by

Medium 42 55 191 2 1 6 S. ait'eus stimulated T-cell proliferation (6, 25, 26, 35, 36).
"Spleen cells from both C3H/HeJ and C3HeB/FeJ mice" Macrophages were incubated in thc continuous presence or toxin (-4) tr proliferated in response to 100 ng of each of our toxin

were pulsed for only 30 min (-) with 10 pg of SEA or SEB per ml or I Rg of preparatinsper tot n) ofirming thbio
ETA or ETB per nil. preparations per ml (data not shown), confirming the biolog-

" IL-6 concentrations were determined by linear regression of standard ical activity of our reagents. SEA, ETA, ETB, and TSST-1
curves with recombinant marine IL-6. Peritoneal macrophages were rroni the induced C3HeB/FeJ macrophages to produce substantial
indicated mouse line. Supernatants were collected and assayed for IL-6 at the amounts of TNF. SEB differed from those toxins by induc-
indicated times as described in Materials and Methods. Values represent the
amount of IL-6 produced in one representativc experiment of two to live tion of only marginal amounts of TNF. The inability of SEB
independent trials. to induce high levels of TNF secretion contrasts with results
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TABLE 6. IL-6 secreted in response to toxin stimulation IL-6 was measurable within 3 h and was continuously made
MonL-6 (pg/i)" during the 18-h incubation. In contrast, SEA induced TNF

Mouse Toxin ____ -6___ _/_ _ secretion within the first 3 h of stimulation, while IL-6 was
strain (jLg/ml) +Toxin -Toxin not secreted in large quantities until after 6 h of exposure.

C3HeB/FeJ ETA (1) >1,6001 >1,600 Therefore, these data indicate independent regulation of

ETB (1) >1,600 >1,600 nitrite, TNF, and IL-6 by these exotoxins.

SEA (10) 1,318 1,280 The finding that some toxins can activate macrophages
SEB (10) >1,600 790 independently of nitrite secretion is consistent with previous
Medium 864 studies by Green et al. (15). They found that TNF but not the

macrophage activators C5 and C5a induced nitric oxide
C3H1/HeJ ETA (1) 24 10t production. The production of one monokine in the absence

ETB (1) 56 21 of another or the independent regulation of monokines isSEA (10) 33 24
SEA (10) 33 24 consistent with a number of previous studies. For example,
SEB (10)) 19 1
Medium 14 Riessenfeld-Orn et al. (27) stimulated human monocytes

with Streptococcus pneumnoniae to induce IL-1 but not TNF
"+Toxin, adhered thioglycolatc-elicited macrophages were stimulated with production. Lonnemann et al. (23) found that TNF and IL-1

toxin for 30 min and washed three times, 4 ml of toxin-containing medium was secretion peaked at separate times when human monocytes
added, and the mixture was incubated for 18 h. The supernatant was
collected, and IL-6 secretion was determined as described in Matcrials and were stimulated with LPS. Zuckerman et al. (38) also found
Methods. -Toxin, treatment is the same as for +Toxin, except that after the that serum TNF peaked prior to IL-1 concentrations after in
wash. Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium was added and the mixture was vivo stimulation. The observations that these staphylococcal
incubated for 18 h. The data are representative of two to five experiments, exotoxins have such distinct effects on macrophages (see
depending on the toxin. Table 7 for a general summary) make them interesting tools

for further investigations of macrophage activation.
Tumoricidal activity induced by the toxins was variable.

of other recent studies. SEB and TSST-1 have recently been However, at times when no cytotoxicity was induced by the
shown to induce human monocytes to transcribe mRNA for toxins, tumoricidal activity could be obtained by the same
IL-10 and TNF (32). Fast et al. (11) also showed that TSST-1 toxin preparations in conjunction with suboptimal concen-
and SEB stimulated human monocytes to produce TNF over trations of IFN--y. The irregular induction of cytolytic activ-
a period of 1 to 6 days. It is possible that murine macro- ity may be a result of differences in the induction of IFN-m
phages are not stimulated by SEB to the same extent as and subsequent autocrine responses. This would be consis-
human monocytes. Murine macrophages may bind toxins tant with multiple signals being required for macrophage
differently than human macrophages because of the toxin's cytolysis (16, 33). The finding that SEA, SEB, and TSST-1
structure and differences in major histocompatability com- induce cytotoxicity without NO,- contrasts with the results
plex class If molecules. of Takema et al. (31). This difference may be attributed to

Previous investigations have found that nitric oxide pro- the cells used in analyzing cytotoxicity. Our assays mea-
duction and TNF secretion are concomitantly induced by the sured the cytotoxicity of F5b cells, and Takema et al.
calcium ionophore A23187 (5). Macrophage activation with measured the killing of P815 cells. Data from our laboratory
various toxins resulted in differential secretion of nitric indicate that macrophage interactions with P815 cells are
oxide, TNF, and IL-6. For example, ETA and ETB were the different from their interactions with F5b (28) and that F5b is
only toxins we tested that stimulated nitrite secretion by not killed by a nitric oxide-dependent process (37a).
C3HeB/FeJ macrophages. Although the amounts of nitrite Macrophages from C3H/HeJ mice were not cytotoxic
produced were less than that induced by an LPS pulse, these when stimulated with toxins. The lack of activity was not
data suggest that ETA and ETB and SEA, SEB, and TSST-1 due to toxin breakdown, because the same toxin prepara-
regulate arginine metabolism differently, tions stimulated spleen cells from unresponsive mice to

We found that all toxins but SEB induced LPS-responsive proliferate. Furthermore, when stimulated with lipid A-as-
macrophages to secrete greater than 15 U of TNF per" ml and sociated protein containing LPS and IFN--y, the C3H/HeJ
that only IL-6 is secreted by C3H/HeJ macrophages in macrophages responded as expected by becoming cytotoxic
response to toxin stimulation. The kinetics of nitrite, IL-6, or secreting monokines.
and TNF secretion after stimulation with various toxins also The finding that LPS' macrophages were not activated
differs from the response induced by the other toxins. For with the exotoxins is consistent with reports of others.
example, nitrite was measurable only after accumulating for C3H/HeJ macrophages do not respond to the calcium iono-
18 h in the continuous presence of exfoliative toxins, while phore A23187 (29). They also cannot be made cytotoxic by

TABLE 7. Summary of exotoxin activation of macrophages

Activity in C3HeB/FeJ cells (LPS responders) Activity in C3H/HeJ (LPS nonresponders)
Macrophage source

and exotoxin Tumoricidal TNF IL-6 NO,- Tumoricidal TNF IL-6 NO,-
activity (U/ml)" (pg/ml)" production activity (U/ml)" (pg/ml)" production

SEA + 151) 1,318 - - 0 36 -
SEB + 12 1,601) - - 0 19 -
ETA + 31) 1,600 + - 0 24 -
ETB + 40 1,600 + - 0 55 -
TSST-1 + 200 224 - - 18 28 -

"In culture supernatants of macrophages incubated with toxin-containing medium for 18 h.
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Propionibacteriun acnes (21) or by the lipid A moiety of 6. Carlsson, R., H. Fischer, and H. Sjogren. 1988. Binding of
gram-negative bacterial LPS (10). Therefore, the genetic staphylococcal enterotoxin A to accessory cells is a requirement
defect of C3H/HeJ mice that causes unresponsiveness to for its ability to activate human T cells. J. Immunol. 140:2484-

other stimuli extends to staphylococcal exotoxins. How- 2488.
evall of the toxins induced the LPS macrophages to 7. Chapes, S., D. Duflin, and A. Paulsen. 1988. Characterization ofmacrophage recognition and killing of SV40-transformed tumor

secrete low levels of IL-6, and TSST-1 induced TNF secre- cells that are "resistant" or "susceptible" to contact-mediated
tion. The finding that unresponsive macrophages can be killing. J. Immunol. 140:589-596.
induced to secrete monokines without becoming cytotoxic is 8. Chapes, S., and L. Gooding. 1985. Evidence for the involvement
consistent with the results of previous studies (19). In of cytolytic macrophages in rejection of SV40-induced tumors.
addition, Flebbe et al. (13) found that C3H/HeJ macrophages J. Immunol. 135:2192-2198.
could be stimulated by LPS isolated from rough mutants to 9. Chapes, S., J. Killion, and D. Morrison. 1988. Tumor cell killing
secrete TNF and IL-1 but required an additional signal of' and cytostasis by C3H/HeJ macrophages activated in vitro by
IFN--y to become cytotoxic. The hypothesis that distinct lipid A-associated protein and interferon gamma. J. Leukocyte

signals may be provided to macrophages by different toxins 1Biol. 43:232-237.
signas not unpreedented. Smoth androuha Ps adivrent cns 10. Doe, W., and P. Henson. 1979. Macrophage stimulation by
is not unprecedented. Smooth and rough LPS activate cells bacterial lipopolysaccharides. Ill. Selective unresponsiveness
from C3H/HeJ mice differently (12, 13). The presence of of C3H/HeJ macrophages to the lipid A differentiation signal. J.
protein in LPS also stimulates macrophages in a manner Immunol. 123:2304-2310.
different from that of protein-free preparations (9, 18). We 11. Fast, D. J., P. M. Schlievert, and R. D. Nelson. 1989. Toxic
also add that though the C3H/HeJ mouse serves as an shock syndrome-associated staphylococcal and streptococcal
interesting model to study how these toxins work, it may not pyrogenic toxins are potent inducers of tumor necrosis factor
necessarily be one that reflects human disease well. production. Infect. Immun. 57:291-294.

It is possible that the exotoxins stimulate different macro- 12. Flebbe, L., S. W. Vukajlovich, and D. Morrison. 1989. Immu-
nostimulation of C3H/HeJ lymphoid cells by R-chemotypephage functions because they trigger autocrine responses. lipopolysaccharide preparations. J. Immunol. 142:642-652.

Vogel and Fertsch (33) found that macrophages produce IFN 13. Flebbe, L. M., S. K. Chapes, and D. C. Morrison. 1990.
in response to priming signals. Macrophages require multiple Activation of C3H/HeJ macrophage tumoricidal activity and
signals to become fully activated (16), and each staphylococ- cytokine release by R-chemotype lipopolysaccharide prepara-
cal exotoxin may stimulate IFN differently to provide those tions: differential effects of IFN--y. J. Immunol. 145:1505-1511.
signals. Macrophages respond differently to the various 14. Ginsburg, I., S. E. G. Fligiel, P. A. Ward, and J. Varani. 1988.
exotoxins tested (Table 7). The kinetics of TNF and nitric Lipoteichoic acid-antilipoteichoic acid complexes induce super-
oxide secretion in the presence or absence of toxin also oxide generation by human neutrophils. Inflammation 12:525-
indicate that the signals transduced by each exotoxin may be 548.
distinct. Alternatively, all of the toxins may stimulate the 15. Green, S..J., R. M. Crawford, J. T. Hockmeyer, M. S. Meltzer,

and C. A. Nacy. 1990. Leishmania major amastigotes initiate the
various responses. However, structural differences may .L-arginine-dependent killing mechanism in IFN--y-stimulated
make some more potent stimulants. The conditions we chose macrophages by induction of tumor necrosis factor-a. J. lmmu-
to measure stimulation may have failed to detect the poorer nol. 145:4290-4297.
activators. Additional studies will be required to elucidate 16. Hamilton, T. A., and D. 0. Adams. 1987. Molecular mechanisms
whether signal transduction pathways for these toxins are of signal transduction in macrophages. Immunol. Today 8:151-
indeed different. 158.

17. Helle, M., L. Boeije, and L. A. Aarden. 1988. Functional
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ARMSTRONG, JASON W., KRISTA A. NELSON, STEVE J. organ-dependent proliferative responses that do not nec-
SIMSKE, MARVIN W. LUTTGES, JOHN J. IANDOLO, AND STE- essarily parallel each other. Furthermore, Sonnenfeld et
PHEN K. CHAPES. Skeletal unloading causes organ-specific al. (18) have shown an increase in the percentage of T-
changes in immune cell responses. J. Appl. Physiol. 75(6): 2734- cells in rat bone marrow after skeletal unloading in a
2739, 1993.-The effects of skeletal unloading using antiortho- 14-day spaceflight. This mounting body of evidence sug-
static tail suspension on the mouse immune system are tissue
specific. This phenomenon was demonstrated by analyzing gests that skeletal unloading has differential effects on
cells from the lymph nodes, spleen, and bone marrow. Phy the immune system.
hemagglutinin-induced T-cell proliferation was depressed in The purpose of this study was to determine the effects
lymph nodes after 11 days of antiorthostatic suspension. In of skeletal unloading on the development, distribution,
contrast, splenic T-cell proliferation in response to phytohem- and/or function of immune cells in mouse bone marrow,
agglutinin was enhanced. Splenic natural killer cell cytotoxicity lymph nodes, and spleen. These tissues were analyzed
was unchanged after suspension, which demonstrated the or- because they were altered by skeletal unloading incurred
gan- and cell-specific effects of skeletal unloading. Whereas during extended spaceflight on US space shuttle and So-
antiorthostatic suspension induced minimal changes in bone, viet COSMOS missions (14, 18). Our results suggest that
there was a significant depression in the number of macro- skeletal unloading does not exert a generalized effect on
phage precursors in the bone marrow. Overall, skeletally un- immunologic processes.
loaded animals had slightly higher blood corticosterone levels
than did control animals; however, it did not appear to be re-
sponsible for the observed changes. In conclusion, skeletal un- MATERIALS AND METHODS
loading produces organ- and cell-specific changes in the murine
immune system rather than a generalized immunosuppression. Animals. Male adult (8- to 11-wk-old) C3HeB/FeJ

mice, bred in the animal facility at Kansas State Univer-
phytohemagglutinin; T-cell; antiorthostatic tail suspension; sity, were used in these studies. The use of these animals
macrophage differentiation was approved by the Animal Care and Facilities Use

Committee at Kansas State University, which complies
with National Institutes of Health animal care stan-

SKELETAL UNLOADING, using the antiorthostatic suspen- dards.
sion model, results in bone resorption similar to that Suspension technique. Animals were antiorthostati-
seen after extended bed rest, osteoporosis, and space- cally suspended using the Wronski-Morey-Holton tail-
flight (12). Antiorthostatic suspension involves the sus- suspension cage as reviewed by Chapes et al. (2). Briefly,
pension of a rodent in a harness or by its tail so that the mice were tail suspended at an angle of 220 such that
animal is maintained with a head-down tilt without its their hindlimbs were skeletally unloaded. Cables con-
bearing weight on its hindlimbs. Other physiological nected to the tails of mice were attached to a low-resis-
changes associated with skeletal unloading include mus- tance pully system above the cages, which allowed the
cle atrophy (20), anterior fluid shifts (6), changes in neu- animals complete movement in any direction within the
trophil activation (4), and increases in stress hormone enclosure. Each suspension experiment involved three
levels (4). This model can also mimic several immuno- suspension categories: antiorthostatic suspension (exper-
logic changes induced by spaceflight, which makes it a imental, as described above), orthostatic control suspen-
useful tool for immunologic studies (2). sion (tail was attached to the pully system; however, the

Previous studies in our laboratory found that skeletal mice bore full weight on both their hindlimbs and fore-
unloading affected the secretion of superoxide by inflam- limbs), and nonsuspended (normal cage control). Mice
matory neutrophils (4). However, similar treatment did were weighed before suspension and before being killed.
not affect inflammatory macrophages (2, 10). We also In all experiments, mice were killed between 8:00 and
found that splenic T-cell proliferation is enhanced by, 10:00 A.M. to eliminate differences caused by circadian
skeletal unloading (10). Nash et al. (13, 14) have shown rhythms. To remain consistent with previous studies, the
that rats that have been skeletally unloaded by either suspension period was chosen to be 11 days (4, 10).
antiorthostatic suspension or spaceflight have lymphoid Blood collection, preparation, and corticosterone assay.
2734 0161-7567/93 $2.00 Copyright © 1993 the American Physiological Society
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Immediately before each animal was killed, blood was goat anti-mouse immunoglobulin [F(ab')2 ]. ATCC hy-
collected from the retroorbital sinus with use of a Pas- bridoma-derived antibodies used to label cells were as
teur pipette. The blood was dispensed into microfuge follows: macrophages, TIB 166-derived anti-MAC-2; po-
tubes, and serum was collected after coagulation and lymorphonuclear leukocytes, TIB 183; T-cells, HB 23-de-
stored at -20'C. Samples were assayed for corticoste- rived anti-Thy 1; T-helper cells, TIB 207-derived anti-
rone as described previously (4). L3T4 (CD4); T-cytotoxic cells, TIB 211-derived anti-Lyt

Splenic and lymph node lymphocyte proliferation assay. 2 (CD8); and major histocompatibility complex II-posi-
Proliferation was assayed for all treatment groups simu- tive cells, TIB 94-derived anti-I-Ak.
latneously as previously described by our laboratory (10). Bone marrow macrophage colony assay. Bone marrow
Briefly, lymphocytes were obtained by expression of the cells were suspended at a concentration of 1 X 10' cells/
cells from the spleen or inguinal lymph nodes through a 1.5 ml of DMEM containing 0.3% agar, 10% FBS, and
wire sieve. Red blood cells in spleen cell preparations 15% LM929 fibroblast-conditioned medium [colony-
were lysed with ice-cold 0.17 M NH 4Cl for 5 min on ice. stimulating factor (CSF) I source]. Every 24 h, five micro-
Lymphocytes were washed twice with Dulbecco's modi- scope view fields were scored for macrophage colonies (a
fled Eagle's medium (DMEM) containing 2% fetal bo- group of >25 cells).
vine serum (FBS) and 5 pg/ml of gentamycin sulfate Bone analysis. One femur from each mouse was left
[supplemented DMEM (DME)]. Lymph node cells (5 X intact for bone analysis. These femora were cleaned of
105/well) or spleen cells (1 X 106/well) were added in 96- nonosseous tissue and were allowed to dry at room tem-
well flat-bottomed microtiter plates (Costar, Cambridge, perature (25°C). The bones were rehydrated (0.15 N
MA). Wells received 100 pl of medium: DME supple- NaCl, 25°C) for 3 h before mechanical testing. This pro-
mented with 5.6 X 10' M 2-mercaptoethanol with or tocol has been shown to have minimal effects on flexural
without phytohemagglutinin (PHA, 9 ug/ml; Wellcome strength and stiffness (1). The bones were tested to fail-
Biotechnology, Research Triangle Park, NC) or exfolia- ure under three-point flexure with use of an Instron 1331
tive toxin A (ETA, 20 yg/ml; purified as described in servo-hydraulic testing system (16). A deflection rate of 5
Ref. 10). mm/min was used, and the force-deflection properties of

Natural killer (NK) cell cytotoxicity. NK cells were ob- "stiffness" (the slope of the force-deflection curve during
tained from the spleen cell preparations used for T-cell elastic loading) and maximum force were evaluated.
proliferation assays. NK cell cytotoxicity was measured The samples were then sectioned within 0.5 mm of the
by determining the amount of lysis of YAC-1 tumor cells fracture (at middiaphysis) with the use of an Isomet low-
[American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), Rockville, speed diamond saw (Buehler). The middiaphyses were
MD] in a 5-h 5 1Cr-release assay. The assay was per- evaluated under a light microscope (X100) using a 3 .5-jtm
formed in 96-well round-bottomed plates as described (10). resolution micrometer to determine medullary cavity

Bone marrow cells. Bone marrow cells were obtained area, cortical area, and the cortical thickness on the yen-
from the femora and tibiae of mice from the three treat- tral and dorsal sides of the cross section (12). Subsequent
ment groups. The ends of the femora and tibiae were to the microscopy, the bone pieces were dried at 75°C,
removed, and the cells were flushed from the bone with weighed, decalcified in Trizma base (Sigma Chemical)-
the use of DME and a 26-gauge needle. The cells were buffered EDTA (pH = 7.0) for 6 days, dried at 75°C, and
passed three times through a 19-gauge needle to break up weighed a second time. The ratio of the decalcified
cell clumps, pelleted at 325 g, and resuspended in ice-cold weight to the fully calcified weight was designated the
0.17 M NH 4C1 for 5 min to lyse red blood cells. Cells were collagen fraction (Fc), and thus the mineral percentage of
pelleted again and resuspended in the appropriate media the bone sample was calculated as (1 - Fr)100%.
for flow cytometric analysis or cell culture. Statistical analysis. The Number Cruncher Statistical

Flow cytometric analysis. All steps in this procedure Package (J. L. Hintze, Kaysvill, UT) was used to perform
were performed on ice. Bone marrow cells (1 X 106/well), Student's t tests to determine statistical significance of
suspended in DME, were added to a 96-well round-bot- the leukocyte-related experiments. Because of the non-
tomed plate. The plate was centrifuged at 400 g for 2 min, gaussian distribution of the bone data, all femoral data
and the supernatants were discarded. Cells were incu- were evaluated using the Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric
bated in 50 ul of FBS per well to inhibit nonspecific Fc test followed by paired Wilcoxon rank-sum tests where
receptor binding, washed twice with sorter buffer appropriate. A 95% level of significance was used for
(Hanks' balanced salt solution containing 2% FBS and each test.
0.2% bovine serum albumin), and incubated with 50 pl of
the appropriate primary antibody per well. In all cases RESULTS
except the F(ab')2 secondary antibody, monoclonal hy-
bridoma-derived antibodies were used. After the primary Stress measurements. To determine the amount of
antibody incubation, cells were washed twice in sorter stress incurred by animals used in this study, we made
buffer and incubated with secondary antibody [fluores- three measurements. We determined the percentage of
ceinated goat anti-mouse F(ab')2 ; Cappel, Durham, NC] the initial body weight lost, the spleen weight as a per-
for 30 min. Cells were washed twice in sorter buffer, re- centage of final body weight, and the serum corticoste-
suspended in 300 Al of phosphate-buffered saline con- rone concentration. There was considerable variation be-
taining 1% paraformaldehyde, and stored at 4°C until tween animals within treatment groups. Table 1 illus-
flow cytometric analysis (FACScan, Becton-Dickinson). trates the overall patterns of stress incurred for the 72

Target cells and antibodies. B-cells were labeled with animals used in this study. Not all of these animals were
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TABLE 1. Comparison of stress measurements in skeletally unloaded and control mice

Initial Body Wt Spleen Wt, Corticosterone
Suspension Lost, % P %Final Body Wt P Concn, ng/ml P

Antiorthostatic 8.6±0.9 <0.01 0.3037±0.0092 <0.05 122±14 <0.04
Orthostatic 4.6±0.8 0.3281±0.0080 87±12
None -0.8±2.0 <0.05 0.3486±0.0138 <0.1 50±10 <0.01

Values for initial body wt loss, spleen wt, and corticosterone concn are means ± SE; n = 24 mice per group. Mice were suspended or caged
normally for 11 days before they were killed. Percentage of initial body wt lost was calculated as 100[(wt of mouse presuspension - wt of mouse
postsuspension)/wt of mouse presuspension], percentage of spleen wt was calculated as 100(wt of spleen postsuspension/wt of mouse postsuspen-
sion), and corticosterone concn in serum was determined by competitive radioimmunoassay. P values were determined by comparison of ortho-
static (control) vs. antiorthostatic or no treatment as determined by 2-tailed matched t test analysis.

used for every experiment described in this report. There- would affect other splenic lymphocyte populations, we
fore, we have also reported two of the measurements of assayed NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity of YAC-1 tumor
stress in each table. As a group, animals subjected to cells. Table 3 presents data showing that NK cell-me-
antiorthostatic suspension lost -8.6% of their initial diated cytotoxicity was not significantly affected by an-
body weight compared with 4.6% and -0.8% lost by or- tiorthostatic suspension. Table 4 emphasizes that even
thostatic and normal control animals, respectively. An- when T-cells and NK cells are isolated from the same
tiorthostatically suspended animals averaged ---122 ng/ animals, significantly different responses to antiortho-
ml corticosterone compared with 87 ng/ml by animals in static suspension occur. This finding reiterates that an-
the two control groups. Therefore, antiorthostatic sus- tiorthostatic suspension induces organ- and lymphocyte
pension was slightly more stressful than the other treat- subpopulation-specific effects.
ments. Effects of antiorthostatic suspension on bone. The mea-

Effects of antiorthostatic suspension on T-cellprolifera- sured effects of the suspension protocol on bone parame-
tion. We previously found that antiorthostatic suspen- ters in our mice were less than those observed for skele-
sion enhanced splenic T-cell proliferative responses in-

duced by mitogens and superantigens (10). To determine tally immature mice (16, 17). The bones of antiorthostati-

whether other T-cell populations were similarly affected, cally suspended mice did not demonstrate lower stiffness

we assayed inguinal T-cell proliferation induced by PHA or strength compared with either control group (Table

and ETA. Table 2 summarizes the results of four inde- 5). In addition, the cortical area was not significantly

pendent experiments. The PHA-induced splenic T-cell reduced in the femora of the suspended mice. The medul-

proliferation of cells obtained from antiorthostatically lary cavity area of the suspended femora was signifi-

suspended animals was significantly greater than that of cantly (P < 0.05) larger than that of the control mice only

cells from control animals. Lymph node T-cells obtained when the data for orthostatic and normal control groups
from the same antiorthostatically suspended mice exhib- were pooled. The bones of normal control mice had signif-
ited significantly depressed PHA-induced proliferation. icantly thicker diaphyseal cortices at both the dorsal
ETA-induced proliferation was not significantly affected (3.4%) and ventral (12.6%) measurement locations. In
by antiorthostatic suspension for either lymph node or addition to these thickness differences, the femora of
splenic T-cells. Therefore, antiorthostatic suspension normal control mice were more mineralized (69.5%) than
had an organ- and T-cell subpopulation-dependent ef- those of suspended mice (66.5%). For the thickness and
fect on mice. mineralization measurements, the values for orthostatic

Effects of antiorthostatic suspension on NK cell cytotox- control mice were intermediate to those of suspended
icity. To determine whether antiorthostatic suspension and normal control mice.

TABLE 2. Effects of skeletal unloading on T-cell proliferation

PHA ETA

Suspension Medium cpm cpm SI cpm SI

Spleen

Antiorthostatic 5,571±977 126,416±22,619* 25.6±6.2t 66,291±6,154 12.7±1.7
Orthostatic 5,142±833 78,638±20,434 18.0±6.1 72,689+8,147 15.5±3.3
None 5,730+1,175 60,291±18,316 12.6±5.5 82,119+15,283 15.1±3.0

Lymph node

Antiorthostatic 2,036±881 71,282±21,097t 43.9±18.6t 32,125+13,645 24.7±9.1
Orthostatic 1,657±480 111,669+14,152 84.6±23.2 30,612+8,743 26.3±10.0
None 2,146+1,023 114,532±7,029 93.5±31.8 21,364+2,122 19.4±7.9

Values are means ± SE of counts per minute (cpm) and stimulation index (SI) calculated for 4 independent experiments; n = 4 per group except
for lymph node cells from animals caged normally (no suspension) and stimulated with exfoliative toxin A (ETA; n = 3). Lymphocytes were
pooled from 3 animals per treatment group per experiment. Splenic and inguinal lymph node lymphocytes were stimulated with 5 sg/ml of
phytohemagglutinin (PHA) or 5-10 ,ig/ml of ETA for 48 h. C3HeB/FeJ mice were suspended antiorthostatically (AOS) or orthostatically (OS) or
were caged normally (NOR) for 11 days. Corticosterone concns for animals used in these experiments were AOS, 107±10 ng/ml; OS, 72+19 ng/ml;
and NOR, 44+10 ng/ml (AOS vs. OS, P > 0.10 and OS vs. NOR, P < 0.10 as determined by a 2-tailed paired Student's t test). Statistically
significant from orthostatic control by 2-tailed paired Student's t test: * P < 0.01; t P < 0.02; t P < 0.09.
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TABLE 3. Effect of skeletal unloading on splenic natural TABLE 5. Femora measurements
killer cell cytotoxicity of YA C-1 tumor cells

Group

SpecificCorticosterone Orthostatic Normal
Suspension 300:1 200:1 100:1 Concseng/ml Measurement Suspended control control

Antiorthostatic 22.3±7.4 22.0±7.0 10.0±2.0 153±21 Stiffness, N/mm 100.0±19.0 104.3±17.0 99.8±17.5
Orthostatic 25.3±6.8 24.3±5.8 13.8±2.8 107±16 Maximal force, N 21.0±3.4 21.2±3.4 20.7±2.8
None 22.7±7.2 25.0±6.1 18.8±4.5 52±13 Medullary cavity area, mm 2 0.496±0.090 0.451±0.096 0.458±0.050Cortical area, mm 2  

0.889±0.090 0.897±0.103 0.911±0.108
Values are means ± SE of %specific S1Cr release of 3 (effector-to- CT dorsal, Jm 207±21 208±22 214±19*

target ratio 300:1) or 4 (200:1 and 100:1) independent experiments or of CT ventral, Am 269±46 285±44 303±38*
corticosterone concn. Lymphocytes were pooled from 3 animals per %Mineral 66.5±2.7 67.1±3.4 69.5±2.1*
treatment group per experiment. Splenic lymphocytes were recovered
from C3HeB/FeJ AOS, OS, and NOR mice treated for 11 days. No Values are means ± SD; n = 15, 14, and 13 mice in suspended, ortho-
significant differences in cytotoxicity between any treatment groups at static control, and normal control groups, respectively. CT, cortical
any effector-to-target ratio were observed: AOS vs. OS, P < 0.10 and thickness. * Significantly different from suspended group (P < 0.05).
OS vs. NOR, P < 0.02 for corticosterone concn determinations by 2-
tailed paired Student's t test. 14 0-0o Suspended (n=6)

* -*O~rthostatic Control (n=6)

TABLE 4. Differential effects of skeletal unloading 12 •- Normal Control (n=6)

on lymphocyte subpopulations co

Lymphocyte Population qO

Spleen Spleen NK Lymph node c 8
cell cell cell Corticosterone U_

Suspension proliferation cytotoxicity proliferation Concn, ng/ml O

T 0
Antiorthostatic 8.9±0.6 41±0 11.9±0.3 100±3 Q) T
Orthostatic 4.3±0.4 41±0 48.5±5.5 108±42 4 -
None 4.6±0.7 40±0 52.6±5.9 34±8

Values for cell proliferation are means ± SE of SI of quadruplicates Z 2 *
from 1 representative experiment; these cells were stimulated for 48 h
with 5 yg/ml of PHA. Values for natural killer (NK) cell cytotoxity are 0
means ± SE of specific killing of quadruplicates from 1 representative
experiment; these cells were assayed for cytotoxicity of YAC-1 tumor
cells (effector-to-target ratio 200:1). C3HeB/FeJ AOS, OS, and NOR . . . .
mice were treated for 11 days. Cells were pooled from 3 animals per 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
treatment group. Average corticosterone concns for 3 animals used in
each treatment group were AOS vs. OS, P> 0.10 and OS vs. NOR, P < Time (days)
0.10 by 2-tailed Student's t test. FIG. 1. Effect of skeletal unloading on macrophage development.

Bone marrow-derived macrophage development. Bone Absence of error bars indicates SE smaller than set symbol size. Analy-
sis of plasma corticosterone concentrations from mice used in this ex-marrow cells from antiorthostatically suspended mice periment revealed no significant difference between 3 groups (P > 0.1).

had a significantly reduced capacity to form macrophage
colonies in the presence of CSF I compared with both organ, cell subpopulation, and stimulus dependent. Or-
control groups (Fig. 1). Bone marrow cells from skele- gan specificity was shown when inguinal lymph node T-
tally unloaded animals formed only 5.7 ± 1.6 colonies on cell proliferative responses were depressed after an-
day 7 of culture compared with 13.5 ± 1.0 and 13.2 ± 2.9 tiorthostatic suspension, whereas splenic T-cell re-
colonies by cells from orthostatic and normal cage con- sponses were enhanced in response to PHA. Nash et al.
trol animals, respectively. This experiment was per- (13) have previously shown skeletal unloading to have
formed on a total of 15 individual animals for each treat- organ-dependent effects on the rat immune system.
ment group in five separate experiments. Similar data They demonstrated a decrease in peripheral blood and
were recorded for each experiment, lymph node lymphocyte proliferation in response to con-

Effect of antiorthostatic suspension on cell subpopula- canavalin A and no effect on splenocyte proliferation.
tions of bone marrow. We assayed whether skeletal un- Postspaceflight analysis of rats found a similar organ-
loading would affect the cellular composition of the bone specific effect (14). However, neither study investigated
marrow. Table 6 lists the percentage of cells expressing bone marrow, the compartment from which all immune
phenotypic markers including Thy 1, CD4, CD8, MAC-2, cells arise, so we have extended what is known about
and immunoglobulin. After 11 days of suspension, we compartmentalization to include mice and bone marrow.
observed no differences between the cell subpopulations Cell subpopulation specificity was illustrated by the
of the bone marrow cells from antiorthostatic, ortho- differential effects of skeletal unloading on splenic T-
static, or normal treatment groups. cells and NK cells. Whereas antiorthostatic suspension

enhanced splenic T-cell proliferative responses to PHA,
there was no effect on NK cell cytolytic activity. Similar

Skeletal unloading, using antiorthostatic tail suspen- discrepancies between lymphocyte subpopulations have
sion, affects the murine immune system. The effects are also been observed in skeletally unloaded rats (14, 15).
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TABLE 6. Flow cytometric analysis of bone marrow cell ysis indicates that corticosterone is not responsible for
subpopulations the differential effects of antiorthostatic suspension on

lymphocyte proliferation. We conclude this for three

Predominant %Antibody Positive reasons. First, if corticosterone were responsible for
Antibody Cell Type Antiorthostatic Orthostatic Normal changes in T-cell proliferation, then one would have ex-
Treatment or Epitope suspension suspension control pected to see a unidirectional and systemic effect on all

PHA-responsive T-cell populations. Second, in a pre-
Anti-Ig B-cell 21.2±4.0 19.4±4.8 18.9±4.2 vious study, we found stress hormone levels in orthostati-
TIB 166 Macrophage 4.7±1.2 3.5±0.6 3.3±0.8
TIB 183 PMN 59.7±5.5 58±4.2 57.4±3.8 cally suspended mice to be in the range of 135 ng/ml (10).
TIB 94 MHC II 21.7±1.8 22.4±2.2 22.9±3.3 In this study, corticosterone concentrations averaged
HB 23 T-cell 5.7±0.5 5.2±0.2 5.7±0.9 122 ng/ml in mice subjected to antiorthostatic sus-
TIB 207 Th-cell 3.3±0.9 3.3±0.8 4.4±0.9 pension. Only T-cells from the latter group exhibited
TIB 211 T.-cell 5.2±0.8 4.2±0.6 4.9±0.7 enhanced PHA-induced proliferation. Finally, the corti-

Values are means ± SE of cells from 9 individual mice except experi- costerone concentrations of the orthostatically and an-
ments involving HB 23-derived antibody (n = 6). Bone marrow cells tiorthostatically suspended mice used for the experi-
were recovered from C3HeB/FeJ AOS, OS, and NOR mice treated for
11 days. Ig, immunoglobulin; PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocyte; ments presented in Tables 2 and 3 were not significantly
MHC II, major histocompatibility complex II; Th-cell, T-helper cell; different (P > 0.10) despite contrasting T-cell prolifera-
Te-cell, T-cytotoxic cell. tive responses. Some investigators have suggested that

corticosterone differentially affects the cells in spleen
Rykova et al. (15) found NK cytolytic activity toward and peripheral blood (3). This suggestion may offer one
YAC-1 cells to be unaffected by antiorthostatic suspen- reason for the different responses of splenic and lymph
sion. Therefore, there appear to be some similarities be- node T-cells. We also cannot rule out the contribution of
tween the rat and mouse systems. Both species also ex- other stress hormones such as prolactin, which can affect
hibit a depressed lymph node proliferative response after lymphocyte responses (21).
skeletal unloading, whereas the splenic compartment ap- Relatively minor changes in bone were observed. Age,
pears to be refractory to any inhibitory effects of an- sex, genotype, and suspension protocol differences be-
tiorthostatic suspension (10, 13). tween this and former studies (16, 17) may explain this

Our observed stimulus-dependent effects of antiortho- discrepancy. Subjective observations that C3H mouse
static suspension in the mouse are consistent with obser- bones are harder to cut than B6 mouse bones would sug-
vations made in the rat (13). Whereas PHA-induced gest that there are strain differences and that C3H
splenic T-cell responses were augmented by skeletal un- mouse bone is more resistant to the effects of skeletal
loading, no such enhancement was seen when the super- unloading. The differences in cortical thickness between
antigen ETA was used. ETA stimulates a different sub- suspended and normal control mice suggest that an-
population of T-cells than PHA does, which may explain tiorthostatic suspension was beginning to suppress dia-
the difference. Cortisone-resistant T-cells are stimulated physeal bone deposition. Direct measurements of bone
by PHA, whereas ETA stimulates a smaller subpopula- deposition with use of tetracycline double labels were not
tion of T-cells determined by the Vo region of the T-cell implemented to avoid possible antibiotic and/or stress
receptor (3, 8). We previously reported that antiortho- interactions. These measurements would have been use-
static suspension enhanced PHA-induced splenic T-cell ful for validating the suppressed growth hypothesis.
proliferation. We have confirmed that observation. How- Changes in bone thickness and mineralization may be
ever, we also reported the same effect with staphylococ- related to changes in the femur marrow milieu. Because
cal exotoxins B and ETA. The data presented in this the activity of diaphyseal osteoblast cells, derived from
study do not support the latter finding. The discrepancy mesenchymal cells that line the periosteum and endos-
may be attributed to a change in suspension techniques teum, is dependent on local circulatory conditions, it is
used by our laboratory. The corticosterone concentra- possible that the alteration in bone growth is also af-
tions of mice subjected to the older technique were con- fected by altered circulatory and hematopoietic condi-
siderably higher (2) and may have affected the ETA- tions in the femur marrow. The apparently larger effects
responsive cells more than the PHA-responsive cells. of suspension on the intramembranous rather than peri-
Corticosterone can affect T-cell subpopulations differ- osteal surface of the diaphysis support this interpreta-
ently (3). tion.

We found that animals subjected to antiorthostatic The differential effects of skeletal unloading were also
suspension or orthostatic suspension exhibited symp- seen in the bone marrow. Antiorthostatic suspension in-
toms of stress compared with normally caged mice. Pre- duced a severe depression in bone marrow cell develop-
vious studies that subjected mice to those treatments ment into macrophages in response to CSF I. In contrast,
found weight loss, reduced spleen weights as a percent- the distribution of mature cells was unchanged. Similar
age of final body weight, and increased corticosterone observations were made for the rat system after an-
concentrations (4, 10). The use of the Wronski-Morey- tiorthostatic suspension or spaceflight (17, 18). In these
Holton tail-suspension cage with mice significantly re- studies, depressed bone marrow cell colony formation
duced the symptoms of stress (2). However, there was was seen in response to both CSF I and granulocyte-mac-
considerable variation between animals. Therefore, it rophage CSF. Because skeletal unloading has been
was important to look at the amount of stress incurred by shown to affect bone structure (12), it is conceivable that
animals used in any particular experiment. Such an anal- changes in bone affect the microenvironment of the bone
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marrow. Changes in bone marrow cytokine levels may be 2. CHAPES, S. K., A. M. MASTRO, G. SONNENFELD, AND W. D. BERRY.
responsible for the impaired colony formation observed Antiorthostatic suspension as a model for the effects of space flight

after suspension. Candidate cytokines would include on the immune system. J. Leukocyte Biol. 54: 227-235, 1993.
3and transforming growth factor- 3 CUNNICK, J. E., D. T. LYSLE, B. J. KUCINSKI, AND B. S. RABIN.CSF 1, interleukin-6, aEvidence that shock-induced suppression is mediated by adrenal

(7, 9, 11). Alternatively, decreased colony formation may hormones and peripheral beta-adrenergic receptors. Pharmacol.
result from changes in a given cell population not Biochem. Behav. 36: 645-651, 1990.
screened with our repertoire of monoclonal antibodies. 4. FLEMING, S. D., C. F. ROSENKRANS, JR., AND S. K. CHAPES. Test of
For instance, changes in bone marrow stromal cells the antiorthostatic suspension model on mice: effects on the inflam-

matory cell response. Aviat. Space Environ. Med. 61: 327-332,1990.would be expected to alter hematopoietic cytokine levels 5. GIMBLE, J. M., J. HUDSON, J. HENTHORN, X. X. HUA, AND S. A.
and consequently affect macrophage precursors (5). In BURNSTEIN. Regulation of interlukin 6 expression in murine bone
pursuit of a mechanistic explanation for decreased mac- marrow stromal cells. Exp. Hematol. 19: 1055-1060, 1991.
rophage colony precursors, we are investigating changes 6. HARGENS, A. R., J. STESKAL, C. JOHANSSON, AND C. M. TIPTON.
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Effects of antiorthostatic suspension and corticosterone on
macrophage and spleen cell function
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to determine Reagents
whether antiorthostatic suspension of C3HeB/FeJ mice
for a period of 11 days affected macrophage and spleen The mitogens phytohemagglutinin (PHA) and concanavalin
cell function. We found that antiorthostatic suspension A (Con A) were purchased from Wellcome Biotechnology
did not alter macrophage secretion of prostaglandin E2, (Research Triangle Park, NC) and Sigma (St. Louis, MO),
tumor necrosis factor c, and interleukin-1. Antior- respectively. Exfoliative toxin A (Eta) was purified by isoelec-
thostatic suspension also did not affect macrophage- tric focusing from ammonium sulfate-precipitated culture
mediated contact-dependent cytotoxicity, TNF-mediated supernatants of Staphylococcus aureus strain UT0003 [12]. En-
cytotoxicity, expression of class II histocompatibility terotoxin B (Seb), purified by the procedures of Bergdoll et
molecules, or concanavalin A and Bandeiraea simplicifo- al. [13], was obtained from Dr. AnnaJohnson-Winegar (U.S.
Ha lectin binding sites. The proliferative response of Army Medical Research and Development Command, Ft.
splenic T cells in response to mitogens and staphylococcal Detrick, MD). Escherichia coli lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
exotoxins was significantly enhanced in antiorthostati- 055:B5 was purchased from Difco (Detroit, MI). Recom-
cally suspended mice. We detected significantly higher binant murine tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interferon-Y
concentrations of corticosterone in the plasma of antior- (IFN-y) were obtained from Genzyme (Cambridge, MA).
thostatically suspended mice. Therefore, there did not ap- Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated Con A
pear to be any direct immunosuppressive effects of cor- (C-7642) and BSI-B 4 (#L-2895) were purchased from Sigma.
ticosterone on the parameters tested. J. Leukoc, Biol. 52: Goat antimouse immunoglobulin G (IgG) conjugated to
202-208; 1992. FITC was obtained from Hyclone (Logan, UT). Protein

A-purified monoclonal antibodies specific for I-Ak (IgG2b)
Key Words: antiorthostatic suspension • corticosterone • stress were produced by the hybridoma TIB-94, which was pur-

chased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC,
Rockville, MD). Propionibacterium acnes was obtained from

INTRODUCTION Wellcome Biotechnology.

Antiorthostatic suspension is a ground-based stress model Tissue Cuiture Cells
developed by Morey [1] that closely stimulates several phys- Cell line LM929, a TNF-sensitive fibroblast, BALB/c 3T3
iological changes associated with space travel [1-5]. fibroblasts, and VERO cells were obtained from the ATCC.
Although some studies have investigated the effect of antior- The simian virus 40 (SV40)-transformed cell line F5b is
thostatic suspension on the immune system [4, 6-11] little killed by macrophages through a contact-dependent process
work has been done to examine the effects of antiorthostatic and has been described previously [14, 15]. LM929, VERO,
suspension and the associated rise in corticosterone on 3T3, and F5b were cultured three times weekly in antibiotic-
inflammatory murine macrophage and spleen cell functions. free Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) (Gibco,
Therefore, we examined the effects of antiorthostatic suspen- Gaithersburg, MD) supplemented with 2% fetal bovine se-
sion on macrophage production of secretory products, cyto- rum (FBS), 0.3% L-glutamine (Sigma), and 10% Opti-
toxic function, and expression of cell surface receptors as well MEM 1 reduced serum medium (Gibco).
as proliferative responses of lymphocytes. Although elevated
plasma corticosterone levels were detected in antiorthostati- Suspension Technique
cally suspended mice, none of the parameters we studied ap- We used the antiorthostatic suspension technique that has
peared to be negatively affected by the corticosterone. Fur- been described previously [8]. Each suspension experiment
thermore, the mitogen- and toxin-induced proliferation was
enhanced for spleen cells isolated from antiorthostatically
suspended mice.

Abbreviations: ATCC, American Type Culture Collection; Con A, con-
canavalin A; DMEM, Dulbeccds modified Eagle's medium; Eta, exfoliative

MATERIALS AND METHODS toxin A; FBS, fetal bovine serum; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; IFN--y,
interferon--y; IgG, immunoglobulin G; IL-1, interleukin-1; LPS,

Mice lipopolysaccharide; 2-ME, 2-mercaptoethanol; PBS, phosphate-buffered sa-
line; PEC, peritoneal exudate cell; PGE 2, prostaglandin E 2; PHA, phyto-

C3HeB/FeJ mice were bred in the animal facilities in the Di- hemagglutinin; PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocyte; Seb, enterotoxin B;
vision of Biology at Kansas State University. Only mice that SI, stimulation index.

Reprint requests: Stephen K. Chapes, Division of Biology, Ackert Hall,
had attained a minimum weight of 22 g were used in these Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-4901.
experiments. Received January 28, 1992; accepted March 5, 1992.
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involved three suspension categories: antiorthostatic suspen- 10-12 ml of ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Cytos-
sion (experimental), orthostatic suspension (control), and mears were made with 5 x 105 cells and stained with a
nonsuspended (normal control). Mice were age, weight, and modified Wright's stain. Three fields of at least 100 cells were
gender matched among these three categories. The mice that scored for macrophages, neutrophils, and lymphocytes.
were antiorthostatically suspended were taped to allow the
hindlimbs to be unloaded and unrestrained, while the fore- Peritoneal Macrophage Supernatants
limbs supported approximately 30% of their body weight.
Orthostatic suspension involved taping the tail of the mice, PE~ s were recovered as described above. Cells were plated
yet allowing 100% of their body weight to be supported by at a concentration of 5 x 106 cells per 60-mm tissue culture

all four limbs. Normal or nonsuspended mice were caged plate. The cells were allowed to adhere for 1.5-2.0 h before

alone and unrestrained during the suspension period of 11 medium containing nonadherent cells was removed. After

days. Four days before sacrifice, an inflammatory response washing the cells, 3 ml of DME alone or LPS and IFN-y

was induced in all mice by an intraperitoneal injection of 700 (12.5 pg/ml and 10 U/ml, respectively). The plates were in-

1g of P acnes. In all experiments, mice were sacrificed be- cubated at 371C at 8% CO 2 and supernatants were collected
tween 8:00 and 10:00 AM to eliminate differences caused by after 30 min or 24 h of incubation. The supernatants werecircadian rhythms1 clarified by centrifugation, frozen, and stored at -100°C for

TNF or interleukin-1 (IL-1) analysis.

Blood Collection and Preparation

Immediately before animal sacrifice, blood was collected Infection of BALB/c 3T3 Target Cells with Vaccinia Virus

from the retro-orbital sinus using a Pasteur pipet treated The WR strain of vaccinia virus, obtained from ATCC, was
with a disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA)- propagated and titered using VERO cells. BALB/c 3T3 cells
indomethacin solution (28 nM and 14 AM, respectively), were plated at a concentration of 1 x 106 cells per 60-mm tis-
This treatment prevented coagulation and arrested arachi- sue culture plate and then labeled overnight with 100 pCi of
donic acid metabolism. The blood was dispensed into 51Cr in 3 ml of DME. One hour before addition to the
microfuge tubes containing 100 /A of the EDTA- cytotoxicity assay, the BALB/c 3T3 cells were infected at a
indomethacin solution and then mixed well. Immediately multiplicity of infection of 2-3 in 1 ml of DME. The plates
thereafter, the blood was centrifuged at 2500g for 15 min at were rocked at 37'C; then the cells were washed, dispersed,
41C. A portion of the supernatant (platelet-poor plasma) was and added to the assay at a concentration of 1 x 104 cells/well.
collected and stored at -100°C for corticosterone analysis
and a portion was acid stabilized for subsequent prostaglan- TNF Assay
din E2 (PGE2) analysis. Triplicate samples of peritoneal macrophage culture super-

Spleen Cell Proliferation Assay natants were assayed for TNF as described previously using
the TNF-sensitive cell line LM929 [12].

Spleens were removed from euthanized mice, weighed, and
homogenized. Red blood cells were lysed with ice-cold 0.17 IL-1 Assay
M NH 4Cl for 5 min on ice. The spleen cells were thenwashed twice with DMEM containing 2% FBS and 5.0 IL-i secretion into culture supernatants was assayed by the
wag/md getamicinsla (DM E). Cesining were pated a0 previously described comitogenic murine thymocyte assay,ug/m l gentam icin sulfate (D M E). Cells were plated at [ 6] ti po sb e ha s meo t epr if ai n m a u ed s

I x 106 cells/well (100 ul) in Costar 96-well, flat-bottom [16]. It is possible that some of the proliferation measured is

microtiter plates. Wells then received 100 1A of medium: due to the additional presence of IL-6. We have reported our
DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS and 5.6 x 0- M measurements of proliferation as IL-1 with the explicit un-

2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) with or without one of the follow- derstanding that IL-6 may be a factor.
ing stimulants at the concentration indicated: PHA (9 Cell Surface Labeling for Flow Cytometric Analysis
pg/ml), Con A (2 pg/ml), Eta (1 pg/ml), and Seb (1 pg/ml).
Cells were incubated for 48 h at 37°C in 8% CO2 Six hours Peritoneal cells suspended in DME were plated at a concen-
prior to harvest, 0.5-1.0 /Ci of [3H]thymidine was added to tration of 1 x 106 cells/well in a 96-well, U-bottom microtiter
each well. Cells were harvested on glass fiber discs and added plate. The plate was centrifuged at 40 0g for 2 min and super-
to vials with 1 ml of Scintiverse BD cocktail (Fisher). Incor- natants were removed. Cells were incubated 30 min on ice
poration of [3H]thymidine by the cells was determined by a with 50 al/well of fetal bovine serum to inhibit Fc receptor
Tri-Carb 1500 liquid scintillation analyzer (Packard). The binding, which increased specific binding 80 to 160% (data
stimulation index (SI) was calculated from the following not shown). Cells were washed with 100 ul/well of sorter
formula: buffer (Hanks' balanced salt solution containing 0.1% bovine

cpm of experimental serum albumin and 0.1% sodium azide). Plates were cen-
SI = trifuged and supernatants were removed. Labeling with

cpm of background fluoresceinated lectins: A volume of 20 1A of 0.5 mg/ml

Experimental represents spleen cells incubated in medium FITC-Con A or 0.5 mg/ml FITC-BSI-B 4 was added perwell. Cells and labeled lectins were pipetted up and down
plus stimulant. Background represents spleen cells incubated several times to mix and then incubated for 30 min at 40C.
in medium alone. Background proliferation levels of un- After centrifugation at 4 0 0g for 2 min, supernatants were re-
stimulated spleen cells were not different between treatment m

groups.moved and cells were washed twice with 100/zil/well of PBS.
groups. Cells were resuspended in 2 ml of PBS containing 1%

Peritoneal Cells paraformaldehyde and stored at 4'C. Labeling with primary
and secondary antibody: To the appropriate wells, 20 pl of

Peritoneal exudate cells (PECs) were harvested from eu- 0.4 mg/ml anti-I-Ak TIB-94 was added. The cells and
thanized mice by washing the peritoneal cavity twice with primary antibody were mixed well and incubated for 30 min
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at 4°C. Plates were centrifuged at 4 0 0g for 2 min and super- Effects of Antiorthostatic Suspension on Body Weight,
natants were removed. Cells were washed twice with PBS at Spleen Weight, Spleen Cell Number, and Plasma
100 ul/well. A secondary fluoresceinated antibody, goat an- Corticosterone Levels
timouse IgG (1:4 dilution) was added in a volume of 20
il/well and mixed. A 30-min incubation at 4'C followed be- Exposure to stress increases serum glucocorticoid levels [17].
fore washing twice with PBS. Cells were resuspended in PBS In turn, glucocorticoids are responsible for causing the

containing 1% paraformaldehyde and stored at 4'C until depletion of lymphoid organs and the redistribution of cell

flow cytometric analysis. As a background control, PECs populations within those organs [18-22]. To assess the
were labeled with only the FITC-goat antimouse IgG. amount of stress incurred from antiorthostatic suspension,we compared body weights, spleen weights, total spleen cell

Flow Cytometric Analysis numbers, and plasma corticosterone levels of mice from each
of the three treatment groups (Table 1). In order to deter-

The proportion of fluorescently labeled PECs was deter- mine how antiorthostatic suspension altered body weight, we
mined using a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton-Dickinson, calculated body weight as a percentage of initial body
Sunnyvale, CA) equipped with an air-cooled, 15-mW argon weight. Nonsuspended mice demonstrated the lowest reduc-
ion laser that emitted at 488 nm. Parameters analyzed in- tion in body weight (99% of their initial weight), and antior-
clude forward and right-angle light scatter as well as fluores- thostatically suspended mice demonstrated the highest
cence properties of the cell. CONSORT 30 software was uti- reduction in body weight (89% of initial weight). Spleen
lized for data acquisition and analysis of 5 x 103 cells per weights are presented as a percentage of final body weight.
sample. Once again, spleen weights were most significantly reduced

in antiorthostatically suspended mice compared to the mice
Corticosterone Assay from orthostatic and nonsuspended treatment groups (Table
Plasma samples were assayed for corticosterone as described 1). Total spleen cell numbers of 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 x 103 cells
plasmausamples w81erept thassayecorticosterone astdescribed per spleen were determined for antiorthostatic, orthostatic,
previously [8] except that anticorticosterone antibody was and nonsuspended treatment groups, respectively (Table 1).
diluted 1:30 to achieve approximately 30% binding. Because corticosterone is used as an indicator of stress [23],
Statistical Analysis we measured plasma corticosterone concentrations in the

treatment mice. The highest concentration of corticosterone
The Number Cruncher Statistical Package (J.L. Hintze, (273 ng/ml) was detected in the plasma of antiorthostatically
Kaysvill, UT) was used to perform Student's t-test to deter- suspended mice; orthostatically and nonsuspended mice had
mine statistical significance on various tests. Chi-square 135 and 94 ng/ml, respectively (Table 1). Significant differ-
analysis was used to determine statistical significance for ences were determined for body weights (P < .01), spleen
PEC differential counts. weights (P < .01), spleen cell numbers (P < .05), and cor-

ticosterone concentrations (P < .01) between all treatment
groups. We also measured the amount of PGE 2 in the plasma

RESULTS using high-performance liquid chromatography. The con-
centrations of PGE 2 in the plasma of mice from the three

Analysis of Peritoneal Exudate Cell Populations of treatment groups did not differ significantly (data not
Suspension Mice shown).

Peritoneal exudate cells elicited 4 days after an intraperitoneal Cytokine Production
injection of P acnes were examined for three cell types-
macrophages, lymphocytes, and neutrophils-to determine To determine whether the increased amounts of glucocorti-
whether they were altered by antiorthostatic suspension. No coids of antiorthostatically suspended mice affected cytokine
significant differences in inflammatory cells were observed production, we measured TNF and IL-1 production. The
between the treatment groups. The macrophages were production of TNF almost doubled in concentration from 30
present in the highest proportion: 68, 69, and 66% for an- min to 24 h; however, no significant differences in TNF
tiorthostatic, orthostatic, and nonsuspended treatment production were observed between treatment groups (Table
groups, respectively. Percentages of lymphocytes and neu- 2). The ability of activated macrophages to produce IL-i and
trophils ranged from 14 to 19% for all treatment groups. We PGE 2 was also evaluated. Stimulation with LPS doubled
also compared the total peritoneal cell numbers washed from IL-1 production but it did not differ significantly between
individual mice in the three treatment groups and found no treatment groups (Fig. 1). There also was no difference
significant differences. (P > .1 for all comparisons) in PGE 2 secretion between

Table 1. Effect of Antiorthostatic Suspension on Body Weight, Spleen Weight, Spleen Cell Numbers, and Plasma Corticosterone Levels

Suspension' Body weight as % of initial body weightb Spleen weight as % of final body weightC Total spleen cell count (103) Corticosteroned (ng/ml)

Antiorthostatic 89 0.6"' 0.67 + 0.02 1.6 + 0.1 273 + 26
Orthostatic 93 ±:0.8 0.85 + 0.02 1.8 ±:0.1 135 ±:16
None 99 ±:0.6 0.91 + 0.03 2.0 ±:0.1 94 ±:18

"Mice were suspended or caged normally for I1 days prior to sacrifice.
bPercentage is calculated as 100 x (weight of mouse postsuspension/weight of mouse presuspension).
cPercentage is calculated as 100 x (weight of spleen postsuspension/weight of mouse postsuspension).
dCorticosterone levels in plasma were determined by radioimmunoassay.
'Numbers represent mean ± SEM; n = 43-51 mice per treatment group.
fSignificant differences between antiorthostatic vs. orthostatic vs. none (normal control) as determined by two-tailed matched i-test analysis. P < .01

for body weight, spleen weight, and corticosterone; P < .05 for spleen cell count.
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Table 2. Tumor Necrosis Factor a Production by Peritoneal staphylococcal exotoxins Seb and Eta. Because these
Macrophages of Antiorthostatically Suspended Mice molecules stimulate different subpopulations [25-28], the

use of these four probes provided a comprehensive evalua-
TNF (U/mli) d tion of the proliferative capacity of spleen cells from sus-

pended mice. Table 4 illustrates these experiments. The

Suspension'b (-) 30 min (+) 30 min (-) 24 hour ( + ) 24 hour toxins, Eta and Seb, did not stimulate the T lymphocytes to
the same extent as the mitogens, PHA and Con A. This may

Antiorthostatic 0.0 2.5 ± 0.4"' 0.0 4.7 ± 0.6 be indicative of the small population that is normally stimu-
Orthostatic 0.0 2.7 ± 0.3 0.0 5.4 ± 0.4 lated by these toxins (i.e., only T cells with specific VI3
None 0.0 2.8 ± 0.2 0.0 5.5 ± 0.4 regions: 1, 3, 10, 11, 12, and 17 respond to Sea and 10, 11,

aPeritoneal macrophages from C3HeB/FeJ mice were elicited by i.p. in- and 15 to Eta) [29]. Interestingly, both the toxin- and
jection of 700 ug P. acnes 4 days prior to sacrifice, mitogen-induced lymphocyte responsiveness was increased

bMice were suspended or caged normally for 11 days prior to sacrifice, in antiorthostatic compared to orthostatic and nonsuspended
'TNF determined by multiple regression analysis of unknowns compared treatment groups, although the difference was more appar-

to recombinant TNF standard cytotoxicity of 
5t

Cr-labeled LM 929 target cells. ent with the mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes (Table 4). For
dPeritoneal macrophages were cultured in medium or LPS and IFN--y (10 instance, Con A-stimulated lymphocytes had a stimulation

Ag/ml, 10 U/ml, respectively) for 30 min or 24 h. index (SI) of 13.7 for nonsuspended and 21.6 for antior-
'Numbers represent mean ± SEM; n = 12 per treatment group.
fNo significant differences between any treatment group as determined by thostatic, and Seb-stimulated lymphocytes had a SI of 2.7 for

two-tailed matched t-test analysis. nonsuspended and 2.9 for antiorthostatic (Table 4). Even
though there was considerable variation between mice,
statistical analysis of matched animals determined that there

treatment groups. Macrophages secreted 3.5 + 0.8, was a significant difference in SI between the treatment

4.0 + 1.1, and 4.0 ± 0.9 nmol/ml when isolated from an- groups: P _< .10 for toxin-stimulated lymphocytes, P < .01

tiorthostatically or orthostatically suspended animals or nor- for PHA, and P < .05 for Con A (Table 4).

mally housed animals, respectively.

Cell Surface Molecule Expression DISCUSSION

Cell surface molecules are essential for the proper regulation Experiments were done to determine the impact of antior-
and effector functions of the macrophage. We wanted to de- thostatic suspension on the macrophage production of TNF,
termine whether antiorthostatic suspension would affect ex- IL-1, superoxide (data not shown), and PGE 2. None of these
pression of class II molecules, Con A binding sites (mannose mediators were significantly affected by antiorthostatic sus-
and, to a lesser extent, galactose specific), and BSI-B 4 bind- pension. To date, few studies have investigated the effect of
ing sites (galactose specific) on peritoneal exudate cells antiorthostatic suspension on the production of cytokines.
elicited by P acnes. Each probe detected different proportions Those studies found decreased production of IFN-a/3 by
of the total population screened during this analysis. On mice when challenged with an intravenous injection of
average, monoclonal antibody specific for I-Ak bound 51% polyriboinosinic-polyribocytidylic acid [10, 11]. The reduc-
of the total population, and Con A bound 97% and BSI-B4  tion of interferon production correlated with a loss of
bound 59% of the total cell population. The percentage of resistance to the diabetogenic strain of encephalomyocarditis
cells staining positive for the various probes was not virus [11, 30]. Our laboratory previously found impaired su-
significantly different between any treatment groups. peroxide production by peritoneal polymorphonuclear leu-

kocytes (PMNs) of antiorthostatically suspended mice [8].
Macrophage Cytotoxicity of Tumor Cells and
Virus-Infected Cells

Macrophage cytotoxicity can be mediated by a direct contact
mechanism or by soluble macrophage products. We have EXPERh'ENT CONTROL NORMAL
shown that the SV40-transformed cell line F5b is killed by
macrophages via a contact-dependent process [14, 15]. Alter- 4
natively, virus-infected 3T3 cells, unlike normal 3T3 cells,
were found to be susceptible to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity.
Because glucocorticoids have been known to inhibit tumori- x 3
cidal activity [24], we wanted to determine whether antior-
thostatic suspension affected either contact-dependent or -

TNF-mediated cytotoxicity of P acnes-elicited peritoneal 6
macrophages. The results indicate that neither contact- F2

dependent cytotoxicity nor TNF-mediated cytotoxicity was
affected by antiorthostatic suspension or elevated corticoster- I
one concentrations (Table 3).

Lymphocyte Proliferative Response to Mitogens and o
Toxins -uPs +uPs

Little is known about the effects of antiorthostatic suspension IN VITRO TREATIKENT
Fig. 1. Interleukin-1 production of P acnes-elicited peritoneal macrophages

on murine T cell blastogenesis. We studied the effects of an- of antiorthostatically suspended (experiment), orthostatically suspended

tiorthostatic suspension on splenic lymphocyte proliferation (control), and nonsuspended (normal) C3HeB/FeJ mice. Macrophages were

stimulated by the mitogens PHA and Con A and incubated for 18 h in DME with or without LPS (12.5 pg/ml).
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Table 3. Suspension Mouse Macrophage Cytotoxicity of Virus-Infected zymosan-treated alveolar macrophages also was not in-
3T3 Cells and F5b Tumor Cells hibited by glucocorticoids if the cells were simultaneously in-

cubated with other stimulants [53]. It is possible that the
% specific release conditions under which corticosteroids are exposed to cells

can influence whether they are inhibitory, stimulatory, orSuspension' 3T3 3T3v' F5b ineffective. In many studies in which glucocorticoids were in-

Antiorthostatic 8 ± 2 d,, 32 ± 1 37 ± 2 hibitory, the effects were seen inyitro using concentrations
Orthostatic 5 ± 1 30 ± 1 38 ± 3 [53] or incubation times [45] that are not physiological.
None 5 ± 1 29 ± 1 32 ± 3 Another explanation for the lack of macrophage suppression

by elevated corticosterone in our experiments could be that'Mice were suspended or caged normally for 11 days prior to sacrifice, during the 11-day suspension period the cells became desen-
bCytotoxicity was determined in a 16-h assay using a macrophage/target sitized or habituated [54]. Chiara and Sobrino [40] found

ratio of 30:1.
'3T3 cells were infected at a multiplicity of infection of 2. that murine macrophage respiratory bursts were inhibited
dNumbers represent mean ± SEM; n = 12 mice per treatment group by dexamethasone if the drug was given only hours before

where 3T3 or 3T3, were target cells and n = 9-11 mice per treatment macrophage recovery but not if the cells were tested 1 or 2
group where F5b were target cells. days after the dexamethasone was administered.

'No significant differences between any treatment group with any target The increased mitogen- and toxin-induced proliferation of
as determined by two-tailed matched t-test analysis. splenic lymphocytes from antiorthostatically suspended mice

with significantly elevated corticosterone is not consistent
with studies in which decreased proliferative responses were

Because those studies focused on the PMNs, whereas macro- observed after exposure to glucocorticoids. Vischer [55]
phages were the subject of the current study, the results may found that after administration of hydrocortisone to mice,
not be directly comparable. To our knowledge, no other splenic lymphocytes exhibited a decreased proliferative
studies have investigated the effects of antiorthostatic suspen- responses to PHA, pokeweed mitogen, and allogeneic cells.
sion on the production of any eicosanoid, TNF or IL-1. Stevenson et al. [56] also reported that the T lymphocytes
However, cold water stress has been found to inhibit macro- demonstrated significantly reduced proliferative responses to
phage production of both TNF and IL-1 [31, 32]. mitogens when corticosterone was administered in vivo.

In the course of these studies, vaccinia-infected 3T3 cells, Blomgren and Andersson [57] reported that exposure to
as opposed to normal 3T3 cells, were found to be sensitive prednisone in vitro had the same effect. Interestingly, the in-
to TNF-mediated killing. This is the first report, to our creased glucocorticoid receptor expression on mitogen-
knowledge, that demonstrates that infection of cells with vac- stimulated lymphocytes did not increase glucocorticoid-
cinia virus makes them susceptible to TNF-mediated induced inhibition of lymphocyte proliferative responsive-
cytotoxicity. However, this is consistent with studies showing ness [58].
that other viruses [33, 34] and intracellular pathogens [35] Although our lymphocyte response data differ from the
can alter cellular sensitivity to TNE In spite of this, it ap- results of several groups, the findings of others provide possi-
pears that the physiological changes that occur in response ble explanations for the differences. Gillis et al. [59] found
to antiorthostatic suspension do not alter macrophage that glucocorticoid-induced inhibition could be ameliorated
cytotoxicity when mediated by TNF or by contact. by IL-2. Almawi et al. [60] found that IL-1, IL-6, and IFN--y

Consistent with our studies of macrophage secretion and together could counteract the suppressive effects of dex-
cytotoxicity, the expression of class II histocompatibility amethasone. Therefore, it may be possible that the in vivo
molecules and Con A and BSI-B4 binding sites was not exposure to cytokines counteracted the suppressive effects of
significantly altered by suspension treatments. No direct corticosterone in our experiments. Nakano et al. [61]
comparisons to our results can be found in the literature, reported that glucocorticoid secretion may be mediated by
However, in various stress studies, Ia expression may or may histamine and under certain conditions enhance mitogene-
not be affected by elevated corticosterone [36, 37]. Zwilling sis. They found that one type of histamine agonist prevented
et al. [37] suggest that factors, other than corticosterone, as-
sociated with stress contribute to Ia antigen expression. In-
terestingly, Steffen and Mussachia [4] reported increased ex- Table 4. Effects of Antiorthostatic Suspension on T Cell Proliferation in
pression of glucocorticoid receptors on muscle tissue in Response to Mitogens and Staphylococcal Exotoxins
antiorthostatically suspended rats. Macrophages from cold
water-stressed animals also were reported to have increased Stimulation index-
amounts of prothrombinase complex enzymes on the cell Treatment (Suspension)b: None Orthostatie Amiorthostatic
surface compared to controls [3]. However, the different ex-
perimental systems make comparisons difficult. Eta 2.9 ± 0.3' 2.5 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.3#

Despite numerous studies demonstrating the suppressive Seb 2.7 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.3'
effects of glucocorticoids on macrophage secretion [38-46], PHA 4.5 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 0.4 9.3 ± 1.6"
cytotoxicity [24], or membrane molecule expression [47-51], Con A 13.7 ± 1.8 12.5 ± 2.0 21.6 ± 2.4'

our results did not show any correlation between elevated 'Spleen cell proliferation in response to Eta (1 jug/ml), Seb (I Asg/ml),
corticosterone concentration and any of these parameters. It PHA (9 ug/ml), and Con A (2 Itg/ml) was determined by measuring incor-
is possible that we did not see a depression in secretory poration of [3H~thymidine in a 48-h assay.
responses because the P acnes-activated macrophages were b Mice were suspended or caged normally for 11 days prior to sacrifice.
less susceptible to corticosteroid-mediated inhibition. Others 'Numbers represent mean ± SEM. Spleen cells used from: n - 9 mice
have found that glucocorticoid-induced inhibition of TNF (per treatment group) stimulated with Eta, n = 12 mice (per treatment group)

stimulated with Seb, n = 16 mice (per treatment group) stimulated with PHAproduction by porcine alveolar macrophages and human and Con A. Significant difference between antiorthostatic and orthostatic as
monocytes could be reversed if the cells were incubated with determined by two-tailed matched t-test analysis. #P = .01; 1P < .10;
IFN-y, [45, 52]. Arachidonic acid release by A23187- or 1P < .05; *'P < .01.
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We used major histocompatibility complex class II antigen-deficient transgenic mice to show that in vitro
natural killer cell cytotoxicity and T-cell activation by staphylococcal exotoxins (superantigens) are not
dependent upon the presence of major histocompatibility complex class II molecules. T cells can be activated
by exotoxins in the presence of exogenously added interleukin 1 or 2 or in the presence of specific antibody
without exogenously added cytokines.

Staphylococcal exotoxins, often referred to as superanti- expression is important on both effectors and targets (4, 16)
gens, stimulate T cells expressing specific VP3 region-con- for NK cell-mediated killing, there does not appear to be a
taining T-cell receptors (9). This occurs through a mecha- requirement for MHC class 11 molecules on NK effector
nism thought to be dependent on toxin binding to cells.
nonpolymorphic regions of major histocompatibility com- Several recent studies have questioned the absolute role in
plex (MHC) class II molecules on accessory cells (7, 15, 23). and contribution to the toxin-mediated T-cell activation
Recent work suggests that non-MHC receptors may be process of MHC class II molecules (8, 12, 22, 25). Salamon
present on cells that allow the toxin to bind and activate cells et al. have also suggested that cytokines are important for
(1, 8, 22, 25). However, the nature of these toxin-binding the T-cell response to toxin (24). Because T cells may not
ligands has yet to be fully elucidated, necessarily require MHC class II molecules to respond to

Our laboratory used C2D (H-2") transgenic mice (Gen- toxin, and cytokines may contribute to activation, we tested
Pharm, Int., Mountain View, Calif.), deficient in the expres- the capacity of T cells to respond to toxin in the absence of
sion of MHC class II molecules, to investigate the activation MHC class II molecules. Table 2 shows experiments con-
and function of various lymphocyte subpopulations. We firming that the activation of T cells by staphylococcal
used cells from CiD (H-s; GenPharm) MHC class I-defi- enterotoxin B (SEB) and exfoliative toxin A (ETA) is
cient mice, normal B6 (H-2b) mice, and/or C3HeB/FeJ (H-2k) dependent upon the expression of class II molecules by
mice (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine) as controls. spleen cells when cultures are not supplemented with cyto-
C3HeB/FeJ mouse cells were used as controls because of kines. We also demonstrate that exfoliative toxin B (ETB)
our familiarity with the responses of the T cells and macro- exhibits stimulatory properties similar to those of the more
phages of this strain (11, 18). Normal B6 cells were used as extensively studied toxins SEB and ETA.
an unmanipulated, syngeneic control. CID mice served as an Although it appears that MHC class II molecules are
additional syngeneic control but were subjected to genetic required under normal, in vitro activation conditions, pre-
manipulation of a knockout distinct from MHC class II liminary experiments indicated that exogenous cytokines
molecules. We confirmed that CID and C2D mice lacked could induce C2D T cells to proliferate in response to
MHC class I or class II molecules, respectively, by using staphylococcal superantigens. When interleukin 1 (IL-1) and
flow cytometric analysis of thymocytes or spleen cells. A IL-2 were added together, stimulation indices of 3.8 and 4.2
concomitant decrease occurred in CD8- or CD4-expressing were observed when C2D T cells were stimulated by ETA
cells from CID or C2D mice, respectively, and SEB, respectively (Table 3). This proliferative response

Animals used in these experiments were handled in accor-
dance with procedures approved by the Animal Care and
Use Committee at Kansas State University.

We evaluated whether splenic natural killer (NK) cells TABLE 1. In vitro NK cell activity is normal in MHC class II
needed to express class II molecules to lyse Yac-1 tumor transgenic animals
cells. 'Cr-labelled Yac-1 tumor cells (10') were incubated Spleen % Specific 5"Cr release' at effector/target cell ratio of:
with splenic cells from CID, C2D, and normal B6 mice in a cells 300:1
5-h cytotoxicity assay (6). The data in Table 1 confirm that 200:1 100:1
MHC class I-deficient mice lack NK cell activity, as has B6 31 ± 2 27 ± 1 21 ± 1
been shown previously (19). However, there was no appar- CID 8 ± 2b 6 ± lb 8 ± 2,
ent difference between C2D mice and B6 mice in NK cell C2D 29 ± 2 32 ± 3 26 ± 0
activity. Therefore, although the level of MHC class I I~ Values represent c ± standard errors of the means of triplicate determi-

nations; data are representative of two experiments. Yac-1 target cells (104 per
well of microtiter plate) were assayed in a 5-h assay.* Corresponding author. b Significantly different from B6 and C2D mice as determined by Student's

" Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Publication 93-291-J. t test (P < 0.01).
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TABLE 2. MHC class II-deficient murine spleen cells do not proliferate in response to staphylococcal exotoxins without additives

Proliferation in response to':

Mouse ETA ETB SEB
Ept strain No toxin (cpm)

cpm SI cpm SI cpm SI

1 C1D 14,919 ± 789 NDb ND 65,312 ± 7,314c 4.4 ± 0.5 92,085 ± 5,197c 6.2 ± 0.3
C2D 7,006 ± 1,008 ND ND 13,209 ± 2,063 1.9 ± 0.3 8,199 ± 878 1.2 ± 0.1
C3H/FeJ 12,600 ± 2,091 ND ND 143,059 ± 13,236c 11.4 ± 1.1 164,744 ± 4,795c 13.1 ± 0.4

2 CID 5,985 ± 45 27,662 t 1,287c 4.6 -t 0.2 13,131 ± 1,295c 2.2 ± 0.2 38,153 ± 894c 6.4 ± 0.1
C2D 6,378 -t 1,163 6,787 ± 631 1.1 ± 0.1 10,783 ± 645c 1.7 ± 0.1 7,041 ± 223 1.1 ± 0
B6 14,329 ± 663 27,101 ± 1,488" 1.9 ± 0.1 18,262 ± 852c 1.3 ± 0.1 40,821 ± 1,268c 2.8 ± 0.1
C3H/FeJ 13,597 ± 760 95,725 ± 1,198c 7.0 ± 0.1 57,847 ± 2,127c 4.3 ± 0.2 75,941 ± 1,491c 5.9 ± 0.1

Toxin concentration was 10 pLg/ml; toxins were prepared as described previously (11). Absolute counts (cpm) and stimulation indices (SI) were obtained in
60-h assays done as described previously (18). Stimulation indices were calculated from cells incubated in medium alone.

b ND, not determined.

'Significantly different from unstimulated control as determined by Student's t test (P < 0.05).

was significantly better than that of cells incubated in the phages from C2D mice are able to bind both ETA and SEB
absence of toxin (P < 0.05). Splenic T cells from CiD and B6 (1). It is possible that the added cytokines worked in concert
mice had qualitatively similar proliferative responses to ETA with toxin that was presented by this alternate receptor.
and SEB (Tables 2 and 3). T cells from CID and B6 mice However, it is possible that ETA and SEB bound directly to
proliferated well in the presence of IL-1 alone and had much the T cells, as has been suggested by others (25). Neverthe-
better responses in the presence of both IL-1 and IL-2 (Table less, the lack of MHC class II molecules does not preclude
3). Therefore, it appeared that exogenous cytokines might the activation of T cells by staphylococcal superantigens.
play a role in toxin-induced T-cell proliferation for all three However, the amount of proliferation is significantly lower
T-cell types (B6, CID, and C2D). Furthermore, the absence than that of cells that express MHC class II molecules
of MHC class I molecules did not affect the proliferative incubated under similar culture conditions (Tables 2 to 4).
response of T cells in response to superantigens. We next One possible explanation for the greater efficiency of
determined the contributions of IL-1 and IL-2 to T-cell toxin-induced T-cell proliferation in the presence of class II
proliferation in more closely controlled experiments. Both molecules could be that class II molecules have a higher
IL-1 and IL-2 significantly enhanced (P < 0.05) class II- affinity for toxins than the alternative receptor (1). The
positive (B6) and -negative (C2D) mouse spleen cell prolif- higher-affinity toxin-MHC binding possibly enhances toxin-
eration in the absence of toxin (Table 4). ETA and SEB T-cell receptor interactions and augments T-cell prolifera-
induced minimal proliferative responses by T cells in the tion. If this hypothesis is true, other molecules which bind
absence of exogenous IL-1 and IL-2. However, both IL-1 toxin without interfering with the T-cell epitope should
and IL-2 significantly enhanced the toxin-induced prolifera- substitute for MHC-expressing cells to activate T cells.
tive response of C2D and B6 mouse T cells. Proliferation Table 5 illustrates that antibody, complexed to polystyrene
was significantly greater in these cells than in cells stimu- in microtiter plate wells, achieved such a result in an
lated by toxin alone or by cells incubated in cytokines antibody- and toxin-specific fashion. Neither SEB nor poly-
without toxin (Table 4; P < 0.05). Furthermore, there clonal antibody, specific for SEB, was able to stimulate high
appeared to be an additive effect between IL-1 and IL-2 on levels of C2D thymic T-cell proliferation. Anti-SEB antibody
C2D mouse T-cell proliferation (Table 4). Therefore, in the and ETA together also induced modest proliferation of C2D
absence of MHC class II molecules, either IL-1 or IL-2 T cells. Soluble SEB, in the presence of anti-SEB antibody
could promote superantigen-induced T-cell responses. Other complexed to plastic, induced very high levels of prolifera-
studies in our laboratory indicate that peritoneal macro- tion (significantly higher than those of various controls, P <

TABLE 3. Exogenous cytokine and toxins induce T-cell proliferation in the absence of MHC class 1I-positive cells

Cytokine Proliferation in response tob:
Mouse treatment" ETA SEB

Expt strain No toxin (cpm)

IL-A IL-2 cpm SI cpm SI

1 B6 + - 5,811 ± 615 19,974 ± 350c 3.4 ± 0.1 20,859 ± 1,140" 3.6 ± 0.2
C1D + - 16,263 ± 1,680 44,409 ± 560c 2.7 ± 0.1 41,434 ± 3,394" 2.5 ± 0.2
C2D + - 13,244 ± 397 11,737 ± 567 0.9 ± 0 12,623 ± 1,120 1.0 ± 0.1

2 B6 + + 22,241 ± 674 134,647 ± 13,220" 6.1 ± 0.6 215,837 ± 10,998c 9.7 ± 0.5
C1D + + 19,338 ± 424 143,943 ± 14,603c 7.4 ± 0.8 145,543 ± 14,297c 7.5 ± 0.7
C2D + + 16,878 ± 2,262 64,937 ± 2,265 3.8 ± 0.2 70,698 ± 2,665 4.2 ± 0.1

Splenic T cells were stimulated with 7 pg of recombinant murine IL-i per ml and 10 U of recombinant murine IL-2 per ml.

b Cells were stimulated with 20 psg of ETA or SEB per ml. Numbers representx" ± standard errors of the means of triplicate determinations. Stimulation indices

(SI) were calculated from cells incubated without toxin.
"I Significantly different from unstimulated control as determined by Student's t test (P < 0.05).
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TABLE 4. Effects of IL-1 and -2 on C2D mouse T-cell proliferation

Cytokine Proliferation in response tob:
Mouse treatmenta ETA SEB
strain No toxin (cpm)

IL-1 IL-2 cpm SI cpm S1

B6 - - 2,046 ± 52 41,237 ± 3,527c 20.2 ± 1.7 21,100 ± 1,262c 10.3 ± 0.6
B6 + - 34,747 ± 3, 4 74 d 228,686 ± 15, 9 0 2 c.d 111.8 ± 7.8 284,794 ± 2 1, 6 1 2c•d 139.2 ± 10.6
B6 - + 24,812 ± 2,0 0 6d 163,702 ± 14,168cd 80.8 ± 6.9 200,859 ± 2 2 , 7 6 0c'd 98.2 ± 11.1
B6 + + 40,235 ± 5, 2 0 8d 196,158 ± 12,2 5 0 ',d 95.9 ± 6.0 254,104 ± 22, 0 7 8c"d 124.2 ± 10.8
C2D - - 2,784 ± 463 6,787 ± 224c 2.4 ± 0.1 3,099 ± 244 1.1 ± 0.1
C2D + - 20,079 ± 2, 2 6 4d 33,144 ± 1,0 5 9,,d 11.9 ± 0.4 46,972 ± 1 ,8 1 2c'd 16.9 ± 0.7
C2D - + 18,725 ± 736d 29,586 ± 1,6 3 2c"a 10.6 ± 0.6 34,544 ± 3 ,8 7 2 c'd 12.4 ± 1.4
C2D + + 43,682 ± 2,857d 55,142 ± 9 6 6c.d 19.8 ± 0.3 60,717 ± 8 73 cd 21.8 ± 0.3

"Splenic T cells were stimulated with 10 pg of recombinant murine IL-1 per ml and 10 U of recombinant murine IL-2 per ml.
b Cells were stimulated with 20 pLg of ETA or SEB per ml. Numbers representx ± standard errors of the means of triplicate determinations. Stimulation indices

(SI) were calculated from cells incubated in medium alone. One representative experiment of two is presented.
' Significantly different from unstimulated controls incubated in the same cytokine as determined by Student's t test (P < 0.05).
"d Significantly different from toxin-stimulated cells incubated without exogenous IL-1 or IL-2 as determined by Student's t test (P < 0.05).

0.05), with stimulation indices of 7.0 and 5.8 recorded in two for T-cell recognition are blocked by toxin-specific antibody,
experiments (Table 5). Interestingly, polyclonal antibodies T-cell responses are abrogated (5). However, additional
raised against ETA did not have a similar ability to present experiments with C2D mouse T cells will be needed to
toxin, suggesting that some antibodies may interfere with the confirm this hypothesis. The importance of the immobiliza-
epitope recognized by the T cell. When epitopes important tion of the antibody is also exemplified in Table 5. When

anti-SEB and SEB were added to thymic T cells in solution,
T-cell proliferation was minimal. These data suggest that the

TABLE 5. Antibody and SEB induce T-cell proliferation in the conditions under which molecules that present toxin to T
absence of MHC class 11-positive cells cells are very specific but that other molecules may substi-

An Proliferation tute for MHC class II antigens.
treatmentb Toxin We have demonstrated that toxin-mediated T-cell prolif-cpm Stimulation index eration can be induced in the absence of one of the members

1 None None 1,041 ± 363 of the trimolecular complex thought to be important for the
None ETA 966 ± 180 0.9 ± 0.2 activation of T cells by staphylococcal superantigens, class
None SEB 1,229 ± 367 1.2 ± 0.4 II molecules. Because T cells could be activated in the
Anti-SEB(C) None 1,663 ± 119 1.6 ± 0.1 presence of exogenous IL-1 or IL-2 or when toxin was
Anti-SEB(C) ETA 2,058 ± 89.9b 2.0 ± 0.1 presented by immobilized antibody, we hypothesize that
Anti-SEB(C) SEB 7,251 ± 1,669b,c-A 7.0 ± 1.6 class II molecules are necessary only to immobilize and
Anti-ETA(C) None 715 ± 75.7 0.7 ± 0.1
Anti-ETA(C) ETA 1,145 ± 324 1.1 ± 0.1 efficiently mediate toxin binding to T cells via the T-cell
Anti-ETA(C) SEB 1,427 ± 295 1.4 ± 0.3 receptor. The observations that correlate toxin binding to

MHC class II molecules with the ability of the toxin to
2 None None 677 ± 55 activate T cells (14) would support this hypothesis. Others

None ETA 925 ± 250 1.4 ± 0.4 have reported that IL-1 and IL-2 act synergistically to induce
None SEB 1,002 ± 298 1.5 ± 0.4 T-cell proliferation in the presence of suboptimal concentra-
Anti-SEB(C) None 1,627 ± 274c 2.4 ± 0.4 tions of mitogen (2, 20). Green et al. found that purified
Anti-SEB(C) ETA 1,375 ± 167c 2.0 ± 0.2 human T cells needed both toxin and a costimulant anti-
Anti-SEB(C) SEB 3,939 ± 916b.cd 5.8 ± 1.4
Anti-ETA(C) None 738 ± 57 1.1 ± 0.1 CD28 antibody to activate the T cells in the absence of
Anti-ETA(C) ETA 784 ± 142 1.2 ± 0.2 accessory cells (13). Together, these findings suggest that
Anti-ETA(C) SEB 785 ± 117 1.2 ± 0.2 toxin presentation to T cells in the absence of class II-
Anti-SEB(S) None 950 ± 215 1.4 ± 0.3 positive cells is less efficient and supports our proposed role
Anti-SEB(S) SEB 1,574 ± 1,051 2.3 ± 1.6 for MHC class II molecules. The hypothesis is further

Coming 96-well fiat-bottom ELISA plates were complexed (C) with supported by our data indicating that cytokines are not
polyclonal rabbit (anti-ETA) or goat (anti-SEB) serum at a 1:80 or 1:20 needed to activate T cells in response to toxin when the toxin
dilution, respectively, and diluted in sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), molecules are presented by appropriate antibodies. Perhaps
and 200 ýl was added per well. Plates were incubated overnight at 41C. there are two classes of toxin-binding molecules: (i) those
Untreated wells were blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin-PBS overnight
at 4°C. Prior to the addition of cells, wells were washed twice with sterile PBS that can bind toxin but require accessory cytokines or
and toxin was added to appropriate wells (20-.g/fml final concentration). signals to complete T-cell activation, perhaps by up-regulat-
Soluble (S) antibody was added at similar concentrations without the over- ing IL-2 receptors (21) and IL-2 secretion (5), and (ii)
night complexing step, blocking step, or washes. Antibody and toxin re- receptors like MHC class II molecules on cells or immobi-
mained in the wells for the entire proliferation assay under S and C conditions.
Thymocytes were from C2D mice. lized antibody that bind toxin with relatively high affinity, do

b Significantly different from treatment with toxin alone as determined by not interfere with the T-cell epitope, and do not require the
Student's t test (P < 0.05). presence of exogenous cytokines.

' Significantly different from untreated cells as determined by Student's Because thymocytes responded to SEE presented by
test (P < 0.05).
"d Significantly different from cells treated with antibody alone as deter- anti-SEB, it is clear that the cell population responding is the

mined by Student's t test (P < 0.08). T cell. However, we did not have reagents available to us
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during this study to determine whether anti-SEB antibody- 11. Fleming, S., J. Iandolo, and S. Chapes. 1991. Murine macro-

SEB complexes induced T-cell proliferation in a Vp-specific phage activation by staphylococcal exotoxins. Infect. Immun.

manner. Such an experiment would confirm whether the 59:4049-4055.

Vp-specific nature of the T-cell expansion induced by super- 12. Fraser, J., and M. Lafon. 1992. Superantigen data. Nature

antigens is determined at the T-cell receptor level (17) or is (London) 360:423.

MHC molecule dependent as suggested by others (3, 10). 13. Green, J., L. Turka, C. June, and C. Thompson. 1992. CD28 and
staphylococcal enterotoxins synergize to induce MHC-indepen-
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Three distinct cell phenotypes of induced-TNF cytotoxicity and
their relationship to apoptosis

Keith M. Woods and Stephen K. Chapes
Division of Biology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas

Abstract: We havelidentified three distinct cell pheno- F5m, which is resistant to killing by activated macrophages.
types with respect to the conditions under which cells be- Resistance may be due to an inability of the macrophage to
came susceptible to TNF-mediated ly~sis. These condi- bind the target cell [11, 12] because of the release of inhibi-
tions include: 1) treatment with the protein synthesis tory molecules [13]. Other studies by our laboratory show
inhibitor, cycloheximide; 2) contact with activated mac- that binding defects do not explain why some targets, such
rophages, and 3) infection with vaccinia virus. Whereas as Balb/c 3T3, are not killed by activated macrophages [12].
vaccinia virus-infected 3T3 cells became sensitive to Resistance in this case may be a function of other cellular
soluble TNF, F5b cells required contact with activated properties such as being a nontransformed cell.
macrophages. We showed that the "macrophage-resistant" This study describes the mechanism of lysis of F5b cells
F5m cells did not become sensitive to TNF or to killing and additional phenotypic differences between F5b and
by activated macrophages after infection with vaccinia F5m. We report that F5b lysis, though dependent on contact
virus. Therefore, vaccinia infection does not sensitize all with macrophages, involves TNF Furthermore, we inves-
cells to TNF. We also determined the pathways of lysis for tigated the role of TNF in the lysis of vaccinia virus-infected
cells after sensitization. Whereas 3T3, LM929, and F5b cells as well as the effects of vaccinia infection on
cells were killed by the process of necrosis, F5m cells lysis macrophage-mediated killing of the different cell types. Vac-
was characterized by the release of low mol wt DNA frag- cinia virus infection induces TNF sensitivity in Balb/c 3T3
ments (apoptosis). J. Leukoc. Biol. 53: 37-44; 1993. cells but not in F5m or F5b cells. We show that the pathway

by which TNF induces cytolysis differs between these cell
Key Words: vaccinia virus - macrophage • nitric oxide types as do the conditions that induce them to become sen-

sitive.

INTRODUCTION V MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF), named for its ability to in- Tissue Culture Cells
duce the necrosis-of tumors, is produced by activated macro-
phages. Extensive study has revealed that this cytokine pos- The Balb/c 3T3 cell line (3T3) and the TNF-sensitive
s;sses many biological activities besides being cytotoxic [1]. LM929 cell line were obtained from the American Type Cul-
The precise mechanism of cytotoxicity of tumor necrosis fac- ture Collection (ATCC). F5m and F5b cell lines have been
tor is not known but involves at least two pathways of cell described previously [11, 12]. The rabbit kidney cell line
death-apoptosis and necrosis [2, 3]. Apoptosis is character- RK13, obtained from ATCC, was used to propagate vaccinia
ized by nuclear condensation and degradation of the DNA virus. All cell lines were continuously passaged three times
into nucleosome-sized fragments by an endogenous en- weekly in antibiotic-free Dulbecco's modified Eagle's
donuclease, whereas the cytoplasm and cell membrane re- medium (DMEM; Gibco, Grand Island, NY) supplemented
main relatively intact. Necrosis is characterized morphologi- with 10% Opti-MEM (Gibco), 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS;
cally by cytoplasmic boiling, and the nucleus remains intact. JR. Hazleton, Lenexa, KS), and 0.3% glutamine (Sigma,

The cytolytic pathway appears to be activated in TNF- St. Louis, MO). The assays were done in DMEM sup-
resistant cells whenever the cell experiences inhibitory condi- plemented only with 2% FBS.
tions. These conditions include the presence of metabolic in-
hibitors of protein synthesis such as cycloheximide or mRNA Anti-Vaccinia Virus Antiserum
synthesis such as actinomycin D. These observations have led Rabbit anti-vaccinia antiserum was generated by immuniz-
some to suggest that TNF induces the expression of a specific it aNtw-Zalan terum was doral by in-
protein (or proteins) that renders the cell resistant to TNF- ingoa New Zealand white rabbit with dorsal subcutaneous in-
mediated cytotoxicity [4-6]. It is also becoming apparent jections of I x 106 live virions. The rabbit was immunized
that viral [7-9] or intracellular bacterial [10] infections may four times and the antiserum was compared to preimmune
be a biologically relevant means of sensitizing cells to TNF-
mediated cytolysis.

For several years our laboratory has been interested in de- Abbreviations: ATCC, American Type Culture Collection; CA, cytosine
termining how macrophages recognize and kill virus- arabinoside; CHS, cycloheximide; DMEM, Dulbeccds modified Eagle's
transformed and virus-infected target cells. Because TNF medium; EDTA, ethylenediamine tetraacetate; FBS, fetal bovine serum;
plays an important role in macrophage-mediated killing, we MO, macrophage; mTNF, membrane-associated TNF; NMMA, N°-
are continuing to determine its role in this process. To date, monomethyl-L-arginine; NO, nitric oxide; 3-OMA, 3-O-methyl adeno-

w sine; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; PEC, peritoneal exudate cells; SR,we have described an SV40-transformed cell, F5b, which is specific 5'Cr release; 3T3, Balb/c 3T3 cell line.
resistant to killing by soluble TNF and other monokines but Reprint requests: S.K. Chapes, Division of Biology, Kansas State Univer-
is killed by macrophages in a contact-dependent process [11, sity, Manhattan, KS 66506.
12]. We have also described a clonally derived "sister" of F5b, Received January 2, 1992; accepted September 11, 1992.
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serum to determine specificity. This antiserum detects vac- then incubated at 3700 for 20 min before the formalin was
cinia virus-specific antigens at a dilution of 1:800 and is removed and the cells extensively washed with serum-
specific for structural proteins, including an 85-kDa containing medium. Fresh medium was added to the fixed
hemaglutination protein, the 62-kDa major core protein, macrophages before adding the target cells.
and 58- and 33-kDa envelope proteins.

Cytotoxicity Assay 
TNF Assays

Recombinant murine TNF (Genzyme) was serially diluted
Macrophage cytotoxicity assays were performed as follows, in triplicate in a 96-well microtiter plate. The resulting con-
G3HeB/FeJ murine peritoneal exudate cells (PEC) were ob- centrations were 64, 32, and 16 U/ml in a volume of 100
tained by peritoneal lavage using cold phosphate-buffered sa- pl/well (1 unit activity is defined by the supplier as being 25
line (PBS) 4 to 5 days after the mice had been injected with ng protein). After adding 100 p1 of medium containing
1.5 ml sterile thioglycollate (Difco, Detroit, MI). The PEC I x 104 target cells, the final concentrations were 32, 16, and
were seeded into a microtiter plate at 1-4 x 101 cells per 8 U/ml rTNF. Four /l of a 500 pg/ml solution of cyclohexi-
well. The cells were allowed to adhere 1.5-2 h before the mide (CHX) (Sigma) in PBS or PBS alone was added to the
medium was removed and replaced with 0.1 ml of fresh appropriate wells. The assay was incubated for 16 h before
medium with or without 12.5 pg/ml Escherichia coli removing a 90 14 aliquot from each well and quantitation on
lipopolysaccharide (LPS; 055:B5, Difco) and 10 U/ml r a gamma counter. Specific 51chromium release was calcu-
interferon (IFN; Genzyme, Cambridge, MA). (1 unit ac- lated as described. For TNF assays using cytosine arabino-
tivity is defined by the supplier as being approximately 140 side (CA) (Sigma), similar concentrations of rTNF (as
ng protein.) Approximately 1 x 104 " 1chromium-labeled described previously) were serially diluted in medium con-
(NEN, Boston, MA) target cells were added to each well and taining 50 pg/ml of CA and 20,ag/ml CHX. After 100 p1 of
the plate was incubated for 16-18 h. The microtiter plates medium containing 1 x 104 target cells was added per well,
were centrifuged at 325 x g for 3 min; 90 A1 aliquots were the resultant concentrations of CA was either 25 or 50 pg/ml
then taken from each well and counted on a gamma counter, with 10 pg/ml CHX.
Specific 51Cr release (SR) was calculated as follows:

Vaccinia VirusSR = experimental release .- spontaneous release x 100 The WR strain of vaccinia virus was obtained from ATCC.
maximal release - spontaneous release s"Chromium-labeled target cells were infected with the virus

The maximal release and the spontaneous release were de- at an MOI of 13 for 1-2 h, while rocking at 37'C. After in-
Termained byeincating e x spontargetells inreithseere1 N - fection cells were washed, dispersed, and added to the assaystermined by incubating I X 104 target cells in either 1 N HC1 similarly to other target cells.
for maximal release or medium for spontaneous release. Un-
less specifically stated, spontaneous release ranged from 30 Western Blot Analysis
to 40% for the assays described in this paper. For cytotoxicity
assays using NOmonomethyl-L-arginine (NMMA; Calbi- 3-5 x 106 3T3 cells were infected with vaccinia virus at an
ochem, San Diego, CA), macrophages were refed with 100 Al MOI of 2-3 for 1 h in 1 ml medium with or without inhibi-
of medium containing 1 mM NMMA, LPS (5 pg/ml), and tors (31.25 pg/ml cytosine arabinoside or 62.5 AM 3-0-
IFN (20 U/ml) before the addition of the target cells (100 Al), methyl adenosine). The infected cells were incubated over-
resulting in final concentrations of 0.5 mM NMMA, 12.5 night (18 h) at 370C. The cells were dispersed with 0.02%
pg/ml LPS, and 10 U/ml IFN. For cytotoxicity assays using ethylenediamine tetraacetate (EDTA) in 0.8% NaCl, 0.04%
purified anti-murine TNF antibodies (Genzyme, Cam- KCI, 0.006% Na2HPO4, 0.01% dextrose, washed once in
bridge, MA), macrophages were refed with 100/ul of medium PBS, and solubilized with I ml 1% NP-40/saline lysing
containing 12.5 pg/ml LPS and 10 U/ml "y-IFN. The macro- buffer (20 mM Tris, 0.15 M NaCI, pH 8) while incubating on
phages were activated for 4 h before removing the medium ice for 30 min. Sixty pg (determined by Bicinchoninic Acid
and refeeding with 100 Al medium containing a 1:50 dilution method [14]) of protein from each lysate was added per well
of the purified anti-TNF antibody (4 mg/ml; Genzyme) or of a. 10% SDS/PAGE gel. The protein was transferred to
purified rabbit antibody (4 mg/ml; NRS) with 12.5 pg/ml nitrocellulose, blocked with 10% milk proteins, and probed
LPS and 10 U/ml -y-IFN. The targets were then added and with a 1:50 dilution of antiserum in TNE buffer (0.6% Tris,
incubated for 16 h. Apoptosis was determined by specific 2.9% NaCi, and 0.19% EDTA pH 7.5).
release of low mol wt DNA labeled with [3H]thymidine, as
was previously described [2]. Target cells were prepared as
was done for 5"Cr release assays except that cells were prela- RESULTS
beled overnight with 5 pCi [3H]thymidine in 3 ml of Cycloheximide Induces Sensitivity to TNF-Mediated
medium. After 16 h of incubation, 50 Al of medium contain- Cytotoxicity
ing 1.5% Triton-X 100 (final concentration 0.3%) was added
per well and incubated an additional hour at 370C before Metabolic inhibitors can affect cellular sensitivity to TNF.
centrifuging the plate at 625 x g for 3 min. A 130 p1 aliquot Cells resistant to TNF can become sensitive by inhibiting
was removed from each well and added to 1 ml of Scintiverse mRNA or protein synthesis. To determine whether F5b,
BD (Fisher), then counted on a Packard scintillation counter. F5m, or 3T3 cells could respond to TNF, we treated them
For cytotoxicity assays requiring formalin-fixed macro- with CHX. The results in Table 1 show that F5b, F5m, and
phages, macrophages were seeded in microtiter plates as 3T3 cells are lysed by TNF in the presence of cycloheximide
previously described. They were refed after adherence with at concentrations (10 pg/ml) that inhibit protein synthesis by
100 it medium with or without LPS and IFN. The medium greater than 90% (data not shown). These results indicate
was removed and the cells were washed with PBS before ad- that all the cells express TNF receptors and can respond to
ding 100 p1 of a 1% formalin solution in PBS. The cells were TNF under the appropriate inhibitory conditions.
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TABLE 1. TNF Sensitivity of Vaccinia-Infected and hypothesis by adding anti-TNF antibodies directly to a mac-
Cycloheximide-Treated Cells rophage cytotoxicity assay. We found that in the presence of

anti-murine TNF antibodies, macrophage-mediated killing
Specifc "Cr release of F5b cells could be inhibited by greater than 80% (Table

U/ml rTNF 3). The efficacy of anti-TNF antibodies to inhibit TNF-
Target"k Treatment 32 16 8 mediated killing by activated macrophages is clearly shown

with the TNF-sensitive cell line LM929, where killing was
F5b None (37) 0 ± 0' 0 ±0t 0 ± o inhibited by 90% (Table 3). It was possible that the LPS and
F5b Cycloheximided (44) 41 ± 4 43 ± 2 20 ± 5 IFN, used to activate macrophages, may have been responsi-
F5b Vaccinia' (32) 8 ± 4 4 ± 2 2 ± 2 ble for F5b cells becoming sensitive to TNF. However, we
F5m None (36) 1 ± 1 2 ± 2 7 ± I found that F5b cells exhibited a negligible sensitivity (2 : 1
F5m Cycloheximide (37) 31 ± 5 26 ± 1 21 ± 3
F5m Vaccinia (28) 3 ± 1 2 ± 3 5 ± I specific 5' Cr release) to TNF in the presence of LPS (12.5

3T3 None (29) 5 ± 0 3 ± 1 4 ± 0 t±g/ml) and/or IFN (10 U/ml). These results indicate that
3T3 Cycloheximide (29) 60 ± 2 62 ± 0 62 ± I TNF is involved in the killing of F5b by activated macro-
3T3 Vaccinia (24) 84 ± 0 80 ± 0 84 ± 1 phages.
LM929 None (30) 87 ± 0 77 ± 0 72 ± 0

"One x 101 targets added per well of a 96-well microtiter plate. Value Role of Nitric Oxide in Macrophage-Mediated Killing of
in parenthesis represent spontaneous 5

1Cr release for each respective treat- F5b
ment in the absence of rTNF.

6Maximum 5"Cr release values (CPM) are: F5b, 2757; F5b-inf, 2836; We established that F5b cells were killed by activated macro-
F5m, 4579; F5m-inf, 2150; 3T3 ( ± CHX), 9783; 3T3-inf, 11491; LM, phages via TNF. Moreover, F5b cells were lysed by soluble
9581. TNF or mTNF only in the presence of inhibitors like CHX.

'Numbers represent X ± SEM done in triplicate of a single experiment Therefore, it appears that viable activated macrophages
representative of four experiments. must use some means to sensitize F5b to TNF-mediated ly-

Final concentration, 10 gg/ml.
'MOI of 13. sis. Recently, activated macrophages have been shown to ex-

ert cytostatic or cytotoxic effects through the production of
F~b Responds to Membrane-Associated TNF nitric oxide (NO) [21-25]. The effects mediated by NO are

believed to be the result of inhibition of mitochondrial respi-
The previous experiment indicated that F5b was lysed by ration in the target cell [26, 27]. We wanted to determine
TNF under certain inhibitory conditions. F5b cells are sus- whether NO played a role in macrophage-mediated killing of
ceptible to macrophage-mediated cytotoxicity in a contact- F5b cells. Nitric oxide production can be effectively inhibited
dependent manner. Activated macrophages have also been in the presence of the arginine derivative NMMA [28]. We
shown to express a membrane-associated form of TNF found that NMMA, at a concentration sufficient to inhibit
(mTNF) [15-20]. Peck et al. [20] have presented evidence to nitric oxide production by activated macrophages by greater
suggest that mTNF may exhibit cytotoxic activity not found than 90% (data not shown), had no significant effect on mac-
in the soluble form. Therefore, we explored whether F5b rophage cytotoxicity of F5b (Table 4). This indicates that
cells could be lysed by mTNF. The data in Table 2 show that nitric oxide does not directly contribute to the cytotoxicity of
F5b can also be lysed by mTNF, as expressed on formalin- F5b cells.
fixed, activated macrophages, in the presence of cyclohexi-
mide. Cytolysis was inhibited by anti-murine TNF antibod- Vaccinia Virus Effect on TNF Sensitivity of F5b, F5m, and
ies. Therefore, TNF was responsible for cytotoxicity. Fur- 3T3
thermore, mTNF activity was present only on activated Viruses such as adenovirus and vesicular stomatitis virus
macrophages. This mimics contact-mediated killing of F5b (VSV) and other intracellular pathogens induce sensitivity to
cells by activated macrophages and the absence of killing by TVSV edatd cto i e interestedu in knoing
nonactivated macrophages. TNF-mediated cytotoxicity. We were interested in knowing

whether this was a property of vaccinia virus. F5b, F5m, and

Role of TNF in Macrophage-Mediated Killing of F5b 3T3 cells were infected with vaccinia virus; however, only in-
fected 3T3 cells were lysed by TNF (Table 1). Figure 1 shows

The observation that F5b cells were responsive to mTNF un- similar expression of vaccinia-specific proteins (Mr 109-kDa
der inhibitory conditions suggested that TNF might have a
role in contact-dependent killing of F5b cells. We tested this

TABLE 3. Inhibition of Macrophage-Mediated Killing of F5b by
anti-TNF Antibodies

TABLE 2. F5b Sensitivity to Membrane-Associated TNF Target' Antibody& Specific "Cr release

Specific "Cr release
M0 Target Antibody M,:T F5b None' 25 ± 2

Target' Treatment treatment (40 gig/m1) 30:1 F5b aTNF 4 ± I
F5b NRS 24± 1

F5b Medium Cycloheximide None 0 ± 0' LM929 None 62 ± 5
F5b LPS/IFN None None 3 ± 2 LM929 crTNF 6 ± 3
F5b LPS/IFN Cycloheximide None 21 ± 1 LM929 NRS 59 ± 2
F5b LPS/IFN Cycloheximide csTNF 0 ± 0

"One x 104 target cells were added per well of a 96-well microtiter plate.
"One x 104 target cells were added per well of a 96-well microtiter plate. Macrophage:target ratio was 30:1.
6Murine peritoneal macrophages were incubated with fresh medium with bFinal concentration of 40 ig/ml of purified aTNF or normal rabbit se-

or without a final concentration of 12.5 pg/ml E. coli LPS and 10 U/ml "y- rum (NRS) added to assay.
IFN for 2 h before being fixed by 1% formalin. 'Numbers represent X ± SEM done in triplicate of a single experiment

'Numbers represent X ± SEM done in triplicate, representative of four experiments.
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TABLE 4. Effect of Inhibiting Nitric Oxide Production in Activated teins) was expressed as an early or late protein, we wanted
Macrophages upon the Killing of F5b Cells to know what effects inhibiting viral DNA synthesis and sub-

sequent expression of late proteins had on infected the sensi-
Specific "Cr release tivity of 3T3 cells to TNF. CA has been shown to effectively

T M M:T inhibit the expression of the late vaccinia proteins by inhibit-Target" Medium N MMAt 10:1 20:1 30:1 40:1 vrlDATerslssoni al
ing viral DNA synthesis [32]. The results shown in Table 5

F5b (43) MEM + arg - 12 ± 3' 20 ± 3 39 ± 4 39 ± 6 illustrate that inhibition of vaccinia DNA synthesis by
F5b (44) MEM + arg + 12 ± 3 26 ± 5 26 ± 4 30 ± 2 greater than 90% (with 31.25 #g/ml CA) had no effect on
F5b (54) MEM - arg - 40 ± 4 50 ± 4 48 ± 4 47 ± 5 vaccinia-infected cells becoming sensitive to TNE We
F5b (49) MEM - arg + 30 ± 4 45 ± 5 42 ± 4 36 ± 3 confirmed that CA limited viral protein expression by

"One x 101 target cells seeded per well in 96 well microtiter plate. Western blot using anti-vaccinia antiserum. Only the 33-kDa
nTargets incubated with a final concentration of 0.5 mm Nc-monomethyl- envelope protein was expressed after CA treatment (Fig. 3,

arginine ( whMMA). _ lane C). Cytosine arabinoside treatment inhibited the ex-

'Numbers represent X ± SEM of six experiments. pression of all viral proteins identifiable by SDS/PAGE (Fig.
1, lane B; note arrows). Therefore, the expression of an early

envelope protein, 89-kDa hemaglutination protein, 64-kDa ccinia protein appears to be responsible for inducing TNF

major late protein not associated with the virion, 62-kDa sensitivity in 3T3 cells.

major core protein, and 32-kDa protein) in infected 3T3 cells
(lane D), F5m cells (lane E), and F5b cells (lane F). There- Vaccinia-infected 3T3 Cells Respond to mTNF
fore, differences in virus-specific protein expression cannot We knew that vaccinia-infected 3T3 cells became sensitive to
explain the diminished sensitivity to TNF of infected F5b soluble recombinant TNF and became susceptible to killing
and F5m cells. by activated macrophages (Table 6). We were interested in

TNF Sensitivity in 3T3 Cells is a Function of Early Viral
Protein Expression A B C D E F
Vaccinia virus is a complex virus containing a genome of ap-
proximately 185 kb that has the capacity to encode up to an ,-"
estimated 269 polypeptides [29]. We wanted to determine
whether vaccinia-induced TNF sensitivity of 3T3 cells re-
quired the expression of virus-specific proteins. To do this, ,.. .

we incubated vaccinia-infected 3T3 cells with 3-0- " .,.°..

methyladenosine (3-OMA). This adenosine analog inhibits L
plaque formation of vaccinia-infected cells by selectively in- 97-
hibiting vaccinia virus-specific mRNA polymerase without -- low 7
affecting mammalian mRNA polymerases [30]. The effects-- .- e -
of inhibiting viral protein expression by 3-OMA resulted in
a greater than 90% inhibition of TNF cytotoxicity of in-
fected cells (Table 5). Figure 2 shows that 3-OMA inhibited 68 .
vaccinia virus-induced TNF sensitivity of 3T3 cells in a
dose-dependent manner. Western blot analysis showed that -
62.5 pM 3-OMA greatly diminished the expression of viral
proteins in infected 3T3 cells (Fig. 3; lane D) as compared
to untreated infected 3T3 cells using a vaccinia-specific an-
tiserum (Fig. 3, lane A). The inhibitory effect of 3-OMA on . •,,
viral protein expression also was confirmed by SDS/PAGE. v
We found that 3-OMA inhibited vaccinia virus-induced pro-
teins of 109, 64, 62, and 32 kDa (Fig. 1, lane A). Only the 43-
85-kDa protein, which also was identified in the Western blot IN .-7,.
(Fig. 3), was not inhibited. Although 3-OMA was an effec-
tive inhibitor for most viral proteins, the expression of the . -

85-kDa protein and the minor expression of the 33-kDa W . W'
envelope protein prove that 3-OMA is selectively inhibitory --
(Fig. 3, lane D). Furthermore, the same concentration of .. 0 -" . .,
3-OMA that inhibited virus-induced sensitivity to TNF
showed no effect on the resistance of uninfected cells to TNF
(Table 5), indicating that the host cell mRNA polymerase "..•
was not inhibited. Moreover, infected cells incubated with
3-OMA exhibited minimal characteristics of cytopathology
such as cell rounding normally associated with infection. 25-
These results show that virus protein expression is required
for infected 3T3 cells to become sensitive to TNF. Fig. 1. Expression of vaccinia-specific proteins in infected cells. Lane A, in-

Vaccinia virus-specific proteins are temporally expressed. fected 3T3 cells treated with 62.5 IM 3-OMA; lane B, infected 3T3 cells
in infected cells and are classified either as early or late pro- treated with 31.25 ;ug/ml CA; lane C, uninfected 3T3 cells; lane D, infected
teins, depending on whether they are expressed before 3T3 cells; lane E, infected F5m cells and lane F, infected F5b cells. Sixty jug
(early) or after (late) the onset of viral DNA synthesis [31, of protein was added to each lane of a 10% polyacrylamide gel; stained with

32]. To determine whether the sensitizing protein (or pro- coomassie blue. Arrows indicate major virus-induced proteins.
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TABLE 5. Effects of DNA and mRNA Synthesis Inhibitors on BVaccinia Virus-Induced TNF Sensitivity of 3T3 Cells

Specific 51Cr release
31.35 #g/ml 62.5 pM U/ml rTNF

cytosine 3'-O-Methyl 97
Target' arabinoside adenosine 32 16 8

3T3 (28) - - 0 1 0 ± 0 1 ± 1
3T3 (29) - + 3 ± 2 0 ± I 1I ±1
3T3 (30) + - 14 ± 1 11 ± 1 ND'
3T3-inft(37) - - 70 ± 3 70 ± 4 67±3 ±
3T3-inf (32) - + 4 ± 2 7 ± 2 7 ± 1 "-
3T3-inf (45) + - 72 ± 5 74 ± 4 70 ± 5

"One x 104 target cells added per well of a 96-well microtiter plate. "
Values in parenthesis represent spontaneous 51Cr release for each respective
treatment in the absence of TNF.

$Maximum 51Cr release values (CPM) are: 3T3, 11,463; 3T3-inf, 10,478.
'Values represent X ± SEM of triplicate samples of a single experiment

representative of three experiments; ND, not determined.
dOne x 106 target cells were infected with virus for 45 min at an MOI

of 2-3. Cells were infected in the presence of each respective inhibitor at the 45-
concentration stated.

whether macrophages could facilitate the killing of infected
3T3 cells through contact using mTN. Table 6 shows that
infected 3T3 cells were able to directly respond to
membrane-associated TNF on fixed, activated macrophages.
TNF-sensitive LM929 cells similarly show the presence of -
mTNF activity on activated macrophages but not on nonac-
tivated, thioglycollate-elicited macrophages (Table 6).

Effect of Vaccinia Infection on Macrophage-Mediated 29-
Killing of F5m and F5b

Because F5m cells are normally resistant to killing by acti-
vated macrophages, we wanted to know how vaccinia virus
infection might affect the resistant phenotype of these cells.
When F5m cells were infected with vaccinia virus, they re-
tained their resistance to macrophage-mediated killing Fig. 3. Western blot of vaccinia-specific protein expression detected by rab-

(Table 7). However, the susceptibility of infected F5b cells to bit anti-vaccinia antiserum. Lane A, infected 3T3 cells; lane B, uninfected
killing by activated macrophages was not affected. 3T3 cells; lane C, infected 3T3 cells treated with 31.25

pg/ml CA; lane D, infected 3T3 cells treated with 62.5 uM 3-OMA. Sixty
pg of protein was loaded per lane. Arrows indicate the 85-kfDa hemaglutina-

tion protein, 62-kDa major core protein, and 58- and 33-kDa envelope pro-

80 teins.

00

TNF Activates Both Apoptosis and Necrosis

¢ 60 The conditions under which cells became sensitive to TNF-

mediated killing varied for each cell line we used in this
50- study. Because of these differences, we wanted to determine

if the mechanism by which TNF-induced cytolysis also
'0 40 varied for each of these cell lines. We found that when 3T3

cells were treated with CHX or were infected with vaccinia
30 0 virus there was no release of low mol wt DNA (Table 8).

S/ Thus, it appeared that 3T3 cells died by necrotic mechan-

E20 / isms. Similarly, F5b cells also did not release low mol wt
0' DNA in response to TNF after they were treated with CHX

10 (Table 8). In contrast, F5m cells treated with CHX released
significant amounts of low mol wt DNA in response to TNF

0 (Table 8). The kinetics analysis of [3H]thymidine showed

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 that [3H]thymidine release was initially detected 6 h after
TNF was added and averaged 7% of the final amount

(/".M) released. Chromium release was not detectable until 8 h af-
3 ]ter the addition of TNF and averaged 11% of the final

amount released. Thymidine release averaged 21% of the

Fig. 2. Dose response of 3-OMA inhibition of TNF-mediated cytotoxicity final release at that same 8 h sampling time. This trend con-
in vaccinia virus-infected 3T3 cells. tinued at 10 h when 3H release was 57 % and 51Cr release was
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TABLE 6. Vaccinia-infected Balb/c 3T3 Cell Sensitivity to TABLE 7. Cytotoxicity of Virus-Infected and Virus-Transformed
Membrane-Associated TNF Target Cells by Activated Macrophages

M0 Target Specific 3"Cr
Target' Treatment treatment' Specific "Cr release a releaseVaccinia

3T3 Medium Vaccinia 5 ± 2' Target' virus 6  (MO:T) 20:1 30:1

3T3 LPS/IFN Vaccinia 24 ± 0 F5b - 26 ± 1' 27 + 2
LM929 Medium None 0 ± 0 F5b + 24±1 34± 1
LM929 LPS/IFN None 41 ± 2 F5m - 0±0 0±0

F5m .+ 7 ±0 4± 0
"One x 101 target cells were seeded per well in a 96-well microtiter plate. 3T3 - 9 ± 0 11 ± 1
6Macrophages were incubated with medium with or without 12.5 pg/ml 3T3 + 76 ± 2 85 ± 2

LPS and 10 U/mI IFN for 2 h before fixation with 1% formalin in PBS. M,:T
was 30:1. 'One x 104 targets were added per well of a 96-well microtiter plate.

"Balb/c 3T3 infected for 1-2 h at an MOI of 13. 'Target cells were infected with vaccinia virus at an MOI of 13 for 1-2
dNumbers represent X ± SEM done in triplicate. h before adding them to the assay.

'Numbers represent X ± SEM done in triplicate of one representative ex-
periment of six experiments with F5b, two experiments with F5m, and four

32% of final released amounts. However, at the 13 h sam- experiments with 3T3.
pling time point, both 3H and 51Cr releases reached 67% of
their respective final maximal release (at 16 h). Therefore,
TNF induces apoptosis in F5m cells. in- L929 cells infected intracellularly with Shigella flexneri,

Salmonella tryphimurium, or Listeria monocytogenes. Therefore,
TNF may be an additional mechanism by which a host can

DISCUSSION destroy vaccinia-infected cells. Our data suggest that early
proteins expressed by vaccinia virus may be responsible for

The data presented here identify three different induced the induction of TNF sensitivity. Although we did not iden-
TNF-sensitive cell phenotypes. The first phenotype, as exem- tify which viral protein was actually responsible for inducing
plified by F5m, is characterized by cells that are lysed by sensitivity, it is interesting that the expression of two early
TNF only after treatment with inhibitors like CHX. Pheno- proteins of 16-17 kDa and 25-27 kDa was sufficient to allow
type two, represented by 3T3 cells, is characterized by cells for CTL recognition and killing of vaccinia-infected cells
that become sensitive to TNF-mediated cytotoxicity after in- [33]. Alternately, it is possible that vaccinia infection inhibits
fection with vaccinia virus. The third phenotype is seen with host protein synthesis [34] that confers resistance to TNF
F5b cells. These cells are not sensitive to soluble TNF unless and that the induction of sensitivity is nonspecific. In either
treated with CHX, but apparently become sensitive to TNF case, not all cells became sensitive to TNF after vaccinia in-
after interactions with activated macrophages without CHX fection even though virus replicated normally in cells that
treatment. These phenotypes demonstrate the multiple ways did not become sensitive. Therefore, the mechanism by
that TNF can interact with target cells, which vaccinia confers sensitivity is dependent on factors not

The finding that vaccinia infection makes 3T3 cells sensi- common to all cells.
tive to soluble, TNF-mediated cytotoxicity is consistent with We found that activated macrophages utilize TNF to kill
phenomena from other viruses and intracellular bacteria, the (soluble) TNF-resistant target cell, F5b. Because F5b
LeBlanc et al. [9] have shown that VSV infection sensitized cells respond to TNF in the presence of inhibitors, it is possi-
3T3 cells to TNF killing. Others made similar observations ble that the role of the macrophage during contact-
using adenovirus or adenovirus gene products [8, 9]. Klim- dependent killing may be to alter the cellular metabolism
pel et al. [10] showed that TNF sensitivity could be induced that induces sensitivity in F5b. However, our data suggest

TABLE 8. Induction of Apoptosis in Target Cells by TNF in the Presence of Cycloheximide or Vaccinia Virus

Specific "Cr Specific 1H
release release

U/ml rTNF

Target' Treatmentb 32 16 32 16

LM929(30/10)' None 8 3 ± 1 d 90 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
F5b(31/8) None 0±1 1 ± 2 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
F5b (51/38) Cycloheximide 46 ± 1 38 ± 4 0 ± 0 2 ± 0
F5m (35/4) None 3 ± 2 5 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 1
F5m (33/9) Cycloheximide 30 ± 4 26 ± 6 44 ± 2 28 ± 0
3T3 (24/3) None 2 ± 0 2 ± 2 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
3T3 (26/6) Cycloheximide 43 ± 1 41 ± 0 1 ± 0 3 ± 0
3T3 (24/9) Vaccinia virus' 60 ± 3 62 ± 4 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

"One x 104 cells were seeded per well of a 96-well microtiter plate. Values in parenthesis represent spontaneous 5sCr release (first value) and spon-
taneous 3H release (second value) in the absence of rTNF.

'Cells were incubated during the 16 h assay in the presence of 10 g/rmI cycloheximide.
'Maximum release values (CPM; "Cr release/3H release) are: F5b, 7058/7232; F5m, 3220/4131; 3T3, 10491/4480; LM929, 5299/6310.
dNumbers represent X ± SEM done in triplicate of one representative experiment from six experiments with F5b, 5 experiments with F5m and two

experiments with 3T3.
'Cells infected at an MOI of 13 for I h before adding them to the assay.
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that nitric oxide is not involved in this process. This contrasts target cells can be sensitized to TNF-mediated killing in dis-
with other studies where the cytotoxicity of different cell tinct ways such as virus infection, contact with macrophages,
types is dependent on nitric oxide [22]. Therefore, nitric ox- or treatment with inhibitors. Furthermore, we have
ide is not involved in all cytolytic processes. It is possible that confirmed the previous studies that suggested that the
other monokines produced by activated macrophages render mechanism of cell death is cell line dependent.
F5b sensitive to TNF. However, previous results showing
that F5b cells are insensitive to the combination of
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ABSTRACT

B6MP102 cells, a continuously cultured murine bone marrow macrophage cell line, were tested for secretion of
tumor necrosis factor-a and Interleukin-I during space flight. We found that B6MP102 cells secreted more tumor
necrosis factor-a and interleukin-1 when stimulated in space with lipopolysaccharide than controls similarly
stimulated on earth. This compared to increased secretion of interferon-beta and -gamma by lymphocytes that was
measured on the same shuttle flights. Although space flight enhanced B6MPI02 secretion of tumor necrosis factor-
a, an experiment on a subsequent space flight (STS-50) found that cellular. cytotoxicity, mediated by tumor necrosis
factor-a, was inhibited.

INTRODUCTION

Space flight has complex effects on individuals that occur at several levels. At one level, space flight and/or
microgravity directly affect individual cells by interfering or enhancing cellular processes. At a second level, space
flight and/or microgravity cause organismic or physiological changes that indirectly affect cells and/or organ systems.
Therefore, it is important to understand and discriminate between changes at both levels.

The immune response exemplifies cellular responses inducing systemic or whole organismic changes and make it an
appropriate subject for study at both cellular and organismic levels. Host survival is dependent upon the
maintenance of the immune system and its coordinated cellular components and cytokines. An interruption in one
cellular component can have catastrophic consequences. This is exemplified by acquired immune deficiency
syndrome; the loss of CD4+ T cells leads to immunosuppression and death. NASA's long term plans for
interplanetary travel are dependent upon the vigor and health of the astronaut crews. Because the immune system
is dependent upon cytokines, it is important to determine if space flight affects their production or activity. To this
end, we investigated the ability of a bone marrow-derived macrophage cell, B6MP102, to secrete cytokines. We
compared B6MP102 secretion simultaneously with lymphocyte secretion of interferon. In addition, we determined
whether space flight would affect the function of one cytokine, tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF).

METHODOLOGY

Cells
The bone marrow-derived macrophage cell line, B6MP102, has been described previously /. The cells were grown
in tissue culture dishes in preparation for shuttle flight /2/. Briefly, cells were dispersed with trypsin plus EDTA,
washed, counted and incubated on Cytodex 3 microcarrier beads. Between 2 and 5 x 10 B6MP102 cells were
incubated with 0.5 ml of a pelleted 2% Cytodex 3 bead solution for Space Transportation System (STS) flights 37
and 43. After attachment, beads-B6MP102 were washed and resuspended in HEPES-containing medium. 2 ml
aliquots were aseptically dispensed into 5-ml syringes containing 10-pum filters and were shipped to Kennedy Space
Center /2/. The B6MP102 cells were activated using 5-ml syringes mounted to bioprocessing modules (BPMs) /2,3/.
The BPMs allowed injection of medium, with or without lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from one 5-ml syringe into the
syringe containing the cells. After the incubation was completed, cell-free supernatant was injected into a third
syringe where it was stored for return to earth for analysis.
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Lymphocytes were obtained from SJL mice or from Ficoll-Hypaque-purified human peripheral blood buffy coats.
Their detailed preparation has been described previously /2,4/. Murine lymph node and splenic lymphocytes were
cultured for 48 and 24 h for STS-37 and -43, respectively, before being loaded for flight. Thirty-six hours before
flight the cells were resuspended in RPMI-1640 medium (supplemepted with 28mM HEPES and 10% FBS) and
aseptically transferred to "cell syringes" at a concentration of 1 x 10 cells /ml, 2.5 mi/syringe. Human peripheral
blood lymphocytes were prepared similarly /2/. Lymphocyte activation was done in "cell syringes" /2/; modified
double chambered syringes that allowed for cells to be cultured in one chamber and exposed to activator solutions
that were contained in a second chamber. Each syringe was activated in orbit to mix the activator solution with the
suspended cells. Ground controls were maintained at approximately 22-240C and flight samples were kept at cabin
temperature, which ranged from 20-25oC. After the appropriate incubation time, samples were dispensed from the
syringe into a collection vial that contained fixative /2/.

Cytokine Assays
Supernatants from B6MP102 cells were assayed for TNF using bioassay of serially diluted samples as has been
described previously /2,5/. Interleukin-1 (ILIA) secretion was assayed using the previously described comitogenic
murine thymocyte assay /2,6/. Interferon-a (IFN-a) was assayed using radioimmunoassay as previously described
/2,7/. Interferon-y (IFN-y) was assayed using enzyme linked immuosorbent assay /2/. Serial dilutions of reference
standards were used for all cytokine assays to determine the concentration of cytokine in unknown samples.

Assay of TNF-Mediated Cytotoxicity
Cytotoxicity of the TNF-sensitive cell line, LM929, was assayed on STS-50 as part of the United States Microgravity
Laboratory-1 (USML-1) payload. The assay was conducted in fluid processing apparatus (FPA) units; modified
glass tubes with bipasses that allowed the 6 mixing of solutions, separated by rubber septa, when that septa crossed
the bypass /3/. For these assays, 8.5 x 10 LM929 cells were attached to 2.5 ml of a pelleted 2% Cytodex 3 bead
solution. These preparations were resuspended in 5.0 ml of Dulbecco's modified Eagles medium supplemented
with 2% FBS, 10 mM HEPES and 50,ug/ml gentamycin sulfate (DMEMs). The suspensions were added to 60 mm
tissue culture dishes and incubated 8 hours to remove LM929 cells not attached to Cytodex 3 beads. The cells
from all 60 mm dishes were pooled into one centrifuge tube, centrifuged at 325 x g and resuspended at a cell
concentration of 1.7 x 100 cells-beads per 2.5 ml of DMEMs. Cells-beads were resuspended thoroughly and 2.5 ml
was added to the first section of each FPA. The second section of the FPA contained 1 ml of DMEM
supplemented as above with the addition of 10 PCi [ H]-thymidine and 10 pg of cycloheximide. In FPAs that
required LM929 cells to be incubated with TNF, the second chamber also contained 320 units of recombinant,
murine TNF. The third chamber contained 1 ml of 1% formalin as a fixative to stop the experiment. In flight, the
experiment was initiated by sliding the second septum to the bypass which allowed the mixing of chambers 1 and 2.
This exposed the LM929 cells to TNF. Although LM929 cells are naturally sensitive to TNF-mediated lysis,
cycloheximide was added to maximize the sensitivity of this experiment. The experiment was designed such that
cells lysed by TNF would not 1corporate [3H]-thymidine. Therefore, we quantitated cytotoxicity by assaying for the
difference in the amount of [ H]-thymidine incorporated into cells, t TNF, attached to beads, upon the return to
earth. The experiment was terminated approximately 29 h after mixing of chambers I and 2 by sliding the next
septum in the FPA to the bypass and allowing the mixing of chamber 3 (formalin) with cells. This step terminated
the experimgnt and preserved the cells attached to beads until their return to earth. Before quantitating the
amount of [ H]-thymidine incorporated into LM929 cells, each cell-bead suspension was washed two times in PBS.
The cell-beads were resuspended in 2.0 ml of PBS and an aliquot of the homogeneous cell suspension was added to
scintillation cocktail and quantitated on a fl-scintillation spectrophotometer. Space experimentals and simultaneous
ground controls were prepared in replicates of three, i TNF.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Secretion of Cytokines by B6MP102 Cells in Space
We measured B6MP102 secretion of TNF and IL-1 after stimulation with LPS on STS-37 and STS-43 space
missions. During the former flight, B6MP102 cells were stimulated for 12 and 24 h periods with 12.5 pg LPS. The
results in Table 1 illustrate that B6MP102 cells secreted significantly more IL-1 and TNF than simultaneous ground
controls during both 12 and 24 h stimulations. We confirmed these results on STS-43. Furthermore, we
investigated whether B6MP102 cells would spontaneously secrete cytokines in response to space flight. Like
B6MP102 cells incubated on earth, very little spontaneous secretion IL-I or TNF was detected (Table 1). These
data contrast the observations made by Limouse et al. /8/. They found that the THP-1 monocyte cell line produced
IL-I in similar or lower concentrations than ground controls, depending on the culture conditions. However, our
results have been confirmed by a subsequent study by Cogoli /9/ who found that human mononuclear cells
produced more TNF in space at 0 x g than at I x g, over a period of 65 hr, when attached to a growth matrix but
did not in the absence of the matrix.

Lymphocyte Secretion of Interferon During Space Flight
Concurrent with our macrophage studies, we investigated whether space flight altered lymphocyte secretion of either
IFN-a or IFN-y. SJL mouse splenic lymphocytes were screened for secretion of IFN-a during the STS-37 mission.
Significantly more IFN-a was secreted in space compared to simultaneous ground controls activated with poly I:C
for 1 and 14 hours (Table 2). SJL lymph node cells and human peripheral blood mononuclear cells were assayed
for secretion of IFN-y during STS-43. Both lymph node and peripheral blood lymphocytes secreted significantly
more IFN-y after stimulation with concanavalin A than similarly treated, simultaneous controls on earth. Talas 01
al. had previously found that space flight increased the secretion of IFN-a by lymphocytes /10/. Therefore, we have
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Table 1 Production of Cytokines During Space Flight by B6MP102 Cells.

Cytokine (Total Units)
$

Flight Condition LPS TNFa IL-I

STS-37 1 x g (12) + 308 ± 9§ 4,660± 1,315
STS-37 0 x g (12) + 1,082± 9' 14,287 2,514t
STS-37 1 x g (24) + 426 ± 7ý 3,685 ± 474
STS-37 0 x g (24) + 970 ± 4' 13,750 ± 913T

STS-43 I x g (24) 48 ± 12 517 t 107
STS-43 0 x g (24) 44 1 16 632 t 347t
STS-43 I x g (24) + 60 ± 8 1,605 t 238
STS-43 0 x g (24) + 180 ± 2t 3,331 ± 497t

B6MP102 cells incubated on earth (1 x g) or in space (0 x g) for 12 or 24 hours in the presence (+) or absence
(-) of 12.5 pg/ml lipopolysaccharide (LPS).

Numbers represent the X : of SEM of duplicate samples.
" Indicates a difference from ground control, P < 0.05.

Table 2 Production of Interferon by Lymphocytes During Space Flight.

Cytokine (Units/ml)
Source of

Flight Lymphocytes Condition Inducer IFN-, IFN-a

STS-37 murie-spleen 1 x g (.A) poly I:C NM** 3.9 ± 1.64*
STS-37 murine-spleen 0 x g (.4) poly I:C NM 5.4 ± 1.1
STS-37 murine-spleen 0 x g (1.0) poly I:C NM 8.2 ± 1.7
STS-37 murine-spleen 0 x g (1.0) poly I:C NM 15.6 ± 2.1 t
STS-37 murine-spleen 0 x g (14) poly I:C NM 30.1 ± 2.4

STS-37 murine-spleen 0 x g (14) poly I:C NM 83.7 ± 6.1t

STS-43 murine-lymph node 1 x g (24) Con A 7.3 ± 2.2 NM
STS-43 murine-lymph node 0 x g (24) Con A 17.7 ± 3.0* NM
STS-43 murine-lymph node I x g (48) Con A 20.0 ± 3.6 NM
STS-43 murine-lymph node 0 x g (48) Con A 50.6 ± 4.1* NM

STS-43 human-blood 1 x g (24) Con A 10.8 ± NM
STS-43 human-blood 0 x g (24) Con A 34.8 NM

Human or murine lymphocytes incubated for 20 min., 1, 14, 24 or 48 h in the presence of 20 pg/ml polyiosinic-
polycytidyic acid or 1.5pg/ml concanavalin A as indicated.

Numbers represent X ± SEM of duplicate samples; NM indicates not measured.
Measured a single sample.

t Indicates a difference from ground control, P < 0.01.
t Indicates a difference from ground control, P < 0.05.

confirmed that observation. Furthermore, we have established that the early kinetics of secretion of IFN-a are
similar between earth- and space-stimulated samples (See Table 2). Increased secretion of IFN-y contrasts with the
results of Gould et al. /11/ who reported that rat spleen cell secretion of IFN-y was inhibited after I week of space
flight. However, their experiment was carried out ex vivo with spleen cells taken from animals flown in space while
our experiment was carried out with cells stimulated in vitro. Therefore, the experiments are not necessarily
comparable.

TNF-Mediated Cytotoxicity of LM929 Cells During Space Flight
The data obtained from STS-37 and STS-43 indicated that space flight had a significant effect on the ability of
lymphocytes and macrophages to secrete cytokines. We wanted to determine whether the action of these secreted
molecules also was affected by space flight. We chose to study the cytokine, TNF, and its ability to cause lysis of
LM929 cells. The results of one experiment are outlined in Table 3. WS found that the cytolytic activity of TNF
was inhibited by space flight, as measured by viable cqll incorporation of ["H]-thymidine. Interestingly, the samples
flown aboard STS-50 incorporated significantly more ["H]-thymidine than simultaneous ground controls (Table 3).

JASR 14:8-B
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Table 3 TNF-Mediated Cytotoxicity of LM Cells During Space Flight.

CPM 13H]-Thymidine
Treatment Condition Incorporated % Cytotoxicity***

Medium I x g 4,634 ± 210 ----------
TNF I x g 2,908 ± 8901 38± 19
Medium Ox g 7,581 ± 1,222
TNF 0 x g 7,759 ± 384  -2 ± 5

LM929 cells, attached to Cytodex 3 beads, incubated in the presence (TNF) or absence (medium) of 91 u/ml
recombinant, murine TNF for 29 h.

** Numbers represent X ± sd of triplicate FPAs per treatment group.
"[1-(TNF/medium)] x 100.

tSignificantly different from medium treatment at I x g, P < 0.04.
t Significantly different from TNF treatment at I x g, P < 0.01.

Therefore, though space flight appeared to inhibit TNF-nRediated cytotoxicity, it also had a dramatic augmenting
effect upon the ability of the LM929 cells to incorporate ["H]-thymidine. Whether the diminished cytotoxicity and
the enhanced thymidine incorporation are directly related is not known. It is intriguing, however, that others have
reported that space flight increased bacterial growth and resistance to radiation and antibiotics but did not affect
the growth of non lymphoid cells /12/. Additional experiments will be conducted to confirm and dissect this
observation.

CONCLUSION

The experiments presented in this manuscript suggest that space flight has profound, direct effects on a number of
cellular functions. Furthermore, the effects are not limited to one cell type or one function. These cellular
experiments may not necessarily reflect what will happen in vivo, but they do suggest the need for additional study
on the effects of space travel on cytokine secretion and action.
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Pulmonary intravascular macrophages (PIMs) are lung macrophages found apposed
to the endothelium of pulmonary capillaries. In many species, they are responsible for
the clearance of blood-borne particulates and pathogens; however, little else is known
about their roles as immunologic effector cells. We compared PIMs with pulmonary
alveolar macrophages (PAMs) to determine the relative immunological activities of
these two cell populations. Our results suggested that both populations possess similar
phagocytic and bactericidal activities. In assays measuring cytotoxicity, PIMs were
more cytotoxic than PAMs against virally infected target cells; however, differences
between these macrophage populations were not as marked when noninfected targets
were used. LPS-stimulated PIMs produced more T-cell proliferative cytokines than
PAMs, and both populations of nonstimulated macrophages produced similar
amounts of the cytokines. In contrast, PAMs produced more TNFa and NO than
PIMs when both populations were stimulated with LPS; however, nonstimulated
PAMs and PIMs produced similar amounts of TNFct and NO2. These data suggest
that bovine PIMs are immunologically active. Differences between the degrees of ac-
tivity of PIMs and PANts indicate that these macrophage populations may have differ-
ent roles in lung surveillance. Regional Immunology, Vol. 4(4), 236-244, July/August 1992.
© 1993 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

INTRODUCTION them against disease. In a study comparing PIM and-

Pulmonary intravascular macrophages (PIMs) are large, PAM immune functions in pigs, we found that PIMs were

irregularly shaped cells that preferentially adhere to the as active as PAMs for many immune parameters and

endothelium of pulmonary capillaries (1). They are were more active in cytolytic assays (15). Porcine PIMs

highly phagocytic (1,2) and are capable of rapid matu- were phagocytic, bactericidal, cytotoxic, and tumori-
cidal and produced the cytokines IL-1 and TNFoa (15).

ration during pulmonary infection (3); however, they Based pon the abov infraIon, and ticularly

also actively metabolize arachidonic acid and may be Based upon the above information, and particularly

responsible for lung pathology (2,4). PIMs have been the use of calves as models of human respiratory disease,
it was our objective to isolate PIMs and PAMs from

identified in the lungs of animals that are often used as
models of human respiratory disease such as pigs, calves and compare their functional immune activity, in-
calves, sheep, and goats (1). They also have been iden- cluding bactericidal and phagocytic activity; non-MHC-

tified in the lung capillaries of humans, baboons, rats, restricted (NMRC and antibody-dependent cellularcyto-
dogs, cats, and rabbits (1,5-7), but little is known toxicity (ADCC); and LPS-stimulated and nonstimulated

about the functions of PIMs in these species. production of T-cell proliferative cytokines, TNFc, and

Because pulmonary alveolar macrophages (PAMs) are nitrite (NO). We report that bovine PIMs are immuno-
considered to be the major cells responsible for immune logically active in all capacities studied. However, differ-

surveillance of the lung, a number of studies have been ences exist in the degrees of activity expressed by PIMs

performed to determine the role of this population in pre- and PAMs, suggesting different roles for these macro-
venting or accentuating bovine respiratory disease phage populationsinlungsurveillance.
(8- 14). However, PIMs may also play a very important
role in protecting cattle and other mammals that have MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Seven Jersey bull calves, clinically healthy and
Regional Immunology, Vol. 4, 236-244 (1992) free of respiratory disease, were purchased from local dairy-
Z 1993 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0896-0623/93/040236-09 men for use in these experiments. Calves were housed at the
Correspondence should be addressed to F. Blecha. Kansas State University Animal Resource Facility and were
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fed a traditional starter calf diet or milk replacer formula, two groups after isolation. One group of PAMs was treated
Calves were 2- to 15-weeks of age and ranged in weight from with the collagenase solution used to obtain the PIMs, and the
29.0 to 84.4 kg, averaging 42.7 -± 7.7 kg. other was left untreated. The treated PAMs were assayed con-

Isolation of Intravascular Macrophages. Intravascular currently with the other PAMs and PIMs to determine the ef-
macrophages were obtained by a modification of previously fect of collagenase on cell function.
described techniques (15,16). A whole blood sample was ob- Tissue Culture Cells. Madin Darby bovine kidney cells
tained by jugular venipuncture into a vacutainer containing (MDBK), porcine kidney fibroblasts (PK-15 cells), and K562
EDTA. Calves were anesthetized with intravenous sodium cells were initially obtained from the American Type Culture
pentobarbital (Fort Dodge Laboratories, Inc., Fort Dodge, IA) Collection (ATCC) and were subsequently maintained in our
and then were given an intravenous injection containing 71 laboratories. E8 is an SV40-transformed murine embryo fi-
units heparin/kg body weight and 0.2 ng papaverine HCI (Sig- broblast cell line, which has been previously described (17).
ma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO)/kg body weight, as antico- Monolayers of MDBK cells were grown in 60 mm tissue cul-
agulant and vasodilator, respectively. These dosages were in- ture dishes in minimum essential medium (MEM) with 10%
creased to 556 units heparin/kg body weight, and 2.2 ng FBS (Grand Island Biological Co.). Eight hours before har-
papavarine HCI/kg body weight, after greater than expected vesting, cells were infected for 1 hr with 0.5 ml of bovine
blood cell contamination was present in the perfusates of the herpesvirus-t (BHV-l) at a tissue culture infective dose5 o/ml
first two calves. Calves were then euthanized by exsan- (TCID "/mI) of 106. Cells were then washed two times with
guination, the trachea was ligated to prevent total pulmonary PBS and reincubated at 37' C, after 5 ml of medium was
collapse, and the heart and lungs were removed from the tho- added. Monolayers of PK-15 cells were grown in 75 cm2 tis-
rax. The left lung was ligated at the level of the primary bron- sue culture flasks in the RPMI medium described above.
chus to permit collection of alveolar macrophages after the Eight hours before harvesting, cells were infected for I hr
right lung was perfused. An incision was made in the pulmo- with 20 [dl of pseudorabies virus (PRV) at a TCID.,/ml of
nary artery at the point where it exits from the right ventricle, 2 x 108. Cells werc washed, medium was replaced, and the
which allowed a length of sterile silicone tubing to be inserted cells were incubated as described for the MDBK cells. The
into the artery. The artery was then ligated into place about cells were labelled with 200 p.Ci of chromium-51 (5 tCr, New
the tubing. The opposite end of the tubing was connected to a England Nuclear, Boston, MA) for the last 3 to 5 hr of incu-
peristaltic pump. An additional stab incision was made in the bation. Cells were removed from the flasks by trypsinization,
base of the left ventricle, and a length of sterile siliconized washed three times, and resuspended to I X 105 cells/mi. E8
tubing was inserted into the ventricle and through the atrio- cells were grown in 60 mm tissue culture plates. Cells (I X
ventricular valve into the left atrium. The opposite end of this 106) in 3 ml medium (RPMI with 5% FBS) were allowed to
tubing was used to collect the perfusate. Warm perfusates adhere to the culture plates overnight; on the following morn-
were pumped through the pulmonary vasculature of the right ing, each plate was labelled with 100 i.tCi 5'Cr. Labelled cells
lung at a pressure not exceeding 30 cm H20 in the following were removed from the plates by trypsinization, washed three
order: 0.1 g NaEDTA/500 ml Ca- and Mg-free Hanks' bal- times, and resuspended to I x 105 cells/ml. K562 cells were
anced salt solution (HBSS, Grand Island Biological Co., Grand grown in the same medium in 75 cmz tissue culture flasks.
Island, NY); 1.5 g NaNO 3/200 ml phosphate buffered saline Cells were labelled by adding 200 gCi 51Cr to the flasks for
(PBS); 0.15 g NaEDTA/1.5 I HBSS; 0.275 g CaC12/500 ml the last 3 to 5 hours of incubation. These cells were washed
HBSS; 0. 1% collagenase (200 units/mg solid, Sigma Chemical three times and resuspended to I x 10- cells/mi. WEHI 164
Co.); 0.55g CaCI 2/I I HBSS; and 0.5 g Na 2EDTA/2.5 1. The (clone 13) cells were a gift from Dr. K.W. Kelley. Cells were
perfusate was collected in sterile, sialinized (Procil-28, SCM grown to monolayers in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented
Chemicals, Gainesville, FL), 250 ml, centrifuge bottles as the with 10% FBS in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks. Cells were re-
collagenase solution was pumped into the vasculature. The per- moved from the flasks by trypsinization and resuspended in
fusate was kept on ice until centrifugation at 1000 X g for 10 medium at 3 x 105 cells/mi for use in the assay for TNFa.
min. The cell pellet was resuspended in Roswell Park Memo- Bactericidal Activity. A colorimetric assay for quantitat-
rial Institute 1640 (RPMI 1640) culture medium (Grand Island ing macrophage bactericidal activity was performed essen-
Biological Co.) with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone, tially as described by Stevens et al. (18). Antiserum was ob-
Logan, UT) and no antibiotics. Macrophages were obtained tained by drawing blood from Holstein dairy cows that had
by density gradient centrifugation on Ficoll-hypaque (Histo- been diagnosed as positive for Staphylococcus aureus masti-
paque 1077, Sigma Chemical Co.). These cells were washed tis. Serum was isolated, and complement was inactivated by
three times, counted, scored for viability with trypan blue ex- incubation in a 56' C water bath for 1 hr. Because PIMs had a
clusion dye, and differentially stained (LeukoStat, Fisher Sci- higher background OD than PAMs, the OD obtained for con-
entific, Orangesburg, NY) to determine percent macrophages. trol wells containing macrophages but no bacteria was sub-
Cells were resuspended in medium at 5 X 106 macrophages/ tracted from the sample bD to determine the corrected GD
ml. In all assays, with the exception of the assay for phago- used in the following calculation:
cytic activity, macrophages were allowed to adhere to the tis-
sue culture plates for at least 1 hr. After this time, medium % Bacteria Killed =
and nonadherent cells were removed by aspiration, wells were (Corrected OD Sample) - (OD 90% Killing)
washed once, and an equal amount of fresh medium was I - x 90%
added. (GD 0% Killing) - (GD 90% Killing)

Isolation of Alveolar Macrophages. Alveolar macropha- Phagocytosis. Phagocytosis of killed, 3H-labelled S. au-
ges were obtained by lavaging the left lung with cold, sterile reus was assayed as previously described by Roth et al. (19)
HBSS containing 0.2 g NaEDTA/I. The saline was injected with some modifications. Staphylococcus aureus was grown
into the airways via a catheter attached to a 60 ml syringe. in trypticase soy broth (TSB; Diffco Laboratories, Detroit,
The lavage fluid was flushed in and out of the syringe several MI) with 3H-thymidine (ICN Radiochemicals, Irvine, CA).
times prior to harvesting the macrophage-rich solution. Mac- Bacteria were killed by heating the culture at 67' C in a water
rophages were then treated as described for the PIMs. bath for 1 hr and then increasing the temperature to 750 C for

Collagenase Controls. Pulmonary alveolar macrophages 5 min. Bovine antiserum was obtained as described above.
from several of the experimental animals were divided into Bacteria were opsonized by adding 50 p.1 of diluted antiserum
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(1: 10) to 100 .I of bacteria (1 X 10") in scintillation vials 0.3% L-glutamine, 3 X 10-5 M 2-ME and 50 i.g/ml genta-
and an additional 300 idl of medium were added. Vials were micin sulfate), and distributed into 96-well microtiter plates,
incubated in a 370 C water bath for 30 min. Fifty microliters 100 .l1/well. Doubling dilutions of the test supernatants (100
of macrophages (2.5 X 105) were added to triplicate tubes Ipl) were added to the wells, which, in turn, were supple-
and were further incubated for 1.5 hr. Lysostaphin (500 1.0, 1 mented with 0.45 pxg PHA (Burroughs Wellcome, Greenville,
U/ml, ICN Biomedicals Inc., Cleveland, OH) was added, and NC; 50 p.1, 2.25 i.g/ml in-well concentration). Background
vials were incubated for an additional 30 min. Macrophage control wells containing thymocytes and PHA only were pre-
cultures were washed by adding 2 ml of PBS and centrifuging pared in triplicate. Plates were incubated for 72 hr under the
for 10 min at 1250 X g. The supernatant was discarded and conditions described above. Tritiated thymidine (1 i.Ci, 20
the pellet was saved; this procedure was repeated two times. ipl) was added for the last 8 hr, followed by liquid scintilla-
Finally, 1 ml of PBS and 3 ml of scintillation fluid were tion counting to determine incorporated radioactivity. Human
added, and the tubes were counted on a liquid scintillation recombinant IL-la (Genzyme, Boston, MA) was assayed with
counter. Background tubes were prepared by incubating bac- the experimental supernatants to serve as a control. Results were
teria with lysostaphin only, and standard tubes were prepared expressed as Experimental CPM-Background CPM.
by incubating bacteria alone. Percent phagocytosis was calcu- Tumor necrosis factor-a was measured by a colorimetric
lated as follows: assay using the WEHI 164 (clone 13) cell line as described

previously (15,23,24). Results were calculated as percent spe-
% Phagocytosis =cific lysis as follows:
Experimental Counts per Minute - Background CPM

Standard CPM - Background CPM X10 %Seii yiSd - Sample OD - Spontaneous Lysis OD X 100
Cytotoxicity. Bovine herpesvirus-l-infected and nonin- 100% Lysis OD - Spontaneous Lysis OD

fected MDBK cells, as well as PRV-infected and noninfected
PK-15 cells, were used as targets in ADCC and NMRC as- Nitrite Production. A colorimetric assay, as described by
says. Macrophage cytotoxicity was measured by a 51Cr- Stuehr et al. (25), was used to determine the amount of NO-
release assay as previously described (20). Briefly, labelled present in the LPS-stimulated and nonstimulated macrophage
target cells (I x 104/well, 100 idl) were added to triplicate supernatants. An in-lab NaNO 2 standard was assayed concur-
macrophage cultures (5 X 105/well, 100 p.l) for each assay. rently with the samples, and medium was used as a negative
In the NMRC assay, 20 W.1 of medium were also added to control. Quantity of N02- present in the samples was deter-

each well; in the ADCC assay, 20 p.l of diluted (1:10) por- mined by regression analysis.
cine PRV antiserum were added to each well. Maximal re- Statistical Analysis. Results of the assays measuring the
lease of 51Cr was determined by incubating target cells with functional immune activity of PIMs and PAMs were analyzed
3% Triton-X 100 detergent (Sigma Chemical Co.). Control by paired f-test (26). Data are expressed as mean t SEM us-
cultures for the NMRC assay consisted of target cells incu- ing all available data.
bated in medium alone, and the value determined for each an- Abbreviations. ADCC, antibody-dependent cellular cyto-
imal in the NMRC served as its control in the ADCC. Plates toxicity; BHV-I, bovine herpesvirus-1; CPM, counts per
were incubated for 12 hr under the conditions described minute; FBS, fetal bovine serum; MDBK, Madin Darby bo-
above. 51Cr-release was measured by harvesting the superna- vine kidney fibroblasts; NMRC, non-MHC-restricted cytotox-
tants onto cotton plugs (Skatron Inc., Sterling, VA) and icity; NO-, nitrite; PAM, pulmonary alveolar macrophage;
counting on a gamma counter. Percent specific lysis was cal- PIM, pulmonary intravascular macrophage; PK-15, porcine
culated as follows: kidney fibroblasts; PRV, pseudorabies virus; TSB, trypticase

soy broth.
% Specific Lysis =

Experimental CPM - Control CPM
Maximum CPM - Control CPM

In addition, assays measuring cytotoxicity against E8 and Cell Isolations and Identification. Sufficient macro-
K562 cells were performed as described above for the NMRC phages from both populations were obtained from most
asS e Assays. To stimulate the secretion of Tcell pro- animals to perform all of the assays. Differential counts

liferative cytokines (IL-I/IL-6) and TNFa, 5 X 106 macro- performed on the cells isolated by density gradient cen-
phages were incubated in 96-well tissue culture plates con- trifugation indicated that the majority of cells from both
taining 200 p.l of medium with or without 12.5 lag/ml LPS lavages, and perfusions were predominantly monocytes/
(E. coil, 055:B5, Sigma Chemical Co.). Plates were incu-
bated for 2 hr for TNFa and 24 hr for IL-1/6, at 370 C in a
humidified atmosphere of 7% CO2 in air. Supematants con-
taining cytokines were harvested and stored frozen at - 1350 TABLE 1. Differential Counts and Number of Macrophages

C unil asay.Recovered after PurificationC until assay.

Production of T-cell proliferative cytokines was assayed Cell Type Perfusion Lavage
by the previously described comitogenic murine thymocyte
assay (21). Proliferation may be induced by both IL-i and Macrophages' 70 ± 3 93 ± 2
IL-6, however, IL-6 induces proliferation only in concentra- Lymphocytes' 28 ± 3 4 ± I
tions 1000-fold greater than proliferative concentrations of Granulocytes' 2 ± 1 2 ± 1
IL-I (22). Therefore, we feel that the cytokine produced by
PIMs and PAMs best measured by this assay is IL-1. Thy- Total number of macro- 15 ± 5 13 ± 4
mocytes were aseptically removed from 4- to 8-week-old, phages recoveredb
C3H/HeJ mice, teased to release thymocytes, washed in PBS,
resuspended at 1 X 106 cells/ml medium (Dulbecco's Modi- 'Percent.
fled Eagle's Medium, Grand Island Biological Co.; containing bValues x 101.
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macrophages, but the preparations also contained some was used in the PIM isolations may influence macro-

lymphocytes and granulocytes (Table 1). Differences in phage functional activity. Therefore, as in previous ex-

the morphology of the two populations were obvious; periments (15), we included collagenase-treated PAMs

PIMs were smaller than PAMs and had a larger nucleus as controls. Results of the assays measuring the effect

to cytoplasm ratio (Fig. 1). In addition, the PIMs were of collagenase treatment on macrophage function indi-

more prone to cluster together on cytospin preparations, cated little or no change in macrophage activity with

whereas PAMs appeared evenly distributed on the slides, this enzyme (results not shown) as used in our protocol.

Effect of Collagenase Treatment on Macrophages. Bactericidal and Phagocytic Activity of Pulmonary

We were concerned that the collagenase solution that Macrophages. The capability of PIMs and PAMs to

a IT

4: A

We

c*0QQ

Figure 1. LeukoStat stain of cytocentrifuge preparations of (a) bovine pulmonary intravascular

macrophages and (b) pulmonary alveolar macrophages (x 40).
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Figure 2. Bovine pulmonary intravascular and alveolar macrophage bactericidal and phago-
cytic activity presented as mean % killing (n = 7) and % ingestion (n = 5) of S. aureus -t SEM,
respectively.

phagocytize and kill S. aureus was evaluated. Both (Tables 2 and 3). However, PIMs lysed more PRV-
PIMs and PAMs exhibited similar bactericidal and infected targets in the ADCC assay than did PAMs
phagocytic activities (Fig. 2). (P < .05, Tables 2 and 3).

Although PAMs lysed fewer of the K562 target cells,
as compared to PIMs, this difference was not significant

Cytotoxic Activity of Pulmonary Macrophages. In (P > .05, Table 2). Similar results were observed for
the assay measuring NMRC against BHV-l-infected cytotoxicity against E8 targets (P > .05, Table 2).
MDBK cells, PIMs lysed more of the targets than
PAMs (P < .01, Table 2). Results of the ADCC assay
against the same target cells followed a similar trend Cytokine Production of Pulmonary Macrophages.
(P < 0.5, Table 3). The results of the assay utilizing Cytokine production, such as T-cell proliferative cyto-
noninfected MDBK cells as targets indicated that PIMs kines IL-1 and IL-6, and TNFx is an important func-
and PAMs were different for NMRC (P < .05), but tional property of macrophages. T-cell proliferative cy-
were similar for ADCC (Tables 2 and 3). tokines were produced by both PIMs and PAMs;

In the four assays measuring cytotoxicity against however, there was a trend for LPS-stimulated PIMs to
PK-15 cells, PIMs and PAMs did not differ in NMRC produce more of these cytokines at the 1/2 dilution.
against PRV-infected or noninfected targets, or in their This difference in cytokine production became signifi-
lysis of noninfected PK-15 cells in the ADCC assay cant at the 1/4 dilution (P < .01, Fig. 3). Without LPS

stimulation, both populations of macrophages produced

TABLE 2. Bovine Pulmonary Intravascular and Alveolar
Macrophage Non-MHC-restricted Cytotoxicity (% Specific TABLE 3. Bovine Pulmonary Intravascular and Alveolar
Lysis) of Virus-infected, and Noninfected Target Cells Macrophage Antibody-dependent Cellular Cytotoxicity

Effector Cells (% Specific Lysis) of Virus-infected, and Noninfected
Target Cells

Target Cells PIMs PAMs Effector Cells

MDBK+b 39 t 10a 2 1 1 Target Cells PIMs PAMsMDBK-c 32-± 10' 1 1
PK-15+b 8 ± 3 4 2 MDBK+b 4 ±1I 1 ± 0
PK-15-c 16 ± 14 10 10 MDBK-c 2 ± •a 0 ± 0
E8 14 ± 6 0 0 PK-15+lb 19 ± 5 0 ± 0
K562 10 ± 5 1 ± 1 PK-15-c 6 ± 2 1 ± I

*P - 0.01. ?P -- 0.05.
b+ = Infected with virus: BHV-I for MDBK, PRV for PK-15. b+ = Infected with virus: BHV-I for MDBK, PRV for PK-15.
c- = Not infected with virus. I- = Not infected with virus.

n =4 to7 n =6.
Effector to target cell ratio = 50:1. Effector to target cell ratio = 50: 1.
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Figure 3. Production of T-cell proliferative cytokines (IL-1/6) by LPS-stimulated bovine pulmo-
nary intravascular and alveolar macrophages at 4 dilutions presented as mean CPM t SEM,
n = 4 to 6. Counts per minute for human recombinant IL-lca assayed concurrently with the
bovine supernatants were 687, 399, 562, 434, 158, 0, 96, and 168 CPM for 0.5, 0.25, 0.125,
0.06, 0.03, 0.015, and 0.007 pg/ml, respectively.

similar amounts of T-cell proliferative cytokines (Fig. 4). produced by immunocytes against parasites, tumor
Although both populations of macrophages. secreted cells, and intracellular bacteria. We compared NO2

TNFa, PAMs stimulated by LPS lysed nearly three production of PIMs and PAMs and found that the re-
times more WEHI cells than LPS-stimulated PIMs (P < suits were similar to those for TNFot, i.e., alveolar

.01, Fig. 5). When LPS-stimulated macrophages were macrophages stimulated with LPS produced signifi-
compared to their nonstimulated counterparts, only cantly more NO than did stimulated PIMs (P = .05,
PAMs were affected by LPS (P < .05, Fig. 5). Fig. 6); however, nonstimulated macrophages produced

similar amounts of this compound (P > .05, Fig. 6).
Only PAMs appeared to be stimulated by LPS to pro-

Production of N02 by Pulmonary Macrophages. duce NO2 (P = .01, Fig. 6).
Nitric oxide is a potent nonspecific defense molecule

5000

4000 -LPS

3000
0E

2000

1000 .

PIMS PAMs

S1/2 = 1/4 1/8 = 1/16
Figure 4. Production of T-cell proliferative cytokines by LPS-nc.istimulated bovine pulmonary
intravascular and alveolar macrophages at 4 dilutions presented as mean CPM -t SEM, n = 3
to 5.
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Figure 5. Production of TNFa by LPS-stimulated and nonstimulated bovine pulmonary intra-
vascular and alveolar macrophages presented as mean % specific lysis of WEHI 164 (clone
13) target cells ± SEM, n = 5 to 7. P values above bars indicate differences between PIMs
and PAMs. P values within bars indicate differences between +LPS and -LPS.

DISCUSSION
age, and increase in numbers until approximately 30

To our knowledge, this study is the first to isolate PIMs days (27). When perfusing pig lungs, we found the
from calves. By modifying our isolation technique to number of cells isolated to be partially dependent upon
maximize collection of a relatively blood-free perfusate, the amount of time the connective tissue of a lung
we were able to isolate more PIMs from calves than would remain unaffected by collagenase treatment
were obtainable from pigs (15). This may have been (Chitko-McKown et al., unpublished). In virtually ev-
due partly to the size, as well as the architecture, of the ery porcine lung perfused, flow of the perfusate would
calf lung. Intravascular macrophages were obtained slow over time because of connective tissue breakdown.
readily from 2-wk-old calves; however, PIMs do not However, calf lungs did not react to the collagenase in
become prominent in the porcine lung until 7 days of this way; collection of perfusate was never limited by a
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I"

0z
1.00

:L. P-.05

0.50

0.00

PIMs PAMs

+LPS -LPS
Figure 6. Production of NO by LPS-stimulated and nonstimulated pulmonary intravascular
and alveolar macrophages presented as mean j.M NO - SEM, n = 4 to 7. P values within
.bars indicate differences between +LPS and -LPS.
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lack of flow. Winkler et al. reported that in the pig rally infected targets in the NMRC than did the PAMs,
lung, increased amounts of collagen are seen in 30- to which had little or no activity; the same trend was ap-
60-day-old animals (28). It may be that calf lungs are parent in the ADCC assay. Although in agreement with
more differentiated at birth and, therefore, not as sus- our earlier work, these results are in contrast to other
ceptible to the effects of collagenase as pig lungs. studies, which have found bovine PAMs to be efficient

Blood clearance of bacteria is one of the major roles in killing virally infected targets (9,10,12,35), includ-
of PIMs (1,2); however, only one report documents the ing those infected with BHV-1. There was also a trend
bactericidal activity of these macrophages (15). PIMs for bovine PIMs to be more cytotoxic than PAMs
may play a significant role in the symptoms associated against tumor targets; in our studies with pigs, we
with acute respiratory failure (29-32); ingestion of found the opposite to be true (15). We are unsure of the
gram negative bacteria appears to exacerbate this condi- reasons why PAMs were so inactive in all measures of
tion more than ingestion of gram positive bacteria, such cytotoxicity; however, if age is a significant factor in
as S. aureus. Our results indicate that pigs and calves the cytotoxic performance of PAMs, our data may re-
were very similar in the efficiency with which they flect this.
killed live S. aureus (15), however, the exact mecha- Because T-cell proliferative cytokines are important
nism of killing is unknown. It would be very informa- components of the immune response of macrophages,
tive to determine the steps in the pathway from bacterial we wanted to determine if bovine PIMs produced these
ingestion and killing to the onset of respiratory distress cytokines in any quantity. Our results suggest a ten-
in susceptible animals, dency for PIMs to produce more of these cytokines than

Both PIMs and PAMs phagocytosed killed S. au- PAMs.
reus, but the percent ingestion we measured was less The production of TNFcx by bovine monocytes has
than expected, considering the results obtained in the been reported recently by Adams and Czuprynski (36).
bactericidal assay. Mullan et al. reported that centrifu- Our data indicate that both PIMs and PAMs produced
gation was required to bring bacteria in contact with TNFct; however, PAMs produced significantly more
mammary macrophages in their phagocytosis assay when stimulated with LPS. This is in contrast with the
(33). Another factor affecting the level of bacterial in- results of the thymocyte proliferation assay, in which
gestion may be the bacteria to macrophage ratio. Trigo PIMs produced cytokines to a greater degree when
et al. found that alveolar macrophages were more effi- stimulated with LPS. This may indicate that various op-
cient at ingesting and killing bacteria at a ratio of 10: 1 timal concentrations of LPS exist, which lead to the se-
rather than of 1: 10 (34). Possibly, our bacteria to mac- lective activation of metabolic pathways or the produc-
rophage ratio of 40:1 was not optimal for calf PIMs tion of specific mediators.
and PAMs. Live bacteria were used in the bactericidal L-arginine-dependent synthesis of nitric oxide, NO,
assay, in contrast to the phagocytosis assay; the heat in- and nitrate by macrophages correlates with and is re-
activation step used in bacterial preparation might have quired for their execution of nonspecific cytotoxicity to-
altered the antigenic determinants on the surface of S. wards some tumor cells and microbes (25). Because lit-
aureus, causing a reduction in opsonization by serum tie is known concerning the means by which PIMs kill
antibodies. Alternatively, because considerable varia- their targets, we wished to determine if they produce
tion was observed between younger and older calves, NO2. Although both PIMs and PAMs produced this
the low phagocytic activity noted might have been re- metabolite, PAMs produced significantly more N02
lated to the age of the animals. when stimulated with LPS. Beasley et al. have shown

We performed NMRC and ADCC assays against vi- that IL-1 induces NO2 production in rat vascular
rally infected and noninfected cell targets (MDBK, smooth muscle cells (37). Although LPS does not di-
+/- BHV-1; PK-15, +/- PRV) and NMRC against rectly stimulate PIMs to produce NO-, this metabolite
two tumor cell targets (E8, K562). Because of the dif- may be produced by the capillary smooth muscle cells
ference between PIMs and PAMs in killing BHV-1- because of the increased secretion of IL-I by PIMs.
infected and noninfected targets, we wanted to deter- In summary, numerous factors may affect the degree
mine if this trend held true for other virally infected of activation of PIMs. Because these cells are theorized
cells. In all cases, PIMs appeared to be more efficient at to be responsible for a great deal of pulmonary pathol-
lysing the target cells than PAMs, although the only ogy associated with gram negative sepsis (2, 29-31), it
significant differences were against MDBK cells. In all is surprising that these cells are not stimulated exces-
cases, PAMs appeared to have little more than back- sively by LPS. This may indicate that additional signals
ground activity. These results are in agreement with our may be required from the surrounding microenviron-
results obtained with pig PIMs and PAMs (15). In the ment for pathological characteristics of PIMs to become
pig, PIMs killed more than six times the amount of vi- apparent. This report is the first to demonstrate that bo-
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vine PIMs are capable of a number of immunologic ac- lar cytotoxicity against pseudorabies virus-infected cells.
tivities and may be as important in the surveillance of Am J Vet Res 1987; 48:481-485.

the lung as their alveolar counterparts. 21. Meltzer MS, Oppenheim JJ: Bidirectional amplification
of macrophage-lymphocyte interactions: enhanced lym-
phocyte activation production by activated adherent
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Ground-Based Experiments Complement Microgravity Flight
Opportunities in the Investigation of the Effects of

Space Flight on the Immune Response:
Is Protein Kinase C Gravity Sensitive?

STEPHEN K. CHAPES, KEITH M. WOODS, AND JASON W. ARMSTRONG

Division of Biology, NSCORT, Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66506

ABSTRACT

This manuscript briefly reviews ground-based and flight experiments, dis-
cusses how those experiments complement each other, and details how those
experiments lead us to speculate about the gravity-sensitive nature of protein
kinase C.

INTRODUCTION

Post flight studies on astronauts and cosmonauts suggest that space travel
induces significant changes in immune cell function and distribution (Taylor
and Dardano, 1983; Taylor et al., 1986; Taylor and Janney, 1992). Studies
on animals come to similar conclusions (Sonnenfeld et al., 1990). The im-
mune system is important for resistance to microorganisms and the main-
tenance of health. Therefore, it is important to understand how space flight
alters this physiological system.

The effects of space flight are complex. Space flight may directly affect
cells by interfering or enhancing cellular processes (Todd, 1989). In addition,
space flight and/or microgravity can induce physiological changes that in-
directly regulate cell function. The immune response is characterized by
cellular responses that protect at the organismic level. Because of this, phys-
iological experiments that look at the immune system as a whole can be
complemented by studies that look at changes at the cellular level. We have
used physiological experiments and cell biology experiments to address ques-
tions about the effects of space flight on the immune system. Though these
experiments are not necessarily comparable, their complementarity has fo-
cused us on cell and organ systems that may be affected by space flight.
Table I summarizes many of those experiments and the findings. The fol-
lowing review focuses on our studies of inflammatory cells and their me-
diators.
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Table 2. Detectable phosphotyrosine in PMN's and macrophages after stimulation.

Gravity conditionsb

Treatment, Cells 1 x g Microgravity

PMA PMN 57 ± 81 52 ± 13

CSF-I Macrophage 185 ± 6 198 ± 18

Peritoneal PMNs or macrophages were stimulated with 100 ng/ml PMA or 1 nM colony
stimulating factor- 1.

b Cells were stimulated at I x g during level flight or 0 x g during parabolic flight on the

NASA KC- 135 airplane.
c Numbers represent the detectable amount of phosphotyrosine detectable using anti-phos-

photyrosine monoclonal antibody in an ELISA; [(A, 0, + Ab) - (A4 05 - Ab)] 1000; g ± SD.

NEUTROPHIL RESPIRATORY BURSTS

Neutrophils (PMN's) are important inflammatory cells that destroy mi-
croorganisms at infected sites. Reactive oxygen species, such as superoxide
(02-) are involved in the killing of microbes. Unfortunately, hyper-secretion
of these molecules causes detrimental tissue destruction. Changes in cellular
secretion of 02- during space flight could impair immunity, if there is a
diminished 02- response, or cause tissue damage, if there is excessive se-
cretion of 0 2 -. Therefore, due to the observed neutrophilia seen in astronauts
post-flight, we investigated PMN secretion of 0 2 -.

We used antiorthostatic suspension (AOS) as a model system because it
mimics several of the physiological changes associated with space flight
(Musacchia and Steffen, 1983; Wronski and Morey-Holton, 1987; Chapes
et al., 1993a). Our investigations found significantly depressed 02- secretion,
by phorbol myristate acetate (PMA)-stimulated inflammatory PMNs iso-
lated from animals subjected to I 1 days of antiorthostatic suspension (Flem-
ing et al., 1990). Those results lead us to investigate the effects ofmicrogravity
on PMN secretion of 02-. We used parabolic flights in the NASA KC- 135
airplane to address that issue. Interestingly, PMNs stimulated with the pro-
tein kinase C (PKC) activator, PMA, during microgravity secreted higher
concentrations of 0,- than cells stimulated at I x g. Subsequent studies on
inflammatory neutrophils and macrophages suggested that tyrosine kinase
activity was unaffected by short periods of microgravity (Table 2) and led
us to investigate other signal transduction mechanisms.

MACROPHAGE SECRETION OF CYTOKINES

We also began a series of experiments on macrophages that attempted to

determine the effects of AOS and microgravity/space flight on processes that
took longer than 25 sec to occur; that is, macrophage secretion of the im-
munoregulatory cytokines, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interleukin- I
(IL-1). We discovered that macrophages, isolated from animals subjected
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Table 3. Effect of protein kinase C inhibitors or PMA on TNF-mediated cytotoxicity of
LM929 cells.

Treatment-

H7 H-8 PMA

[ I % killing [ % killing [ ] % killing

0 84 ± 2b 0 84 ± 2 0 84 ± 2
10 AM 78 ±-3 20 AM 76 ± 1 50 ng/ml 6 ± 0

1.25 AM 80 ± 4 2.5 AM 79 ± 1 6.3 ng/ml 29 ± 2
0.31 AM 80 ± 6 0.31 MM 93 ± 4 3.1 ng/ml 43 ± 0

LM929 cells were incubated in the indicated amount of 1-(5-isoquinolinesulfonyl)-2-meth-
ylpiperazine dihydrochloride (H7); (N-[2-methylamino)-ethyl]-5-isoquinolinesulfonamide). (H8),
or phorbol myristate acetate (PMA), 10 Ag/ml cycloheximide, and 3 jug/ml tumor necrosis factor
for a period of 16 h.

b Numbers represent % specific killing of 'Cr labelled cells, . ± SEM or triplicates.

to AOS, secreted IL-I and TNF normally in response to lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) (Kopydlowski et al., 1992). Follow-up experiments demonstrated that
LPS-induced TNF secretion was protein kinase C-dependent (Chapes et al.,
1992a). Therefore, after we found that LPS-induced secretion of TNF and
IL-I was enhanced by space flight on two different shuttle flights (Chapes et
al., 1992b), it appeared that one gravity-sensitive component within the cell
might be PKC.

TNF-MEDIATED CELLULAR CYTOTOXICITY

The enhanced secretion of TNF and IL-1 by macrophages during space
flight raised the question of how space flight affects the action of cytokines.
We investigated that question using an experimental system developed for
ground-based investigations. The murine cell line LM929 is naturally sen-
sitive to the cytotoxic effects of TNF. Cytotoxicity does not appear to be
dependent upon PKC because several inhibitors of PKC do not affect TNF-
mediated killing (Table 3). Interestingly, if PKC is activated in LM929 cells
by PMA, the cells become refractory to TNF-mediated lysis (Table 3). We
also found that space flight inhibited cytotoxicity by TNF (Table 4; Chapes
et al., 1993b).

Table 4. TNF-mediated cytotoxicity of LM cells during space flight.

Gravity condition Percent cytotoxicity'

1 x g 38 -- 19b

0xg -2±5

"LM929 cells attached to Cytodex 3 beads, incubated in the presence of9 I ug/ml recombinant,
murine TNF for 29 h.

b Numbers represent .9 ± SD of triplicate samples. Adapted from Chapes et al., 1993b.
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Is PROTEIN KINASE C GRAVITY SENSITIVE?

The secretion of 02-, in response to a PKC activator, was enhanced during
microgravity. Lipopolysaccharide-induced TNF secretion was also enhanced
during space flight and this process is PKC-dependent. Does gravity affect
PKC? These findings do not fully support the hypothesis that PKC is gravity
sensitive. Other cellular processes and/or structures, such as microtubules,
or the induction of stress proteins may be affected during microgravity.
However, when we consider that the activation of PKC inhibits TNF-me-
diated cytotoxicity and space flight also inhibits TNF cytotoxicity, the ev-
idence begins to justify the study of PKC in future experiments.

How might gravity affect PKC? Microgravity does not appear to induce
the spontaneous secretion of either 02-, TNF or IL-1. Therefore, if micro-
gravity activates PKC, other processes, associated with the binding of LPS
to its receptor, are necessary to induce secretion. However, the putative
activating effect of gravity on PKC might exacerbate the secretion of 02-,
IL-I and TNF. PKC activation by microgravity might also explain how
space flight abrogates TNF-mediated killing of LM929. The activation of
PKC on earth, induces the down regulation of TNF receptors and inhibits
TNF-mediated cytolysis (Holtmann and Wallach, 1987).

The idea that PKC is a gravity sensitive component in the cell is supported
by other findings. DeGroot et al: (1991) and Limouse et al. (1991) found
that PKC-dependent processes or responses stimulated with PMA were sig-
nificantly affected when induced in microgravity. Therefore, the hypothesis
that PKC is affected by microgravity appears to be valid and worthy of future
testing.

THE VALUE OF GROUND-BASED STUDIES

Ground-based experiments have contributed to our overall effort to un-
derstand the effects of space flight/microgravity on biological systems. The
results of the PMN studies following AOS inspired the KC- 135 experiments.
The ground-based studies on signal transduction after treatment with TNF
have contributed to the development of testable hypotheses on how micro-
gravity affects cells. Lastly, AOS parallels important macrophage and lym-
phocyte responses that occur in response to space flight (Chapes et al., 1993a);
substantiating AOS as a valuable ground-based experimental model. There-
fore, ground-based studies have proven truly complementary to their flight-
based counterparts.
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Effects of murine leukemia virus env gene
proteins on macrophage-mediated cytotoxicity
in vitro

Stephen K Chapes and Larry J. Takemoto
D~ivision of Biology. Kansas State University. Manhattan, KS 66506 USA

ABSTRA6Tresponsible for inducing tumor cell
resistance to activated macrophage contact-

F5b Tumor cells were incubated with depedent cytotoxicity.
concentrated culture supernatants taken from
cells resistant (F5m) or sensitive (F5b) to 1INRODUCTION
contact-dependent macrophage cytotoxicity.
Macrophage cell line B6MPlO2 and murine The ability to kill tumor cells but not
peritoneal macrophages killed targets normal cells suggested that macrophages
incubated with supernatants tsken from might be involved in tumor immunity (Hibbs

Sensitive cells but poorly killed cells 1974, Meltzer 1975). That was substantiated
incubated in supernatants isolated from by studies by Russell et al. (1977) and
resistant cells. Membranes from cells others (Taniyama and Holden 1979, Becker and
resistant to macrophage killing, r5m, were Haskill 1980) because the number and cyto-
fused into F5b cells. The fused F5b cells toxicity of macrophages isolated from
were killed significantly less than F5b cells regressing tumors was significantly higher
fused with F5b cell membranes or untreated than in tumors that progressed.
F5b cells. The decreased killing of F5b
cells corresponded to increased concen- Macrophages kill tumor cells several
trations of gp70' molecules on F5b cells, ways (Adams and Nathan 1983. Koren et al.
Affinity purified gp7O4 was added to 1981, Chapes and Haskill. 1983). For
cytotoxicity assays but failed to inhibit instance, macrophages produce tumor necrosis,
macrophage cytotoxicity. P15E molecules were factor alpha (TNF) that, by itself, is either
detectable on both F5b and F5m cells. In cytotoxic or cytostatic (Old 1975, Sugarman
addition, a synthetic peptide found to et al. 1985, Kirstein et al. 1986, Feinman et
exhibit the inhibitory properties of pl5E was al. 1987, Fletcher et al. 1987, Heicappell et
added to cytotoxicity assays. P15E synthetic al. 1987); Some targets are not susceptible
peptide also did not inhibit macrophage to the effects of TNF. Yet, they can be
cytotoxicity. Therefore, s= gene proteins killed by miacrophages. Killing occurs by a
of murine leukemia virus do not appear contact-dependent process (Adams and Hamilton

CorresPonding Author~ StePhen K Chapes, 19 Ackert Hall. Division of Bilogy~. Kansas Stale University. Manhattan KS 66506 USA
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1984, Chapes et al. 1988a, !Roserlrans and al. 1988b). All cell lines were maintained
Chapes, 1991). In Mf'u1heccoe' modified minimal essentials

In recent studies we examined SV40- medium (DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal
transformed cells and their susceptibility to bovine serum and 0.3% L-glutamine. The IL-2-
killing by macrophages by the contact- dependent cell line, CTIL-2, was obtained
dependent process (Chapes et al. 1987, from Dr. G.W. Fortner, Division of Biology,
1988a). The macrophage "susceptible" cell Kansas State University. It was maintained
line, F5b, and the "resistant" cell line, as described above with 10% Con A super-
F5m, probably arose from the same trans- natants (IL-2), produced as previously
formation event (Chapes et al. 1987). These described (Chapes et al. 1988b). No
cell lines have served as excellent tools to antibiotics or antimycotics were used in the
investigate molecules on the cell surface continuous culture of cells used in these
that might be involved in determining studies.
susceptibility to killing. Indeed, using
antibody and complement lysis and immuno- Antibodies. The AKR-MuLV gp70-specific
precipitation with monoclonal antibodies antibody, 16-B7 (anti gp701) was previously
previously described by Lostrum et al. described by Lostrum et al. (1979) and was
(1979) we identified that the presence of obtained from Dr. M. Lostrum (Genetic
AKR-specific (or AKR-like) murine leukemia Systems, Seattle, WA). Anti-pl5E-specific
virus (MuLV) gp70' molecules on tumor cells monoclonal antibodies have been described
correlated with resistance to lysis by LPS- previously (Lostrum et al. 1979, Cianciolo et
activated macrophages (Chapes et al. 1987). al. 1983) and were obtained from Dr. G.
More recent experiments demonstrated that Cianciolo (Sphinx Biotechnologies, Durham,
incubation of the macrophage-susceptible cell NC). Rabbit-anti mouse IgG, IgG fraction was
line, F5b, with culture supernatant of F5m our standard secondary antibody for RIAs. It
cells, causes F5b cells to become more was purchased from Cappel (Malvern, PA).
resistant to macrophage binding and killing
(Chapes, 1988a). Cytotoxicity Assays. The 16-hour 51Cr-

This study investigated the role of release assay of macrophage cytotoxicity has
AKR-MuLV env gene proteins on macrophage been described previously (Chapes and
susceptibility. We found that soluble gP70' Gooding 1985). The direct complement-
did not inhibitm acrophage cytotoxicity. We mediated cytotoxicity assay was performed as
also found that pl5E did not appear to cause follows. Target cells were seeded in 60mm
tumor cell resistance. Membrane fusion tissue culture dishes at a concentration of
experiments suggest, however, that some 8 x 105 cells per plate, the morning before
molecules in the membrane cause tumor cells the targets were needed. The cells were
to be resistant to contact-dependent labelled with Na2

51 CrO4 overnight. For the
cytotoxicity. assay, targets were dispersed with EDTA,

washed, counted and seeded into microtiter
MATERIALS AND METHODS plates at a concentration of 1 x 10' cells

per well. Varying dilutions of antibody
Animals and Cell Lines. C3Heb/FeJ and C3H.OL were added to the wells and cells were
mice, 8-14 weeks of age were used as the incubated with antibody for 1 hour at 37'.
source of peritoneal macrophages in these Complement (Low-Tox-M rabbit complement,
experiments. Mice were obtained from Jackson Cedarlane, Hornby, Ontario) at a final
Labs (Bar Harbor, ME) or were bred in our dilution of 1:10 was added and the assay
animal colony at Kansas State University. incubated for an additional 0.5 hour. Amount
B6MPl02 is a macrophage cell line found to of lysis was determined by the amount of
resemble the cytotoxic ability of peritoneal released 5 1Cr as determined previously
macrophages (Chapes et al. 1988b) and was (Chapes and Gooding 1985).
used in some experiments. The macrophage-
susceptible cell line, F5b, and the Radioimmune Assay (RIA). Cell lysates for
macrophage-resistant cell line, F5m, were RIA were prepared by resuspending 5 x-106

subcloned from the cell line F5 and have been cells in NP40-saline (1% NP40, .15M NaCl,
described previously (Chapes and Cooding 20mM Tris, 1% aprotinin, pH 8) for 30 minutes
1985, Chapes at al. 1987 and 1988a). The at 4'C to dissolve cells. The cell
macrophage susceptible cell line E8 has also suspension was microfuged for 5 minutes and
been described by us previously (Chapes and the supernatant kept at -90*C until needed
Gooding 1985, Chapes at al. 1987, Chapes et for RIA. The RIA was done as follows.
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Nitrocellulose circles were incubated for 45 considered a fraction and the first two
minutes at a 1:2 dilution of the appropriate washes contained > 80% of the total protein
cell lysate. The circles were removed, not absorbed to the column. These fractions
allowed to dry and blocked for 45 minutes were used as controls in experiments.
using nonfat dry milk (Johnson et al. 1984). Antigen was allowed to incubate at 4°C
Circles were incubated in the appropriate overnight. Absorbed antigen was eluted using
primary antibody for 2 hours. Circles were C8Glu-saline. Ten washes were need to elute
washed in blocker and incubated in the all antigen in a final volume of about 50 ml.
appropriate secondary antibody for 1 hour. Fractions 1 and 2 (approximately 25 ml each
Circles were washed in blocker and were along with gp70* were dialyzed against water
incubated in 12 5I-protein A dissolved in for 13 days and PBS for 6 days. All three
blocker for 1 hour. The circles were washed were concentrated to approximately 10-15 ml
in blocker, dried, placed in glass 12 x 75mm of total volume using Aquicide I (Calbiochem,
tubes and counted on a gamma counter. The LaJolla, CA). After concentration, each
numbers presented are the number of counts sample was dialyzed against PBS for 3 days.
bound in the absence of specific primary Protein determinations by A28 0 were made.
antibody subtracted from the number of counts Fraction 1, 14.6 mg/ml; Fraction 2, 1.5
bound in the presence of specific primary mg/ml; gp70a, 0.14 mg/ml. Various dilutions
antibody. of each were used in our experiments. This

procedure gave us a reasonably pure
Affinity Purification of GP701. F5m cells preparation of gp70'. The only detectable
were grown as described above. Cells were contaminant on SDS PAGE gels, stained with
dispersed with EDTA, washed and counted, silver was IgG (See Figure 1).
Cells were pelleted and resuspendad at a
concentration of 1.5 x 107 cells/ml of 1% Synthetic Peptide Synthesis. The pl5E
octyl-D-B-glucopyranoside in .15M NaCl, 20mM synthetic peptide sequence describe by
Tris, 1% aprotinin, pH 8 (C8Glu-saline). Cianciolo et al. (1985) was synthesized using
After a 0.5 hour incubation, cell lysate was our modification (Gooden et al. 1985) of the
microfuged and stored as described above. 16 solid state technology originally described
ml of cell lysate was used in this purifi- by Merrifield (1963) and modified by Gorman
cation. (1984). The procedure used sequential

Hybridoma 16-B7 (described above) was attachment of t-Boc-amino acids to a
grown in DMEM supplemented with 0.3% L- divinylbenzene solid support and cleavage of
glutamine, 10% FBS, 1% nonessential amino the finished peptide by triflouoacetic
acids, and 1% solution 1, which contained acid/HER. The synthesis reactions were
13.2mg oxylacetic acid, 0.8mg insulin and conducted manually in an apparatus similar to
5.5mg of sodium pyruvate. Supernatant was that described by Gorman (1984). The cleaved
collected and concentrated lOx using peptide was purified by HPLC using a CIS
saturated NH2SO4 , reverse phase column. The amino acid

Twenty-five ml of Affi-Gel 10 (Bio-Rad composition of the purified material was
Laboratories, Richmond, CA) was washed determined using the 0-phythalaldehyde agent
according to manufacturers directions, and HPLC (Lockhart et al. 1975). The peptide
Twelve mg of IgG in PBS was diluted in 0.2M was crosslinked to BSA using glutaraldehyde.
NaHCO3 , 0.3M NaCl, pH 8. IgG was added to The final synthesized peptide sequence was
packed Affi-gel so that total final volume LQNRRGLDLFUCEGGL.
was about 50 ml. This mixture was rotated at
4'C for 5 hours. The gel was centrifuged, Membrane Isolation and Fusion Technioues.
washed 2X with 0.IM NaHCO3/0.15M NaCl. To Membranes were isolated from F5b or F5m
packed gel 0.1M ethanolamine-HCL, pH 8 was cells. Cells were grown in roller bottles to
added. This mixture was rotated at room a density of 1 x 10' cells per bottle. Cells
temperature for 60 minutes. The gel was were dispersed with EDTA and resuspended in
washed 5 x with equal volumes of PBS. 84% of cold PBS. Cells were pelleted and re-
the IgG added was bound to the Affi-gel. suspended in 0.85% NaCl, 5 x 106 cells per

To purify gp70a from F5m lysates, 16 ml ml. Cells were incubated for 30 minutes
of lysate was added to an equal volume of before being added to isotonic PBS. The cell
packed Affi-gel-16-B7. Antigen was allowed preparation was centrifuged at 7,500 x g.
to absorb for 3 hours. Affi-gel-16-B7 was The pelleted material, which included
then washed until no more protein could be membranes, was added to a 10 ml solution of
detected at A280 (8 washes). Each wash was polyethylene glycol-dextran solution, "top*,
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room temperature. The preparation was

12 incubated an additional 2 minutes before
Mr media containing 5% FBS was added. The cells

were washed and counted on a hemocytometer.
Viability after the fusion procedure was
always greater than 95% as determined with
trypan blue exclusion. The 51Cr release from
treated cells was not different from
untreated cells. In addition, there was no
significant difference between treated and

-97 untreated cells 24 hours after fusion.
Antibody and complement assay, to detect
gp70' molecules on cells with fused
membranes, was done within 2 hours of fusion.
Effector macrophages were added to fused

68 targets within 2 hours of the fusion and were
incubated with targets for 18 hours.
Growth of F5b Cells in Culture Sunernatants

of F5m or F5b Cells To grow F5b cells in

culture supernatants from F5m cells we used
the procedure described previously (Chapes et

-43 al. 1988a). The FSm cell line was grown to
confluency in 850 cm2 roller bottles.
Approximately 70 ml of cell supernatant was
recovered from the cells and was concentrated
to a volume of 7 ml using ultrafiltration
(lImmersible CX-30 ultrafiltration units,
Millipore Corp., Bedford, MA). Prior to

-25 incubation with the retenate from the
ultrafiltration, 5 x 105 susceptible F5b
cells were plated into 60ma tissue culture

* 3 dishes and were incubated for 24 hours at
5 37"C in DMED containing 8 pg/ml of polybrene

(Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Following incu-
bation, cells were incubated with 2 mls of

Figure 1. SDS PACE of Affinity retenate diluted with 1 ml of fresh DMEJ
Chromatography-Purified gp70*. Lanes 1 and containing 24 pg of polybrene. Cells were
2, whole F5m cell lysate added to affinity incubated for 26 hours at 37*C and were
matrix; lane 3, first wash of molecules not dispersed. Cells were then tested for the
absorbed to affinity matrix; lane 4, second presence of the AKR virus-specific gp7QO and
wash of molecules not absorbed to affintiy for their susceptibility to macrophage-
matrix; lane 5, gp70& specifically eluted mediated cytotoxicity (See Table 1 and
with 1% octyl-B-D-glucopyranoside, pH 7. Results). As a control for these experi-
fraction as was described by Brunette and ments, supernatant from the macrophage

rTi (1971). Membranes wried iysorueted uing susceptible PSb cell was also concentratedTill (1971). Membranes were isolated using and used in these experiments.

the bi-phasic partitioning procedure
described by Brunette and Till (1971). Statistical Analysis. Matched T tests for

For fusions, membranes from 1 x 10' statistical significance between treatment
cells were fused with 1 x 100 cells. To fuse groups was done using the Number Cruncher
membranes with cells, 30% polyethylene Statistical Package, J.L. Hintze, Kaysville,
glycol 1500 was used. NaZ2sCrO,-labelled F5b UT.
or F5m cells were dispersed with EDTA, washed
and resuspended in serum free media con- RESULTS
taining the appropriate amount of membranes.
The membrane-cell preparation was pelleted Macronhare Cvtotoxicitv of Cells Incubated
and I ml of 30% polyethylene glycol 1500 was with F5m Culture Sunernatants. The growth
added. Cells were incubated for 1 minute and of F5b cells in culture supernatants of F5m
were centrifuged at 335 x g for 4 minutes at cells, resulted in cells that were bound
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Table 1. Incubation of F5b Cells with Culture Supernatants Derived From

F5m Cells

% Specific "Cr Release

Cell Line

Effectorb dilution MP:T ratio F5b F5m F5bE bsuPtl F5b£ msui tl

Ab + C 1:4 2 ±2 a 103±3 10±1 73±4

Ab + C 1:8 0±1 91±6 -0±2 68±3

Ab + C 1:16 4±1 91±3 3±1 57±3

Ab + C 1:32 2±1 68±9 0±4 46±3

B6MP102 10:1 54±2 -3±1 38±9 2±3

Macrophage 30:1 38±9 12±2 44±6 -5±9

Macrophage 40:1 41±9 18±1 47±5 14±2

a. Numbers represent mean ± standard error. Statistical significance

between F5b(bsupt) and F5b(msupt) incubated with similar effectors is

p < .05 for all Ab dilutions and effector:target ratios.

b. Ab is 16-B7 (ag701a). Macrophages and B6MP102 are described in

Materials and Methods.

significantly less than uninfected cells Effect of Membrane Fusion on Macroohage
(Chapes et al. 1988a). Similar decreases in Cytotoxicity. The expression of gp7O^ on
macrophage cytotoxicity were observed. To cells cultured in F5m culture supernatants
determine whether other kinds of macrophages correlated with their resistance to killing
were negatively affected by F5m culture by peritoneal macrophages and by B6MPI02
supernatants, we tested whether F5b cells (Table 1). We previously suggested that only
grown in F5m supernatants would be killed by events that depended on contact between
B6MPI02 cells. F5b cells were cultured as tumor cells and macrophages were affected by
described above, B6MPl02 cells are a bone gp70 expression. Processes (e.g. macrophage
marrow-derived cell line that can be cytostasis) that did not require macrophage-
activated to be cytotoxic with LPS and other tumor cell contact were unaffected (Chapes et
biological response modifiers (Chapes et al. al. 1988a). In addition, there was a cor-
1988b). We found F5b cells cultured in F5m relation between gp70 expression and
culture supernatants were not killed well by resistance to macrophage cytotoxicity (Table
LPS-activated B6MPl02 cells (Table 1). F5b 1). Therefore, F5m tumor cell membrane
cells incubated in control culture super- molecules like gp701 appeared to change

•natants were killed. These data suggest that sensitivity of F5b tumor cells to macrophage
B6MPl02 cells are affected by F5m culture killing by altering the cell's membrane;
products similarly to in vivo-derived perhaps by absorbing into the cell membrane.
macrophages. To test that hypothesis, we purified
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membranes from macrophage-resistant F5u tumor cell mem- branes, had gp70 detectable by
cells. We fused those membranes into F5b antibody and complement lysis. The amount of
(macrophage-susceptible) cells. We then gp701 on F5m membrane-fused Fbb cells was
tested the F5b cell susceptibility to significantly less that than normal F5m cells
killing. Since the resistant phenotypp (F5m cells - 100% lysis, as measured by
correlated with the expression of the gp701, antibody and complement; data not shown on
we measured the amount of membrane Figure 2). However, the amount of lysis of
integration into F5b cells by measuring the F5b m- membrane-fused cells was significantly
amount of gp701 on F5b cells after fusion, more than normal F5b cells or F5b cells fused
The data in Figure 2 show the results of two with F5b membranes (See Figure 2 legend for a
different experiments. In one experiment, statistical summary).
the integration of F5m cell membranes into We also examined macrophage cytotoxicity
F5b cells caused FSb cells to express more of F5b cells fused with membranes of F5m or
gp70* than untreated F5b cells (as measured F5b cells. We discovered that the inte-
by our ability to lyse F5b with anti-gp70* gration of F5m membranes, but not F5b
and complement). In the second experiment, membranes, significantly decreased macro-
F5b cells were fused with membranes isolated phage cytotoxicity (Figure 3). In one
from F5b cells or F5m cells. In that experiment, we found that macrophage cyto-
experiment, only FSb cells, fused with F5m toxicity of F5b fused with F5b membranes wva

38.2% while cytotoxicity of F5b fused with
F5m membranes was 27.9% (40:1 macrophage:
target ratio). Although the cytotoxicity of
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Figure 2. Detection of gp701 on F5b cells
fused with F5m membranes; Experiment 1, A; MACRCF"AGE:TARGET RATIO
and 'Experiment 2, 0; or left untreated Figure 3. Macrophage cytotoxicity of F5b
Experiment 1, A; or fused with F5b membranes, cells fused with F5m membranes; Experiment 1,
Experiment 2, 0. Gp70a was detected by A; and Experiment 2, 0; or left untreated
incubating cells with anti-gp70' antibody Experiment. 1, A; or fused with F5b membranes,
(16-B7) and complement and measuring % Experiment 2, 0. Killing was detected using
Specific 5 1Cr-release. Difference between Specific 51Cr-release. Difference between
F5b and F5b fused with F5m membranes, in F5b and F5b fused with F5m membranes, in
Experiment 1 is significant, P-O.001 (two Experiment 1 is significant, P-0.005 (two
tailed probability matched t test). Dif- tailed probability matched t test). Dif-
ference between F5b fused with F5b membranes ference between F5b fused with F5b membranes
and F5m membranes is significant, P-O.001 and F5m membranes is significant, P-0.01 (two
(two tailed probability matched t-test). tailed probability matched t test).
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F5b cells fused with F5m membranes was gp70' significantly inhibited killing of F5b
higher than normal F5m cells (F5m cyto- cells, in two different experiments. Con-
toxicity was around 0% at all effector:target centration of gp70* was estimated at 35.3
ratios tested) the decrease in macrophage pg/ml (using A280 ) in one of our experi-
cytotoxicity was significant (See Figure 3 mentals. Therefore, the lack of an effect
legend for a statistical summary). In did not appear to reflect too low a
addition, the reduction of killing (about 10% concentration of gp701. We estimated there
at the highest effector to target ratios) to be at least 8.8 ng gp70'/cell, based on
corresponded to the amount of F5m membrane how much gp7 0 we isolated and how many cells
integration as detected by gp70*, detected we started with.
with anti-gp70a antibody. Similar dif-
ferences in B6MP102 cell cytotoxicity were Determination of the Presence of D15E on
observed (Table 2). B6MPlO2 killed F5b cells macronhage-Susceptible and -Resistant Tumor
fused with F5b membranes significantly better Cells. Although decreased susceptibility to
than F5b fused with F5m membranes. macrophage killing correlated with gp704

expression (Chapes et al. 1987 and 1988a)
Inhibitory Effect of Affinity Purified R70a purified gp7 0a did not inhibit macrophage
on Macronhage Cytotoxicity. The data from cytotoxicity. Gp701 is an MuLV env region
the experiments presented in Figures 2 and 3 gene product. Other investigators presented
indicated that F5m membranes could be fused data to show that another env gene product is
into F5b cells. Interestingly, the decrease inhibitory to PMNs and macrophages (Snyderman
of macrophage cytotoxicity of F5b cells and Cianciolo 1984). In those studies
appeared to correspond to the amount of F5m studies low molecular weight extracts from
membrane integration. Those data supported Friend, Moloney and Rauscher leukemia viruses
the hypothesis that products from F5m cells inhibited macrophage accumulation in vivo.
can alter target cell susceptibility. Since The active inhibitory substance was
the expression of gp70* correlated with the identified as pl5E, an env gene coded
resistant phenotype, we attempted to protein. Because pl5E had inhibitory
determine whether gp7O1 might be responsible properties, and gp70a and pl5E are products
for resistance. Monoclonal antibody 16-B7 of the env gene, we assayed the presence of
was covalently attached to an Affi-gel matrix pl5E on the macrophage-resistant and
(Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA) and gp701 molecules -susceptible cells. Whole cell lysates
were isolated from cell extracts of F5m cells adsorbed on to nitrocellulose circles were
as described in materials and methods (See tested in an RIA. Table 4 shows that the
Figure 1). In these experiments, purified susceptible cell, F5b, as well as the
gp70 was added to cytotoxicity assays at resistant cell, F5m, both expressed epitopes
various concentrations varying from 35.3 to of pl5E recognized by monoclonal antibodies
8.8 pg per ml. As controls, two fractions of F45T6, 19F8 and 19V1IIE8 (Lostrum et al.
FSm cell material not retained by the 1979, Cianciolo et al. 1983). However, F5m
Affi-gel-16-B7 matrix were run at different appeared to express more pl5E, based on the
concentrations and compared to gp70a. As dilution of antibody that is needed to detect
illustrated in Table 3, no concentration of antigen. Equal numbers of cells were used

Table 2. B6MPI02 Cell Cytotoxicity of Membrane-Fused F5b Cells

% Specific 51Cr Release

Target Treatment (MP:T) 20:1 40:1

F5b F5b membranes 3 6 a 50

F5b F5m membranes 23 29

FSm none -2 -8

a. Numbers represent x of triplicate samples rounded to the

nearest integer.
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Table 3. GP70a Inhibition of Macrophage Cytotoxicity of F5b

% Soecific 51Cr Release

Treatment Concentrationa I EX2

Medium -- 2 3 ±ib 23± 2

gp70 a 35 Ag/ml 30 ± 3 36± 5

gp7Oa 18 jug/ml 23 ± 2 23± 2

gp7 Oa 9 pg/ml 24 t 1 23± 4

Fraction 1 146 pg/ml 29 ± 4 27 ± 3

Fraction 1 15 g/Iml 16 ± 2 30 ± 1

Fraction 2 148 pg/ml 17 ± 1 29 ± 3

Fraction 2 15 pg/ml 24 ± 2 32 ± 3

Fraction 2 2 Ag/ml NTc 24 ± 6

a. Activated macrophages incubated with targets in the presence

of gp7Oa or unbound fractions 1 or 2.

b. Numbers represent x ± SEM of triplicate samples. F5b target.

All macrophages activated with LPS. MP:T, 20:1.

c. Not tested.

and A28 o readings indicated similar whole Experiments with this peptide demonstrated
cell antigen concentrations were used. Since that it -inhibited CTLL-2 cell proliferation,
secreted pl5E may be inhibitory to macro- similarly to the peptide described by
phages reacting against targets we also used Cianciolo et al. (1985) (Table 5). However,
RIA to detect pl5E in the cell supernatant. the pl5E peptide did not inhibit macrophage
Interestingly, both cells shed p15E into the cytotoxicity (Table 6).
supernatant. It appeared that the amount
shed by F5m was more than F5b but the amount
was not statistically significant. Other Combined Effects of gD70a and R15E Peptide on
MuLV could be detected in both cell types Macrophage Cytotoxicity. Neither purified
(Chapes et al. 1987). Therefore the presence gp70a nor p15E synthetic peptide affected
of pl5E on F5b cells was probably due to macrophage cytotoxicity. We attempted to
those MuLV. The presence of p15E on abrogate macrophage killing by mixing
macrophage-susceptible, F5b, cells suggested purified gp7Oa with plSE peptide. The data
that it was not inhibitory to macrophage in Table 7 show that in one experiment the
cytotoxicity. However, we tested whether ability of the combined gp70' and p15E
p15E was inhibitory in another experiment. peptide do not affect the killing of F5b
We took advantage of the work of Cianciolo et cells. In a second experiment, a different
al. (1985) who characterized the inhibitory macrophage-susceptible cell, E8, was tested.
portion of the p15E molecule. We used the However, even with the tumor cell E8, we
published sequence of the inhibitory peptide observed no effect of gp70a and p15E peptide
to synthesize a 17 amino acid peptide. on macrophage killing.
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Table 4. Expression and shedding of MuLV P15E on F5b and F5m Tumor Cells

Experiment I CPM Counts Bound

Antigen

F5b cell F5m Cell F5b F5m
Atibodya Dilution Lvsat-e _ a upernatant Sunernatant

Goat a Rauscher 1:30 7 2 7 3 b 8643 6288 7944

16-B7 1:15 257 1878 246 1052

4F5T6 1:30 1837 3504 1160 1299

1:60 953 2813 544 595

1:120 368 1795 200 430

19F8 1:30 728 2860 327 777

1:60 387 2282 283 460

1:120 276 1988 106 438

19VIIIE8 1:30 482 2459 227 372

1:60 284 1987 151 449

1:120 144 1640 47 215

ExPeriment 2

Goat a Rauscher 1:30 9765 11808 6609 6712

16-B7 1:15 47 1666 56 634

4F5T6 1:30 3695 6317 875 1026

1:60 2422 4235 503 446

1:120 485 1598 136 39

a. Antibodies = Goat antiRauscher gp70; 16-B7, gp70a; 4F5T6, 19PS and

19VIIIE8, PI5E.

b. Numbers represent x of triplicate samples rounded to the nearest

integer. Standard deviation < 5% for all samples.
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Table 5. Inhibition of CTLL-2 Proliferation with PISE Peptide

CPM Incorporated

Exp 1 Exo 2 Exo3

Dilution Sa Zjettdc Irne .Ba P j-je R' b 1 Petide 10-

1:20 9 0 , 4 8 7 d 80,995 20 26,834 21,111 21 76,201 53,280 30

1:40 101,550 86,413 15 32,033 20,822 35 78,046 58,618 25

1:80 105,389 104,469 1 34,845 24,589 29 72,307 63,453 12

1:160 107,627 98,978 9 27,233 30,095 0 74,179 70,326 5

Medium alone 105,553 30,184 75,910

a. BSA mixed to same concentration as added to Peptide in expts 1 and 2 but not treated

in coupling reaction. Approximate Final Concentration 3 mg/ml.

b. BSA same as in a but treated like peptide in coupling reaction.

c. Approximate final peptide concentration was 2.2 mH before dilution. BSA concentration

was same as in a.

d. Numbers represent i of quadruplicate samples.

e. % inhibition of peptide from BSA control.

Table 6. Inhibition of Macrophage Cytotoxicity by P15E Peptide

% Specific 51Cr
%Specific 51Cr Release Release

Experimental
Conditions BSA Peptide Control Conditions Media

Target Dilutiona 21 40:'1 20.-1 40'1 Targe Treatmentb Z0.= A=.1

F5b 1:20 23±2 42±4 20±1 37±3 F5m -LPS -0±0 -0±2

F5b 1:40 17±2 41±6 19±1 37±1 F5u +LPS -2±1 8±1

F5b 1:80 14±2 31±2 18±1 32±2 F5b -LPS -11+ -3±2

F5b 1:160 15±1 36±4 15±1 25±1 F5b +LPS 19±2 39±4

a. Macrophage cytotoxicity of F5b in the presence of P15E peptide at various dilutions.

b. Macrophage cytotoxicity of Fbb or F5m cells in the absence of piptide ± LPS.
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fusions would support this hypothesis. When

Table 7. GP706 and Pi5E Peptide Inhibition of F5m membranes were fused into F5b cells we
saw a decrease in susceptibility to

Macrophage Cytotoxicity macrophage cytotoxicity. That decrease was
associated with increased expression of gp70'
within the membrane of the membrane-fused F5b
cells. However, other unidentified membrane

Tr n Fbb EQ components and molecules were also carried
Medium 18 ± 21 38 1 1 from the resistant cell membrane during the

fusion process. Therefore, it is possible
Fraction 1 21 ± 5 33 ± 4 that molecules other than gp701 were

BSA 12 ± 4 44 ± 4 responsible for suppression. Recent studies
Peptide 17 ± 1 38 ± 1 by Gooding et al. (1989) suggest that gp704

is not responsible for confering target cell
GP7Oa 16 ± 3 44 ± i resistance to macrophage cytolysis. In

Peptide + GP7Oa 23 ± 50 ± 3 those studies gp70' expression could be found
to be high even on cells sensitive to

a. Numbers represent SEM of triplicate samples macrophage-mediated lysis.
The expression of viral gp7.7 has been

from two different experiments. All macrophages addressed in the context of macrophage

activated with LPS. MP:T, 20:1. sensLtivity" on resistance' by- others.
Nicolson and his colleagues (Miner et al.

b. Treatment concentrations: BSA, 1:20: Fraction 1, 1983', Yoshida et al. 1987) found a cor-
145 9g/al; Peptide, 1:40; op70a, 35 Ag/,'.. relation between. macrophage resistance of RAW

117" cells and decrease< in the expression of
virus, enverope- gp70,. Infection of cells with
IMbloneyy or Abelson MuLV and subsequent MuLV
gp7O expression was associated with de-

In a previous investigartin:we described' creased metastatic potential and increased
shat incubation of the- macrophage- susceptibility to macrophage cytostasis and

susceptible cell line, F5b, with culturea cytotoxicity. Their studies contrasts ours
supernatant isolated from F5m cells in that we have described that a type
('resistant) changed F5b to be resistant to specific gp70 (gp70') is present on
macrophage killing, In this paper, we have resistant cells but not on susceptible cells
extended that observation. We found that the yet other MuLV gp70 molecules appear to be
macrophage cell line B6MPI02 also will not present on both phenotypes (Chapes et al.
kill F5b incubated in culture supernatants of 1987). There is considerable diversity in
F5m cells. Therefore, the inhibitory effect MuLV gp70 molecules (Elder et al. 1977).
of the F5m cell line is not unique to Perhaps different MuLVs and their gp70
peritoneal macrophages. molecules have different effects on cells.

We found that membranes from macrophage- Others investigators found that retro-
resistant F5m cells inhibited macrophage virus products can be immunosuppressive
cytotoxicity of F5b cells when fused into F5b (Snyderman knd Cianciolo 1984). However, in
cells. These data suggest that inhibitory those instances the viral protein responsible
effects of the Fbm cell may be due to for suppression was plSE. In this study we
molecules expressed in the tumor cell have demonstrated that pl5E is present on
membrane. We previously found that gp70a both susceptible and resistant cell lines.
expression was unique to macrophage-resistant We also performed experiments using a
cells, like F5m (Chapes et al. 1987 and synthetic peptide that is believe to be
1988a). Therefore, we studied MuLV-specific responsible for the inhibitory effects of
molecules, present in the membrane. We used pl5E (Cianciolo et al. 1985). Those
affinity chromatography to purify gp704 and experiments reproduced the inhibitory effect
added as much as 35 pg/ml to cytotoxicity of the pI5E peptide on the proliferation of
assays. We did not see any effect on an IL-2 dependent cell line CTLL-2, as was
macrophage cytotoxicity. Therefore, either originally detailed by Cianciolo et al.
-gp70' is not inhibitory to macrophage cyto- (1985). However, we did not see any
toxicity or gp70a needs to be expressed on or diminution of killing of two different
within the membrane of cells to be macrophage-susceptible cell lines by the
inhibitory. Our experiments with membrane peptide. This contrasts with the results of
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Harris et al. (1987) and Harrell et al. gp70"- containing membrane fragments into F5b
(1986). Human NK cell cytotoxicity and human cells decreased their killing by macrophages
monocyte respiratory bursts, respectively, (Figures 2 and 3). However, other membrane
were inhibited by a peptide with the same molecules, not yet defined, may have been
sequence. However, the discrepancy may be responsible for the effect. These findings
due to species (human vs mouse) or effector are consistent with recent data of Laster et
cell (NK and monocyte vs macrophage) al. (1988). They found that resistant cells
differences. Furthermore, in the studies of related to F5m (Chapes et al. 1987) secrete
Harrell et al. (1986) respiratory burst substances that "incapacitate" macrophages.
activity of human monocytes was assessed by Therefore, our observations may be explained
measuring superoxide anion release. There is by those inhibitory molecule(s). Inhibitory
some question about the role of superoxide in molecule(s) may have been absorbed by F5b
tumor cell killing (Sorrell et al. 1978) so cells when they were cultured in F5m culture
those measurements may not be applicable to supernatants or were fused with Fbm mem-
our system. Our findings also contrast the branes. Studies characterizing the nature of
findings of Kleinerman et al. (1987). In F5m resistance are currently underway in our
those studies IL-l-dependent monocyte laboratory to address this hypothesis.
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We compared macrophage binding and killing of F5b cells to the binding and killing of P815
mastocytoma cells and to several other nontransformed and transformed cell lines. Formalin
fixation of elicited or activated macrophages did not affect binding of F5b or 3T3 cells but did
abrogate binding of P815 cells. However. formalin fixation abrogated resident macrophage binding
of F5b and 3T3 cells. Therefore, depending on the type of macrophage or target cell, formalin
fixation may affect binding. Only the binding of P815 cells was dependent upon activation; mac-
rophage binding of target cells F5b and 3T3 was not. Even though macrophages bound F5b and
3T3 cells, macrophages only mediated contact-dependent cytotoxicity against F5b cells. Macro-
phages did not kill 3T3 cells. Experiments also compared macrophage binding and killing of the
uv-light-induced tumor cell lines 1422. 2237, and 2237a46. Only the cell line 2237a46 was sus-
ceptible to contact-dependent killing. Both 1422 and 2237 cells were resistant. In contrast, cell
lines 2237a46 and 1422 were bound by activated macrophages while 2237 cells were bound
poorly. ((:, 1991 Academic ircss. hic.

INTRODUCTION

Activated macrophages (MPs) 4 kill tumor cells but not normal cells through a con-
tact-dependent process. The interaction is said to involve at least two steps: selective
binding of tumor cells to the surface of activated MPs and secretion of cytolytic sub-
stances (2). Binding can be subdivided into "strong" and "weak" binding (19). Weak
binding has no metabolic requirements, is not temperature sensitive, does not require
trypsin-sensitive structures for binding, and does not require cations (18). The strength
of weak binding is less than 16 jdyn per cell (2, 19). On the other hand, strong
("specific") binding is temperature sensitive, requires metabolic activity, cations, and
trypsin-sensitive structures for binding. Strong binding is characterized by binding
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strengths of greater than 240 ,udyn/cell (binding that withstands 1300g disruptive forces)
(2, 18, 19). Most studies on the binding of MPs to tumor cells have characterized the
interaction between activated MPs and nonadherent tumor cells such as P815 (2, 15,
18, 19). Only a few investigations have attempted to establish the characteristics of
MP-tumor binding to adherent cells (6, 8, 9, 20).

Ilow MPs discriminate between cells they kill and cells not killed is poorly under-
stood. Adams el al. found that strong binding of P815 and EL-4 tumor cells by C3H/
HeJ MPs was not followed by cytolysis due to defects in the ability to release cytolytic
products (I). Recently, we demonstrated that activated MPs, fixed with 1% formalin,
bind at least two adherent tumor cell lines comparably to viable, activated MPs (8).
These data. along with other studies (15) have led us to question the role strong binding
plays in contact-dependent cytolysis of adherent cells. Molecular interactions other
than binding may be necessary to stimulate the MP to become cytotoxic. The objectives
of these experiments were to determine if. (i) there was a difference in macrophage
binding of adherent F5b and nonadherent P815 tumor cells, (ii) activated or elicited
macrophages bind cells differently, and (iii) there is a cause and effect relationship
between strong MP binding of a target cell and macrophage killing of said cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

.lnimnals. Peritoneal MPs from C3H.OL and C3H/HeJ mice were used. Mice were
bred and maintained in our animal colony in the Division of Biology at Kansas State
University.

('Cell hes. LM929 and 3T3 cells were purchased from the American Type Culture
Collection. F5b and F5m are SV40-translbrmed fibroblast cell lines that have been
described previously to be sensitive (F5b) or resistant (F5m) to contact-dependent
cytotoxicity (6). P815 was obtained from Drs. Sam Fan and Dolph Adams (Duke
University). The ultraviolet-light-induced tumor cells 2237, 2237a46, and 1422 (10)
were obtained from Dr. William Fortner (Kansas State University). All cell lines except
LM929 were insensitive to lysis by soluble monokines, like tumor necrosis factor-a
(TNF), produced by activated MPs ((6, 14, 15) and Table 6). All cell lines were main-
tained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2% fetal
bovine serum (Hazelton Research Products, Lenexa, KS), 0.3% L-glutamine, and 10%
Opti-MEM (GIBCO, Grand Island, NY). All cell lines were passaged thrice weekly.
On the day prior to usc, cells were seeded into 60- or 100-amm tissue culture plates at
I or 2 X 10)', respectively. The cells were labeled with 100 or 150 UCi of Na2 

51CrO4
for 60- and 100-mm plates, respectively.

Niacrophagets. Peritoneal M Ps were elicited with an ip injection of Brewer's thio-
glycollate broth. Macrophages were activated in vivo by ip injection of thioglycollate
along with 700 pg 'ropionihacterium aches. Macrophages were harvested by peritoneal
lavage with phosphate-buflfered saline (PBS) 4 to 5 days after injection and used the
day of lavage unless stated otherwise. The percentage of MPs was determined by
differential staining. Elicitation of MPs with thioglycollate yielded greater than 90%
MPs. Injection of P. acnes and thioglycollate yielded approximately 80% MPs. Peri-
toneal lavage of unstimulated mice yielded approximately 45% MPs.

Macrophra.e a.vsay.t'. The MIP cytotoxicity assay has been described in detail pre-
viously (7). Briefly, MPs were seeded in 96-well microtiter plates. Following MP at-

tachment ( 1.5-2.0 hr) the plates were washed twice with buffer to remove nonadherent
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cells. After being washed, 5 1Cr-labeled targets were added and incubated at 37°C for

16 to 18 hr. Following incubation an aliquot of the supernatant was taken and counted
in a gamma counter. The percentage of' targets lysed in the presence of MPs was

determined as follows:

%,,c Killing - (cpm of target + MP) - (cpm of target only) X 100.
(total cpm added to each well) - (cpm of target cell only)

The MP binding assay also has been described previously (6, 8). In brief, MPs were
pipetted into polyvinyl chloride microtiter plates. Following MP adhesion, the plates
were washed twice to remove nonadherent cells. Subsequently, 5"Cr-labeled targets
were added and then plates were sealed with an adhesive plastic film and incubated

at 37°C for either 1.5 or 3 hr. After incubation the plates were inverted and centrifuged
at 1300,q, and then the plates were cut with a hot wire and the individual wells counted

on a gamma counter. Centrifugation (1300g) was used to denote specific or strong
binding of cells as opposed to nonspecific or weak binding (19). The MPs were either
used viable or fixed. If used fixed, the MPs were fixed with 1% formalin for 20 min
at room temperature. In both assays MPs were seeded at 2 or 3 X 105 cells per well
and targets were seeded at I X 104 cells per well resulting in 20:1 and 30:1 effector to
target cell ratios. The percentage of target cells bound by MPs was determined as
follows:

(cpm of target + MP) - (cpm of target only) X 100.
total cpm added to each cell

This calculation substracted out nonspecific binding of target cells to the plastic which
was generally less than 10%.

Lxp'rimental rationa~l. Four experiments were conducted to address our afore-
mentioned objectives. Experiment I determined the effect of formalin (1%) fixation

and sodium borohydride (0.05%) on macrophage binding of F5b on the day of harvest
and 6 days later. MPs were fixed with either 0 or 1% formalin (diluted in PBS) for 20
min. Subsequently, one-half of each group was treated with 0.05% sodium borohydride

(diluted in PBS) and the others were treated with PBS. Sodium borohydride reduces
free aldehydes (3) and should abrogate nonspecific binding. Cells were treated for I
hr at 4°C. Following incubation, MPs were washed twice with warm PBS. Two mi-
crotiter plates were prepared. One was used immediately and one was stored at 4°C
and used 6 days later. The macrophages in the stored plate were incubated in Hepes-
Hanks buffer at pH 7.2. The plate was sealed with adhesive film to maintain a neutral
bufler pH.

Experiment 2 was conducted to compare the binding and killing of the adherent
tumor cell line (F5b) to the nonadherent tumor cell line (P815). Binding was evaluated

by using viable and fixed macrophages that were or were not activated with LPS.
Killing was evaluated with viable, nonactivated or LPS-activated MPs. Experiment 3
determined the binding and killing potential of many MP types. Macrophages from
two strains of mice were used. Macrophages from mice C3H/HeJ are not responsive
to LPS and tP. acne's. Macrophages from C3H.OL mice are capable of being activated
both in viivo and in vilro. We directly compared several viable and fixed macrophage
types for binding and killing of F5b and 3T3 cells. In these experiments, we determined
whether the divalent cations were required for binding by including EDTA in the
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binding assay. The final experiment (4) was designed to confirm whether binding and
killing were directly related using uv-light-induced adherent tumor cell lines.

RESULTS

Characteristics qoifrnmalin-fixed inacrophage binding. Our laboratory demonstrated
that formalin-fixed MPs bind viable tumor cells (8). It has been suggested that fixed
MPs secrete or release IL-I and fixation may not completely inactivate MPs (17).
Furthermore, fixation may produce free aldehyde groups that cause nonspecific sticking
of proteins or cells to fixed MPs. Therefore, to confirm that MPs were physiologically
inactive, we studied MP binding of F5b cells. Neither formalin fixation nor sodium
borohydride treatment decreased MP binding. However, the storage of viable MPs at
4'C for 6 days did decrease their binding potential, but storage did not affect fixed
MP binding of F5b (Table I). We note that the monolayer of viable MPs remained
reasonably intact over the period of 6 days and that the decrease in binding was not
due to the detachment of MPs. Therefore, fixed MP binding does not appear to be
due to residual physiological function nor to nonspecific sticking caused by formalin-
induced changes.

Comparison qf macrophage binding of P815 with F5b. Most data on MP binding
of tumor cells have dealt with nonadherent targets, specifically the P815 mastocytoma
cell line. P815 cells have not been directly compared to F5b cells. Since the binding
characteristics of F5b (6, 8) appeared to be different from those described for P815 (2,
18, 19), it was of considerable interest to directly compare MP binding of F5b with
P815 (Table 2). The binding of F5b by fixed MPs was not dramatically different from
the binding by viable MPs, regardless of whether MPs are activated. When we examined
the binding of P815 by MPs we found that only activated, viable MPs would bind
P815 cells. The amount of binding was significant but it was comparatively less than

TABLE I

E.ict of Formalin and Sodium Borohydride on Macrophage Binding of F5b Cells

Percentage targets bound

Day of use'

Macrophage" treatment Sodium" borohvdride 0 6

Viable 32  ld 4 ± 0
+ 27 1 6+ I

1% Formalin -- 33 + 3 25 + I
4 37 2 24 + I

"Two X 10' thioglycollate-elicited macrophagcs were plated per well and used viable or fixed with 1%
formalin. Macrophages were set up identically on two plates. The first plate was used in a 3-hr binding assay
on the day of collection (Day 0) and the other plate was used 6 days later in a 3-hr binding assay. The second
plate was kept at 4°C prior to use as described under Materials and Methods. Targets were seeded at I
X 10' for a final macrophage to target ratio of 20:1.

Macrophages fixed with 1% formalin diluted in PBS for 20 min.
"0.05% sodium borohydride in PBS.
d Numbers represent X' ± SEM of quadruplicate samples from a representative experiment.
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TABLE 2

Macrophage Binding and Cytotoxicity of F5b and P815 Tumor Cells

Percentage targets bound'
Macrophage Percentage
treatment" Target" Viable Fixed targets killed

-LPS F5b 34 + 1 31 ± 0 0 ± 6
+LPS F5b 39 ± 2 38 ± 1 56 ± 13
-LPS P815 6+ 1 3± 1 0+ 2
+LPS P815 22 ± 1 4 ±1 55 ± 5

"Macrophages were incubated ± 12.5 pg/ml LPS for 12 hr prior to the addition of target cells.
'One X 10' target cells were added per well for binding and cytotoxicity assays. Macrophage to target

ratio was 20:1.
' One and one-half hour binding assay.
d Numbers represent X ± SEM of quadruplicate (binding assay) or triplicate (cytotoxicity assay) samples

from a representative experiment.

F5b. Neither thioglycollate-elicited nor formalin-fixed, activated MPs bound P815
cells. When we assayed the viable MPs for cytotoxicity, only activated MPs would kill
F5b and P815 cells (Table 2). Therefore, the interactions between MPs, P815, and
F5b are different.

Tumor cell binding and killing 1by resident, elicited, and activated tnacroplhages.
The ability of MPs to discriminate tumorigenic from nontumorigenic cells has been
established. Since MP binding of F5b cells was different from P815 cells, even if both
cell types were susceptible to contact-dependent cytolysis, we wanted to characterize
MP binding of cells that are resistant to MP cytotoxicity. We compared the ability of
various types of MPs to bind both F5b tumor cells and 3T3, an immortalized but
nontransformed cell line that is not killed by activated MPs (Table 3; Ref. (14)). Viable
MPs elicited by thioglycollate or activated by LPS in vitro or by P. acnes in vi'o bound
both F5b and 3T3 cells. Formalin fixation of any of these MPs did not appear to
inhibit binding. Viable, thioglycollate-elicited or P. acnesv-activated MPs from C3H/
HeJ mice also bound F5b and 3T3 cells, but did not kill F5b cells (Table 3). Therefore,
binding ofthioglycollate-elicited MPs from C3H.OL mice was not due to contaminating
LPS in our assay medium activating the thioglycollate-elicited MPs.

The binding of F5b cells to viable, resident MPs resembled that of the other kinds
of MPs (Table 3). However, the binding of 3T3 cells to viable, resident MPs was
considerably less (Table 3) than that of viable, thioglycollate-elicited MPs, which also
were not cytotoxic (Table 3). Interestingly, when resident MPs were fixed with formalin,
we found that binding of both F5b and 3T3 cells was significantly reduced. These
data suggest that binding structures on resident MPs may be different than those on
inflammatory MPs; they appear to be sensitive to formalin treatment.

EJJect o/fEDTA on inacrophage binding (?o3 T3 cells. Formalin fixation did not affect
the binding of F5b or 3T3 cells to either thioglycollate-elicited or activated MPs. Since
it has been suggested that divalent cations are required for specific binding (18) and
might be the determining factor in triggering cytolysis, we tested whether EDTA would
affect the binding of F5b differently from the binding of 3T3 cells. The data in Table
4 indicate that binding of both F5b and 3T3 cells by either thioglycollate-elicited or
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TABLE 3

Effect of Macrophage Type on Binding of F5b and 3T3

Percentage targets bound"' Percentage targets killedc
Type of

macrophage" F5b 3T3 F5b 3T3

C3H/HeJ
Thioviable 34± 8" 34± 7 0±2 4 1
Thio+ PAviable 37+± 6 23± 6 0± 8_ 2

C3H.OL
Thio viable 34 + 4 32 ± 6 6 ± 2 8 ±1
Thio fixed 30 + 5 30 ± 12 NTd NT
Thio+LPSviable 20+± 5 24± 3 31±4 3±I
Thio + LPS fixed 27 ± 8 38 ± 16 NT NT
Thio+PA viable 31±+ 5 18± 7 19±2 7±I
Thio + PA fixed 25 ± 13 21 ± 5 NT NT
Resident viable 30± 7 13± 3 5_±2 6±I
Resident fixed 8 ± 1 5 ± 5 NT NT

" Macrophages elicited by intraperitoneal injection of thioglycollate (Thio) broth ± 700 pg P. aches (PA).
Macrophages activated in vitro with 12.5 pg per milliliter LPS.

"One X 104 target cells added per well for cytotoxicity and binding assays. Macrophage to target ratio
was 20:1.

'*Numbers represent the ,X ± SEM of triplicate samples from a representative experiment.
d Not tested.

P. acnes-activated MPs was disrupted by over 50% in the presence of EDTA. This
suggests that divalent cations are required for the binding of both adherent cell types.

AMacrophage binding and c(YiotoXicit' o./'uv-/ight-induced tinor cells. We screened
a panel of three ultraviolet-light-induced tumor cells and found differences in their
ability to be killed by activated MPs (Table 5). These cell lines are not susceptible to
killing by soluble monokines (Table 6). We find that the uv tumor cell lines 2237 and

TABLE 4

Effect of EDTA on Macrophage Binding of F5b and 3T3 Cells

Percentage No. targets bound

Target" Macrophage"b Buffer' EDTA'

F5b Thio 28 ± 3 d 3 ± 2 (88)"
F5b Thio + PA 25 ± 6 6 ± 3 (76)
3T3 Thio 18 ± 2 5 ± 4 (71)
313 Thio + PA 24 ± 7 5 ± 4 (81)

"One x 10' Target cells added per well. Macrophage to target ratio was 20:1.
Macrophages elicited by intraperitoneal injection of thioglycollate (Thio) broth ± 700 ,ug P aches (PA).

" Binding assay was done in the presence or absence of 2.5 mnM EDTA.
d Numbers represent X ± SEM of three experiments.
"Number in parentheses is percentage of inhibition. It is calculated I- (percentage of cells bound in the

presence of EFDTA + percentage of cells bound in the absence of EDTA) X 100.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of LPS-Activated Macrophage Binding and Cytotoxicity between uv-Light-Induced
Tumor Cells and SV40-Transformed Tumor Cells

Percentage targets

Bound Killed

Target" (MP:T) 20:1 20:1 30:1

F5b 22 ± 2' 20 ± 6 35± 5
F5m 12±+3 3+±3 7± 7
2237 14_+2 5±+5 1± 2
2237a46 22 7 15 ± 6 29 15
1422 24±3 1 ± 1 I

"One X 104 target cells added per well. Macrophages elicited by intraperitoneal injection of thioglycollate.
Macrophages were activated in ritro with 12.5 pg 1scherichia coli LPS (055:B5). Macrophage to target ratio
of 20:1 or 30:1.

b Numbers represent X ± SEM of four experiments.

1422 are resistant to contact-dependent killing (Table 5). They are as resistant to
killing as the SV40-transformed cell, F5m, that we have described previously (5, 6,
8). However, a variant of 2237, 2237a46, was almost as susceptible to cytotoxicity as
F5b cells (Table 5). When we examined the binding of these cells by activated MPs

TABLE 6

Tumor Necrosis Factor Lysis of uv-Light-lnduced Tumor Cells

Percentage targets killed"

Supernatant
Treatment" Target dilution: 1:2 1:4 1:8 1:16

Medium LM929 9 ± 21' 4 1 3 1 0 3
Medium F5b 7±+3 7+3 3±2 9 1
Medium F5m 11 ± 3 8 2 11 3 8 1
Medium 1422 8 + 1 10 + 7 1 8 2
Medium 2237 1 ± 4 0 2 0 2 0 1
Medium 2237a46 8 ± 1 8 1 6 1 8 0
TNF LM929 53 ± 4 26 2 14 2 2 2

TNF F5b 10+±0) 11 1 9± 10 1
TNF F5rn I ± 2 7 0 9 2 3 3
TNF 1422 8 ±1 9±2 6±1 6±1
TNF 2237 0±+0 0±2 0±3 0 1
TNF 2237a46 9 ± 1 8 0 8 0 8 1

"Target cells treated with supernatants from LPS-responsive macrophages, incubated overnight in the
presence (TNF) or absence (medium) of 12.5 pg/ml E. coli (055:15) LPS.

Numbers represent X± ± SEM ot triplicate samples.
'Percentage specific "Cr release determined in a 16-hr assay as described for activated macrophage cy-

totoxicity.
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we found that 1422 cells were bound as well as 2237a46 even though they were not
killed. In contrast, the 2237 cells were bound poorly, showing binding analogous to
F5m cells which have been found to be bound poorly by MPs when compared to F5b
(6, 8). Therefore, the lack of cytotoxicity of some tumor cells (e.g., 1422) is not due
to the lack of strong binding by activated MPs.

DISCUSSION

We compared MP binding of P815 cells to the binding of F5b cells. Previous studies
found that MPs must be metabolically active and activated in order to bind P815 cells
(19). We obtained similar results. Interestingly, MPs do not have the same requirements
for binding F5b cells. Both cell lines are resistant to the effects of soluble monokines,
like TNF-a, but both may be killed by activated MPs by a mechanism apparently
dependent upon contact. Neither cell is killed by unactivated MPs. Differences between
these two cell lines are that P8 15 cells are nonadherent and have a leukocyte (mas-
tocytoma) origin. F5b cells are fibroblasts in origin and are adherent cells. It does not
appear that the ability to adhere affects MP binding since we have found several
adherent cell lines that are bound poorly by MPs when compared to F5b cells. These
include VERO cells (8), F5m cells (Ref. (8) and Table 5), and the uv-light-induced
tumor cell 2237 (Table 5).

An alternative model by which macrophages and tumor cells can bind is an im-
portant finding. However, many unknown molecular differences exist between P815
and F5b, and it will take considerable biochemical and molecular analysis to determine
how those differences contribute to binding. The F5b cell line was originally identified
as a unique clone of the F5 cell line (5). F5b differed from other F5 clones (e.g., F5m
and F50 in the expression of the AKR-specific gp7Oa, in sensitivity to contact-dependent
MP cytotoxicity, in binding to activated MPs, and in the ability to affect MP migration
(5, 6, 8, 13). Therefore, the differences that exist between P815, 75b, and "resistant"
clones such as F5m make the F5b cell an excellent model in which to study tumor
cell recognition and control.

The experiments presented here establish that the resistance of several cell lines to
contact-dependent cytotoxicity is not due to a defect in binding by MPs. We found
that 3T3 cells and 1422 tumor cells are not killed yet they are bound by MPs com-
parably to cells that are susceptible to killing (e.g., F5b, 2237a46).

Our results confirm and tie together the findings of others. Adams el al. (1, 16)
found that MPs will bind to targets without killing them. The MPs used in those
studies had defects in their ability to secrete lytic mediators. Hamilton and Fishman
(11, 12) found that activated MPs could recognize both normal and tumor cells. Their
studies defined recognition by the ability of normal cells to competitively inhibit killing
of tumor cells. They did not establish that binding occurred between resistant targets
and MPs. Our studies establish that binding does occur between resistant cells and
MPs. Furthermore, our macrophages could secrete lytic mediators yet they still did
not kill resistant targets. The data in toto support the hypothesis that MP binding of
cells occurs normally and is not the sole process that determines whether killing will
occur. Apparently, other molecular interactions in addition to binding between the
target and the MP must occur. Virus infection of cells appears to provide the necessary
requirements (4, 14).

Thioglycollate-elicited MPs were able to bind target cells similarly to activated MPs.
However, binding was not universal to all MPs. We found that viable, resident MPs
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could bind F5b tumor cells and to a lesser extent, 3T3 cells; however, binding was
abrogated by fixation. Fixation also affected the binding of P815 cells. The data suggest
that several classes of binding structures may exist on MPs. Some are formalin-resistant.
Alternatively, the observation may be due to quantities and/or distribution of binding
structures expressed on different macrophages and tumor cells.

Formalin fixation can produce free aldehyde groups that promote nonspecific ad-
herence. However, in experiments where fixed MPs were treated with chemicals that
reduce aldehydes, tumor cell binding was still high. We previously found that target
cell binding by formalin-fixed MPs was dependent upon trypsin-sensitive structures
on fixed MPs (8). Together, the data suggest that fixed MP binding is not due to
nonspecific sticking of target cells.

In conclusion, the data presented in this manuscript lead us to question the role
strong binding plays in contact-dependent cytolysis of adherent cells by fully activated
macrophages. Although strong binding or close contact may be required, molecular
interactions between the macrophage and tumor cell in addition to binding appear to
contribute to the cytolytic process.
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Effects of Extracellular Matrix Proteins on
Macrophage Differentiation, Growth, and Function:
Comparison of Liquid and Agar Culture Systems
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ABSTRACT Both spaceflight and skeletal unloading suppress the haematopoietic differentia-
tion of macrophages (Sonnenfeld et al., Aviat. Space Environ. Med., 61:648-653, 1990; Armstrong
et al., J. Appl. Physiol., 75:2734-2739, 1993). The mechanism behind this reduction in haema-
topoiesis has yet to be elucidated. However, changes in bone marrow extracellular matrix (ECM)
may be involved. To further understand the role of ECM products in macrophage differentiation,
we have performed experiments evaluating the effects of fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I, and
collagen type IV on macrophage development and function. Bone marrow-derived macrophages
cultured on four different ECM substrates in liquid culture medium showed less growth than
those cultured on plastic. Significant morphological differences were seen on each of the sub-
strates used. Phenotypically and functionally, as measured by class II major histocompatibility
molecule (MHCII) expression, MAC-2 expression, and the secretion of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and
tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), these macrophages were similar. In contrast, bone marrow-
derived macrophages cultured in suspension, using agar, showed no difference in growth when
exposed to ECM proteins. However, IL-6 and TNF-a secretion was affected by fibronectin, laminin,
collagen type I, and collagen type IV in a concentration-dependent manner. We conclude that the
ECM products fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I, and collagen type IV have profound effects on
macrophage development and function. Additionally, we suggest that an ECM-supplemented agar
culture system provides an environment more analogous to in vivo bone marrow than does a
traditional liquid culture system. © 1994 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Spaceflight suppresses haematopoietic differen- genitor cells following exposure to environmental
tiation of macrophages (Sonnenfeld et al., '90, '92) and chemical signals (Rutherford et al., '93;
and red blood cells (Vacek et al., '83) and decreases Koenigsmann et al., '92). ECM products such as
circulating blood monocyte numbers (Taylor et al., collagen, laminin, and fibronectin contribute to
'86). Furthermore, simulated spaceflight, using progenitor cell development by providing both
antiorthostatic suspension, also inhibits macro- these influences and are important in the local-
phage development (Armstrong et al., '93; Sonnen- ization of macrophage progenitor cells in bone
feld et al., '92). The mechanism behind this marrow (Weinstein et al., '89; Koenigsmann et al.,
suppressed haematopoiesis has yet to be eluci- '92). Therefore, any changes in ECM levels in bone
dated. We are currently investigating two po- marrow or the bone environment, such as occurs
tential mechanisms that may contribute to with collagen following spaceflight (Spengler et al.,
macrophage hypodevelopment during skeletal '83; Turner et al., '83), may alter macrophage dif-
unloading and spaceflight. First, haematopoiesis ferentiation and function (Kaplan, '83; Sporn et
may be influenced by skeletal unloading due to al., '90). The experiments presented in this study
changes in cytokine levels within the bone mar- focus on the role of ECM products in macrophage
row microenvironment. Second, changes in extra- development using bone marrow from normal ani-
cellular matrix (ECM) composition of bone marrow mals. Such data are important for understanding
following skeletal unloading may alter macroph-
age development. The ECM has been postulated to
be a gravity-sensitive biological component (Spooner,
'92; Ingber, '92) and spaceflight may have direct or
indirect effect on it and haematopoiesis. Received July 7, 1993; revision accepted October 12, 1993.

Address reprint requests to Stephen K. Chapes, Ackert Hall, Divi-
Macrophages develop from haematopoietic pro- sion of Biology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506.

© 1994 WILEY-LISS, INC.
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the relationships between the ECM, haematopoie- Proliferation assays for macrophages in
sis, and spaceflight. liquid cultures

Often macrophage development is studied in Five x 10 5 bone marrow cells, in 1.5 ml of
vitro using liquid culture systems on a plastic sub- DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 15%
strate; however, this environment has few simi- LM929 supernatant [macrophage colony stimulat-
larities with the three-dimensional ECM-rich ing factor (CSF-1) source], were seeded per 30 mm
structure of bone marrow. Therefore, we have com- well in six-well microplates (Collaborative Bio-
pared the effects of the ECM products collagen I, medical Products). Following 3 days of culture, 1.5
collagen IV, laminin, and fibronectin on macro- ml of fresh medium was added and on day 6 of
phage development in both a liquid culture sys- culture, non-adherent cells and medium were re-
tem and a three-dimensional agar culture system. moved, and 1.5 ml of fresh medium was added
We report ECM-dependent differences in macroph- together with 1 ml of 1-[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-
age development and function using these two cul- 3,5-diphenylformazan (MTT, Ferrari et al., '90).
ture systems. Following a 3-hour incubation, the medium-MTT

solution was removed and MTT formazan crys-
MATERIALS AND METHODS tals were solubilized using a solution of 66% v/v

Animals isopropanol, 33% v/v PBS, 7 x 106% v/v 5 M HC1.

Male and female adult (8-12 weeks), C3HeB/ Relative proliferation was then quantified by ab-

FeJ mice, bred in the animal facility at Kansas sorbance at 570 nm.

State University, were used in these studies. The Proliferation assays for macrophages
use of the animals was approved by the Animal in agar cultures
Care and Facilities Use Committee at Kansasi anis Bone marrow cells were suspended at a concen-
State University, which complies with NIH Ani- tration of 1 x 105 cells per 1.5 ml of DMEM con-
mal Care standards. taining 0.3% agar, 10% FBS, and 15% LM929

Extracellular matrix products fibroblast-conditioned medium. Every 24 hours,
five microscope view fields were scored for mac-

The soluble ECM products, human fibronectin, rophage colonies (a group of >25 cells).
mouse collagen type IV, rat tail collagen type I,
and mouse laminin were obtained from Collabo- Flow cytometric analysis
rative Biomedical Products (Bedford, MA). These All steps in this procedure were performed on
ECM products were used at concentrations rang- ice. Bone marrow-derived macrophages (day 6 of
ing from 1 to 10 pg/ml. The purity, as determined culture) were removed from 30 mm wells by a 15-
by SDS-PAGE by the manufacturer, was >85%, minute EDTA incubation followed by a high-pres-
98.2%, 90.3%, and >85% for fibronectin, collagen sure wash with a Pasteur pipet. One x 106 cells
type IV, collagen type I, and laminin, respectively were added per well to a 96-well, round-bottomed
All tissue culture microplates coated with ECM plate. The plate was centrifuged at 400g for 2 min-
molecules were obtained from Collaborative Bio- utes and supernatants were discarded. Cells were
medical Products. incubated in 50 pl of FBS per well to inhibit non-

Bone marrow cells specific Fc receptor binding, washed twice with
sorter buffer (Hank's balanced salt solution con-

Bone marrow cells were obtained from the taining 2% FBS and 0.2% BSA), and incubated
femora and tibiae of mice. The ends of the femora with 50 pl of the appropriate primary antibody
and tibiae were removed and the cells were per well [anti-I-Ak (anti-class II major histocom-
flushed from the bone using Dulbecco's modified patibility molecules, MHCII) and anti-MAC-2
Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2% were derived from the American Type Culture Col-
fetal bovine serum (FBS) and a 26-gauge needle. lection (ATCC, Rockville, MD) hybridoma cells
Cells were passed three times through a 19-gauge lines TIB94 and TIB166, respectively]. Following
needle to break up cell clumps, pelleted at 325g, the primary antibody incubation, cells were
and resuspended in ice-cold 0.17 M NH4Cl for 5 washed twice in sorter buffer and incubated with
minutes to lyse red blood cells. Cells were pel- secondary antibody [fluoresceinated goat anti-
leted again and resuspended in the appropriate mouse F(ab') 2; Cappel, Durham, NC] for 30 min-
media for cell culture. utes. Cells were washed twice in sorter buffer,
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resuspended in 300 pl of PBS containing 1%
paraformaldehyde, and stored at 4°C until flow
cytometric analysis (FACScan, Becton-Dick- 0.4.

inson, MA). T

Cytokine assays 0.3-

The secretion of interleukin-6 (IL-6) by bone ,-
marrow-derived macrophages grown in liquid or W
agar cultures for 6 days was quantified in tripli- 02 o.-
cate using the IL-6-dependent cell line, B9. Di- M
luted supernatants or rIL-6 standards were added © 2i< KA >
to 3 x 10• B9 cells/well in 96-well plates for 3 days.
IL-6 levels were then quantified using the above <
described MTT procedure. Tumor necrosis factor- ....

a (TNF-u) was quantified using triplicate samples
of culture supernatants as described previously 0.0 PLASTIC FIBRONECTIN LAMININ COLLAGEN COLLAGEN

using the TNF-cc-sensitive cell line LM929 SUBSTRATE
(Fleming et al., '91).

Statistical analysis Fig. 1. The effect of fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I,
and collagen type IV on bone marrow-derived macrophage

Student's t-tests were used to determine statis- proliferation in liquid cultures. Bone marrow cells from four
tical significance. A 95% level of significance was mice were pooled and placed into culture for 6 days in the

used for each test. presence of CSF-1. Measurements were performed in hexad
using an MTT assay (*P < 0.05 compared to plastic). One

RESULTS representative experiment is shown.

The effect of ECM molecules
on the proliferative rate and morphology phages cultured on either plastic, collagen type
of bone marrow-derived macrophages I, or fibronectin showed a retraction of cellular

in liquid culture processes following IFN-y and LPS treatment.

To determine the effects of ECM molecules on
macrophage development bone marrow-derived Phenotypic analysis of bone marrow-derived
macrophages were cultured on dishes pre-coated macrophages cultured on ECM
with either collagen type I, collagen type IV, lami- supplemented substrates
nin, or fibronectin. All grew significantly (P < 0.05) Bone marrow-derived cells were identified as
slower than macrophages cultured on plastic sub- macrophages by non-specific esterase activity
strate (Fig. 1). However, the slower macrophage (Fig. 2), MHCII expression, MAC-2 expression,
proliferation was similar on culture dishes treated (Fig. 3), adherence and a dependence on mac-
with collagen type I, collagen type IV, laminin, or rophage colony stimulating factor. Figure 3
fibronectin. Although macrophage growth rates on shows MHCII expression and the expression of
various ECM were similar, Figure 2 shows that the macrophage-specific marker MAC-2 on cells
the morphology of those macrophages [as identi- cultured on all five substrate types. The level
fled by non-specific esterase stain (a-Naphthyl ac- of expression of these molecules was not sig-
etate esterase kit, Sigma, St. Louis, MO)] on each nificantly different between the five culture
of the five substrates varied dramatically Mor-
phological changes induced by a 24-hour treatment Fig. 2. Photomicrographs (x400) of bone marrow-derived
with 10 U/ml interferon-y, (IFN-y, Genzyme, Cam- macrophages cultured on either fibronectin, laminin, collagen
bridge, MA) and 12.5 pg/ml lipopolysaccharide (LPS; type I, or collagen type IV. Photomicrographs were taken on
Difco, Detroit, MI) varied also, depending on the day 6 of culture following staining for non-specific esterase
culture substrate (Fig. 2). Cells cultured on col- activity. Cells were either untreated or treated with IFN-y

(10 U/ml) and LPS (12.5 pg/ml) for 24 hours prior to staininglagen type IV or laminin showed very little and fixation. Photomicrographs were taken using a Zeiss
change following stimulation. However, macro- Axiophot microscope (Zeiss Inc., West Germany).
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14- marrow cells had differentiated into mature
.7 macrophages.

12 IL-6 and TNF- a secretion by bone

marrow-derived macrophages cultured
10 •on ECM-supplemented substrates

8 To determine if the observed morphological dif-
ferences between macrophages cultured on differ-
ent ECM proteins were accompanied by functional

S6- changes, we measured cytokine secretion by bone
marrow-derived macrophages grown on ECM pro-

4- teins. On day 6 of culture, IL-6 was constitutively
secreted by macrophages regardless of substrate

'9 2 - type (Fig. 4). The amount of IL-6 secreted by mac-
rophages cultured on plastic, collagen type I, col-
lagen type II, fibronectin, or laminin was similar.

PLASTIC FIBRONECTIN LAMININ COLLAGEN I COLLAGEN IV No TNF secretion was detected for cells in liquid
SUBSTRATE cultures for any given substrate type. Further-

more, TNF secretion could not be induced by a
24-hour treatment with IFN-y and LPS.

The effect of ECM molecules on the
proliferative rate of bone marrow-derived
macrophage colonies in agar suspension

Although the liquid culture system can provideS~valuable insights on the effects of various ECM
CO molecules on macrophage growth and function, the

bone marrow is a three-dimensional environment•, 40 that is poorly reproduced by culture dishes coated

with ECM. Therefore, we studied bone marrow
. macrophage development in agar cultures contain-

ing ECM proteins. We wanted to determine if this
-• 20 culture system could more closely simulate the in

vivo bone marrow environment.
Figure 5 shows colony growth for bone marrow

cells in the presence of CSF-1 and either collagen
0. LIK'$ wtype I, collagen type IV, laminin, fibronectin, or

PLASTIC FIBRONECTIN LAMININ COLLAGEN I COLLAGEN IV no additive (control). In contrast to the results ob-
SUBSTRATE tained using liquid cultures, proliferative rates in

three-dimensional agar cultures were not differ-
ent following the addition of ECM molecules.

Fig. 3. MHCII and MAC-2 expression by bone marrow- Three concentrations (10 pg/ml, 5 jig/ml, and 1
derived macrophages cultured on either a fibronectin, lami-
nin, collagen type I, or collagen type IV substrate. The per- pig/ml) of each substrate were tested. Additionally,
centage of cells staining positive for MHCII or MAC-2 on day no difference in colony size or morphology was ap-
6 of culture are given. A representative experiment is shown parent (data not shown).
using pooled bone marrow from three mice (differences be-
tween experimental groups were not significant). IL-6 and TNF-a secretion by bone

marrow-derived macrophages cultured in a
three-dimensional ECM-supplemented

groups tested. The phenotypic marker, MAC- culture system
2, is not expressed on freshly isolated bone mar- We determined if macrophages grown in the
row cells due to the low percentage of mature three-dimensional agar system paralleled the
macrophages in bone marrow (Ho et al., '82; secretory activity of macrophages grown in liquid
Armstrong et al., '93). The presence of MAC-2 cultures. Figure 6 shows a significant decrease in
following 6 days of culture indicated that bone IL-6 production by bone marrow-derived macro-
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cultured on different substrates in the presence
300o of CSF-1. Additionally, growth was slower in cul-

tures supplemented with ECM molecules com-
250 pared to macrophages cultured on basic tissue

culture plastic. These results suggest that ECM
products play an influential role in macrophage

- 200. development. The lower proliferation rates of mac-
rophages on ECM-coated plastics may be due to

""150 enhanced differentiation of macrophages in the
presence of ECM molecules (Wistell and Schook,'92; Rutherford et al., '93). However, the similar-

100! ity in phenotypic markers, especially MAC-2, and

cytokine secretion between cells grown on plastic
50. and ECM proteins does not support this hypoth-

esis. It is possible that growth was suppressed
0 LSCbecause ECM proteins can bind CSF-1 (Roberts

SFIBRONECTIN LAMININ COLLAGEN I COLLAGEN Iv et al., '88; Suzu et al., '92) and reduce its avail-

SUBSTRATE ability to cells. However, the unaffected growth
rates of macrophages in culture in the presence

Fig. 4. The effect of substrate type on constitutive IL-6 of ECM proteins does not support this hypothesis.

production by bone marrow-derived macrophages in liquid Th Moroloica dies cau s byvous
culture. Supernatants were collected on day 6 of culture. One The morphological differences caused by various
representative (bone marrow of three mice pooled and mea- ECM substrates may, to some extent, be attrib-
sured in triplicate) of two experiments shown; differences be- uted to differences in cell binding (Brown and
tween experimental groups were not significant. Juliano, '85; Koenigsmann et al., '92; Lanier et

al., '88) and subsequent intracellular changes

phages in agar cultures supplemented with (Sporn et al., '90) to each of the four molecules
ECM molecules. This effect was concentration- tested. Fibronectin resulted in higher levels of cell
dependent. The quantity of IL-6 secreted by all spreading and adhesion than laminin. This result
ECM-supplemented cultures was closer to con- is consistent with a similar study using the mono-
trol values at 1 }ag/ml than at 10 pg/ml. TNF-a cytic cell line U937 (Bauvois et al., '92).
was constitutively secreted in agar cultures It should be noted that different methodologies
supplemented with either fibronectin, laminin, were used to assay cell growth in the agar and
collagen type I, or collagen type IV (Fig. 7). liquid culture systems. The nature of the MTT
Again, TNF-a secretion was ECM molecule assay makes it inapplicable to an agar culture
concentration-dependent. Maximal TNF-o was system. Furthermore, reliable cell counts are
secreted in the 5-10 pg/ml concentration range difficult to obtain with cells cultured in liquid
depending on the ECM molecule present (con- due to the extremely adherent nature of bone
taminating endotoxin levels for each of the ECM marrow-derived macrophages. As the MTT as-
products at 10 jag/mI were: fibronectin 2 ng/ml,laminin 0.2 ng/ml, collagen type I < 0.02 ng/ml, say reflects the activity of a cellular mitochon-and collagen type IV < 0.02 ng/ml. These levels drial enzyme (Ferrari et al., '90), it is possible thatarendt suffiient to actIVa < 0nemarrow macroph- differences observed using this assay could be at-
are not sufficient to activate bone mro aop-tributed to changes in cellular metabolic activityages; Chapes et al., '88). Interestingly, collagen type
I induced secretion in a reverse dose-dependent rather than cellular proliferation. However, we
fashion in two independent experiments, again il- found that 3H-thymidine labeling of bone marrow-
lustrating the distinct biological activities of each -derived macrophages, cultured on differing sub-
of the ECM proteins. TNF-a was not detected in strates, gave comparable proliferative rates to
agar cultures which had not been supplemented that of MTT (data not shown). Therefore, it ap-
with either fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I, or pears that the MTT assay, in this situation, re-
collagen type IV flected proliferative rates and not changes in

metabolic rates.
DISCUSSION Macrophage development in agar suspension

Dramatic differences in macrophage morphol- cultures was not altered by the presence of either
ogy were observed when bone marrow cells were fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I, or collagen
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Fig. 5. The effect of ECM molecules on bone marrow-derived colony formation in agar
suspension cultures. Soluble fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I, or collagen type IV were
added to agar cultures creating a final concentration of either 10 pg/ml, 5 pg/ml, or 1 pg/ml as
indicated. One representative (bone marrow of four mice pooled and measured in triplicate)
of two experiments shown; differences between experimental groups were not significant.

type IV This result contrasts the growth of mac- earlier findings by Jansen et al. ('92). They showed
rophages on ECM proteins in liquid cultures. Al- an essential role for IL-6 in macrophage develop-
though there were no differences in macrophage ment using a methylcellulose suspension culture
growth in agar cultures, IL-6 and TNF-o secre- system and anti-IL-6 antibodies. It is possible that
tion were significantly affected. Therefore, biologi- IL-6 may not play a major role in macrophage pro-
cally active concentrations of ECM molecules were liferation in the presence of ECM proteins. Alter-
present in these cultures. natively, enough IL-6 still may have been produced

IL-6 is an essential cytokine for normal mac- to support macrophage development. In fact, in
rophage proliferation and differentiation (Jansen the presence of high concentrations of IL-6, bone
et al., '92). However, when cells were cultured in marrow macrophage development can be inhib-
agar, significantly less IL-6 was secreted under ited (Reidy and Stewart, '92).
ECM-supplement conditions. This contrasts with Constitutive TNF-a secretion by macrophages
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200- was induced in agar cultures containing either fi-
ISO- bronectin, laminin, collagen type I, or collagen

1 0 ug/Iml type IV but not in agar cultures lacking ECM mol-
ecules or liquid cultures with or without an ECM

140. substrate. This is an important finding which
.... demonstrates that an agar suspension culture sys-

1tem differs from conventional liquid systems. Fur-
C- 100- thermore, this culture system when used with

so ECM molecules may provide and environment
.. .. .. more analogous to the bone marrow environment

.. .in vivo. TNF-a is important for the differentia-

tion of macrophage populations (Scheibenbogen et
40 .. ..... .. .

.... al., '91; Rutherford et al., '93) and the regulation
20 of stromal cell production of colony stimulating

0 factors and IL-6 (Arai et al., '90). Therefore, the
COTROL FONECN , COLLAGENI COLLAGEN iV agar system and ECM proteins may approximate

the natural TNF response in vivo. How this oc-
curs in unclear. It is possible that macrophages
cultured in an ECM-supplemented agar system

200 are more mature in 6 days of culture that those
0 5 /mriim in ECM-free conditions. Alternatively, ECM mol-10 5 gm

8E Iecules may be activating TNF-a secretion through

160 a direct signaling pathway (Eierman et al., '89;
Beezhold and Personius, '92; Hershkoviz et al.,
'93). More work is needed to resolve this interest-

120 ing question.

- Microgravity and ground-based studies have re-
.- ... .vealed the importance of cell adhesion for normal

So80 cell proliferation and function (Cogoli et al., '93;
S.Gmunder et al., '90). It is now known that the

60. . inability of lymphocytes to proliferate in vitro dur-

40- ing exposure to microgravity is due to a lack of
. sedimentation and substrate adherence (Gmunder

20- et al., '90; Cogoli et al., '.93). More recent in vitro
CoRL FI' Lstudies utilized culture systems which allowed
CONTROL FIBRONECTIN LAMININ COLLAGEN I COLLAGEN IV cells to remain adherent in microgravity (Chapes

et al., '92; Cogoli et al., '93). It is unlikely that
the same lack of cell adherence occurs in vivo dur-

200- ing exposure to microgravity conditions; however,

1 ug/mli changes in extracellular matrix in vivo, as a re-
180 sult of microgravity conditions (Spengler et al. '83;

Turner et al., '83 ), may affect cell attachment and

.. ...... ultimately cell function.
140 .... ...... In summary, we conclude that two different cul-

....... ... ...........ii ture systems, liquid and agar, produce distinct re-
. ............... ........°i

100....... Fig. 6. The effect of ECM molecules on bone marrow-
... .... ... derived colony IL-6 production in agar suspension cultures.

S.....8 .. Soluble fibronectin, laminin, collagen type I, or collagen type

60. IV were added to agar cultures creating a final concentrationS.......of either 10 pg/ml, 5 pg/ml, or 1 pg/ml as indicated. One rep-
40-ii~iii!!!•:::: resentative (bone marrow of four mice pooled and measured

•iii~i~iii~i~i iiii::iin triplicate) of two experiments shown. Significant differ-0 :X

CON..O cuLtur 10 Rg/ml) 5compare tor 1contl COLLAGEcNltures OL L
.. .. .. .. ..... .. ..
C...... ....... A IIN C LL G NI O LA E I
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Interleukin-2 therapy reverses some immunosuppressive
effects of skeletal unloading

JASON W. ARMSTRONG, SIGNE BALCH, AND STEPHEN K. CHAPES
Division of Biology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

Armstrong, Jason W., Signe Balch, and Stephen K. marrow cells from skeletally unloaded mice was reduced
Chapes. Interleukin-2 therapy reverses some immunosuppres- compared with control mice. PEG-IL-2 therapy pre-
sive effects of skeletal unloading. J. Appl. Physiol. 77(2): 584- vented immunosuppression induced by skeletal unload-
589, 1994.-Using antiorthostatic suspension, we characterized ing. Macrophage progenitor cell numbers and lymph
hematopoietic changes that may be responsible for the node T-cell responses remained normal with PEG-IL-2
detrimental effect of skeletal unloading on macrophage devel-
opment. Skeletally unloaded mice had suppressed macrophage preventive therapy.
development in unloaded and loaded bones, which indicated a
systemic effect. Bone marrow cells from unloaded mice se- MATERIALS AND METHODS
creted less macrophage colony-stimulating factor and interleu- Animals. Male adult (8-12 wk) C3HeB/FeJ mice bred in the
kin-6 than control mice. Additionally, T-lymphocyte prolifera- animal facility at Kansas State University were used in these
tion was reduced after skeletal unloading. We show that poly- studies. The use of these animals was approved by the Animal
ethylene glycol-interleukin-2 therapy reversed the effects of Care Facilities Use Committee at Kansas State University,
skeletal unloading on macrophage development and cell prolif- which complies with National Institutes of Health Animal Care
eration. Standards.

PEG-IL-2 therapy. Mice were injected once with PEG-IL-2
macrophage; T-cell; spaceflight (0.5 mg/kg ip; Chiron, Emeryville, CA). In all PEG-IL-2 ther-

apy experiments, normal control and orthostatic control mice
were injected intraperitoneally with an equal volume (-300 JAl)

SKELETAL UNLOADING (by use of the antiorthostatic sus- of pyrogen-free water immediately before they were subjected
to suspension. The final dosage protocol was selected after con-pension model) causes a number of physiological changes sultation with the supplier and preliminary rodent dose-finding

that mimic spaceflight: bone resorption, muscle atrophy, experiments to identify optimal concentrations. The 0.5 mg/kg
and fluid shifts (11, 21, 28). Spaceflight and antiortho- dose had no apparent pathological effects on lungs and liver.
static suspension also inhibit macrophage development Antiorthostatic suspension. Animals were antiorthostatically
from bone marrow cells (3, 25). However, the mecha- suspended using the Wronski-Morey-Holton tail-suspension
nisms by which skeletal unloading affects the immune cage (6). Briefly, mice were tail suspended at an angle of 220
system are not clear. Cytokines play an essential role in such that their hindlimbs were skeletally unloaded. Cables con-
the hematopoiesis of all white blood cells (1, 18). Inter- nected to the tails of mice were attached to a low-resistance
leukin-6 (IL-6) and colony-stimulating factor-1 (CSF-1) pulley system above the cages, allowing animals complete move-
are cytokines that are important for macrophage growth ment in any direction within the enclosure. Each suspension
and development (14, 18). Therefore it is possible that experiment involved two suspension categories: antiorthostatic

suspension (experimental, as described above) and orthostaticskeletal unloading affects macrophage development control suspension (tail was attached to the pulley system; how-
through changes in bone marrow cytokine production. ever, the mice bear full weight on hind- and forelimbs). Sex-
We previously demonstrated that macrophage develop- and weight-matched normally housed mice were included in
ment is affected by changes in skeletal loading, extracel- initial experiments to provide cells for a "normal control."
lular matrix, or alterations in histocompatibility mole- Mice were weighed before suspension and before they were
cule expression in the bone marrow microenvironment killed. In all experiments, mice were killed between 8:00 and
(2-4). Because changes in the marrow microenvironment 10:00 A.M. to eliminate differences caused by circadian
can have such dramatic effects on hematopoiesis, we as- rhythms. A suspension period of 11 days was chosen to remain

Show skeletal unloading affected bone marrow cy- consistent with previous studies (3, 8, 17).
sessedn Bone marrow macrophage colony assay. Macrophage develop-tokine secretion.

ment from bone marrow cells was assayed as described previ-Lymph node T-cell proliferative responses are also in- ously (2, 3). Briefly, bone marrow cells were obtained from the
hibited by skeletal unloading mediated through space- femora, tibiae, and humeri of mice from the three treatment
flight or antiorthostatic suspension (3, 22, 23). Interleu- groups. The ends of femora and tibiae were removed, and the
kin-2 (IL-2) is a well-characterized T-cell growth factor. cells were flushed from the bone using Dulbecco's modified Ea-
However, IL-2 can bind and activate monocytes, the pre- gle's medium (DMEM) and a 26-gauge needle. Cells were
cursors of macrophages, to produce CSF-1 (5). There- passed three times through a 19-gauge needle to break up
fore, on the basis of the known functions of IL-2, we used clumps, pelleted, and resuspended at a concentration of 1 X 10'
polyethylene glycol-conjugated recombinant IL-2 (PEG- cells/1.5 ml of DMEM containing 0.3% agar, 10% fetal bovine
IL-2) as an experimental treatment for the immunosup- serum (FBS), and 30% LM-929 fibroblast-conditioned medium-ass an experimofskenetal treoatment. ftem(CSF-1 source). After 6 days of culture, five microscope view

Wrese rffeportstha aniorthostloatics ong rfields were scored for macrophage colonies (a group of >25
We report that antiorthostatic suspension reduced the cells).

number of macrophage precursor cells systemically. The Lymph node T-cell proliferation. Proliferation was assayed
effect was not restricted to skeletally unloaded bones. for all treatment groups simultaneously, as previously de-
Additionally, the secretion of IL-6 and CSF-1 by bone scribed by our laboratory (3). Briefly, lymphocytes were ob-
584 0161-7567/94 $3.00 Copyright © 1994 the American Physiological Society
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TABLE 1. Effect of skeletal unloading on body weight number of immune parameters are not stress related (3,
and spleen weight 8), we monitored changes in body weights and spleen

weights, for all animals, as indicators of stress. Changes
Body Weight Gained, Spleen Weight, in these parameters correlated with circulating cortico-

Treatment n %initial wt %final body wt sterone concentration changes (3, 6, 8, 17). Table 1 shows

Normal control 3 +3.7+2.4 0.263±0.001 that the percent body weight gained was not significantly
Orthostatic control 9 -5.8±2.3 0.272±0.001 different (P < 0.05) among all treatment groups used in
Suspended 11 -3.9±2.8 0.268±0.003 this study. However, animals not subjected to either sus-
Suspended + rIL-2 8 -7.5±1.7 0.352±0.008* pension technique gained weight, whereas those in the

Values are means ± SE; n, no. of animals. rIL-2, recombinant inter- suspension groups lost weight. Therefore restraint had
leukin-2. * P < 0.05, analysis of variance, some apparent effect on the mice. Spleen weight as a

percentage of final body weight was not different be-tained by expression of the cells from inguinal lymph nodes tween normal and suspended animals. However, treat-

through a wire sieve. Lymphocytes were washed twice with men with and signif aly inceaed speen

DMEM containing 2% FBS and gentamycin sulfate (5 Ag/ml); ment with PEG-IL-2 significantly increased spleen

5 X 105 lymph node cells were added per well (100 ,l) in Costar weight as a percentage of final body weight (P < 0.05).
(Cambridge, MA) 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plates. Wells Overall, our skeletal unloading protocol appeared to im-
received 100 gl of medium: DMEM supplemented with 5.6 X
10-5 M 2-mercaptoethanol, 2% FBS, and gentamycin sulfate (5
Ag/ml), with or without phytohemagglutinin (PHA; 9 pg/ml; A
Wellcome Biotechnology, Research Triangle Park, NC). The jo

cells were incubated for 48 h and pulsed with [3H]thymidine
(0.5 ACi/well) for 6-8 h before harvest. The cells from each well
were harvested on a Cambridge PHD cell harvester on glass F2
fiber filters, placed in scintillation counting fluid, and counted "
on a Packard 1500 scintillation counter. Stimulation index (SI)
was calculated

(cpm samples + PHA\ 2
SI X 100

\cpm samples- PHAm

Cytokine assays. Bone marrow cell cytokine secretion was 0
assayed by incubating freshly isolated bone marrow cells in 6
RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS for 18 h (5 X 106 cells/ Z
3 ml), as described previously (4). Supernatants were assayed
for IL-6 content by bioassay with use of the IL-6 growth-sensi-
tive cell line B9. Growth was quantified using a 1-[4,5-dimeth-
ylthiazol-2-yl]-3,5 diphenylformazan (MTT) assay, and con-
centrations were determined by linear regression and a recom- Normal Orthostatic Suspended
binant IL-6 (R & D, Minneapolis, MN) standard curve Treatment
(sensitivity 625 fg/ml). Supernatants were assayed for trans-
forming growth factor-j3 (TGF-fl) content by bioassay with use B
of the TGF-j3 growth-sensitive cell line CCL64 (American Type 16.

Culture Collection, Rockville, MD). TGF-f concentrations
were determined by an MTT assay used in conjunction with a 14.

recombinant TGF-/3 (R & D) standard curve (sensitivity 7.5
ng/ml). Supernatants were assayed for CSF-1 content by .12
bioassay with use of the CSF-1-dependent cell line B6MPI02.
CSF-1 concentrations were determined by MTT assay and a
recombinant CSF-1 (Chiron) standard curve (sensitivity 60 ng/ *
ml). Experiments using recombinant cytokines and bone
marrow cell supernatants demonstrated our bioassays to be
unaffected by bone marrow cell supernatant cytokines other
than those being assayed. IL-2, interleukin-4, and interferon--y
were assayed by standard-capture enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (sensitivity 600 pg/ml). 64-

Statistical analysis. The Number Cruncher Statistical Pack- Z
age (J. L. Hintze, Kaysville, UT) was used to perform Student's 2.
t tests to determine statistical significance. A 95% level ofsignif-
icance was used for each test. Stress data were interpreted us- a
ing an analysis of variance at a 95% level of significance. All n Normal Orthostatic Suspended
values indicate number of animals used in a given experiment. Trcatmcnt

FIG. 1. Effects of skeletal unloading on macrophage development.
RESULTS Macrophage colonies derived from femora and tibiae (A) and humeri

Stress data. We previously measured and correlated (B) were isolated from mouse bone marrow and cultured for 7 days in
colony-stimulating factor-1 (CSF-1). One of 3 independent experi-

stress and immune parameters after skeletal unloading ments is shown; n = 3 for each condition; results were similar in all
(3, 6, 8). Although the effects of skeletal unloading on a experiments. * P < 0.02 compared with normal control mice.
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A from the weight-bearing forelimbs (humerus) of skele-
o tally unloaded mice was also reduced. These data indi-

cated a systemic effect of skeletal unloading on hema-
400- topoiesis that was not localized to bones subjected to un-

loading.
- oHematopoietic cytokines. Macrophage hematopoiesis is

primarily controlled by the cytokines CSF-1 and IL-6
(18). Therefore we analyzed the IL-6 and CSF-1 secre-
tory activity of freshly isolated femur bone marrow cells
from skeletally loaded and unloaded mice (Fig. 2). TGF-03

100- secretion was also measured because of its known role as
an inhibitor of macrophage hematopoiesis (20). Bone

0-- marrow cell IL-6 and CSF-1 secretion was significantly
Normal Orthostatic Suspended lower in mice that had been skeletally unloaded (Fig. 2, A
N=3 N=3 N=3 and B). This was consistent with the observed suppres-

sion in macrophage development after skeletal unload-
B ing and suggested a possible mechanism behind this phe-

nomenon. TGF-0 levels were not significantly different
400 T when the three groups were compared. IL-2, interleukin-

4, and interferon-y were not detected in bone marrow cell
supernatants.

3 .... T-cell proliferation. Skeletal unloading inhibits macro-phage development as well as lymph node T-cell prolifer-
200o•ation (3). Figure 3 shows that lymph node T-cell prolifer-

S~ation (induced by PHA) was inhibited ex vivo after skele-
tal unloading. IL-2 is an important cytokine in the in vivo

10oo T-cell response (1). Therefore we tested whether PEG-
IL-2 was capable of ameliorating the effects of skeletal

Normal Orthostatic Suspended unloading on T-cell mitogenesis. Figure 3 shows that one
N=3 N=3 N=3 prophylactic administration of PEG-IL-2 (0.5 mg/kg) at

the start of antiorthostatic suspension reversed the sup-
C pressive effects of skeletal unloading.

S500-5

"0. 400-

2 300."s,40- *
. .. 200 -

100- -3
E0 ---- 2

Normal Orthostatic Suspended 0

N=3 N= 12 N=8""
F. 2. Effects of skeletal unloading on bone marrow cell cytokine 10.............

secretion. Bone marrow cell cytokine secretion was determined from '

supernatants of freshly isolated bone marrow cells cultured for 18 h in .

interleukin-6 (A), CSF-1 (B), and transforming growth factor-f3 (C). 0
One of 3 independent experiments is shown; n =3 for each condition; Orthostatic Suspended Suspended+IL-2
results were similar in all experiments. * P < 0.05 compared with nor- FG .Efcso oytyeegyo-eobnn nelui-

mal ontol mce.(PEG-IL-2) therapy on phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-induced lymph

node T-cell proliferation in skeletally unloaded mice. Lymph node T-
pose minimal stress, as measured by weight gain and cell proliferation is presented as a stimulation index over lymph node

splen weghtbetween normal and suspended animals. cells that were not exposed to PHA. Mice were injected immediately
splen weghtbefore suspension with PEG-IL-2 (0.5 mg/kg) or pyrogen-free water.

Macrophage development. Skeletal unloading, via an- *P < 0.05 compared with orthostatic control mice (1 of 3 representa-

tiorthostatic suspension, reduces mouse hindlimb macro- tive experiments is shown; all experiments had similar results; lymph
phage development (3). The data in Fig. 1A confirmed node T-cells were pooled from 3 animals per treatment group pere-
this finding. However, it has not been shown whether periment.). Raw data (counts/min): orthostatic + medium, 821 -+ 23;

orthostatic +j P1HA, 40,981 +_ 2,247; suspended + medium, 1,132 ±+ 62;
this effect is local or systemic. Figure lB shows that mac- suspended + PHA, 39,103 _+ 1,195; suspended ± IL-2, 677 + 66; sus-
rophage development from bone marrow cells isolated pended + IL-2-PHA, 35,079 + 1,232.
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PEG-IL-2 therapy and macrophage development. Inas- A
much as PEG-IL-2 therapy was effective in maintaining
normal PHA-induced T-cell proliferation and because
IL-2 receptors are found on cells of the macrophage lin-
eage (5, 9, 27), we tested whether PEG-IL-2 affected mac-
rophage progenitor cell development in skeletally un-
loaded mice. Figure 4 shows that PEG-IL-2 therapy (0.5
mg/kg) maintained macrophage hematopoiesis at levels ' 0-

comparable to orthostatic controls. Although PEG-IL-2
therapy reversed the effects of skeletal unloading on mac-
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has the ability to inhibit macrophage hematopoiesis (20).
20- We found that bone marrow cell secretion of CSF-1 and

IL-6 was depressed in mice that had been skeletally un-
016 loaded. One interpretation of these results is that skele-
'E tal unloading suppresses macrophage development by
7 12 reducing bone marrow cell secretion of IL-6 and CSF-1.
O •A large proportion of bone marrow IL-6 and CSF-1 is
0 8 derived from bone marrow stromal and hematopoietic
6 nursing cells (10). Therefore it may be a perturbation in
Z4 these hematopoietic support cells that causes abnormal

macrophage development in skeletally unloaded mice.
0 However, we have found no difference in the percentage

0 U/ml 5 U/ml 10 U/ml of stromal cells, as identified by stromal cell-specific an-

[r[L-2] tibody KMI6 (15), in bone marrow of skeletally unloaded
and control mice (S. Balch, J. W. Armstrong, and S. K.

FIG. 6. Effects of recombinant IL-2 (rIL-2) on in vitro macrophage Chapes, untrolice data).

development. Macrophage colonies were isolated from normal mouse unpublished data).

bone marrow and cultured for 7 days in CSF-1 and rIL-2. * P < 0.01 The effects of skeletal unloading on lymphocytes are
compared with 0 U/ml control condition (0 U/ml, n = 5; 5 U/ml, n = 5, compartmentalized (3, 22, 23). However, lymph node T-
10 U/ml, n = 6). cell proliferation is also reduced after skeletal unloading.

Inasmuch as IL-2 is an important T-cell regulatory mole-
vivo secretion patterns of bone marrow cells. Therefore cule (1), we tested whether PEG-IL-2 was capable of abol-
we determined whether IL-2 directly affected macro- ishing the effects of skeletal unloading on T-cell mito-
phage development in vitro. Figure 6 shows that rIL-2 genic responsiveness. We found that PEG-IL-2 therapy
significantly increased CSF-1-dependent macrophage reversed the effects of skeletal unloading on T-cell re-
colony formation in agar cultures. sponsiveness as well as macrophage development. The

role of IL-2 in PHA-induced T cell proliferation is open
DISCUSSION to question. Nash et al. (22, 23) reported depressed re-

Skeletal unloading significantly reduces femoral bone sponses to mitogens in T-lymphocytes from skeletally
marrow-derived macrophage development (3, 26, 28). In unloaded rats, even in the presence of normal concentra-
this report, we show that skeletal unloading also reduced tions of IL-2. Therefore, why should administration of
macrophage development when bone marrow cells were PEG-IL-2 in vivo reconstitute a subsequent mitogen re-
isolated from weight-bearing forelimbs. These data show sponse ex vivo? One hypothesis is that skeletal unloading
that the effects of skeletal unloading on murine macro- does not directly affect T-cell responsiveness but de-
phage hematopoiesis are systemic in nature. This obser- pletes one or more subpopulations of T-cells in the
vation is consistent with findings that show that hind- lymph node. Mitogens and superantigens stimulate dif-
limb unloading affects bone mineralization in the hind- ferent populations of T-cells (7, 11, 19). Furthermore we
limbs and weight-bearing forelimbs of mice (23). The and other investigators showed stimulus- and organ-de-
systemic nature of this effect may be explained by the pendent effects of skeletal unloading on T-cells (3, 17, 22,
absence of circulating CSF-1, which concomitantly regu- 23). Therefore in vivo administration of PEG-IL-2 might
lates bone mineralization (via osteoclasts) and hema- restore those affected subpopulations in vivo. Then,
topoiesis (1, 13). However, other hormones or cytokines upon ex vivo assay, apparent responsiveness of these
may also be involved (e.g., TGF-03, IL-6, and/or interleu- cells may be restored. Restoration could occur through
kin-i). It is unlikely that corticosteroids induced the expansion of the T-cell numbers in the lymph node or
changes in hematopoietic activity. We previously showed changes in lymphocyte trafficking. Alternatively, it is
that the effect of skeletal unloading on macrophage de- possible that PEG-IL-2 administration in vivo augments
velopment is unrelated to corticosterone levels or other all T-cell responsiveness ex vivo. However, this does not
indicators of systemic stress (3). In this study, we found appear to be the case, inasmuch as splenic T-cell re-
no difference in stress levels, as measured by body weight sponses, which are not suppressed by skeletal unloading,
loss and spleen weight between normal and suspended are not affected by PEG-IL-2 therapy (data not shown).
animals. PEG-IL-2 therapy did increase spleen weight as Obviously, proof of our former hypothesis would require
a percentage of body weight. This result was not unex- additional experiments.
pected (1) and indicated that PEG-IL-2 was biologically The return of macrophage hematopoiesis to normal
active in vivo. levels after skeletal unloading and PEG-IL-2 therapy al-

The mechanism(s) that causes suppressed macro- lows for some speculation. First, PEG-IL-2 may have
phage hematopoiesis during skeletal unloading is un- stimulated T-cells to produce granulocyte-macrophage
known. Macrophage hematopoiesis is primarily con- colony-stimulating factor, which directly enhanced mac-
trolled by the cytokines CSF-1 and IL-6 (18). IL-6 plays rophage hematopoiesis (1). Alternatively, PEG-IL-2 may
an important role in early and late macrophage develop- have acted directly on developing macrophage popula-
ment, whereas CSF-1 is primarily involved in the latter tions, inasmuch as macrophages have functional IL-2 re-
stages of differentiation and proliferation (1, 14, 16). ceptors (5, 26). PEG-IL-2 therapy did not reverse the
TGF-fl, also found within the bone marrow microenvi- effect of skeletal unloading on bone marrow cell cytokine
ronment, is a cytokine produced by a variety of cells and secretion. It therefore appeared that the effect of PEG-
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IL-2 was independent of these pathways and was able to bioactive macrophage colony stimulating factor protein by mono-
override any detrimental effects of low CSF-1 and IL-6 cytes and involves activation of the transcription factor NF-kfl. J.
secretion. We demonstrated that rIL-2 enhanced macro- ImmunoL. 150: 5535-5543, 1993.

nadded to normal CSF--supple- 6. Chapes, S. K., A. M. Mastro, G. Sonnenfeld, and W. D.phage development when aBerry. Antiorthostatic suspension as a model for the effects of
mented bone marrow cultures. These novel data provide spaceflight on the immune system. J. Leukocyte Biol. 54: 227-234,
additional support that PEG-IL-2 may have acted di- 1993.

rectly on macrophages/macrophage precursors to en- 7. DiSabato, G., J. Hall, and L. Thompson. T cell mitogens and

hance macrophage hematopoiesis. In other studies, IL-2 8polyclonal B cell activators. Methods Enzymol. 150: 3-17, 1987.
8. Fleming, S., C. Rosenkrans, and S. K. Chapes. Test of the

provided radioprotection and enhanced myeloid colony antiorthostatic suspension model on mice: effects on the inflamma-
formation in response to granulocyte-macrophage col- tory cell response. Aviat. Space Environ. Med. 61: 327-332, 1990.
ony-stimulating factor (9, 26). Our data support those 9. Gallicchio, V. S., B. C. Hulette, M. J. Messino, C. Gass,

findings that IL-2 can enhance macrophage hematopoie- M. W. Bieschke, and M. A. Doukas. Effect of various interleu-

sis in situations of immunosuppression. kins (IL-1, IL-2 and IL-3) on the in vitro radioprotection of bone
marrow progenitors (CFU-GM and CFU-MEG). J. Biol. Response

One may speculate that normal macrophage hema- Modif. 8: 479-487, 1989.
topoiesis requires bone marrow cell IL-2 production and 10. Gimble, J. M., J. Hudson, J. Henthorn, X. Hua, and S. A.
that skeletal unloading perturbs this IL-2 production Burnstein. Regulation of interleukin 6 expression in murine bone

and consequently reduces macrophage development, marrow stromal cells. Exp. Haematol. 19: 1055-1060, 1991.
This scenario is not supported by our results, which di 11. Hargens, A. R., J. Steskal, C. Johansson, and C. M. Tipton.

Tissue fluid shift, forelimb loading, and tail tension in tail-
cated that freshly isolated bone marrow cells did not se- suspended rats. Physiologist 27, Suppl.: S37-S38, 1984.
crete detectable amounts of IL-2. However, our assay did 12. Herman, A., J. Kappler, P. Marrack, and A. Pullen. Superan-
not assess in situ IL-2 production, and it is possible that tigens: mechanism of T-cell stimulation and role in immune re-
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croenvironment but not in vitro. 13. Horowitz, M. C. Cytokines and estrogen in bone: anti-osteopo-
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In summary, we showed that macrophage hematopoie- 14. Jansen, J. H., J. C. Kluin-Nelemans, J. Van Damme, G. J. H. M.

sis and lymph node T-cell responsiveness were reduced Weintjens, R. Willemze, and W. E. Fibbe. Interleukin 6 is a
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Cytokine secretion by immune cells in space
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Abstract: Cultured, bone marrow-derived macro- The purpose of this study was to determine whether space
phages, murine spleen and lymph node cells, and human flight conditions affect a bone marrow-derived macrophage
lymphocytes were tested for their ability to secrete cyto- cell (B6MP102) in its secretion of T cell-stimulatory cyto-
kines in space. Lipopolysaccharide-activated bone mar- kines, such as IL-1, or other important molecules, such as
row macrophages were found to secrete significantly more TNF. In addition, we determined whether space flight would
interleukin-1 and tumor necrosis factor when stimulated affect the activation of lymphocytes to secrete IFN-ca and
in space than when stimulated on earth. Murine spleen IFN--y.
cells stimulated with poly I:C in space released sig-
nificantly more interferon-a at 1 and 14 hours after
stimulation than cells stimulated on earth. Similarly, mu- MATERIALS AND METHODS
rine lymph node T cells and human peripheral blood
lymphocytes, stimulated with concanavalin A in space, Cells
secreted significantly more interferon-y than ground con- The anchorage-dependent, bone marrow-derived macro-
trols. These data suggest that space flight has a significant phage cell line B6MP102 (C57B16, H-2b) has been
enhancing effect on immune cell release of cytokines in pescel line B6MP1O2 g Cowth is has been
vitro. J. Leukoc. Biol. 52: 104-110; 1992. described [7]. B6MP102 growth is dependent on colony-

stimulating factor 1, and CSF-1 does not induce secretion of

Key Words: space immunology - cytokines IL-1, IL-6, or TNF. We previously reported that these cells
can be activated with a number of biological response
modifiers, including lipopolysaccharide (LPS) [7]. B6MP102

Introduction cells are passed two to three times weekly in Dulbecco's
modified Eagle's medium (DMEM, Gibco, Grand Island,

The induction of antibody and cellular immune responses NY) supplemented with 6% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.3%

depends on the successful functioning of macrophages, L-glutamine, 10% Opti-MEM (Gibco), and 15% LM929

T cells, and B cells. During the response to invading (American Type Culture Collection) cell-conditioned medium

microorganisms like bacteria and viruses, T cell and B cell (as a source of CSF-1).

(the effectors of cellular and humoral immunity, respectively) The lymphocytes used for the interferon experiments were

activation is dependent on various cytokines. Secretion by either harvested from SJL (H-2s) mice or purified, by Ficoll-

macrophages of one of these cytokines, interleukin-1 (IL-1), Hypaque gradient centrifugation, from heparinized human

is required [1, 21. Macrophages also produce tumor necrosis peripheral blood buffy coats. Human cells were frozen in

factor a (TNF), which is involved in the cytotoxicity of virus- liquid nitrogen until use as described below. Mouse splenic

infected and transformed cells and in the regulation of lipo- lymphocytes (SLs) were harvested, separated on a Ficoll-
protein lipase, an enzyme involved in lipid storage [1]. Both Hypaque gradient, and cultured in 25-cm 2 flasks inof these cytokines have pleiotropic effects on a number of RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, accord-host responses. T cells also require a complex interaction ing to published methods [8], at 37°C for 2 days before ship-

with accessory cells that involves antigen prcsentation and ment to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and loading into the

stimulation by IL-1. Once activated, the T cells respond by cell syringes described below. Lymph node cells (LNCs) were

making cytokines, such as interleukin-2, as well as inter- harvested, separated on a Ficoll-Hypaque gradient, and

ferons. stimulated with concanavalin A (Con A, 1 mg/ml) in RPMI
1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS. Lymph nodeSeveral experiments on orbiting spacecraft during the past cells were cultured for 10 days and passed as previously

decade have shown significant changes in immune cell func- descre [8lbfre s m to aSC Cells w revestd

tion during space flight. During 6 days of microgravity, hu- described [8] before shipment to KSC. Cells were harvested,
man lymphocytes secreted four to eight times more a- washed, and resuspended in fresh medium and loaded into

interferon (IFN-a) than controls in response to several inter- the cell syringes as described below.

feron inducers [3]. In contrast, after 7 days of microgravity,
the postflight response of rat lymphocytes to an IFN--y in- Abbreviations: BPM, bioprocessing module; ConA, concanavalin A;
ducer showed that their secretion of IFN--y was dramatically CSF-', colony-stimulating factor 1; DMEM, Dulbecco's modified Eagle's
inhibited [4]. The in vitro blastogenic response of lympho- medium; ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; FBS, fetal bovine
cytes to mitogen stimulation was decreased more than 90% serum; IFN, interferon; IgG, immunoglobulin G; IL-I, interleukin-l; KSC,
during space flight [5, 6], whereas inflight control experi- Kennedy Space Center; LNC, lymph node cell; LPS, lipopolysaccharide;
ments at Ig showed only a 50-60% reduction in mitogenic PHA, phytohemagglutinin; SL, splenic lymphocyte; STS, Space Transpor-

tation System; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.response [5, 6] compared to ground controls. The basic Reprint requests: Stephen K. Chapes, Division of Biology, Ackert Hall,
mechanisms for these altered cell functions during space Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-4901.
flight are not understood. Received February 20, 1992; accepted March 30, 1992,
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Reagents and Animals microfuge tubes that were rocked at speed 5 on a Bellco plate
rocker (Bellco Glass, Vineland, NJ). Both 5 x 106 and

Cytodex 3 microcarrier beads (Pharmacia-LKB Biotechnol- 2.1 x 106 B6MP102 cells, in 1.0 ml, were incubated with
ogy, Uppsala, Sweden) were prepared according to manufac- 0.5 ml of a pelleted 2% Cytodex 3 bead solution for Space
turer instructions to make approximately a 2% bead solu- Transportation System (STS) flights 37 and 43, respectively.
tion. Recombinant IL-1 and TNF-oe were obtained from After attachment, beads-B6MP102 cells were pooled, washed
Genzyme (Cambridge, MA). Interferon-a (mouse 4.7 x 105 in DMEM, and resuspended in 20 ml of supplemented
IRU/mg protein), used as the standard for a sandwich-plate DMEM containing 10 mM HEPES. Aliquots of 2 ml were
radioimmune assay, and the rabbit antimouse immuno- aseptically dispensed into 5-ml syringes containing 10-pm
globulin G (IgG), used as the second antibody, were ob- filters (Fig. 1) and prepared for transportation to KSC. Ten
tained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). The anti-IFN-oz IgG syringes were prepared for each mission. Five syringes were
antibodies were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim (In- randomly chosen for transport to Cape Canavaral (flight

dianapolis, IN). Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay samples) and five syringes (ground controls) were trans-
(ELISA) kits for IFN--y assays were obtained from Amgen ported around Manhattan, KS. Ground controls were main-
(Thousand Oaks, CA) and Gibco. The Con A, polyinosinic- tained at approximately 22-24°C during the duration of the
polycytidylic acid (poly I:C), and HEPES buffer were ob- flight and flight samples were at cabin temperature, approxi-
tained from Sigma. Phytohemagglutinin (PHA) was ob- mately 20-25'C. Flight samples for STS-37 were shipped by
tained from Burroughs Wellcome (Research Triangle Park, overnight express mail from Manhattan to Cape Canavaral.
NC). Escherichia coli (055:B5) LPS was obtained from Difco The time interval from cell dispersion to launch was 72 h.
(Detroit, MI). DEAE dextran was obtained from Pharmacia- The experiment was initiated approximately 6 h into flight
LKB. C3H/HeJ mice were bred in the animal facility in the and appropriate samples were collected 12 and 24 h post acti-
Division of Biology at Kansas State University. SJL mice vation. Samples for STS-43 were hand-carried on commer-
(7-8 weeks old) were purchased from Jackson Laboratories cial airline flights from Manhattan to Orlando, FL. Cells
(Bar Harbor, ME). were driven to Cape Canavaral from Orlando. The time in-

terval from cell dispersion to launch was approximately 96 h.
The experiment was initiated approximately 24 h into the

Preparation of B6MP102 Cells for Space flight and samples were collected approximately 24 h later.
Experimentation Based on the analysis of ground controls, 80-90% of the

B6MP102 cells were attached and still viable 24 h after acti-
B6MP102 cells were grown in 100-mm-diameter tissue cul- vation. For both flights, the samples were stored at cabin
ture dishes. Cells were dispersed with 0.25% trypsin plus temperature for the duration of the flight. STS-37 was a
0.2% EDTA, washed, counted, and incubated with Cytodex 6-day mission flown at an altitude of 248 nautical miles, an
3 microcarrier beads for 6-8 h at 37'C in supplemented apogee of 247 nautical miles, and a perigee of 239 nautical
DMEM, containing 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.3), in 1.5-ml miles. STS-43 was a 9-day mission flown at an altitude of 174

nautical miles, an apogee of 171 nautical miles, and a perigee
of 161 nautical miles. Samples were recovered approximately
3 h after shuttle landing and were placed on ice. Ground
control samples were placed on ice at times to coincide with

10 flight samples. Flight samples were returned to Manhattan,
KS, 24 and 48 h after recovery for STS-37 and STS-43, re
spectively. In Manhattan, ground and flight samples were
checked for contamination, color, and syringe integrity. All
samples were in satisfactory condition and were not contami-
nated. All samples were filtered through a 0.45-am filter and
stored at -100°C until bioassays for cytokines were performed.

Preparation of Lymphocytes for Space Experimentation

Mouse splenic and lymph node lymphocytes were trans-
ported to KSC in 25-cm2 culture flasks completely filled with

"" supplemented RPMI 1640 medium. The cells were shipped
by commercial air from Houston and delivered to KSC
within 8 h after removal from the incubator in Houston.

Upon arrival at KSC, the cells were reseeded into fresh
medium, in five flasks, and placed in a 37°C incubator ad-
justed to 5% CO 2 in air. These cells were cultured for 48 and
24 h for STS-37 and -43, respectively, before being loaded for
flight. Thirty-six hours before flight the cells were harvested,
centrifuged, and counted, using trypan blue dye to deter-
mine the viability and total cell number. For STS-43, human
peripheral blood lymphocytes were stored frozen in liquid
nitrogen after harvest from Ficoll-Hypaque gradients at the

4 University of Alabama in Huntsville. Cells were transported

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a bioprocessing module. 1, Aluminum tray; to KSC on dry ice. They were thawed and suspended in

2, Arno adhesive tape; 3, foam inserts; 4, Hamilton plastic screw assembly; RPMI 1640, supplemented with 10% FBS, 48 h before load-
5, aluminum three-way stopcock; 6, Hamilton Luer-Lok screw assembly; ing into syringes for flight. Viability was determined by
7, foam layer; 8, filter assembly; 9, 5-ml syringes; 10, plastic isolation bag. trypan blue exclusion and cell numbers were determined on
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a hemacytometer. Human peripheral blood lymphocytes the samples were kept at 4'C for transport to Houston and
were >84% viable after thawing and at the time of loading. until the assays were performed.
Murine splenic and lymph node cells were >90% viable at
the time of loading. The cells were resuspended in fresh Cytokine Assays
RPMI 1640 medium (supplemented with 28 mM HEPES
and 10% FBS), then aseptically transferred to the cell Triplicate samples of the BdMP102 macrophage culture
syringes at a concentration of 1 x 106 viable cells/mI (2.5 supernatants were serially diluted in supplemented DMEM
mI/syringe). Chamber B of each cell syringe was also loaded in 96-well, flat-bottomed microtiter plates. For TNF assay,with 1.0 ml of RPMI 1640 with HEPES and 10% FBS, con- TNF-sensitive LM929 cells, labeled with 51Cr as previously
waiming either 20 mg/mI of poly I:C and 100 mg/mI of described [9], were added at a concentration of 1 x 104 cells
DEAE-dextran (STS-37) or 1.5 mg/mI of Con A (STS-43), per well. After an incubation period of 16-18 h at 37 0 C, the
which was added to the cells upon activation of the experi- microtiter plates were centrifuged and 90- 1l aliquots, har-
whihewas durig the flht, cvested from each' well, were counted on a gamma counter.
ment during the flight. Percent specific 5 1Cr release was calculated as described

Flight Hardware previously [9].
IL-1 release was assayed by the previously described

The B6MP102 cells were activated using 5-ml syringes comitogenic murine thymocyte assay [2]. Thymuses were re-
mounted to bioprocessing modules (BPMs, Fig. 1). The moved aseptically from 4- to 8-week-old C3H/HeJ mice,
BPMs were previously flown on STS-7 (cell attachment ex- teased to release thymocytes, washed, and resuspended in
periment DSO-0413). The BPMs are aluminum trays with DMEM containing 0.3% glutamine, 3 x 10-5 M 2-mercapto-
molded foam and a three-way stopcock that allows mounting ethanol, and 50 pg/ml gentamicin sulfate. Thymocytes were
and connection of three 5-ml syringes (Beckton Dickinson, distributed into 96-well flat-bottomed microtiter plates at a

Rutherford, NJ). The middle syringe had a 10-/pm nylon concentration of 1 x 106 cells/well in 100 Id of medium.

filter mounted in a stainless steel case sealed inside (see Fig. Doubling dilutions of test supernatants (100 id) were added
1) using Silastic 732 RTV adhesive (Dow Corning, Midland, to the wells, in addition to 0.45 pg PHA/well. Plates were in-
MI). This allowed injection of medium (with or without cubated for 72 h at 37°C and 8% CO 2 in air. Eight hours
LPS) from syringe A into syringe C (middle with filter) and before harvest, I pCi of [3H]thymidine (20 a1) was added to
injection of cell-free supernatant into syringe B at the ap- each well. Incorporation of [3H]thymidine was measured on

propriate times. Syringe B was detached after flight and a scintillation counter. Background control wells contained
returned to Manhattan for recovery of supernatant as thymocytes and PHA only. Tumor necrosis factor and IL-1
described. quantification in the supernatant samples was based on

Maintenance and activation of the lymphocytes were ac- linear regression of standard curves of rTNF and rIL-1.
complished using a modified double-chambered syringe, Due to presence of glutaraldehyde (STS-37) or ethanol
"cell syringe," that was encased in a Lexan plastic housing (STS-43) in the samples, IFN-oa (STS-37) secreted into the
providing secondary containment. A schematic of such a culture medium was measured using a sandwich-plate radio-
syringe is shown in Figure 2. Each syringe was activated in immunoassay incorporating 1251-labeled protein A, as previ-
orbit, by the crew member, by attaching a plunger handle ously described [10]. The assays for IFN-', (STS-43) were
and depressing it to allow the activator solution (poly I:C on conducted using an ELISA in which the chromogenic prod-
STS-37 and Con A on STS-43) to mix with the suspended uct was read at 405 nm after a 30- or 45-minute incubation
cells. Samples were dispensed from the syringe into a multi- period. Serial dilutions of the reference standards and the
dose injection vial through a needle-valve assembly at spe- unknowns were used to determine the IFN-oa or IFN--y con-
cified times after activation. The sample vials contained centration in the supernatant of each flight sample.
either 0.8 ml of 1% glutaraldehyde or 0.5 ml of 50% ethanol
as a cell fixative. The samples were stored at cabin tempera- Statistical Analysis
ture in the orbitor middeck until return to earth. Thereafter, Analysis of covariance of the IFN-oa radiolabel binding data

was conducted using a Fortran parallel line analysis program

CELL SYRINGES FLOWN ON STS-37 & 43 published by Swank et al. [11]. Analysis of variance (ANOCVA)
was performed on the IFN-y data using Statview software
(BrainPower, Calabasas, CA) that computed the Scheffe F-
test for significance. The Number Cruncher Statistical Pack-

T-CELLS age (U.L. Hintze, Kaysville, UT) was used to perform Stu-
N 1dent's 1-tests to determine statistical significance of B6MP102

production of cytokines in space. A sample size (n) of 2 was
used for statistical determinations. Averages of replicates of

ACTIVATOR IN CULTURE MEDIUM 2 or 3 were used to determine j7 for each n.

RES ULTS

fixative0 ..5ml .... Cytokine Secretion by B6MP102 Cells During STS-37

We found that 308 units of TNF were released with a 12-h
stimulation on the ground, compared to 1082 units of TNF

NEEDLE/VALVE LEXAN ENCASED - EVACUATED released in space (space = 3.5 x ground, P < .05) (Fig. 3).
ADAPTER SAMPLE VIAL Similarly, 426 units of TNF were secreted, with a 24-h

stimulation, by ground controls, compared to 970 units in
Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a cell syringe, space (space = 2.3 x ground, P < .05) (Fig. 3). When su-
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Fig. 3. Production of TNF by B6MPI02 (luring STS-37. B6MPI02 cells Fig, 5. Production of TNF by B6MPI02 during STS-43. B6MP102 cells

were pulsed for 12 or 24 h in space or on earth with 12.5 jug of ITS. Each were incubated for 24 h in space or on earth in medium or medium contain-

bar represents the results for duplicate samples assayed in triplicate ing 12.5 gg of LPS. Each bar represents the results for duplicate samples as-

(mean ± SEM). sayed in triplicate (mean ± SEM).

pernatants were assayed for thymocyte proliferation, approx- units of TNF compared to approximately 180 units of TNF
imately 4660 units of IL-1 was released by ground controls released by B6MP102 cells in space (space = 3 x ground,
with a 12-h stimulation, compared to approximately 14,280 P < .05) (Fig. 5). A similar trend was seen for IL-1 produc-
in space (space = 3.1 x ground, P < .05). Approximately tion. Medium-incubated B6MP102 cells produced 517 or 632
3685 units of IL-1 was secreted with a 24-h stimulation by units of IL-1 on the ground or in space, respectively. LPS-
B6MP102 cells on the ground, compared to approximately stimulated B6MP102 cells produced approximately 1605
13,750 units secreted in space (space = 3.7 x ground, units of IL-1 on earth compared to approximately 3331 units
P < .05) (Fig. 4). of IL-1 in space (space = 2.1x ground, P < .05) (Fig. 6).

Cytokine Secretion by B6MP102 Cells During STS-43 Viability of Lymphocytes

Because significantly more cytokine was secreted during the To determine the approximate viability of the lymphocytes
STS-37 flight, compared to samples stimulated on earth, we in our experiments, we analyzed aliquots of our ground con-
wanted to confirm our results on a subsequent shuttle flight. trols, which were kept in syringes and at temperatures simi-
Since no qualitative difference was observed between the 12- lar to those for the flight samples. Based on these samplings,
and 24-h incubation periods, we modified the experiment on the mean viability of the SL cells was 91% at launch and
STS-43 to look for spontaneous activation of B6MP102 cells 86% at the time of completion of the last inflight experiment
during space travel. On STS-43, B6MP102 cells were incu- on STS-37. The mean viability of the LNCs flown on STS-43
bated for 24 h in space, or on the ground, in medium with was 85.5% at launch and 74% at the time of completion of
or without 12.5 jtg of LPS. B6MP102 cells not stimulated the 48-h experiment. The mean viability of human lympho-
with LPS produced 44-48 units of TNF in space or on the cytes was 83% at launch and 71% at completion of the 48-h
ground, respectively (Fig. 5). In contrast, LPS-stimulated experiment. In addition, trypan blue viability determina-
B6MP102 ground control cells released approximately 60 tions were done on the lymphocyte cultures upon their

return to earth, within 4 h after landing. On STS-37 the
splenic lymphocyte viability was 25% (based on five flight

20 syringes) some 4 days after the last sample was taken. On
STS-43 the mean viability of the LNCs was 36% and the hu-
man lymphocyte viability was 65%, 7 days after the last

16 flight sample was taken.
12 Hr. 1 x g

S12 • 12 Hr. 0 a g Interferon-a Secretion by Splenocytes During STS-37

There was only a marginal difference (P = .15) between the
i24 Hr0 1 controls (3.9 IU/ml) and the flight samples (5.4 IU/ml) in the

H 24 24-min samples. However, 1 h after stimulation the ground

S2 r g controls secreted 8.2 IU/ml compared to 15.6 IU/ml secreted

4 in space (Fig. 7). This was 1.9 times more in space than in
the controls (P = .001). By 14 h after stimulation 30.1 IU/ml
had been secreted by the controls compared to 83.7 IU/ml

0- secreted in space (20 h after reaching orbit). This is 2.8 times
more IFN-oa secretion (P < .001) in space than on earth.

TREATMENT

Fig. 4. Production of IL-I by B6MPI02 during STS-37. B6MPI02 cells were Interferon-,y Secretion by Lymphocytes During STS-43
pulsed for 12 or 24 h in space or on earth with 12.5 ,g of IPS. Each bar
represents the results for duplicate samples assayed in triplicate The mean IFN-'y secretion by ground control mouse T cells
(mean ± SEM). was 7.3 IU/ml 24 h after Con A stimulation, compared to
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Fig. 6. Production of II,-1 by 1G6MP1(02 d(hring STS-43. B16MPI02 cells were

incubated for 24 Ih in space or on earth in medium or medium containing 24 48

12.5 jtg of LPS. Each bar represents the results tor duplicate samples assayed HOURS
in triplicate (mean ± SEM). Fig. 8. Production of IFN--y by T lymphocytes during STS-43. Human and

mourine T lymphocytes were incubated with 1.5 ,g/nm! of Con A for 48 h in

space or on earth. Flight samples were taken at 24 and 48 h after stimula-
1 7.7 IU/ml secreted by flight cells (Fig. 8). This was 2.6 tion. Each bar represents the mean IFN-y of duplicate samples ± SEM cx-
times more in space than by the ground controls (P = .018). cept for murine lymph node T cells at 48 h, where flight constraints allowed
The mean IFN--y secretion by the control human lympho- the collection of only one sample.
cytes was 10.8 IU/ml, compared to 34.8 IU/ml secreted in
space. This was 3.2 times more in space than by the controls cytokine secretion by B6MP102 cells was significantly more
(P = .026). By 48 h after Con A stimulation (-72 h after than secretion by control cells stimulated on earth. These ob-
reaching orbit) 20 IU/ml had been secreted by the control servations are in contrast to those of Limouse et al. for
mouse LN cells compared to 50.6 IU/ml secreted by LN cells samples flown on the Soviet biosatellite Cosmos 2044 [12].
in space. This is 2.6 times greater secretion in space than on They found that the THP-1 monocyte cell line produced
earth. We note that only one replicate was collected for the similar or decreased amounts of IL-1, depending on whether
48-h murine LN space sample because of flight constraints, the cells were stimulated during the coculture with Jurkat T
However, the trend toward increased secretion by that sam- cells and anti-CD-3 monoclonal antibody or directly with
pie was consistent with the 24-h murine and human samples. phorbol ester. Obvious explanations for the discrepancy in-

clude differences in cell lines and/or experimental conditions.
DISCUSSION The latter is exemplified by the fact that THP-1 cells variably

secreted IL-1 in response to different stimuli [12]. Another
explanation for the differences might be that our cells were

Few have had the opportunity to investigate the effects of a attached to microcarrier beads during the activation process.
space environment on cytokine secretion by macrophages or It is not clear whether the THP-1 cells were attached to a
other immune cells. The data presented here were obtained surface. Macrophage activity may be dependent on an-
on two shuttle flights in 1991. Lipopolysaccharide-induced chorage to a matrix and the concomitant changes that occur

in the attached cell's cytoskeleton, on which secretion may be

100. dependent [13, 141.
The increase in IFN-ae release during STS-37 confirmed

the findings of Talas et al. [31 of increased in vitro secretion

80 0 cONrFL during 6 days of space flight. However, this was the first time
M FLIGHT the initial release was studied 6 h after orbital insertion and

E. within 14 h after induction with poly I:C. This is important
• 60 because all cells exhibit homeostatic responses to dramatic

changes in their local environment. Launch vibrations, fluid
2 shear, and rapid temperature changes could have caused sig-

1, 40 nificant changes in cell function [15]. In addition, cell stress
L- could have induced dramatic temporary changes in cell phys-

iology [16, 17]. The rapid synthesis of "stress proteins" and
20. temporary cessation of normal protein synthesis during

T i•stress responses could have affected our experiments. The
fact that detectable levels of IFN-ce were found 24 min after

0.4 114 induction on STS-37 suggests that secretion of IFN-ae by

SLs, in response to poly I:C, was not compromised by stress
HOURS responses to environmental changes during launch.

The increased secretion of IFN--y from T cells in spaceFig. 7. Production of lFN-ea by sphenocyt,-s (luring STlS-37. Mouse spleno- contrasts with the results of Gould et al. [4]. They reported
cytes were induced ftr 14 h with 20 pg/nil of poly l:C during space flight that t ity of rat s to elease].FN-y wasodra-

or on earth. Each bar represents the results of duplicate assays for IFN-of that the capacity of rat spleen cells to release IFN-- was dra-

in each oft Ihree replicate cell syringe expepimentts where the mediumn was matically inhibited after the rats had flown 1 week in space
sampled at the indicated titiles after addition of lhe Ipoly h(' on SI-3. One possible reason for this discrepancy is that
(mean ± SEM). T cells may increase their secretion of IFN--y soon after the
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beginning of space flight but may have a different response activated human monocytes isolated from the same indi-
if they are activated after being in space for longer periods viduals after and before flight. Therefore, based on the data
of time. Alternatively, the flight times and other conditions currently available, the effects of space travel on cellular
(e.g., apogee or perigee), which usually are not duplicated cytokine production should be given serious consideration.
between flights, may contribute to some of the observed
differences. Remarkably, however, the results we obtained on
STS-37 and STS-43 showing increased secretion are consis- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Antiorthostatic suspension as a model for the effects of
spaceflight on the immune system
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Abstract: We describe the use and appropriateness of sion models. Other commonly used names include spinal
antiorthostatic suspension in immunological investiga- traction, tail traction, harness suspension, and skeletal un-
tions. This manuscript describes the model and discusses loading with head down tilt.
how well data obtained by using the model correlate with
spaceflight data. This review concludes with some sugges-
tions for future experiments using antiorthostatic suspen- DIFFERENT METHODS OF ANTIORTHOSTATIC
sion. J. Leukoc. Biol. 54: 227-235; 1993. SUSPENSION

Key Words: space immunology • gravitational biology Antiorthostatic suspension has undergone considerable evo-
lution since its inception in the late 1970s. In the original
model described by Morey [4] for rats, room-temperature-

WHAT IS ANTIORTHOSTATIC SUSPENSION.? vulcanizing silicone rubber glue was used to attach formed,
orthopedic casting material contoured to the shaved back of

Antiorthostatic suspension is a technique developed in the rat; this material was then used to attach the rat to a free-
response to the need for studying physiological systems that moving aluminum bar. This technique allowed the rat to
change in a microgravity environment (defined by Todd as have limited, voluntary, 3600 movement and permitted some
"The prolonged free-fall condition ... 10-6-10-4 g... ." [1]). grooming. The head-down tilt caused fluid and organ shifts
Because access to space was (and still remains) limited, it was toward the upper part of the body. Harness suspension elimi-
necessary to have a way to induce changes in vivo that nated the need for shaving the back of the rat and using of
reasonably mimicked or paralleled those induced by silicone glue but restricted movement somewhat.
microgravity. There is ample evidence from postflight Manipulation imposed stress on animals. Stress is often
studies of human peripheral blood that various cells of the defined physiologically by a significant increase in cor-
immune system are affected by microgravity. The study of ticosterone concentration in serum [35, 36], which can nega-
these effects requires a ground-based model system. Para- tively affect immune cells and organs [9, 14]. The pulley sus-
bolic flight and drop towers can be used to study the effects pension device appears to overcome the problem of
of the downward gravitational vector on objects, animals, or restrictive movement and stress. Wronski and Morey-Holton
people on Earth. Because parabolic flights and drop towers [14] popularized the use of free-moving pulleys, first used by
only offer very short periods of microgravity, the development Ilyin's group [8]. Morey-Holton's group used pulleys that
of models had to be done within the constraints of gravity, rolled on the top of Plexiglass cages and allowed voluntary

Various models of immobilization, immobilization with movement in two dimensions. Tail suspension also was
head-down tilt, and stress have been used to investigate adapted for use with the pulleys. Together, tail suspension
specific physiological changes, such as muscle disuse or and free movement in two dimensions was found to be su-
elevated stress hormones [2,3]. However, no model com- perior to back suspension [14]. Tail-suspended animals
pletely satisfied investigators. In 1979 Morey and colleagues gained weight and showed a smaller increase in corticoster-
[4,5] described a model that simulated an aspect of one concentrations and less lymphoid organ atrophy. Thus,
spaceflight (unloading weight from part of the body). The with animals suspended in this manner, the effects of unload-
technique allowed for the suspension of rats at a 300 head- ing could be selectively studied.
down tilt. The hind limbs of the rat were completely un- Antiorthostatic suspension also has been adapted for mice
loaded while the front limbs bore weight and were able to by using both the harness [9, 27, 37] and tail methods [16,
grasp the floor grid. The rats were able to move in a 3600 17, 31, 38, 39] of unloading. In some studies, mice were tail-
circle at will. In 1980 Musacchia et al. [6] described the un- suspended from cables in 29 cm x 18 cm x 13 cm cages (Fig.
loading of rats with harnesses that allowed movement in an 1A and B). The tail-suspension technique allowed mice to
arch of 1400. Ilyin and Novikov [7], in Russia, also were have access to the entire cage, with 1800 movement to the left
early proponents of rodent antiorthostatic suspension. They and right, and prevented use of the hind limbs for movement
used pulleys and harnesses to unload the hind limbs of rats
for the study of bone changes [8]. The early techniques were
successful because reproducible bone, fluid, and muscle
changes could be induced (Table 1). However, limited range Abbreviations: Con A, concanavalin A; INF-y,, interferon-y; IL-2,
of movement and stress were drawbacks. The model interleukin-2; IL-2R, interleukin-2 receptor; NK cell, natural killer cell;

PHA, phytohernagglutinin; SRBC, sheep red blood cell.
described by Morey and other variations are often referred Reprint requests: Stephen K. Chapes, Center for Gravitational Biology,
to as antiorthostatic (orientation with the head down), Division of Biology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-4901.
hypokinetic, hypodynamic (restricted-movement) suspen- Received April 30, 1993; accepted April 30, 1993.
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Table 1. Summary of Physiological and Immunological Changes Induced by Antiorthostatic Suspension

Physiological variables Suspension model (species) Reference

Muscle
Soleus and gastrocnemius muscle atrophy' Antiorthostatic/harness (rat) 2, 6, 9, 10, 11

Muscle glucocorticoid receptor expression Whole body/harness (rat) 12

Change in soleus muscle fiber distribution Antiorthostatic/harness (rat) 13

Bone

Diminished periosteal bone formation rate' Antiorthostatic/back suspension (rat) 4, 8

Trabecular bone volume'
Marrow fat' Antiorthostatic/tail (rat) 14, 15

Tibiofibular junction bone formation'

Bone strength decrease' Antiorthostatic/tail (mouse) 5, 16, 17

Blood and plasma
Neck subcutaneous tissue pressure' Antiorthostatic/tail (rat) 18, 19

Central venous pressure increase Antiorthostatic/tail (rat) 20, 21

Heart rate, arterial pressure, and volume increase Antiorthostatic/back (rat) 22

Increased red blood cell count depressed erythroporesis Antiorthostatic/tail and body harness (rat) 23, 24, 25

Unchanged anti-sheep red blood cell antibody response Antiorthostatic/back suspension (rat) 26

Depressed interferon ox/f3 response in vivo Antiorthostatic/harness (mouse) 27, 28

Depressed resistant to encephalomyocarditis virus-D
Increased interferon-y response in vivo Antiorthostatic/ortho-static/hamess (rats) 28

Cell-mediated immunity
Unchanged splenic natural killer cell cytotoxicity Antiorthostatic/tail suspension (rat, mouse) 30, In press

Depressed PMN respiratory burst Antiorthostatic/tail suspension (mouse) 31

Unchanged peritoneal M4 cytokine secretion & IA antigen expression Antiorthostatic/tail suspension (mouse) 32

Depressed bone marrow macrophage precursors' Antiorthostatic/tail (rat, mouse) 33,
In press'

Lymphoid organ specific effects of antiorthostatic suspension
0  Antiorthostatic/tail (rat, mouse) 32, 34,

In press'

'Indicates a correlation with physiological responses induced by spaceflight.
bJ.W. Armstrong, K.A. Nelson, S.J. Simske, M. Luttges, J.J. landolo, S.K. Chapes (1993),J. Appl. Physiol. In press.

or support. Although that method of tail suspension proved rats and bones from rats flown in space [4,5]. Rats flown in

quite useful, recent work, using adaptations of the Wronski- space as well as antiorthostatically suspended rats have

Morey-Holton tail suspension cage [14] for mouse suspen- decreased numbers of osteoblasts, but numbers returned to

sions (Fig. IC and D), suggests that the Wronski-Morey- normal after flight [3].
Holton system is significantly less stressful. Comparisons Antiorthostatic suspension also successfully models the

were made of serum or plasma corticosterone concentrations fluid shifts and muscle atrophy associated with spaceflight.

and percentages of initial body weight lost of mice tail- Hargens et al. [18] used tail suspension to show that fluids

suspended in 29 cm x 18 cm x 13 cm suspension cages and move toward the head in antiorthostatically suspended rats,

mice suspended by their tails using the Wronski-Morey- a response seen in humans during spaceflight and in other

Holton pulley suspension technique (Table 2 and Fig. 1). simulated forms of microgravity [40]. Tipton et al. [19] sug-

Although the comparison was done retrospectively (pulley- gested that rats suspended with a 300 head-down tilt that

suspension mice were compared with mice used in a previ- bear 50% of their body weight resemble humans flying in

ous study [32]), the mice were matched for strain, sex, and space in that they exhibit "head and neck puffiness.' Mus-

weight. The antiorthostatic suspension, with pulleys (Fig. IC sachia's group [6] specifically developed their method of an-

and D) and two-dimensional access to the cage, appeared to tiorthostatic suspension to study changes in unloaded mus-

be the lesser stressful of the two environments. cles. They and others have shown that changes in the soleus

muscle most closely parallel the muscle atrophy associated
with spaceflight in mice and rats [9, 10, 41], with the gastroc-

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHANGES INDUCED BY nemius muscle also being affected in a fiber-dependent man-

ANTIORTHOSTATIC SUSPENSION AND THEIR ner [9-11]. Other variables such as oxidative capacity, glyco-

RELATION TO SPACEFLIGHT lytic enzyme activities, and capillarization also change in

response to unloading (for review see ref. 41).

One strength of antiorthostatic suspension is that it induces Antiorthostatic suspension also has been used to study

many physiological changes that parallel those induced by variables associated with the blood and circulation with vari-

spaceflight (Table 1). For example, suspension has been par- ous degrees of success. Shellock et al. [20] found that rat cen-

ticularly useful for studies on bone structure and composi- tral venous blood pressure may be increased in response to

tion [3]. Bones taken from mice and rats suspended antior- suspension and is suspension-angle dependent. This type of

thostatically have a lower bone mass than do weight-bearing response is also seen in astronauts [21], but the capacity for

controls. Furthermore, this lower bone mass is accompanied adaptation may be different. Furthermore, increases in

by lower bone strength [16, 17]. Similar phenomena occur in hematocrits, reduction in plasma volume, suppressed

rats and humans during spaceflight [3]. Rats flown in space erythropoiesis, and reduction in red cell mass are seen in an-

have lower bone growth rates. Similarly, growth arrest lines tiorthostatically suspended mice as well as in humans in

have been seen in bones from antiorthostatically suspended space [23].
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Fig. 1. Mice antiorthostatically tail-suspended in 29 cmn x 18 cm x 23 cmn cages on nylon cables, A and B; or using pulley suspension, C and D.

THE DISTINCTION OF ANTIORTHOSTATIC cises, noise, swimming, or sleep deprivation. Furthermore,
SUSPENSION FROM STRESS MODELS some people believe that because none of these stress models

would be used to mimic microgravity, it is unlikely that an-
Spaceflight involves more than microgravity. In addition to tiorthostatic suspension would be any more appropriate, Ad-
increased gravitational forces during takeoff and landing, mittedly, it is impossible to escape the effects of gravity while
spaceship occupants must adapt to a whole new environ- remaining on Earth. Therefore, regardless of how well phys-
ment. This adaptation may involve stress, but stress is not iological models parallel changes seen during spaceflight, no
the sole variable of spaceflight. Likewise, there is a miscon- model will be perfect. Because so many diverse systems are
ception that placing rodents in antiorthostatic suspension is affected by antiorthostatic suspension in ways similar or
analogous to subjecting them to models designed solely to in- closely related to spaceflight (Table 1), it becomes apparent
duce stress, i.e., high or low temperatures, treadmill exer- that this is the most acceptable known ground-based model
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Table 2. Comparison of Body Weight and Corticosterone Levels with ANTIORTHOSTATIC SUSPENSION AND ITS EFFECT
two Different Suspension Techniques ON IMMUNE RESPONSES: COMPARISONS WITH

DATA OBTAINED FROM SPACEFLIGHT
Suspension Initial body Conicosterone

Technique* Treatment? weight lost (%) (ng/ml)

The lack of spaceflight opportunities provided the impetus
A Antiorthostatic 10.6 ± 1.c 320 ± 4 2d• for the development of ground-based physiological models.
A Orthostatic 7.4 + 1.6' 123 ± 14'

A None 1.1 ± 0 .8d 70 ± 15d Spaceflight has validated the antiorthostatic suspension

B Antiorthostatic 8.3 +.0± 123 ± 16d' model for a number of physiological variables. There have

B Orthostatic 4.0 ± 0.8' 87 ± 12' been fewer opportunities to validate the model for the study

B None -0.8 ± 2 .3d 43 ± 10 of the immune system because these studies have often been
difficult to control and execute. Therefore, the results have

"Mice were suspended in 29 cm x 18 cm x 13 cm cages (group A; see been mixed. We have attempted to summarize some of the
Fig. IA and B) or in Wronski-Morey-Holton suspension cages [14] (group most important comparisons (Table 1).
B; see Fig. IC and D). Mice in groups A and B were sex (male) and weight Antiorthostatic suspension was first used to study changes
matched. Group A plasma and group B serum corticosterone concentrations in the immune system in 1980. Caren et al. [26] investigated
were compared. whether rats immunized with sheep red blood cells (SRBCs)

bMice were antiorthostatically or orthostatically suspended or were nor-
mally housed for 11 days. had altered anti-SRBC responses. Little difference was

'Numbers represent 5 ± SEM, n = 20 for all comparisons, found between the 21-day antiorthostatically suspended rats
dp < .05, normal cage control or antiorthostatic suspension treatment vs. and the normal cage controls or orthostatically suspended

orthostatic suspension treatment (Student's matched t-test), weight-bearing controls (animals restrained in a horizontal
'P < .05, suspension group A vs. suspension group B (Student's matched position and allowed to bear weight). Although these data

t-test). have never been directly correlated with actual spaceflight

data, it is interesting that Voss [46] found no measurable
differences in total blood immunoglobulin concentrations of
astronauts [37].

of spaceflight. It is much more appropriate than other The phenotypes of cells found in various lymphoid tissues
models designed solely to stress animals. The fluid shifts have been studied after antiorthostatic suspension and
toward the upper parts of the body, muscle atrophy, and spaceflight. There does not appear to be a direct correlation
bone resorption occur in response to unloading. None of between these two treatments. For example, Sonnenfeld et
these processes is approximated by any of the above- al. [33, 47] found that spaceflight significantly enhanced rat
mentioned animal stress models. The question is whether or spleen cell expression of CD4÷ and CD8÷ cells in two differ-
not we can study effects of weightlessness on the immune sys- ent experiments and immunoglobulin-bearing cells (B cells)
tem apart from the effects of increased corticosteroid, a in one of two experiments. Neither CD4÷ nor CD8÷ T cells
stress-induced hormone. were elevated in rat splenic populations after antiorthostatic

The neuroendocrine link to the immune system has not suspension [34, 47]. Likewise, mice did not show a
been overlooked in antiorthostatic suspension modeling, significant change in cellular distribution of peripheral blood
Stress hormones significantly influence cellular responsive- or peritoneal inflammatory cells after antiorthostatic suspen-
ness, and several investigators included the measurement of sion [31, 32]. This finding with mice was not consistent with
stress hormones in their studies. Fleming [31] et al. and the postflight neutrophilia or monocytopenia seen in shuttle
Kopydlowski et al. [32] found that with mice, antiorthostatic crew peripheral blood [44, 48]. Furthermore, rat antior-
suspension was associated with significant increases in cor- thostatic suspension did not induce the general increase of
ticosterone concentrations and splenic atrophy. Caren et al. CD4÷ T cells in rats [34] that was seen in peripheral blood
[26] found splenic atrophy in rats antiorthostatically sus- cells of shuttle astronauts postflight [44]. Although these data
pended for 22 days. Similar atrophy of lymphoid organs was may appear to be disappointing to advocates of the antior-

observed when rats were flown in space for 22 days [42]. thostatic suspension model, the humans and animals that
However, we previously noted that some of the increased cor- flew in space were also subjected to the rigors and conditions
ticosterone concentrations may be due to the antiorthostatic of re-entry and readaptation to gravity. No study using an-
technique used (Table 2). Harness suspension of rats results tiorthostatic suspension was designed to account for recovery
in a transient rise in corticosterone for 1-3 days before it and readaptation. Furthermore, no study was directly
returns to normal [12]. Rats subjected to antiorthostatic sus- matched for times and tissues sampled.
pension by the pulley system [14] tended to have higher cor- In vitro responses of cells obtained from animals subjected
ticosterone concentrations than did control rats, but the to antiorthostatic suspension have been studied more than
differences were not statistically significant [34]. Corticoster- have the humoral components of the immune system. Lym-
one concentrations were only slightly elevated in mice sub- phocyte proliferation has become a standard measure of cel-
jected to the same suspension technique (Table 2). Cor- lular immune responsiveness after spaceflight. Extensive
ticosterone concentrations of rats flown on Cosmos 1887 did study of peripheral blood lymphocyte responses has been
not differ from controls, but adrenal weight data suggested done for both U.S. astronauts and Russian cosmonauts. In
that the flight may have affected glucocorticoid concentra- general, most workers reported that spaceflight led to a
tions [43]. The levels of stress induced by antiorthostatic sus- depressed response of peripheral blood cells to mitogens in
pension and spaceflight appear to be comparable. Likewise, culture [44, 48, 49]. In contrast, in one experiment, Mandel
humans also have been observed to be stressed and have and Balish [50] found that flight rats showed an enhanced
elevated cortisol concentrations after spaceflight [44, 45]. splenic proliferative response to mitogens. However, as they
Therefore, the model appears to be appropriate, point out,"... the small number of rats in each group and
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the large standard deviations in the data indicate that cau- tage of the total lymphocytes are found in blood at any time,
tion should be exercised in interpreting the results" Impor- a blood sample may tell only a limited story. In summary,
tantly, only peripheral blood lymphocytes from humans in although a complete cross-tabulation has not been made for
space have been examined, all species, for all lymphoid organs, under all conditions,

In more recent experiments with lymphocytes from rats in there appears to be some consistency between spaceflight
space, differences in mitogen responsiveness were found to and antiorthostatic suspension with regard to organ-specific
depend on the lymphoid origin of the cells. In the Cosmos mitogen-induced cellular proliferation.
2044 mission, inguinal lymph node cells from rats were T cell activation is associated with increased expression of
tested for proliferation and interleukin-2 (IL-2) production IL-2 receptors (IL-2R). IL-2R expression of mitogen-
in response to mitogenic lectins or phorbol esters and stimulated T cells after antiorthostatic suspension has been
ionomycin. Proliferation or IL-2 production by lymphocytes examined. Nash et al. [34] found that Con A-stimulated
from the flight rats was not significantly different from that spleen cells from antiorthostatically suspended rats ex-
of the controls [51]. However, when the lymphocytes from pressed a similar number of IL-2R as did mitogen-
the spleens of the same animals were tested for mitogen stimulated cells from control animals. In all cases, as ex-
responsiveness, the lymphocytes from the flight animals gave pected, the unstimulated lymphocytes expressed very few
a depressed proliferative response (A. Lesnyak, Institute for IL-2 receptors. This lack of significant IL-2R expression by
Biomedical Problems, Moscow, Russia, personal communi- unstimulated cells contrasts with the IL-2R expression on
cation, 1989). A similar lymphoid organ-specific response unstimulated spleen cells isolated from rats that flew on two
was seen after a 4-day flight aboard the U.S. space shuttle Cosmos biosatellites. IL-2R expression of spleen cells from
STS-41 [51]. In this case, lymph node lymphocytes gave a animals flown on Cosmos 1887 was significantly enhanced
depressed proliferative response to concanavalin A (Con A) compared with ground control animals [33]. Spleen cells
whereas splenocyte proliferation did not differ from that of from animals flown on Cosmos 2044 showed a trend toward
ground controls. Moreover, this organ-specific variation was greater expression than did controls; however, the values
seen after antiorthostatic suspension. Nash et al. [34] were not statistically significant [47]. Because of a lack of
reported that there were differences in rat lymphocyte statistical significance in the Cosmos 2044 flight data, there
responses depending on the lymphoid organ source of the was no significant correlation of IL-2R expression between
lymphocytes. Peripheral blood and anterior lymph node spleen cells isolated from flight rats and control, antior-
lymphocyte proliferation, induced by Con A and phyto- thostatically suspended rats; however, both show the same
hemagglutinin (PHA), but not splenic lymphocyte prolifera- trend [47]. The variability in IL-2R expression after
tion was significantly depressed by antiorthostatic suspen- spaceflight makes it hard to compare suspension model data
sion. Kopydlowski et al. [32] reported that antiorthostatic with flight data. More studies must be done with IL-2R ex-
suspension of mice results in the enhanced proliferation of pression, both in spaceflight and with antiorthostatic suspen-
splenic lymphocytes to PHA. Direct comparison of splenic sion models.
lymphocyte proliferation and lymph node lymphocyte In contrast to cytokine receptors, cytokine secretory
proliferation shows that antiorthostatic suspension of mice production has been more extensively studied in rats and
also had a lymphoid organ-dependent effect (Table 3) as it mice after antiorthostatic suspension [27-29, 52, 53]. The
does in rats [34]. When antiorthostatic suspension stimu- ability of rat spleen cells, taken from animals suspended for
lated splenic lymphocyte proliferation induced by PHA, a 1 or 2 weeks, to produce interferon-y (IFN--y) was enhanced
suppressive effect was seen with lymphocytes from the lymph [53]. Interestingly, IL-1 and IL-2 production by these cells
node. remained at the same level as in cells from nonsuspended

These organ-specific differences are important for several control animals. Therefore, not all cytokines behaved simi-
reasons. First, they indicate that suppression of lymphocyte larly. Nash et al. [34] found that the ability of mitogen-
responsiveness is not likely due to increased plasma cor- stimulated lymphocyte secretion of IL-2 was not affected by
ticosteriods. If it were, a whole-body effect rather than a 7 days of antiorthostatic suspension, which was consistent
tissue-specific effect would be expected. Second, they suggest with the lack of change in IL-2 secretion after spaceflight.
that fluid shifts caused by microgravity may be very impor- The enhanced production of INF-'y was not consistent with
tant. Lymphocyte migration and homing are undoubtedly the findings of Gould et al. [46] who found that spleen cells
affected by fluid shifts. Finally, because only a small percen- taken from rats flown in space for 1 week produced less IFN-

Table 3. Effect of Antiorthostatic Suspension on PHA-Induced Proliferation of Mouse Lymphocytes'

cpm incorporated

Lymphocytesb Suspension Stimulation index' + PHA - PHA

Spleen Antiorthostatic 24 ± 2 d 114,099 ± 16,70 7d 4,799 ± 614
Spleen Orthostatic 12 ± 1 60,297 ± 13,765 5,121 ± 571
Spleen None 13 ± 0 82,221 ± 6,604 6,160 ± 498
Lymph node Antiorthostatic 52 ± 5 88,584 ± 17,732 1,711 ± 188
Lymph node Orthostatic 116 ± 9 145,000 ± 24,430 1,249 ± 279
Lymph node None 146 ± 9 121,565 ± 14,906 835 ± 189

.Adapted from Armstrong et al. (1993)J. Appl. Physiol. In press.

bLymphocytes were isolated from the spleen or inguinal lymph nodes after C3HeB/FeJ mice were suspended or normally housed for 11 days. Animals

were killed immediately after removal from the suspension or regular cage.
'Stimulation index = [(CPM + PHA)/(CPM - PHA)] x 100.
dNumbers represent 5 ± SD of quadruplicate samples. Cells from three animals were pooled and used in each group.
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,y. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is that the Table 5. Number of Macrophage Colonies Formed in Response to

stress of flight recovery negatively affects the responses of Macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor After Antiorthostatic

spleen cells. However, the IL-3 secretion of those same cells Suspension of mice'

was not significantly different than that of spleen cells ob-

tained from control rats [29]. Therefore, cytokine regulation Suspensionb Number of colonies'

appears to be a complex process, subject to subtle physiologi- Antiorthostatic 5.5 ± 0.1
cal perturbations. This complexity is exemplified by the Orthostatic 13.5 + 0.3

findings that secretion of cytokines by isolated cells is often None 13.2 + 0.2

enhanced significantly by spaceflight when cells are not sub-

ject to the complex in vivo physiological environment [54, 'Adapted from Armstrong et al. (1993) J Appl. Physiol. In press.
55] and the magnitude of the response can be stimulus de- 'C3HeB/FeJ mice were suspended or normally housed for I 1 days before
pendent [56]. being killed immediately upon removal from the suspension or regular cage.

p [ ± SEM of colonies after 7 days of culture in soft agar, five view fields

Splenic natural killer (NK) cell activities were compared per plate, three plates per mouse n = 6 mice per treatment P < .05 using

directly after antiorthostatic suspension and spaceflight. Student's t-test, Antiorthostatic vs. Orthostatic control.
Rykova et al. [30] found that rat splenic NK activity against
Yac-1 target cells was depressed after spaceflight but not after

antiorthostatic suspension . Interestingly, splenic NK ac- marrow cells was also reproducibly enhanced by spaceflight
tivity against the human NK target, K562, was not but not by antiorthostatic suspension [33, 47]. Therefore,
depressed, whereas bone marrow cell activity was [30]. An- cell types other than macrophages possible are affected

tiorthostatic suspension did not affect bone mar- differently by antiorthostatic suspension and spaceflight.
row-mediated NK cytotoxicity of K562 [30]. Likewise, Myriad regulators in the bone marrow could differentially

mouse splenic NK activity against Yac-1 cells was not alter macrophages [57]. Alternatively, mature cells, which
affected by antiorthostatic suspension (Table 4). The are measured by these phenotypes, may be affected differ-
diminished activity of the NK cells recovered from ently from immature cells. The finding that rat hemopoietic

spaceflight rats was apparently not due to defects in their stem cell numbers are also depressed by spaceflight would be
ability to bind targets in vitro [30]. Because NK activity has consistent with the latter hypothesis [60].
been studied in such few instances, additional work must be

completed to confirm these findings.

Bone marrow macrophage precursors have been inves- ANTIORTHOSTATIC SUSPENSION AND ITS EFFECT

tigated in both rat and mouse systems. This variable has ON IMMUNE RESPONSES: EXPERIMENTS THAT

been reproducibly validated by spaceflight. Antiorthostatic NEED TO BE DONE IN SPACE

suspension of rats was done in conjunction with the flight of
rats in space in the Cosmos 2044 flight. Both these treat- Some immunological variables have been studied in response

ments reduce the number of macrophage precursors found to antiorthostatic suspension but have not yet been examined

in the bone marrow of weight-bearing bones [47]. This in response to spaceflight. These variables include inflamma-

finding confirmed previous flight data [33]. In addition, mice tory neutrophils, activated macrophages, and cytokines as-

subjected to 11-day antiorthostatic suspension also had sociated with their activation. For example, studies to eluci-

diminished numbers of macrophage precursors (Table 5). date the effects of antiorthostatic suspension on murine

Therefore, the changes in bone, which may be associated peritoneal inflammatory cells showed that neutrophils have

with changes in local concentrations of substances such as reduced ability to produce superoxide anion [31]. Follow-up

prostaglandin E2, 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D3 (calcitriol), and studies showed that the reduced neutrophil response is not

transforming growth factor-0, may affect the development of due to corticosterone but to factors associated directly with

macrophages [57]. Circulating concentrations of calcitriol antiorthostatic suspension [61]. Kopydlowski et al. [32] did a

are significantly depressed in rats after antiorthostatic sus- comprehensive analysis of the effects of antiorthostatic sus-

pension [58, 59]. Interestingly, the expression of the pheno- pension on macrophage functional, secretory, and mem-

typic marker associated with rat suppressor T cells, OX-8, brane molecule expression. They found that neither the

was enhanced in bone marrow cells in one of two spaceflights secretion of IL-I, tumor necrosis factor, prostaglandin E2,

in which it was examined [33, 47], but it was not enhanced and 02" nor the expression of Ia antigens, Con A, receptors

by antiorthostatic suspension [47]. Pan T cell (W3/13), hel- or Bandeiraea simplicifolia receptors were affected by an-

per T cell (W3/25), and IL-2R (OX-39) expression on bone tiorthostatic suspension. A similar lack of effect on macrophage-
mediated cytotoxicity of tumor or virus-infected cells also
was reported [32]. Interestingly, recent data by Mani6 et al.

Table 4. Mouse Natural Killer Cell Activity in Response to [62] suggest that IL-I secretion by human peripheral blood
Antiorthostatic Suspension' mononuclear cells is unaffected by spaceflight. These

findings are important because macrophage secretion of IL-1
Specific 5'Cr Release (%) and tumor necrosis factor and the expression of class II and

Suspension• (E:T) 100:1 50:1 other plasma membrane molecules are central to both innate
S2oo:1 and acquired immune responsiveness.

Antiorthostatic 24 ± 1 16 ± 1 11 1 Sonnenfeld's group has studied the production of murine
Orthostatic 23 ± 0 20 ± 0 11 ± 1 interferon-c//3 by lymphocytes and its concentration in se-
None 25 ± 1 19 ± I 11 + I rum [28, 53]. One- and 2-week antiorthostatic suspension

In press. significantly reduced the amount of IFN ca// produced by
"Adapted from Armstrong et al. (1993)J]. App!. Physiol. nprs• cells in serum [28]. Splenic lymphocytes also produced less

6C3HeB/FeJ mice were suspended or normally housed for 11 days before

being killed immediately upon removal from the suspension or regular cage. IFN-a/#3 than did controls after 1-week suspensions and
'Spleen cells were incubated with 1 x 104 51Cr-prelabeled Yac-I cells at more IFN-a/o3 if the cells were taken from animals that were

the indicated effector target ratio for 4 h. Cells for each suspension treat- suspended for 2 weeks [53]. Encephalomyocarditis-D virus
ment were pooled from three mice. was able to infect antiorthostatically suspended animals but
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not orthostatically suspended or control animals [27]. There- Antiorthostatic suspension results in fewer macrophage
fore, as suggested by Sonnenfeld et al. [37], reduced IFN precursors in the bone marrow. Nevertheless, the number of
concentrations may allow the growth of pathogenic microor- blood monocytes and the activity of inflammatory macro-
ganisms in space because of the amelioration of a natural phages in the peritoneum after an 11-day suspension are not
control mechanism. different from those of control animals [31, 32]. This is an in-

teresting conundrum that suggests that the short periods of
fewer precursor macrophages do not affect the peripheral

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR THE ANTIORTHOSTATIC blood and inflammatory macrophage pool. However, noth-
SUSPENSION MODEL ing is known about the effects of longer antiorthostatic sus-

pensions. Because macrophages are long-lived cells, there
There are at least two ways to evaluate the utility of the an- may be a significant lag time before fewer monocytic and
tiorthostatic suspension model for use in immunological inflammatory cells are seen the blood or peritoneum. Also
studies: (1) immune variables in rodents subjected to interesting is that bone changes significantly in response to
spaceflight and antiorthostatic suspension can be compared antiorthostatic suspension. What causes the diminution in
and (2) changes in response to rodent antiorthostatic suspen- the bone marrow macrophage precursors? Studies on
sion can be compared with the space-induced changes seen cytokines and other cell regulators would be of interest.
in humans. However, only a relatively few studies have been Studies using antiorthostatic suspension suggest that lym-
done that allow comparisons between antiorthostatic suspen- phocyte proliferation is affected in a lymphoid-organ-
sion and spaceflight. Mitogen-induced lymphocyte prolifera- dependent fashion [34](J.W. Armstrong et al., J AppL Phys-
tion is a response that is of significant interest because the iol., in press; 1993). This is one of the most recent and in-
organ-dependent response of rodent spleen cells, lymph teresting results to come out of antiorthostatic suspension ex-
node cells, and peripheral blood cells appears comparable periments; it correlates with the results of spaceflight and
between spaceflight and antiorthostatic suspension. The suggests that a compartmentalization may occur [51, 52].
decline of rodent macrophage precursors in the bone marrow Suspension, like spaceflight, may affect lymphocyte
was also seen after antiorthostatic suspension and trafficking. The fluid shifts seen in both also may affect im-
spaceflight. Although similar studies have not been done in mune cell composition and response. The antiorthostatic
humans, a monocytopenia seen in astronaut peripheral suspension technique will be valuable in determining how
blood after spaceflight may indicate changes in the number cell trafficking and fluid shifts affect specific lymphoid cell
of monocyte precursors arriving from the bone marrow [44]. populations. In particular, the antiorthostatic suspension

The subpopulations of lymphoid cells isolated from vari- technique can and should be used to address why different
ous rodent organs after spaceflight did not match the cells lengths of spaceflight (e.g., Cosmos 2044, 13.8 days, and
isolated from rodents after antiorthostatic suspension or STS-41, 4 days) or flight conditions (Russian biosatellite vs.
compare with cells isolated from humans, but few studies U.S. space shuttle) differentially affect the responses seen wi-
have been done. Also differing for rodents were IFN-y secre- thin different lymphoid organs. Finally, the differential tissue
tion and NK cell cytotoxicity. Again, generalizations cannot response indicates that stress, in general, is unlikely to ac-
be based on only one or two studies. Because of this lack of count for the depressed proliferation of lymphocytes in select
information, some results may be due to a peculiarity of an lymphoid organs. Because this phenomenon is seen in other
individual spaceflight or suspension protocol. There also stress models [63], pulley suspension allows for the investiga-
may be differences between mouse and rat immune tion of lymphoid organ-dependent lymphocyte regulation in
responses that have yet to be considered. The differences in the absence of high concentrations of corticosterone.
rat spleen cell expression of IL-2R on unstimulated cells that Although recovery has been looked at in studies of bone,
were analyzed after Cosmos 1788 and 2044 [33, 47] exem- no immunological studies published to date included effects
plify this problem. The IL-2R expression was elevated but of recovery of animals after antiorthostatic suspension.
not statistically different from ground controls on the latter Readaptation has played a role in virtually every cellular
flight but was significantly different on the former. Thus, it response that has been measured for rats and humans
becomes difficult to determine what the standard spaceflight returning from space. Immunologists have not yet inves-
response really is and what antiorthostatic suspension data tigated this potentially important factor with antiorthostatic
should be compared with. Furthermore, the immunologic suspension and should make it a priority.
effects of microgravity are likely due to the interaction of In conclusion, spaceflight offers a challenge and an oppor-
organismic-level physiological responses with direct effects tunity not only to the engineer but to the life scientist. The
on immune cells themselves. Antiorthostatic suspension al- living organism is complex, and finding a model to ade-
lows modeling of the organism-level effects of microgravity quately address one aspect of the environment, gravity, on
but not the direct effects of microgravity on internal cellular this system is difficult. In addition the limitations of space,
processes [1]. Therefore, differences should be expected be- both in numbers and kinds of experiments, make imperative
tween the immunologic effects of microgravity and those ob- the use of ground-based models to generate hypotheses. The
served in suspension modeling. antiorthostatic suspension model, when properly validated,

Because of the relatively few immunological studies that offers this possibility.
use antiorthostatic modeling, it would be premature to dis-
miss the model as inappropriate for studying the immune
response. In fact, some of the results indicate that the model ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Class I and class II major histocompatibility molecules play a
role in bone marrow-derived macrophage development
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of Colorado, Boulder

Abstract: Class I and class II major histocompatibility 7.0 + 0.6 x 101, n = 5; C2D, 5.8 + 0.6 x 107, n = 7).
complex (MHC) molecules play significant roles in T cell However, marrow cell recovery was subject to some variation
development and immune function. We show that due to the methodology used for bone marrow cell removal.
MiCI- and MHCII-deficient mice have low numbers of In contrast, a significant depression in macrophage colony
macrophage precursors and circulating monocytes, as well formation was seen when CID and C2D bone marrow cells
as abnormal bone marrow cell colony-stimulating factor were compared with C3HeB/FeJ and B6 controls (Fig. 2A).
type 1 secretion and bone composition. We suggest that The depression suggests that macrophage hematopoiesis is
MHCI and MHCII molecules play a significant role in suppressed in mice lacking MHCI or MHCII molecules.
macrophage development.j. Leukoc Biol. 55: 658-661; 1994. Whether the depression in macrophage precursors affected

the repertoire of mature macrophages in vivo was evaluated.
Key Words: MHC • macrophages • colony-stimulating factor 1 Mice were injected intraperitoneally with thioglycolate broth
- hematopoiesis and peritoneal macrophage inflammation was measured

(Fig. 2B). It was found that the number of inflammatory
peritoneal macrophages in CID and C2D mice was

The continual replenishment of macrophages is crucial for a significantly lower than in C3HeB/FeJ and B6 controls. This
fully functional immune system because of their role in both result supports the findings of the in vitro colony-forming as-
cell-mediated and humoral immunity [1]. Although the con- say and provides strong evidence that a physiological defect
tributions of cytokines [1, 2] and extracellular matrix pro- exists involving macrophage hematopoiesis in mice lacking
teins [3, 4, 4a] to macrophage development have been MHCI or MHCII molecules. Further evidence for a
studied, little information is available on the role of major depressed macrophage hematopoietic process in MHCII-
histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules in macro- deficient mice was obtained by comparing the number of
phage development. The recent availability of transgenic monocytes in the circulation in C2D and normal mice. B6
mice deficient for MHCI or MHCII molecules (Genpharm, mice had significantly more monocytes (3.9 ± 1.1 x 104

Mountain View, CA) enabled us to investigate the process of monocytes/ml, n = 5) than C2D mice (1.84 + 0.72 x 104
macrophage development in the absence of these molecules. monocytes/ml, n = 4; significance determined by a Mann-
ment in the absence of these molecules. Whitney nonparametric test).

The MHCI and MHCII expression on cells from CID Macrophage development from bone marrow progenitor
mice (H-2b, MHCI deficient) and C2D mice (H-2b, cells can be perturbed by the alteration of one or a number
MHCII deficient) was examined to ensure that class I and of factors [2]. Variables include cytokine concentrations [2,
class II molecules, respectively, were absent. Figure 1 9], inhibitory endocrine factors [10], and bone structure in-
demonstrates a normal MHCI and MHCII phenotype on cluding extracellular matrix composition [3, 4, 4a]. There-
cells from normal B6 mice (H-2b), which were used as con- fore, we compared the cytokine secretory activity
trols in these experiments. The flow cytometric histograms [interleukin-6 (IL-6), transforming growth factor-03 (TGF-
for cells from CID and C2D mice show no staining for 03), and CSF-1] of bone marrow cells from CID, C2D, and
MHCI and MHCII molecules, respectively. These results normal mice (Fig. 3). IL-6 is an essential cytokine for nor-
indicate appropriate lack of MHC expression and confirm mal macrophage development, for both early macrophage
findings of previous studies [5, 6]. progenitor cell proliferation [9] and later macrophage

The assessment of macrophage precursors in the bone differentiation [11]. In fact, if IL-6 is present at unusually low
marrow is often done using an in vitro colony-forming assay or high concentrations, macrophage development may be
[7] containing exogenous macrophage colony-stimulating suppressed [9, 12]. We found that freshly isolated bone mar-

* - factor (CSF-1). We used this technique to assay bone marrow row cells from C3HeB/FeJ, B6, CID, and C2D mice all
macrophage precursors from CID, C2D, B6, and secreted similar amounts of IL-6 in an 18-h incubation assay
C3HeB/FeJ mice. Although the haplotype of C3HeB/FeJ (Fig. 3A). This suggests that differences in IL-6 secretory ac-
mice (H-2 ) does not match that of CID and C2D mice, this tivity of bone marrow cells were not responsible for the
strain was used as an additional control drawing upon our
familiarity with C3HeB/FeJ bone marrow-derived macro-
phages [8]. Little difference was found in spleen weight when
expressed as a percentage of body weight (B6 0.350 + 0.027,
n = 8; FeJ 0.386 + 0.011, n = 2; CID 0.359 + 0.030, n = 7; Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; CSF-1, colony-stimulating
C2D 0.0292 ± 0.014, n = 7; no significance between groups factor type 1; IL-6, interleukin-6; MHC, major histocompatibility complex;

TGF-0, transforming growth factor 3.at 95% confidence level, ANOVA) or the number of femur Reprint requests: Stephen K. Chapes, 19 Ackert Hall, Kansas State
bone marrow cells recovered from each strain of mice (B6, University, Manhattan, KS 66506-4901.
6.3 + 0.4 x 101, n = 4; FeJ, 3.6 + 0.3 x 10', n = 4; CID, Received October 15, 1993; accepted December 20, 1993.
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Fig. 1. MHC molecule expression on thymo- JAO1'4L1-H'.FL1-Height JA102\FLI-H-\FLI-Height JAOO3\FLI-H',FLI-Height

cytes from age-matched CID, B6, and C2D mice 0.
(8-12 weeks of age). Single cell suspensions were 6 CONTROL - B ci.ss x
formed from three freshly removed thymi and in-
cubated with primary antibody [Y-3 anti-Kb

(anti-MHCI; a generous gift from Dr. David 1III•k!
Lee, University of Missouri, Columbia) or
hybridoma HB-183 (ATCC, Rockville, MD) der- •.

ived anti I-A (anti MHCII)] and fluoresceinated 1 k b 1O 1^ 1 1,
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lyzed by flow cytometry (FACScan, Becton- CID COTROL Go. II
Dickinson, MA). A representative of three ex-

periments is shown. (Left) Control; (middle)
stained with anti-class II antibody; (right) 7
stained with anti-class I antibody; (top) B6 cells;
(middle) CID cells; (bottom) C2D cells.
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depressed macrophage hematopoiesis. TGF-f3 has diverse pected given the substantially different bone properties ob-
effects on many different cell types including macrophages served in different strains of mice [191. When comparing nor-

and macrophage progenitor cells [10, 13]. As the actions of mal B6 mice with CID and C2D mice, we found a
TGF-03 on macrophage hematopoiesis are considered to be correlation between absence of MHC molecules and both
inhibitory [10, 13] we tested for the secretion of both the ac- lower mineral percentage (%Min) and reduced bone micro-
tive and latent forms of this molecule from freshly isolated hardness. This was consistent with the difference between B6
bone marrow cells (Fig. 3B and C). Secretion of both the ac- and pooled CID and C2D humerus for microhardness
tive and latent forms of TGF-03 did not differ between all cell (P = .09). Interestingly, the difference in microhardness was
types tested. In contrast, CSF-l concentrations in the same not consistent with the trend observed for stiffness, which
cell supernatants differed (P < .05) in both MHCI- and was nearly identical among the three groups. Strength was
MHCII-deficient cell cultures compared to normal controls generally greater in the bones of CID and C2D mice than
(Fig. 3D). Surprisingly, we discovered higher rather than those of B6 mice. However, stiffness and strength tests meas-
lower concentrations of CSF-1 secreted by both CID and ure overall characteristics of bone and do not necessarily

C2D transgenic compared to control mouse bone marrow contradict specific microhardness and mineralization data.
cells. One possible interpretation is that macrophage de- When the microhardness was normalized by bone strength,
velopment in MHCI- and MHCII-deficient mice is the values for the B6 humeri (13.1 ± 1.7 kg/N mm 2) were

depressed because of down-regulation of CSF-1 receptors as significantly different (P = .02) from those for the pooled
a result of abnormally high levels of CSF-1 and consequent CID and C2D humeri (11.4 ± 2.0 kg/N mm 2). These differ-
CSF-1-mediated cellular activation [14]. This hypothesis is at ences between B6 compared to CID and C2D humeri in
variance with results of studies using different colony- terms of MHCI and MHCII molecules and bone charac-
stimulating factors [15]. For example, overproduction of teristics may result from differences in bone formation
granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM- and/or bone remodeling processes. As noted above, the cor-

CSF) led to enhanced numbers of peritoneal macrophages related changes in bone characteristics and depressed macro-
without changes in circulating monocytes [15]. Our result phage haematopoiesis are important for two reasons: (1)
clearly appears to document the different biological proper- colony-stimulating factors can affect bone resorption [17],
ties of the colony-stimulating factors, resulting in altered bone properties, and (2) the interrelated na-

Upon removing femora and tibiae of C1D and C2D mice, ture of the precursor cells for bone and immune cells [19, 20].
we noticed what appeared to be differences between the Macrophage development is impaired in mice deficient in

bones of C3HeB/FeJ, B6, CID, and C2D mice. Potential MHCI or MHCII molecules. Based on our investigations,
differences in bone were quantified with regard to composi- the changes in macrophage development may be the result
tion and strength (Table 1). These tests were considered im- of abnormal levels of CSF-1 and/or changes in bone structure
portant because cytokines can affect bone resorption [17] and and dynamics. Alternatively, macrophages could require
changes in bone would be expected to affect the bone marrow functional MHC molecules during their development. Dur-
microenvironment [4a, 18]. We found that the bones of ing U937 monocytic differentiation, characteristic peptides
C3HeB/FeJ mice contained more mineral and were stiffer are presented at certain stages of the developmental process
and stronger than the bones of mice of the H-2b haplotype by MHCI molecules [23]. Absence of MHC could directly
(B6, CID, and C2D; P < .01). This difference was not unex- affect differentiation. However, macrophage progenitor cell
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MHCII expression is low and remains low before cellular ac- A: IL-6. C: Active & Latent TGF-beta.
tivation [1] and does not support this mechanism. Therefore,
we predict that in the case of MHCII-deficient mice (and T
probably MHCI-deficient mice) depressed hematopoiesis is T

not the result of a lack of MHC expression on macrophages M
or macrophage progenitor cells. It is more likely that in the ",

BONE MARROW COLONY FORMATION:

2. TA FeJ B6 CID C2D) FeJ B6 CID C2D)

20. B: Active TGF-beta. D:CSF-1.
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10 1•

-- -
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n=5 n=6 n=l n=9

Fig. 3. Interleukin-6, TGF03, and CSF-1 secretion by bone marrow cells iso-
lated from C3HeB/FeJ, B6, ClD, or C2D mice. Bone marrow cells were ob-
tained from the femora and tibiae of mice. The ends of the femora and tibiae

PERITONEAL MACROPHAGES: were removed and cells were flushed from the bone using a 26-gauge needle
and DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS. Cells were passed three times
through a 19-gauge needle to break up cell clumps, pelleted, and then

2.0- resuspended in RPMI tissue culture medium supplemented with 10% FCS.
B Cell suspensions were then incubated at 37'C and 5% C02. Following an

18-h incubation, the cell suspensions were centrifuged and supernatants
were collected and stored at -80°C until analysis. (A) Freshly isolated bone

,- .e marrow cell IL-6 production (5 x 106 cells/3 ml tissue culture medium). Su-
pernatants were assayed for IL-6 content by bioassay using the IL-6 growth-

sensitive cell line B9. Growth was quantified using an MTT assay [4a] and
""X 1 concentrations were determined from an rIL-6 (R&D, Minneapolis, MN)
- standard curve. (B) Freshly isolated bone marrow cell '11GF-03 production.

1.0 Supernatants were assayed for TGF-03 content by bioassay using the TGF-0
growth-sensitive cell line CCL64 (ATCC, Rockville, MD). TGF-13 concen-

.0.. trations were determined by an MTT assay used in conjunction with a
rTGF-j (R&D, Minneapolis, MN) standard curve. (C) Freshly isolated boneX .ss

0marrow cell CSF-l production. Supernatants were assayed for CSF-l content
0 0.4- . by bioassay using the CSF-l-dependent cell line B6MP102 [16]. CSF-1 con-

z .2centrations were determined by bioassay using [1H]thymidine incorporation
z 0.2. and an rCSF-1 standard curve. Cell lines used for cytokine bioassays were

0.0 unaffected by bone marrow cell cytokines other than their specific prolifera-

FeJ B36 CID C2D tive cytokine.

n=5 n=6 n=8 n=9

Fig. 2. (A) Bone marrow-derived macrophage colony formation in mice
lacking MHCI or MHCII molecules. Bone marrow cells were suspended at
a concentration of 1 x 105 cells per 1.5 ml of Dulbecco's modified Eagle's absence of MHC molecules, macrophage development is
medium (DMEM) containing 0.3% agar, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS),
and 15% LM929 fibroblast-conditioned medium. On day 6 of culture, five affected by changes in crucial nursing factors such as
microscope view fields were scored for macrophage colonies (a group of > cytokine expression, local bone constituents, and extracellu-
25 cells). *P < .05 compared to C3HeB/FeJ and B6 control mice (t-test). lar matrix and stromal cell populations. This hypothesis
(B) Number of thioglycolate-elicited peritoneal macrophages in mice lacking would be consistent with the cell and bone relationships
MHCI or MHCII molecules. Mice were injected with 1.5 ml of thioglyco- described in osteopetrotic mice [24, 25] and mice lacking the
late 4 days before peritoneal lavage with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline. proto-oncogene c-fos [26]. Shown here, the MHC-deficient
The number of cells recovered was determined using a hemocytometer. To- miceoo novel mod in6 whicho study th macrophages
tal numbers of peritoneal cells recovered: FeJ, 1.84 :L 0.2 x 107, B6, mice offer a novel model in which to study both macrophages
1.9 ± 0.2 x 107, CID, 1.21 ± 0.1 x 107, C2D, 1.1 ± 0.3 X 10. *P < .05 and bone development as well as the interdependences in
compared to C3HeB/FeJ and B6 control mice (t-test). their development.
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TABLE 1. Differences in Bone Mechanical Characteristics for C3HeB/FeJ, B6, CID, and C2D mice'

Humerus

Femur,
Mouse type %MIN Stiffness Strength Microhardness

C3HeB/FeJ 69.7 + 1.9 (11) 65.1 _ 4.7 (2) 11.0 + 0.1 (2) 111 1 1(2)
B6 64.3 1 1.7"' (10) 45.3 + 7.1 (12) 8.4 + 1.2 (12) 107 ± d (7)
CID 63.1 : 1.9k (5) 45.7 + 7.2 (7) 9.7 + 1.6 (7) 103 + 5 (7)
C2D 62.7 ± 1.8k (9) 46.6 ± 15.7 (13) 8.8 + 2.1 (13) 104 + 8 (7)

'Data are presented as mean + SD and the number of samples per group is indicated in parentheses. The diaphyses of the femora were carefully cleaned
of nonosseous tissue, dried at 1051C for 24 h, and weighed (Dry-M), then ashed at 800'C for 24 h and reweighed (Min-M). The percent mineral (%Min)
of these diaphyseal sections was calculated from the Min-M/Dry-M ratio. Humeri were cleaned of nonosseous tissue and allowed to dry at 251C. Three
hours before mechanical testing humeri were rehydrated (0.15 N NaCl, 250C) [21]. The bones were then tested to failure under 3-pt flexure using an
Instron 1331 servohydraulic testing system [8]. A deflection rate of 5 mm/min was utilized, and the force deflection (P-6) properties of stiffness (slope of
the P-6 curve during elastic loading) and maximum force (P,,), or strength, were evaluated. Humeri were allowed to dehydrate for 48 h at room temper-
ature, and these samples were embedded in a clear epoxy (Epo-Kwick, Buehler) and sectioned within 0.5 mm of the fracture using an Isomer low-speed
diamond saw (Buehler). Sections were polished and loaded into a hardness tester for evaluation of mid-diaphyseal longitudinal microhardness [22]. The
microhardness value used was the average of four measures each taken from the mid-diaphysis, at mid-cortex of the lateral, medial, ventral, and dorsal
locations of bone samples. Statistical analysis was done by analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Duncan's multiple range test for comparisons among
the four mouse strains.

t
Significantly less than C3H/FeJ value for this assay (P < .01).

'Significantly greater than pooled (ClD and C2D) value for this assay (P < .05).
dSignificantly greater than pooled (CID and C2D) value for this assay (P < .01).
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Effects of Corticosterone and Microgravity on
Inflammatory Cell Production of Superoxide

Sherry D. Fleming, Linda S. Edelman, and Stephen K. Chapes
Division of Biology, Kansas State University, Manhattan

In this investigation we studied the effects of corticosterone and microgravity on
Propionibacterium acnes-induced inflammatory cells ability to produce superoxide (02-).
We found in vitro and in vivo exposure of murine peritoneal inflammatory cells to
corticosterone did not inhibit the 0,- response. We also found that in microgravity P.
acnes-induced inflammatory cells were capable of producing four times as much 02- as
at 1g. Therefore, neither corticosterone nor microgravity experienced during parabolic
flight prevents an 02 response by inflammatory cells.

Key words: inflammation, corticosteroids, respiratory burst

INTRODUCTION induced by P. acnes [10]. In those studies we found that

Intraperitoneal stimulation of mice with Propionibac- cells from antiorthostatically suspended mice had an

terium aches results in a series of identifiable steps. impaired ability to produce superoxide (02-) compared

These are characterized by neutrophil immigration, mac- to control cells. This was accompanied by a decreased

rophage phagocytosis of PMNs, and the appearance of ability of those cells to kill phagocytosed bacteria. We
macrophages that arc cytotoxic 141. The inflammatory also found that antiorthostatically suspended mice were
response by neutrophils and macrophages to P. nacms is subjected to higher levels of stress as indicated by spleen

characterized. It is an ideal model to use to weight determinations and serum corticosterone levels.well aration It inf ideatorystudy Defects in cellular responsiveness can be a result of
inflammationphysiological regulators (glucocorticoids) or the result of

Information on immunological responses during space
travel is limited. Previous studies have presented pre- and defective cells. The purpose of this investigation was to
post-flight data. Taylor et al. [31] studied the crew determine at what level superoxide responses by P.

members of 11 space shuttle flights. They found de- acnes-induced inflammatory cells might be affected.

creases in the number of lymphocytes, eosinophils, and Specifically, experiments were performed to determine
yincreases in the number of whether increased corticosterone levels or microgravity

mnonocytes accompanied by inrae ntenme fconditions affected superoxide responses.neutrophils. In addition, they state that the crew members
with the "greatest losses were those that were exposed to
the most stressful flights.- It is unknown whether these MATERIALS AND METHODS
changes were actually due to stress or microgravity. Animals

Ground based models have also been used to simulate Corticosterone and suspension studies. Male and
microgravity as there are limited flight opportunities in female C3HeB/FeJ mice, 7-14 weeks of age, were bred
which to study immune responses. Two models have in the animal facilities at Kansas State University.
been tested. The clinostat has been used to study in vitro KC-135 studies. Twelve-week-old C3H/HEN HSD
T cell mitogenesis with the results appearing to accu- mice obtained from Harlan Sprague Dawley (Indiana-
rately reflect the effects of space travel on T cells 17,91. polis, IN) were used in these experiments.
Antiorthostatic suspension has been found to be an
acceptable ground-based model to simulate the physio- Induction of Inflammatory Cells
logical conditions of space travel. It has been found to Inflammatory cells were induced by intraperitoneal

closely simulate the bone loss, muscle atrophy, and fluid injection of 350-700 ptg P. acenes. Twenty hours after
shifts associated with space travel 119,29,32]. Because injection, inflammatory cells were collected by washing
antiorthostatic suspension does reflect physiological the peritoneal cavity with 20 ml ice-cold phosphate-
chanes associated with space travel it has also been used
to determine if the immune response is affected [1,3,11, Received Ociober 2. 1990; accepted November 2. 1990.
23,261.

We previously investigated how antiorthostatic sus- Reprint requesis: S.K. Chapes. Ackert Hall. Division of Biology.
pension affects inflammation and inflammatory cells Kansas State University. Manhattan. KS 66506.
t 1991 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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buffered saline (PBS). The collected cells were washed was injected into a flow-through cuvet. To remove cells
and resuspended in normal saline (N. saline; KC-135 and air, two 0.45 i, rm filters and one 0.22 p>m filter were
experiments) or Hanks' buffered salt solution (HBSS; in place (Fig. 2). Therefore, the buffer that was injected
ground-based experiments). into the cuvet was cell-free. The initial amount of 0-

produced was quantitated by measuring reduced cy-
tochrome C at 550 nm on a spectrophotometer. After the

Superoxide Assay appropriate length of time (10-20 s) the remaining
Corticosterone and suspension studies. Superoxide aliquot was injected into the flow-through cuvet and the

generation induced in response to phorbol-myristate- amount of 02 produced was charted on a chart recorder.
13-acetate (PMA) was determined by the superoxide The difference between initial values of 0,- produced
dismutase (SOD) -inhibitable reduction of ferricytochrome and final values of 02- was used as the amount of 0,-
C. Nine hundred microliters of P. acnes-induced perito- produced during the 10-20 s period. An absorbance
neal cells were placed in 12 X 75 mm tubes at a coefficient of 21.1 mM cm-' was used for the calculation
concentration of 4 x 105-1 X 106 cells/tube depending of 02-. The length of time of assay (10-20 s) was taken
on the experiment. The cells in HBSS were mixed with into account in calculating final values of 02- produced.
100 p-d of 80 p.M ferricytochrome C, 100 p.1 (200 U)
SOD, and/or 10 V.l (10 pg/ml) PMA. The mixtures were Reagents
incubated for 15-20 rmin and 02- was quantitated by Ferricytochrome C, PMA, and SOD were obtained
determining reduced cytochrome C at 550 nm on a from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). P. acnes (C. parumn CN
spectrophotometer in clarified supernatants (centrifuged 6134) was obtained from Wellcome Biotechnology Ltd
at 325g). An absorbance coefficient of 21.1 mM cm-1 (Research Triangle Park, NC). [-H]-Corticosterone was
was used for the calculation of 02-. purchased from NEN Research Products (Boston, MA).

KC-135 assays. The assay procedure described The lyophilized corticosterone antiserum B3-163 was
above and equipment were modified for use on the purchased from Endocrine Sciences (Tarzana, CA),
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) reconstituted with distilled water, and stored at - I 10°C.
KC-135 airplane (NASA 930) that is used for parabolic
flights. Two x 106' P. acnes-induced peritoneal cells in I Corticosterone Radioimmunoassay
ml N. saline were drawn into a 3 ml syringe. The syringe Serum samples were treated as previously described
was connected to a 3-way stopcock which was attached [10] with the exceptions noted below. The serum was not
to another 3 ml syringe (Fig. 1). One milliliter of N. extracted with ethyl acetate. A binding curve which
saline containing the following reagents was drawn into paralleled the standard curve was obtained using 2-50 pL1

the second syringe: 160 p.M ferricytochrome C per ml; of pooled normal mouse serum. A 1:25 dilution of the
and depending on the assay, 400 U per ml of superoxide reconstituted antibody yielded approximately 33% bind-
dismutase and/or 200 ng per ml PMA. At the appropriate ing.
time during the flight (Ig or microgravity), the syringe
containing the desired reagents was mixed with the Statistical Analysis
syringe containing the cells as illustrated in Figure 1. Student's t-test was used to determine statistical sig-
Immediately after mixing, I ml of the syringe contents nificance of the difference in means using the Number

T

S.. PROCEDURE

1. INJECT BOTTOM (BUrFERS) TO TOP SYRINGE (CELLS)

3 4f 2. INJECT TOP TO BOTTOM SYRINGE

BUFFER S 3. INJECT INTO CUVET IN TWO STEPS

.4uFITER, F
3-WAY STOPCOCK

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the syringe assemblies used to mix and inject cells into the
spectrophotometer for analysis of 02 in microgravity and 1g.
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COLOR CODED ASSEMBLIES
LINE FILTERS

I I PFLOW- THlROUG H CtprlgT

3 .1 SYRINGES W

FILTERS nc

SPECTROPHIOTOMETER

COTTON-FILLED TRAP

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the syringe assembly, filter set-up, and spectrophotometer used
for analysis of 02 during microgravity and 1g.

Cruncher Statistical Package (J.L. Hintze, Kaysville, TABLE 1. Effect of Corticosterone on P. acnes-lnduced

UT). Inflammatory Cell Production of 02-

nM 02

Treatment" produced

RESULTS 600 ng/ml 0.7 ± 0 .21

Effects of Corticosterone on Controlc 1.0 ± 0.1

Superoxide Production 1,200 ng/ml 0.3 ± 0.3

It is well established that glucocorticoids will suppress Control' 0.4 + 0.1

immune responses including 0,- production [2,121. 2,400 ng/ml 0.4 ± 0.2
Control' 0.5 ± 0.2

Corticosterone has also been found to inhibit macrophage
presentation of antigen in mice [25]. Therefore, in our "'P. acnes-induced inflammatory cells incubated in medium con-

previous study 101 the depressed superoxide responses taining various concentrations of corticosterone for I hr at 37'C
of cells isolated from antiorthostatically suspended mice before PMA induction of 02-.
cofuels isolateendue fom atiorthostatiaely sfuspendedices hNos. represent X ± SEM of triplicate samples.

could have been due to higher levels of glucocorticoids, cThe corticosterone stock solution was diluted in absolute ethanol.

namely corticosterone. To test this hypothesis, we per- Similar volumes of absolute ethanol were added to medium controls

formed a series of experiments to determine the effects of to account for ethanol effects.

corticosterone on O- production by P. acnes-induced
murine inflammatory cells.

In the first of these experiments, inflammatory cells corticosterone is 4 times as high as the serum corticos-
were incubated in varying concentrations of corticoster- terone levels previously reported in any mouse that had
one for a period of 1 hr. We found that cells incubated in been antiorthostatically suspended and about 12 times as
concentrations of corticosterone as high as 2,400 ng/ml high as the group average [10].
were unchanged in their ability to produce 0,- when It is possible that a I hr incubation in corticosterone
compared to controls (Table 1). We note that 2,400 ng/ml was not long enough to inhibit an 0,- response. There-
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fore, P. acnes-induced inflammatory cells were incu- cells with P. acnes, and tested the cells for their ability
bated in physiological concentrations of corticosterone to produce 02-. We found that those mice fed corticos-
(600 ng/ml) for up to 3 hr. We attempted longer terone had glucocorticoid-induced splenic atrophy (Ta-
incubation periods but the viability of neutrophils in vitro bles 3, 5). Furthermore, we found a significant increase
was unsatisfactory when they were cultured longer than in serum corticosterone levels in the mice which had been
3 hr. We found that 02- production of cells incubated in fed corticosterone (667 ng/ml) as compared with control
corticosterone in vitro for 3 hr was not significantly mice, with an average of 51 ng/ml (Table 3). Although
different from medium-incubated controls (Table 2). feeding mice corticosterone had a dramatic effect on

Because O,- production by P. acnes-induced inflam- serum corticosterone levels, inflammatory cells taken
matory cells might only be affected by long-term, chronic from those animals produced 0-- similar to cells from
exposure to corticosterone, we attempted additional ex- control animals.
periments. In these experiments we fed mice corticoster- Differential counts were made of the peritoneal exu-
one for a period of 11-12 days, induced inflammatory date cells (Table 4). We found the control mice to have

approximately 63% PMNs, 9% lymphocytes, and 19%
macrophages. Corticosterone-fed mice had 87% PMNs.
4% lymphocytes, and 8% macrophages. Using chi-

TABLE 2. Effect of 3-hr In Vitro Corticosterone Incubation square analysis, this was a significant difference
on P. acnes-Induced Inflammatory Cell Production of 02- (P < . 1). Table 4 also illustrates a difference in total cells

nM 02- present in the peritoneum 20 hr after ip injection of P.
Experiment Treatment' Length produced acnes. The experimental mice had an average of I X 107

1 Control' 0 hr 1.5 ± O.3Y cells compared to 3.6 X 106 peritoneal cells from control
Controlb 3 hr 1.1 ± 0.2 mice. We previously demonstrated that peritoneal PMNs
600 ng/ml 3 hr 1.7 ± 0.5 have a greater capacity to produce 02- than macrophages

2 Control' I hr 0.5 ± 0.1 151. Therefore, it was possible that PMNs from animals
600 ng/ml I hr 0.4 ± 0.1 with elevated corticosterone levels had diminished ca-
Control' 3 hr 0.4 ± 0.2 pacity to produce 02-. The apparent ability of peritoneal
600 ng/ml 3 hr 0.5 ± 0.2 cells from animals with elevated corticosterone levels to

1P. aches-induced inflammatory cells incubated in medium con- produce equivalent amounts of 02- to animals not fed
taining 600 ng/ml corticosterone for the indicated length of time corticosterone may have been because there were 28%
before PMA induction of 02-. more PMNs in that population. To test that hypothesis,
5The corticosterone stock solution was diluted in absolute ethanol.
Similar volumes of absolute ethanol were added to medium controls equal numbers of PMNs from corticosterone-fed and
to account for ethanol effects, control mice were assayed for the ability to produce 02-.
'Nos. represent X ± SEM of triplicate samples. The data in Table 5 illustrate that PMNs from mice fed

TABLE 3. Correlation Between Superoxide Production and Glucocorticoid-Induced Splenic Atrophy

Approximate Spleen
amount of Serum Final weight as a

corticosterone corticosterone spleen % of final body nM 0-
Animal' ingested" level weight weight production

(C) 1 0 31 ng/ml 102 ing .363 3.3 ± 0.1 '
(C) 2 0 28 ng/mil 94 mng .348 3.0 ± 0.1
(C) 3 0 34 ng/nul 97 mg .339 2.4 ± 0.0
(C) 4 0 73 ng/ml 98 ing .355 2.9 ± 0.3
(C) 5 0 91 ng/rnl 109 Ing .356 2.7 ± 0.4
(E) 6 78 mg 215 ng/mil 37 nmg .132 2.8 ± 0.1
(E) 7 62 rng 1,164 ng/ml 28 mg .097 3.6 ± 0.4
(E) 8 82 nmg 839 ng/ml 44 mg .138 3.0 ± 0.2
(E) 9 64 mg 260 ng/ml 33 mg .119 2.4 ± 0.2
(E) 10 73 mg 860 ng/ml 26 mg .091 2.9 ± 0.2

X controlu 0 51 + 13 ng/ml 100 ± 3 mg .352 ± .004 2.9 + 0.2
Xexperimental' 72 ± 4 mg 667 ± 185 ng/ml 33 ± 3 mg .116 ± .009 2.9 ± 0.2

aFive mice per group were fed oiled mouse chow ± corticosterone. Animals were fed ad libatum for I I days.

hNos. represent X ± SEM of triplicate samples.
'Nos. represent X ± SEM of values obtained from 5 mice per group.
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TABLE 4. Peritoneal Exudate Cell Differentials of Corticosterone-Fed Mice

Treatment Total cells Percent

Group" obtained PMNs Lymphocytes Macrophages Eosinophils Mast cells

Control 3.9 ± 0.5 X 106  63 ± 2 9 ± 2 19 ±52 6 ± 2 4 ± 1
Experimental 1.0 ± 0.6 X 107  87 ± 2 4 ± 1 8 ± 1 0 ± 0 2 ± 1

"All mice were injected ip with 700 mg P. acnes 20 hr before recovery of PEC.
Nos. represent X ± SEM of 5 animals per group. Chi-square analysis of differential indicates a significant difference (P < .01) between
treatment groups.

TABLE 5. Superoxide Production by PMNs From Corticosterone-Fed Mice

Approximate Spleen
amount of Final weight as

corticosterone spleen a % of final nM 02-
Mouse ingested' weight body weight production

(C) 1 0 116 mg .530 2.7 ± 0 .2h
(C) 2 0 121 mg .600 2.4 ± 0.3
(C) 3 0 110 mg .543 2.5 ± 0.3
(E) 4 89 mg 32 mg .145 2.8 ± 0.3
(E) 5 99 Ing 33 mg .148 2.6 ± 0.1
(E) 6 99 mg 42 mg .181 3.0 ± 0.0
X controlc 0 116 ± 3 .558 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.1
X experimental' 96 ± 3 mg 36 ± 3 .158 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.1

"Three mice per group were fed oiled mouse chow ± corticosterone. Animals were fed ad libitum for
12 days.
hNos. represent X ± SEM of triplicate samples.
cNos. represent X ± SEM of values obtained from 3 mice per group.

corticosterone produce similar amounts of 02- as mice of PMA. Therefore, parabolic flight did not induce
not fed corticosterone. Therefore, elevated corticosterone spontaneous 02- production. In addition, if the assays
levels do not appear to reduce the ability of PMNs to were done in the presence of superoxide dismutase, no
produce 02-. reduction of ferricytochrome C was observed. Therefore,

Effects of Microgravity on Superoxide Production the reduction of cytochrome C was due to 07.

Since glucocorticoid levels did not appear to directly DISCUSSION
affect 02-, we wanted to determine whether micrograv-
ity conditions might make inflammatory cells dysfunc- These studies were initiated to follow-up observations
tional. To do this, measurements of inflammatory cell made in a previous investigation reported by our labora-
production of O2- were made during two different tory [10]. In this study, we found that we could not
parabolic flights on NASA 930. Values obtained from inhibit 02- production by exposing cells to corticoster-
each flight were similar and data were pooled. We found one in vitro or in vivo. Inflammatory cells taken from
that the amount of 02- produced during microgravity mice with elevated levels of corticosterone produced Of-
ranged from 93 pM to 434 pM per s (Fig. 3). The amount similarly to controls (as measured in vitro). These results
of 0,- made by Ig controls were generally lower than contrast with those of previous studies. Szefler et al. [30]
that made by cells stimulated in microgravity (Fig. 3). found that glucocorticoid incubation of monocytes in
We found that PMA induced a mean concentration of 59 vitro for a period of 24-50 hr resulted in decreased 0.-
pM 0-,- per s when inflammatory cells were stimulated production. Schultz and Kleinschmidt also reported that
at Ig (Table 6). Cells pulsed with PMA in microgravity glucocorticoids will inhibit 02- [24]. Coates et al. [6]
produced a mean concentration of 241 pM 0,- per s found that human PMNs treated with either dexametha-
(Table 6). That amount was statistically different from Ig sone or Auranofin had poor 0,,- responses. Furthermore,
controls (P < .01). No 02- was produced in the absence corticosteroids will inhibit macrophage expression of
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0.5- cocorticoid treatment [35]. Glucocorticoids also fail to
• inhibit arachidonic acid metabolism [28]. There may be

species or glucocorticoid differences. In the studies of
* Coates et al. [6] human PMNs were treated with dexa-

methasone in vitro. Our corticosterone studies were done
0.4- in vitro and in vivo, using mice. Corticosterone is the

major murine corticosteroid [21]. Alternatively, long-
term in vivo exposure of PMNs to corticosterone may
desensitize the cells to its inhibitory effects. There are
putative receptors for glucocorticoids on, and in, cells [2]

0.3- and these could be down-regulated since glucocorticoids
affect PMN membranes [17,20]. However, PMNs are

-.IN short-lived cells and glucocorticoids are supposed to
o affect the development of cells from the bone marrow [2].

•Thus, it is not clear how receptor down-regulation might
0.2- occur. Another possibility is that the physiological con-

centrations of corticosterone reached in the animals used
in these experiments (e.g., mean = 667 ng/ml) are not at
physiologically inhibitory concentrations. In our experi-
ments, there were considerably more cells recovered

0.1' from corticosterone-fed animals than controls. Glucocor-
ticoids at physiologically inhibitory concentrations in-
hibit immigration of inflammatory cells to sites of
infection [2]. Therefore, it might appear that the corti-

• • costerone concentrations were not high enough. The data
0. -of Normann et al. [21] do not support this hypothesis. In

0 1 their studies, serum corticosterone levels of 162 ng/ml
were found to be anti-inflammatory. The pronounced

Gravity (x g) splenic atrophy experienced by our corticosterone-fed
Fig.3. Superoxide production for each individual assay during mice also argues against this possibility [8]. Regardless
microgravity and 1g. of the mechanism, under the conditions we have de-

scribed, murine PMN production of 02- was not affected
by corticosterone.

TABLE 6. Superoxide Production by P. acnes-induced To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to
Peritoneal Exudate Cells at 0ga actually measure an inflammatory cell response in mi-

n PMA Treatment pM 02-" - crogravity. Our findings of enhanced superoxide re-
sponses by cells exposed to short periods of microgravity

4 - lg 0 ± 0", add to an ongoing, controversial discussion. Although he
6 + Ig 59 ± 10 does not necessarily support this thinking, Todd writes
3 + Og 0 2 ± 0 It is easy to perceive that gravity acts on large systems,10 + 0g 241 +- 40;1 -1Z

but difficult to accept its effects on cells, since the
"Peritoneal exudate cells induced by ip injection of 350 jig P. acties components of cells are rather close to the limit of size
20 hr before cell recovery, and mass in.luence by the gravitational field. [34].
5Nos. represent X ± SEM of n replicates.

"• Significantly different from Ig control (P< .01) as determined by In support of this concept, human fibroblasts did grow as
Student's t test. well in space as they did on earth [18], suggesting that

microgravity does not affect cells. Other data, however,
do not support that point of view. For example, parame-

major histocompatibility class 1I molecules, IL-I produc- cia and lymphocytes have altered growth or blastogenic
tion, and tumoricidal activation 114-16,25,35]. responses in microgravity [7,22]. Additionally. Escher-

There are several possible reasons inflammatory cells ichina coli have increased resistance to antibiotics in
from mice with elevated corticosterone levels do not have space [33]. Therefore, microgravity can affect at least
diminished O,- responses. For example, not all cells or some individual cellular responses. Our studies differ
cellular responses may be affected by corticosterone. from previous investigations in that our inflammatory
Endothelial cell secretion of IL-I is unaffected by glu- cells were affected by short (10-20 s) exposures to
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INTRODUCTION

Regulation of exoprotein expression in Staphylococcus aureus

involves at least three distinct loci on the Smal chromosomal maps of S.

aureus NCTC 8325 and S6; the accessory gene regulator (agr) located on

fragment F (14), the extracellular protein regulator (xpr) located on

fragment A (20), and the staphylococcal accessory~regulator (sarA)

located on fragment D (3). Each region has been characterized by

restriction endonuclease digestion and Southern analysis and shown to be

distinct, yet their effect on exoprotein expression appears to be similar

(1, 3-6, 8, 11, 15, 17, 20, 21). The best described is the agr locus which

consists of two divergent transcripts, RNAII and RNAIII, that function in

both positive and negative roles to regulate exoprotein synthesis (6, 8, 11,

15, 17). They are generally required for expression of extracellular

proteins while expression of cell surface proteins is generally repressed

(6, 8).

The larger transcript, RNAII, contains four open reading frames, two

of which have deduced amino acid similarities with two-component signal

transduction systems (7, 8, 22), and presumably functions to activate

transcription of RNAIII. The effector molecule of the agr operon is the

RNAIII transcript itself and not any translation product from the RNAIII

region (12). When expressed from a non-agr-regulated promoter (12, 23)

the appearance of RNAIII in an agr null mutant (12) results in complete

restoration of agr activity.

The xpr mutation we recently described also results in a pleiotropic

phenotype similar to agr (20, 21). Moreover, in addition to the loss of

multiple extracellular protein phenotypes, this deletion also dramatically



reduces the expression of 5-toxin (whose mRNA is contained within the 5'

end of the RNAIII transcript). In fact, the lack of 5-toxin production and

the drastic reduction of 5-toxin mRNA in the xpr mutant led us to conclude

that xpr and agr are interactive at the genetic level (5, 21).

Because RNAIII provided in trans from a non-agr-regulated promoter

complimented agr null mutants, this study examined whether RNAIII in

trans could also compliment xpr. Even though RNAIII was restored to

wild-type levels, Gle'-a-.-a-p restoration of message for SEB and cx-

toxin was observed. These data suggest that in addition to RNAIII, gene

products within the xpr region are required for full expression of

exoproteins in S. aureus. , over expression of RNAIII in an

xpr/agr double mutant resulted in restoration of Hia and Seb message to

wild-type levels and suggests an additional regulatory role for genes

within the RNAII transcript of the agr operon.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains. S. aureus $6C and KS19051 are the xpr parent

and mutant strains, respectively and have been previously described (20,

21). S. aureus ISP479C and ISP546 are the agr parent and mutant strains/

-espeetiv'ey- (10, 15) and were kindly provided by Peter A. Pattee( Iowa

State University, Ames )'1. aureus KS12043 was constructed by 01 1

mediated transduction of the agr deletion cassette (Aagrl057-

4546::tetA(M)) from S. aureus RN6911 (kindly provided by Steve J. Projan,

American Cyanamid Co., Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River, N.Y.) into the

xpr mutant strain, KS19051. Strain RN6911 was generated by allele

replacement of agr with a modified copy which contained a 3.0 kbp

fragment with the tetA(M) resistance marker in place of the 3.4 kbp



Clal/Hpal internal fragment of the agr operon (12, 13). Plasmid pSK734

(Fig. 1) was kindly provided by Saleem A. Khan (University of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, PA.). It was constructed by cloning a 678 base pair, PCR-

generated promoterless RNAIII gene into the 13-lactamase promoter vector

pRN6725 (12). Plasmid pSK734 was transformed into S. aureus strains by

electroporation (9).

Southern analysis. Chromosomal DNA was isolated by the method

of Dyer and landolo (4). DNA was digested with the restriction

endonuclease EcoRV and resolved by electrophoresis through 0.8% LE

agarose (FMC BioProducts, Rockland, Maine) gels in TBE buffer (18).

Processing of DNA for Southern analysis P* and the generation of

digoxygenin labeled probes for detection of RNAII (agrAB), RNAIII (agr12),

seb (SEB), h/a ((x-toxin), and spaA (protein A) have been described in

earlier publications (5, 21). The probe used to detect the tetA(M)

resistance marker was a 3.0 kbp BamHlIEcoRI fragment from pRN6680.

This fragment containing the tetA(M) resistance marker was gel purified

using the Wizard PCR system (Promega Corp., Madison, Wis.). and labelled

with digoxygenin-11-UTP.

Hybridized probes were detected using alkaline phosphatase-

conjugated, antidigoxygenin F(ab') 2 antibody fragments (Boehringer

Mannheim Corp., Indianapolis, Ind.) and the chemiluminescent substrate

AMPPD (Tropix Inc., Bedford, Mass.) as previously described (5, 20).

RNA isolation and Northern analysis. Tryptic soy broth (TSB; Difco

Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.) or TSB with the appropriate antibiotic was

inoculated with an overnight broth culture (15 to 18 h) to an initial

optical density of 0.05 at 550 nm and shaken at 180 rpm at 37C. At 3, 6,

'I and 12 h, a 10 ml sample was aseptically removed and pipetted into/ 25/



ml screw-cap Corex tubes containing 10 ml of an ice-cold acetone-ethanol

mixture (1:1). Isolation of total RNA was accomplished using the RNAzol B

(Tel-Test, Inc., Friendswood, Tex.) reagent and the procedure of Hart et al.

(5). High-quality RNA (&_i_260.280 = 1.9 to 2.0) was standardized by

appropriate dilution in diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water to a final

concentration of 1 ltg/lfl and Northern blot analysis was performed

according to Hart et al. (5).

RESULTS

Genotypic characterization of the xprlagr mutant. A double

mutant (agr/xpr) was constructed by phage 011-mediated transduction of

the agr deletion cassette (Aagr1057-4546::tetA(M)) from S. aureus strain

RN6911 into KS19051. Several transductants resistant to erythromycin

and tetracycline were obtained and one in particular, KS12043 was chosen

for further study.

The lower section of Figure 2 is an autoradiogram of a Southern blot

of EcoRV digested chromosomal DNA isolated from strains S6C, KS19051,

KS12043, and RN6911 probed with agrAB, agr12 and tetA(M). In Panel A,

only the Agr+ strains, S6C (lane 1) and KS19051 (lane 2) posessed a 4.2 kbp

band that hybridized to the probe (see upper diagram). The 4.2 kbp

fragment observed is specific for the region encompassing the junction

between open reading frames A and B of the agr operon (5, 8). As

described, the remaining 2 strains are deleted in this region and were not

expected to hybridize. However, when hybridized against the agr12 (Panel

B) probe four fragments characteristic of the agr region (8) appeared in

DNA of strains S6C and KS19051. They are represented by bands at 4.2,

0.98, and 0.24 kbp (lanes 1 and 2, respectively). The fourth band (ca. 1.2



kbp) denoted by an asterisk represents a fragment from the EcoRV site at

position 254 of the agr sequence to a site outside of the region (see upper

diagram).

When the same DNA was probed with the tetA(M) fragment no

hybridizing bands were observed for either S6C or KS19051 (Panel C, lanes

1 and 2). However, DNA from KS12043 and RN6911posessed two

hybridizing bands at 3.0 and 1.8 kbp, which are the expected sizes (8, 12)

for EcoRV-digested DNA containing the agr deletion cassette (lanes 3 and

4, and schematic). DNA from KS12043 and RN6911 hybridized with agr12

produced identical EcoRV restriction pattern indicative of the agr deletion

cassette (Panel B, lanes 3 and 4, and schematic). Only three hybridizing

bands are present due to the absence of the EcoRV site at position 1472 of

the agr sequence (8) shown schematically in figure 2. Taken together,

these data indicate that the double mutant, KS12043 carries mutations in

xpr and agr that are identical to those represented in the individual

mutant strains.

Expression of RNAIII in the xpr and the xprlagr mutant. Total RNA

isolated from 3 h cultures of S6C, KS19051, KS12043, and the same

strains containing the plasmid pSK734 was hybridized with agr12 which

is specific for RNAIII (Fig. 3). As we reported (5), RNAIII in KS19051 was

reduced when compared to S6C (Fig. 3, Panels A and B). In contrast, RNAIII

in all three strains containing pSK734 was substantially increased and

exceeded even the wild-type levels of the parent S6C. This elevated

expression is most likely due to the plasmid copy number and to the

constitutively expressed 13-lactamase promoter. A second hybridizing

RNA (upper band) was also seen in strains containing the plasmid and

presumably represents an unprocessed 13-lactamase/RNAIII fusion



transcript observed in a previous study involving a similar plasmid

construct in the agr-null mutant strain, RN6911 (23). These data also

demonstrate that the double mutant KS12043, which contains deletions in

the xpr and agr regions, does not make RNAIII (Fig. 3C). On the other hand,

the expression of RNAIII in KS12043 (pSK734) is upregulated and solely

due to the activity of the B-lactamase promoter. This clearly establishes

that in the S6C genetic background, the bla promoter is not responsive to

the regulatory function of either xpr or agr.

To verify the functionality of the B-lactamase promoter in the agr

mutant background (strain 8325-4), total RNA was isolated from ISP479C,

ISP546, and the same strains containing pSK734 and hybridized with

-agr12 (Fig. 4). RNAIII in the agr mutant strain (ISP546) was undetectable

(Fig. 4, Panel A) but, was restored to wild-type levels in the same strain

containing pSK734 (Panel B). The upper band in figure 4 (Panels A and B)

represents the B-lactamase/RNAIII fusion transcript (23).

Expression of hia, seb, and spa in the xpr mutant containing

pSK734. Total RNA from S6C, KS19051, and KS19051(pSK734) was

isolated at 6 and 12 h of growth and hybridized with gene-specific probes

for hia, seb and spa (Fig. 5, Panels A, B and C, respectively). As we

reported (5) and in comparison to the parent strain S6C, message levels

for hia and seb were reduced while spa levels were elevated in the xpr

mutant, KS19051 (Fig. 5, Panels A, B, and C, respectively). When message

levels in KS19051(pSK734) were compared to KS19051, hia (Fig. 5A) and

seb (Fig. 5B) message levels were approximately equal. When spa message

levels in S6C, KS19051, and KS19051 containing pSK734 were compared,

an inverse effect was observed; that is, message levels in KS19051

(pSK734) were nondetectable when compared not only to the same strain



lacking the plasmid but to S6C as well (Fig. 5C).

These data indicate that RNAIII expressed from pSK734 does not

compliment the xpr mutation in KS19051. Even in the presence of higher

than wild type levels of RNAIII, message levels for both h/a and seb in

KS19051 (pSK734) were still considerably less than what was observed

for S6C (Fig. 5A and 5B). In contrast, over expression of RNAIII resulted in

undetectable spa message levels in KS19051 (pSK734) which when

compared to S6C which suggest that the positive control of spa expression

is due to RNAIII alone.

Expression of hla, seb, and spa in the xprlagr double mutant

containing pSK734. As in the previous experiment, total RNA isolated

from $6C, KS19051, KS12043, and KS12043(pSK734) was hybridized with

"hla, seb, and spa specific probes (Fig. 6, Panels A, B, and C, respectively).

The h/a and seb message levels in KS12043 were similar to those in

KS19051, that is, approximately 16- to 32-fold less than S6C (Fig. 6A).

Surprisingly, the Hla and Seb message levels were restored to wild-type

levels in KS12043(pSK734) (Fig. 6A). In the case of spa, message levels in

KS12043 were approximately 2- to 4-fold higher than what was observed

in KS19051 (Fig. 6C). As observed with KS19051(pSK734),

KS12043(pSK734) had no detectable spa message.

These data suggest the over expression of RNAIII from pSK734 in a

strain devoid of any other agr component (namely, any of the four putative

open reading frames encoded by RNAII) results in complete restoration of

hla and seb expression.

DISCUSSION

It is becoming increasingly clear that the extracellular



regulatory loci of Staphylococcus aureus are interactive. Both xpr and sar

affect the expression of agr. Cheung and Projan (2) have shown that

inactivation of the sarA gene results in reduced levels of RNAIII. This

mutation ultimately resulted in generalized reduction of exoprotein

production, presumably by limiting the amount of RNAIII needed for

extracellular protein gene expression. When RNAIII was provided in trans

from an unregulated promoter, B-toxin appeared to be restored to wild

type levels. However, RNAIII levels were not fully restored suggesting

that additional genetic factors may also be required for complementation

of agr.

Since Hart et al. (5) have shown that a large deletion in the region

designated xpr also results in reduced levels of both RNAII and RNAIII,

this study was initiated to investigate the interaction of xpr and agr. In

order to accomplish this goal, it was necessary to construct a strain that

was mutant at both loci. This was accomplished by transduction of the

agr-deletion cassette into KS19051 (xpr). This double mutant (agr, xpr)

was verified by restriction analysis to be structurally similar to the

individual mutants at these particular loci. Phenotypically, mRNA

exoprotein production by the double mutant was more repressed than

either parent (data not presented). Furthermore, we have also established

that the bla promoter-RNAIII fusion vector, pSK734 can function in the S.

aureus S6 background as efficiently as in the 8325-4 strain. In either

genotype, the bla promoter is not regulated by functions provided by either

agr or xpr.

When transcription of h/a, seb and spa was examined in the single

mutant strains alone and with RNAIII provided in trans several interesting

observations were apparent. Firstly, RNAIII over expression does not



complement the mutation in xpr. Neither Hla message nor Seb message

was increased when high levels of RNAIII were present, but message was

completely repressed. This latter finding is in agreement with Vandenesch

et al. (23) who concluded that spa and hia are not reciprocally regulated

and that RNAIII causes immediate cessation of spa transcription. These

data also indicate that xpr is not involved in the negative regulatory

functions of agr. A second important finding in this work is that

overexpression of RNAIII in the double mutant does, in fact, complement

and allow transcription of Hla and Seb message at nearly wild type levels.

Genotypically, strains KS19051(pSK734) and KS12043(pSK734) are

isogenic, differing only in the presence of the RNAII gene. We reported

earlier that RNAII was severly repressed, but present in low levels in

KS19051 (5). The data presented in Fig. 5, line 3 indicate that the presence

of RNAII represses expression of Hla and Seb, while in its absence (line 5)

nearly wild type levels of mRNA are present. These data suggest that xpr

gene products interact with RNAII or its products to relieve repression. In

the absence of either gene (lines 2 and 3 ) repression occurs, but in the

absence of both genes (line 5) it is relieved and RNAIII is able to initiate

exoprotein gene transcription. We conclude therefore, that the regulatory

role of RNAII is not limited to signal transduction and it or one of its gene

products interacts with xpr to regulate exoprotein expression.

It has been hypothesized that the AgrA and B genes of the agr operon

function as a two-component signal transduction system coordinately

regulating exoprotein expression in response to environmental stimuli (7,

8, 22). However, the role of the remaining genes, AgrC and AgrD are highly

speculative. Since the operon is transcribed at low level throughout

growth, these proteins may interact with gene products of xpr to repress



agr transcription either early in growth and in a poising role when RNAII

transcription is induced in post-exponential phase. In these functions, xpr

fits many of the criteria cited by Vandenesch et al. (23) for the additional

temporal signal required for induction of transcription of exoprotein

genes.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

FIG. 1. Plasmid pSK734 is a transcriptional fusion of the RNAIII gene

(678 bp) to an 839bp truncated b/aZ gene. A PCR generated promoterless

RNAIII fragment was cloned into the EcoRI site of pRN6725 (12) to

generate pSK734.

FIG. 2. (Top) Schematic of selected restriction endonuclease sites in the

wild-type and deletion/insertion regions of the agr operon as determined

from Kornblum et al. (8), Novick et al. (12), and Nesin et al. (13). Probes

used for characterization are labelled accordingly and their lengths shown

as double-headed arrows. Restriction endonuclease sites are shown

parenthetically in base pairs. (Bottom) Southern analysis of chromosomal

DNA isolated from S6C (1), KS19051 (2), KS12043 (3), and RN6911 (4) and

digested with EcoRV. Digested DNA was hybridized with agrAB (Panel A),

agr12 (Panel B), or tetA(M) (C) digoxygenin-labelled probes. Hybridizing

bands are marked by arrows and their sizes in kilobases. The asterisk

denotes the EcoRV fragment that extends from the EcoRV site (254)

within the agr region to a site outside of the region.

FIG. 3. Total cellular RNA isolated from S6C and S6C containing pSK734

(A), KS19051 and KS19051 containing pSK734 (B), and KS12043 and

KS12043 containing pSK734 (C) at 3 h of growth and hybridized with the

agr12 (RNAIII) probe. RNA concentrations were standardized according to

A2 60 values and loaded as either undiluted (U), 4-fold, or 16-fold diluted

(numerical values) samples.



FIG. 4. Total cellular RNA isolated from ISP479C and ISP546 (A) and

ISP479C and ISP546 containing pSK734 (B) at 12 h of growth and

hybridized with the agr12 (RNAIII) probe. RNA concentrations were

standardized according to A2 6 0 values and loaded as either undiluted (U) or

twofold serially diluted (numerical values) samples.

FIG. 5. Total cellular RNA isolated from S6C, KS19051, KS12043, and

KS12043 alone and containing pSK734 at either 6 (for spa detection) or 12

h (for hla and seb detection) of growth and hybridized with either an hla-

(A), an seb- (B), or an spa- (C) specific probe. RNA concentrations were

standardized according to A2 60 values and loaded as either undiluted (U) or

twofold serially diluted (numerical values) samples.
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ABSTRACr:

Antiorthostatically suspended mice had suppressed macrophage development in

both unloaded and loaded bones indicating a systemic effect. Bone marrow cells from

those mice secreted less macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) and interleukin-6

(IL-6) than control mice. Because M-CSF and IL-6 are important to bone marrow

macrophage maturation, we formulated the hypothesis that suppressed macrophage

development occurred as a result of the depressed levels of either M-CSF or IL-6. To

test the hypothesis, mice were admistered recombinant M-CSF or IL-6 intraperitoneaUy.

We showed that rM-CSF therapy, but not rIL-6 therapy, reversed the suppressive effects

of antiorthostatic suspension on macrophage development. These data suggest that bone

marrow cells that produce M-CSF are affected by antiorthostatic suspension and may

contribute to the inhibited maturation of bone marrow macrophage progenitors.
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Abbreviations used in this chapter.

PHA, phytohemagglutinin; DMEM, Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium; FBS, fetal

bovine serum; M-CSF, macrophage colony stimulating factor; GM-CSF,

granulocyte\macrophage colony stimulating factor; IL-6, interleukin-6; TGF-fl,

transforming growth factor-fl; IFN-y, interferon-y; rhM-CSF, recombinant human

macrophage colony stimulating factor; rhIL-6, recombinant human interleukin-6; rIL-2,

recombinant interleukin-2; PEG-IL-2, polyethylene-glycol conjugated recombinant human

interleukin-2.
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INTRODUCTION:

Skeletal unloading induced by spaceflight or antiorthostatic suspension inhibits

macrophage development from bone marrow cells (4, 6, 37, 38). Bone marrow cells from

antiorthostatically suspended mice secrete low levels of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and

macrophage-colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) compared to control animals (6). Both

these cytokines strongly influence macrophage hematopoiesis (2, 24). Therefore, we

proposed the hypothesis that their depression contributed to suppressed macrophage

development (2, 6, 17, 24). Depressed T cell responsiveness and macrophage

hematopoiesis in antiorthostatically suspended mice was ameliorated by polyethylene-

glycol-conjugated recombinant IL-2 (PEG-IL-2) therapy (6). Because of our success with

the PEG-IL-2 therapy protocol, and the key roles of M-CSF and IL-6 have in

hematopoiesis, we treated antiorthostatically suspended mice with recombinant M-CSF

and IL-6 to attempt to reverse immunosuppression induced by antiorthostatic suspension

(3-6).

We report that antiorthostatic suspension reduced the number of macrophage

precursor cells systemically and inhibited bone marrow cell M-CSF and IL-6 secretion.

Recombinant human M-CSF therapy maintained normal macrophage development. In

contrast, rhIL-6 therapy did not augment depressed bone marrow macrophage

hematopoiesis in antiorthostatically suspended mice. However, it did reverse depressed

lymph node T cell proliferation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:

ANIMALS.

Male, adult (8-13 weeks) C3Heb/FeJ mice were bred in the animal facility at Kansas

State University and were used in these studies. The use of these animals was approved

by the Animal Care and Use Committee at Kansas State University which complies with

NIH Animal Care Standards.

rM-CSF and rIL-6 THERAPY.

Mice were injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) with rhM-CSF (0.5 mg/kg, Chiron Corp.,

Emeryville, CA) on days 0, 4 and 8 of antiorthostatic suspension. The dosage protocol

for rhM-CSF was based on the T12 (28 hours) of M-CSF and consultation with the

supplier. For rhIL-6 (DNAX, Palo Alto, CA) studies mice were either injected every

second day of suspension with 10,ug of rhIL-6 or every day of suspension with 10 or 25

pug of rhIL-6. The dosage protocols for rhIL-6 were selected based on data from

previous rIL-6 studies (30, 31) and its T1/ of 6-8 hours. In all cytokine therapy

experiments, restraint control and antiorthostatic control mice were injected

intraperitoneally with an equal volume (approx. 100,u1) of pyrogen-free saline at times

corresponding to cytokine administration.

Animals were antiorthostatically suspended using the Wronski-Morey-Holton tail

suspension cage as reviewed by Chapes et al. (8) and described by Armstrong

et a. (4, 6). Briefly, mice were tail suspended at an angle of 22* such that their

hindlimbs were skeletally unloaded. Cables connected to the tails of mice were attached

to a low resistance pulley system above the cages allowing animals complete movement

in any direction within the enclosure. Each suspension experiment involved two

categories: (experimental; as described above) and restraint control (control; tail was
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attached to the pulley system, however, the mice bear full weight on both their rear and

forelimbs). Mice were weighed prior to suspension and prior to sacrifice. In all

experiments, mice were sacrificed between 8:00 and 10:00 AM to eliminate differences

caused by circadian rhythms. Eleven days was chosen as the suspension period to remain

consistent with previous studies (4, 6, 10, 21).

BLOOD COLLECTION, PREPARATION AND CORTICOSTERONE ASSAY.

Immediately before animal sacrifice, blood was collected from the retro-orbital sinus

using a Pasteur pipet The blood was dispensed into microfuge tubes, serum was

collected after coagulation and stored at -20" C. Samples were assayed for

corticosterone after extraction with ethyl acetate using a competitive radioimmuno assay

as described previously (4, 10, 21).

BONE MARROW MACROPHAGE COLONY ASSAY.

Macrophage development from bone marrow cells was assayed as described

previously (3, 4, 6). Briefly, bone marrow cells were obtained from the femora, tibiae and

humeri of mice from the three treatment groups. The ends of femora, tibiae and humeri

were removed and the cells were flushed from the bone using DMEM and a 26-gauge

needle. Cells were passed three times through a 19-gauge needle to break up clumps

and cells were pelleted and resuspended at a concentration of 1 x 10W cells per 1.5 ml of

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) containing 0.3% agar, 10% FBS and

15% LM929 fibroblast-conditioned medium (M-CSF source). After 6 days of culture, 5

microscope view fields were scored for macrophage colonies (a group of >25 cells) as

macrophages specifically form colonies in respone to M-CSF at the exclusion of other

white blood cell types (24).
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LYMPH NODE T CELL PROLIFERATION.

Proliferation was assayed for all treatment groups simultaneously as previously

described by our laboratory (4, 6). Briefly, lymphocytes were obtained by expression of

the cells from inguinal lymph nodes through a wire sieve. Lymphocytes were washed

twice with DMEM containing 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 5 pg/ml of gentamycin

sulfate. Five x 101 lymph node cells were added per well (100 p1) in Costar (Cambridge,

MA) 96-well, flat-bottom microtiter plates. Wells received 100 4P of medium: RPMI

supplemented with 5.6 x 105 M 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME), 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS)

and 5 pg/ml of gentamycin sulfate, with or without PHA (10/ug/ml; Wellcome

Biotechnology, Research Triangle Park, NC). The cells were incubated for 48 hours and

were pulsed with 0.5 pCi per well of [3H]-thymidine for 6 hours prior to harvest. The

cells from each well were harvested on a Cambridge PHD cell harvester on glass fiber

filters, placed in scintillation counting fluid and counted on a Packard 1500 scintillation

counter. Stimulation index (SI) was calculated:

SI= (CPM samples + PHA) x 100
(CPM samples - PHA)
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CYTOKINE ASSAYS.

Bone marrow cell cytokine secretion was assayed by incubating freshly isolated bone

marrow cells in RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS for 18 hours (5 x 106 cells/3ml) as

described previously (5, 6). Supernatants were assayed for IL-6 content by bioassay using

the IL-6 growth-sensitive cell line B9. Growth was quantified using an M=T assay and

concentrations were determined by linear regression and a rIL-6 (R&D, Minneapolis,

MN) standard curve (sensitivity 625 fg/ml). Supernatants were assayed for TGF-fi

content by bioassay using the TGF-fi growth sensitive cell line CCL64 (ATCC, Rockville,

MD). TGF-j3 concentrations were determined by an MTT assay used in conjunction with

a rTGF-fP (R&D, Minneapolis, MN) standard curve (sensitivity 7.5 ng/ml). Supernatants

were assayed for M-CSF content by bioassay using the M-CSF-dependent cell line

B6MP102. M-CSF concentrations were determined by MTr assay and a rh-CSF (Chiron

Corporation) standard curve (sensitivity 60 ng/ml). Experiments using recombinant

cytokines and bone marrow cell supernatants demonstrated our bioassays to be

unaffected by bone marrow cell supernatant cytokines other than those being assayed.

FLOW CYTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF BONE MARROW CELLS.

Bone marrow cells were analyzed for expression of KMI-6-specific antigen and

MAC-1 (CD11b, ATCC antibody TIB 128; ref. 1) using monoclonal antibodies and flow

cytometry as described previously (3, 4). Fluorescent-antibody-labelled bone marrow

cells were detected using a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton-Dickinson, Sunnyvale, CA)

equipped with an air-cooled, 15 mW argon ion lasar that emitted at 488 rim. Consort 30

software was utilized for data acquisition and analysis of 5-10 x 103 cells per sample.

Four independent experiments (pooled cells from 4 mice per treatment group per
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experiment) were averaged and presented as X ± SEM (n=4) in Figure 6. KMI-6

monoclonal antibody was originally described by Jacobsen et a). (16). It stains 2-3% of

murine bone marrow cells and identifies a 110 kDa molecule on stromal cells that secrete

IL-6 and appear to nurture B cell differention (12, 16). MAC-1 is a macrophage-

granulocyte specific marker and was used as a control and comparison to KMI-6-specific

molecules. CD1lb is a 170 kDa molecule that is not found on bone marrow resident-

macrophages (1) but increases in expression as monoblasts mature. Up to 85% of

monocytes are positive for CD11b (43).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS.

Student's t-tests or ANOVA were used to determine statistical significance. All n

values indicate the number of animals used in a given experiment.

RESULTS:

STRESS DATA

The effects of antiorthostatic suspension on macrophage development and T cell

responsiveness have not been related to serum corticosterone concentrations

(4, 6, 10, 22). However, as the immune system can be affected by stress (8, 9, 10, 22)

and additional animal handling was required in these experiments, we monitored changes

in body weights, spleen weights and corticosterone, for all animals, as indicators of stress.

Table 1 shows that the percentage of body weight lost was not significantly different

(p>0.05) among all treatment groups used in rhM-CSF studies. It is interesting to note

that animals not subjected to antiorthostatic suspension lost less weight than mice

subjected to restraint, however, this difference was not significant. Therefore, head-
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down-tilt had some apparent effect on mice. Based on previous observations (4, 8) mice

used in this study lost weight in all groups due to the stress of regular i.p. injections.

Mice treated with rhIL-6 at a dose of ljug every second day or every day lost

significantly more weight than control animals (p<0.1; sham injected and unloaded or

loaded). These data indicate that the procedure did cause weight loss. However, for

both rhM-CSF and rhIL-6 therapy studies serum corticosterone levels were not

significantly different when control and treatment groups were compared (ANOVA;

Table 2).

Spleen weights as a percentage of final body weight were not different between

normal and non-cytokine treated suspended animals. However, treatment with rhM-CSF

significantly increased spleen weight as a percentage of final body weight (p<0.05,

ANOVA; Table 1), indicating rhM-CSF bioactivity. Spleen weights of animals used in

rhIL-6 therapy studies were significantly different when antiorthostatically suspended

animals were compared to restraint controls (p<0.05, t-test; Table 1). However,

antiorthostatically suspended mice treated with rhIL-6 did not show a significant

difference in spleen weight compared to restraint controls. These data indicated a

biological effect of rhIL-6 therapy.

MACROPHAGE DEVELOPMENT.

Spaceflight and antiorthostatic suspension reduce mouse and rat macrophage

hematopoiesis (4, 6, 37, 38). The data in Figure 1A and 1B confirmed that macrophage

development was suppressed following antiorthostatic suspension and indicated that rhM-

CSF therapy reversed the immunosuppressive effect of antiorthostatic suspension on this

process. In contrast rhIL-6 therapy, at either 10,pg every second day or 10,ug per day,
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did not ameliorate the effects of antiorthostatic suspension on macrophage development

(Figures 2A and 2B). We also injected mice with 25 pg every day during the course of

an 11 day suspension. In those two experiments, we also did not see restoration of the

progenitor macrophage numbers (e.g. hindlimbs: restraint control 8.6 ± 2.2 colonies,

n=6; suspended, 4.4 ± 1.6 colonies, n=5 [p = 0.07, compared to orthostatic]; suspended

+ rhIL-6, 5 ± 3.9, n=6 [p = 0.03, compared to restraint control]. Therefore, it did not

appear that rhIL-6 could restore macrophage hematopoieses like rhM-CSF.

HEMATOPOIETIC CYTOKINES.

Bone marrow cell secretion of two important cytokines for macrophage

hematopoiesis (M-CSF and IL-6; 24) is depressed following antiorthostatic suspension

(6). Therefore, we analyzed freshly isolated bone marrow cell M-CSF and IL-6 secretion

from restraint control and antiorthostatically suspended and mice following rhM-CSF and

rhIL-6 therapy (Figures 3 and 4). Transforming growth factor-fl (TGF-fl) secretion was

also measured due to its known role as an inhibitor of macrophage hematopoiesis (24).

Bone marrow cell IL-6 and M-CSF secretion, but not TGF-fl-secretion, were significantly

lower in mice which had been antiorthostatically suspended (Figures 3 and 4), confirming

previous data (6). Antiorthostatically suspended mice treated once every 4 days with

rhM-CSF, beginning at the commencement of suspension, showed normal bone marrow

cell TGF-fl secretion and IL-6 secretion (Figures 3C and 3A, respectively). However,

rhM-CSF therapy did not change the abnormally low levels of M-CSF secretion by bone

marrow cells taken from skeletally unloaded mice (Figure 3B). Recombinant-human IL-6

therapy did not overcome the immunosuppressive effects of antiorthostatic suspension on

bone marrow cell cytokine secretion (Figure 4).
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T CELL PROLIFERATION.

Recombinant-human IL-6 therapy at 10,ug/mouse/48 hours did not return PHA-

induced lymph node proliferation to normal levels in mice which had been skeletally

unloaded (Figure 5A). However, at a dose of 10 /g/mouse/24 hours ex vivo T cell

proliferation in response to PHA of skeletally unloaded mice was normal (Figure 5B).

ANTIBODY STAINING OF STROMAL CELLS.

To determine if one population of stromal cells was affected by antiorthostatic

suspension, freshly isolated bone marrow cells from mice subjected to antiorthostatic

suspension or restraint were stained with antibodies specific for B cell-nurturing stromal

cells (16) or CDIlb (anti-MAC-i). We found that bone marrow cells from

antiorthostatically suspendedy mice had similar numbers of KMI-6 and CD11b-staining

cells (Figure 6). Approximately 4% and 22% of bone marrow cells from mice from both

treatment groups were detected by KMI-6 and CD11b-specific antibodies, respectively

(Figure 6).

DISCUSSION:

Suppression of macrophage hematopoiesis by antiorthostatic suspension is

characterized by reduced ex vivo colony formation and hematopoietic cytokine secretion

(e.g. M-CSF and IL-6; 6). Therefore, we investigated whether the therapeutic

administration of these cytokines would restore normal macrophage hematopoiesis.

Antiorthostatically suspended mice treated with rhM-CSF had normal ex vivo

macrophage development. However, rhM-CSF therapy did not return bone marrow cell

M-CSF secretion to normal levels. Therefore, rhM-CSF appeared to successfully
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reconstitute macrophage progenitor cells in antiorthostatically suspended mice without

affecting the endogenous production of M-CSF. These data suggest that macrophage

hematopoiesis was affected because antiorthostatic suspension suppressed nursing/stromal

cells which normally provide M-CSF (2, 24) but did not affect the developmental

potential of the macrophage progenitor cells. When those progenitor cells were exposed

to M-CSF they differentiated normally. These data are consistent with observations in

osteopetrotic mice which had congenitally absent levels of M-CSF (47) and produced

abnormally low numbers of macrophages at early ages (44, 45) but could be restored to

normal with injections of recombinant human M-CSF (21). The fact that IL-2 enhanced

macrophage colony formation in response to M-CSF and restored normal macrophage

hematopoiesis (6) also supports that antiorthostatic suspension affects nursing/stromal

cells rather than macrophages or macrophage precursors. Our data are also consistent

with the well established activity of M-CSF of enhancing macrophage growth, function

and viability (24). In fact, the only time when M-CSF does not appear to help

macrophage hematopoiesis is when adoptively transferred progenitors are infused into

patients that have undergone chemotherapy (23).

The fact that antiorthostatic suspension affects macrophage progenitors systemically

and appears to affect bone demineralization in a systemic fashion (4) is consistent with

the hypothesis that antiorthostatic suspension affects the M-CSF producing stromal cell.

Macrophage-colony stimulating factor affects bone resorption (15) and hematopoiesis.

Moreover, the osteoclasts, which control resorption, share a common origin with

macrophages (34, 41). Therefore, these results may have more global application beyond

immunosuppression; extending to studies on bone.
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Recombinant-human IL-6 therapy failed in ameliorating the immunosuppressive

effects of antiorthostatic suspension on macrophage development. The dose-response

protocols for rhIL-6 therapy were in and above the ranges of those used in previous

studies to enhance platelet hematopoiesis and tumor rejection (30, 31). We did not

attempt higher rhIL-6 therapy doses because 25 p.g rhIL-6/mouse/day increased lung

vascuiarization and bleeding (as observed by visual examination during dissection) in

some treated mice compared to plecebo-injected mice or mice given only 10 I.jg of rhIL-6

per day. Higher rhIL-6 treatment doses probably would have resulted in cytokine-

induced complications and capillary leak syndrome which would negate any beneficial

effects gained by higher dose rhIL-6 therapy. Furthermore, rhIL-6 appeared to have a

biological effect on treated mice by enhancing depressed lymph node T cell proliferation

and affecting spleen weights. Therefore, although stromal cells do produce IL-6 (12, 18)

it did not appear that the lowered IL-6 production by stromal cells caused depressed

macrophage hematopoiesis. It appears that depressed IL-6 secretion reflected the

abnormally low numbers of differentiating macrophages in skeletally unloaded mice. This

hypothesis is supported for several reasons. 1. Shirai et aL (36) showed that

approximately 50% of bone marrow cell IL-6 secretion is produced by bone marrow

macrophages which are stimulated by M-CSF (2, 24). In our hands, rhM-CSF therapy

restored bone marrow cell secretion of IL-6 concurrently with macrophage progenitors.

2. While IL-6 has been shown to enhance myeloid and macrophage colony formation, it

is not known as the primary, or an essential, cytokine for macrophage development (2,

17, 20, 24). 3. Interleukin-6 is the primary cytokine for B cell hematopoiesis (2, 12, 18,

20) and we have shown that antiorthostatic suspension did not diminish B cell numbers in
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bone marrow (4), nor did it appear to affect one of the stromal cells (KMI-6-positive)

that are thought to nurture B cell development and that produce IL-6 (12, 16).

Therefore, stromal cells that produce IL-6 secretion were probably not affected by

antiorthostatic suspension. 4. The amount of IL-6 (>200 ng/ml) secreted by bone

marrow cells from antiorthostatically suspension mice was significantly reduced but was

still produced at relatively high levels (31, 36, 46). Therefore, we conclude that low IL-6

levels in antiorthostatic suspended mice was the result of reduced numbers of

macrophages/macrophage precursors rather than the causative agent of depressed

macrophage differentiation.

Antiorthostatic suspension affects lymphocyte populations in a compartmentalized

manner (4, 32, 33). However, lymph node T cell proliferation was also reduced following

antiorthostatic suspension. As PEG-IL-2 therapy reversed the effects of antiorthostatic

suspension on T cell proliferation, we tested whether rhM-CSF or rhIL-6 therapy would

also ameliorate this immunosuppressive effect of antiorthostatic suspension. Recombinant

human IL-6 reversed the effects of antiorthostatic suspension on T cell proliferation.

These data are consistent with studies showing stimulatory effects of IL-6 on T cells (19,

20) and are consistent with PEG-IL-2 therapy studies where lymph node responses were

also enhanced (6). In contrast, recombinant human M-CSF therapy had inconsistent

effects on lymph node T cell proliferation (data not shown). Perhaps these results were

obtained because M-CSF primarily acts on macrophages (24). Additional experiments

will be needed to resolve the effects of rhM-CSF on lymph node T cells.

The ability of rhM-CSF or rhIL-6 to restore macrophage hematopoiesis or T cell

proliferation, respectively, appears to be unrelated to high serum corticosterone
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concentrations or stress associated with head down tilt which would cause weight loss.

These parameters were similar between animals that were antiorthostatically suspended

and were given cytokine or placebo. We have previously found that changes induced by

antiorthostatic suspension on macrophage and lymph node activity were unrelated to

indicators of stress (i.e. corticosterone concentration, weight loss). Therefore, the factors

mediating changes in immune biology that we have measured in our model are more

likely to be the result of other physiological changes associated with head-down tilt

suspension. These include anterior fluid shifts, changes in bone composition and skeletal

muscle atrophy (7, 13, 35). However, we found substantially higher corticosterone

concentrations in the animals used in this study compared to our previous work (4, 8).

This probably reflects the increased handling of animals and daily or periodic injections

required by our protocols. We have already established that small perturbations in this

model can affect stress levels (8). Nevertheless, the fact that our restraint controls had

extremely high corticosterone concentrations, yet had apparently normal macrophage

hematopoiesis and lymph node T cell responses, reaffirms that corticosterone is not

responsible for these immunological changes in antiorthostatically suspended mice.

Furthermore, high serum corticosterone concentrations did not inhibit the therapeutic

value of these cytokines. This may not be so surprising since the physiological changes

associated with antiorthostatic suspension have been shown to be beneficial or

stimulatory (4, 22, 25, 26).

In summary, we have characterized that rhM-CSF but not rhIL,6 can restore normal

macrophage hematopoiesis in antiorthostatically suspended mice. This confirms our

previous study using PEG-IL-2 which showed that macrophage hematopoietic precursors
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could be therapeutically enhanced with cytokine treatment. It is interesting to note that

PEG-IL-2 was able to enhance macrophage progenitor numbers without increasing bone

marrow cell secretion of II-6 whereas rhM-CSF did not. Therefore, the mechanisms of

action cannot be the same. Side-by-side comparisons would appear to be the next order

of business.
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Table 1: The effect of antiorthostatic suspension on body weight and spleen weight.

Treatment Body Weight Lost+ Spleen Weight# n

(% initial weght) (% body weiht)

rhM-CSF Therapy (0.5 mg/kg/96 hors)

Restraint Control 3 .8+I.8tt 0.297+0.008 9

Suspended 6.7+1.8 0.290+0.009 9

Suspended + rhM-CSF 6.6+1.7 0.323+0.009* 9

rb]L-6 Therapy (10 IJg/mouase/48 hours)

Restraint Control .7.6+1.3 0.247+0.010 3

Suspended 13.1+1.5 0.298+0.011* 3

Suspended + rhIL-6 10.3+2.7 0.266+0.001 3

rhML-6 Therapy (10 jg/mouse daily)

Restraint Control 5.2+2.0 0.254+0.006 6

Suspended 14.5+1.1t 0.292+0.008* 6

Suspended + rhIL-6 10.2±-1.5t 0.267+0.002 6

+ Body weight lost is represented as a percentage of the initial body weight.

Spleen weight is represented as a percentage of final body weight.

* p < 0.05, ANOVA.

t p < 0.1 when compared to restraint control, t-test.

tt numbers represent X ± SEM of measurements from n animals.
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Table 2: The effect of antiorthostatic suspension on plasma corticosterone

levels.

Treatment: Corticosterone (ng/ml) n

xhM-CSF Therapy (0.5 mg/kg/96 hours)

Restraint Control 363±62* 9

Suspended 268+59 9

Suspended + rhM-CSF 276+43 9

rbIL-6 Therapy (10/jg/mouse/48 hours)

Restraint Control 497_+78 3

Suspended 745+223 3

Suspended + rhM-CSF 727+63 3

rhIL-6 Therapy (1011g/mouse/24 hous)

Restraint Control 547+66 6

Suspended 623+86 6

Suspended + rhM-CSF 425+77 6

* Numbers represent X ± SEM of samples from n animals.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1: The effects of antiorthostatic suspension and rhM-CSF therapy (0.5

mg/kg/4 days) on macrophage development. Macrophage colonies were

isolated from mouse bone marrow and cultured for 7 days in M-CSF. A:

Macrophage colonies derived from femora and tibiae in restraint control mice,

suspended mice and suspended mice treated with rhM-CSF. B: Macrophage

colonies derived from humeri in restraint control mice, suspended mice and

suspended mice treated with rbM-CSF. * p<0.05 compared to restraint

control mice, t-test. Numbers represent X t SEM of 9 mice per treatment

group.

Figure 2: The effects of antiorthostatic suspension and rhIL-6 therapy on

macrophage development. Macrophage colonies were isolated from mouse

bone marrow and cultured for 7 days in M-CSF. A: Macrophage colonies

derived from femora and tibiae in restraint control mice, suspended mice and

suspended mice treated with rhIL-6 at 10 pig/mouse/48 hours or 10

pg/mouse/24 hours. B: Macrophage colonies derived from humeri in restraint

control mice, suspended mice and suspended mice treated with rhIL-6 at 10

/pg/mouse/48 hours or 10 /g/mouse/24 hours. * p<0.05 compared to restraint

control mice, t-test. Numbers represent X ± SEM of n mice per treatment

group.
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Figure 3: The effects of antiorthostatic suspension and rhM-CSF therapy (0.5

mg/kg/4 days) on bone marrow cell cytokine secretion. Bone marrow cell

cytokine secretion was determined from supernatants of freshly isolated

bone marrow cells cultured for 18 hours. * p<0.05 compared to restraint

control mice. Numbers represent X ± SEM of samples from 9 mice per

treatment group.

Figure 4: The effects of antiorthostatic suspension and rhlL-6 therapy (10

pg/mouse/48 hours or 10 pig/mouse/24 hours) on bone marrow cell cytokine

secretion. Bone marrow cell cytokine secretion was determined from

supernatants of freshly isolated bone marrow cells cultured for 18 hours. *

p<0.05 compared to restraint control mice. Numbers represent X ± SEM of

samples from n mice per treatment group.

Figure 5: The effects of rhIL-6 therapy on PHA induced lymph node T cell

proliferation in skeletally unloaded mice. Lymph node T cell proliferation is

presented as a stimulation index over lymph node cells which were not

exposed to PHA. Numbers represent X ± SEM of replicate samples (4) in

one experiment. Mice were treated with one of two dosing protocols as

indicated in the figure. * p<0.05 compared to restraint control mice (1 of 2

and 1 of I experiments are shown for 10 pg/mouse/24 hours and 10
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pg/mouse/48 hours, respectively-, replicated experiments had similar results)

Lymph node T cells were pooled from 3 animals per treatment group per

experiment.

Figure 6: Flow cytometric analysis of bone marrow cells from

antiorthostatically or orthostatically suspended mice or restraint controls.

Freshly isolated cells were stained with MAC-i- or KMI-6-speciflc monoclonal

antibodies (10 pg/well) as described in ref. 16. Numbers represent X ± SEM

of 4 experiments where cells from 4 animals in each treatment group were

pooled in each experiment and were analyzed by flow cytometric analysis.
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ABSTRACM:

We used weak electric fields to monitor macrophage spreading in microgravity.

Using this technique, we demonstrated that bone marrow-derived macrophages

responded to microgravity within eight seconds. We also showed that microgravity

differentially altered two processes associated with bone marrow-derived macrophage

development. Spaceflight enhanced cellular proliferation and inhibited differentiation.

These data indicate that the space/mnicrogravity environment significantly affects

macrophages.
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Abbreviations used in this paper:.

BMM, Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium containing 10% FBS and 15% LM929

fibroblast-conditioned medium (CSF-1 source); BMMH, BMM supplemented with

20 mM HEPES; FBS, fetal bovine serum; CGBA, commercial generic bioprocessing

apparatus; CSF-1, colony stimulating factor-i; FPA, fluid processing apparatus; GM-CSF,

granulocyte/macrophage colony stimulating factor; IL-4, interleukin-4; IL-6, interleukin-6;

IFN-y, interferon-y; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; M14C-II, class II major histocompatibility

molecule; PEG-IL-2, polyethylene-glycol conjugated recombinant human interleukin-2;

rIL-2, recombinant interleukin-2; STS, space transportation system; TGF-B, transforming

growth factor-Bb.
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INTRODUCITON:

A number of experiments in recent years have characterized immunological

changes in both animals and humans exposed to spaceflight (1-5). Additionally, a large

body of evidence is accumulating which suggests that spaceflight can alter both immune

and non-immune cell functions (6-12). Therefore, the immunological consequences of

spaceflight may be a combination of physiological responses and changes in cell behavior.

However, research involving the effects of microgravity on single cells is still in its

infancy.

Spaceflight and physiological models of spaceflight have shown that skeletal

unloading alters macrophage development from bone marrow cells (2, 3, 13, 14).

Spaceflight can induce a monocytopenia (1) and some astronauts had abnormal numbers

of circulating monocytes (macrophage precursors) following spaceflight (5). Therefore,

as longer spaceflight missions become more common it is important to understand how

extended exposure to spaceflight will affect hematopoiesis and macrophage function.

Spaceflight via direct and/or indirect gravisensing, launch and reentry forces, hydrostatic

pressure and radiation all can impact cells and organisms.

Cytokines play an essential role in the hematopoiesis of white blood cells (15, 16).

We found that depressed marrow secretion of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and colony stimulating

factor-1 (CSF-1) was associated with defective macrophage hematopoiesis in skeletally
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unloaded animals (13, 14). These cytokines are important for macrophage growth and

development (16, 17) and the data implicate that cells that produce these cytokines may

be negatively affected in a space environment (2, 3). Changes in the bone marrow

extracellular environment may also be responsible for changes in macrophage

hematopoiesis (18). Additionally, macrophage hematopoiesis may be influenced by direct

effects of space flight on cell function (19). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to

begin to dissect how some aspects of space flight, such as microgravity, affects bone

marrow macrophages and hematopoiesis.

In this report we demonstrate that macrophages in vitro sensed and responded to

microgravity within seconds. Additionally, we show that in vitro macrophage

development was affected by spaceflight, adherence and interleukin-2 (IL-2). Spaceflight

enhanced cellular proliferation and decreased differentiation.



MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Animals.

Male, adult (8-12 weeks) C3Heb/FeJ mice were bred in the animal facility at

Kansas State University and were used in these studies. The use of these animals was

approved by the Animal Care Facilities Use Committee at Kansas State University which

complies with NIH Animal Care Standards.

B6MP102 Bone Marrow-Derived Macrophage Cells.

B6MP102 cells are a CSF-1-dependent, adherent bone marrow-derived

macrophage cell line (20) which is capable of cytokine production (Interleukin-1 [IL-1]

and tumor necrosis factor-a [TNF-c]) following stimulation with phagocyte agonists (e.g.

lipopolysaccharide [LPS]; 7, 20). These cells were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified

Eagle's Medium containing 10% FBS and 15% LM929 fibroblast-conditioned medium

(CSF-1 source) (BMM).

Microgravity Attained Through KC-135 Parabolic Flight.

The NASA KC-135 aircraft is capable, through parabolic flight, of producing

repetitive periods of microgravity approximately 20-25 seconds in duration (21, 22). This

aircraft is based at Ellington Airfield (Houston, TX) and performs approximately forty

parabolas per flight. Each 20-30 second microgravity period is separated by

approximately 30 seconds of two times one unit gravity. This NASA platform provides
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access to microgravity without the restrictions (equipment and availability) associated

with space shuttle flight. However, unlike shuttle or biosatellite flights, microgravity is

achieved for only short periods of time and is interpersed with variable and hypergravity

conditions. Therefore, although the KC-135 offers access to microgravity, the

experimental conditions are not necessarily comparable to long-term space flights.

Real-Time Cell Spreading Assay During KC-135 Flight.

Macrophage cell spreading was monitored using weak electric fields in a modified

version of the assay originally developed by Giaever et al. (23-24) and diagrammed and

used for macrophages by Kowolenko et al. (25). Briefly, a circuit was constructed which

contained a variable impedance induced by B6MP102 cells adhering/spreading to/on a

silver electrode which was inserted through the side of a 12 x 75 mm polypropylene snap

cap tube (Falcon # 2063). A constant current 4kHz AC signal of approximately 1 mA

was passed through the circuit causing a variable voltage proportional to the impedance

created by B6MP102 cell adherence/spreading (when the system is treated as a simple

resistor capacitor series circuit). The test-tube circuit was wired to an attached

multiplexed analog-to-digital converter. The data were acquired and stored in a 286

microcomputer. Four cultures were monitored simultaneously at a rate of one sample

per second for each culture. In this system, an increase in voltage represented an

increase in cell spreading (due to an increase in electrode impedance i.e. spreading

impedes current flow). The electrode area available to cells was approximately 5 x 104
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cm 2 which allowed the monitoring of groups of approximately 8-24 cells. Cells were

added to sterile electrode-containing test tubes and incubated at 370C for approximately

twenty-hours prior to KC-135 flight. Cells were washed into experimental culture media

(Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium containing 10% FBS and 15% LM929 fibroblast-

conditioned medium [CSF-1 source] and 20 mM HEPES {BMMlH}) approximately 4

hours prior to flight. During flight, cultures were maintained at 370C. All equipment was

bolted to the cabin floor according to NASA KC-135 saftey protocols.

Semi-adherent Bone Marrow-Derived Macrophage Cultures Adapted for Spaceflight.

Bone marrow cells were obtained from the femora and tibiae of mice. The ends of

femora and tibiae were removed and the cells were flushed from the bone using BMMH

and a 26-gauge needle. Cells were passed three times through a 19-gauge needle to

break up clumps and cells were pelleted and resuspended at a concentration of 1 x 107

cells per 2.8 ml of BMMH. One x 107 cells were loaded into each fluid processing

apparatus (FPA) culture vessel (22). During spaceflight all FPA cultures were housed

inside the BioServe Space Technologies commercial generic bioprocessing apparatus

(CGBA, 22). In brief, this equipment provides a three chamber mixing apparatus in

which cells can be cultured under sterile conditions and treated with experimental

reagents at pre-determined times during flight (Figure 1). Bone marrow cells were

maintained in one chamber and were mixed with the contents of other chambers, which

contained fresh medium or formaldehyde, depending on whether not viable cells were to
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be maintained (Figure 1). Cell numbers were estimated post-flight using a

hemacytometer and cell viability was tested by trypan blue exclusion. For all spaceflight

experiments, concurrent ground controls were performed using cells from the same pool

of cells used for spaceflight. Both spaceflight and ground control experiments were

performed at ambient temperature (approximately 230(2 to 270C). Experiments were

flown onboard the space shuttle missions STS-57, STS-60 and STS-62 during June 1993,

February 1994 and March 1994 respectively. During STS-57 space shuttle temperatures

ranged from 16 to 250C. For STS-60 and STS-62 the ambient space shuttle temperatures

were 22.5+0.5 and 27.0+0.5 respectively. Our average laboratory temperature (used for

ground controls) was 23.7 + 0.1.

Adherent Bone Marrow-Derived Macrophage Cultures.

Bone marrow cells were isolated as descnrbed above and seeded in 100-mm

culture dishes at a concentration of 5 x 106 cells per plate in 6 ml BMM. On day 3 of

culture, 3 ml of fresh BMM were added to cultures. Supernatants were collected on day

6 of culture and the cells were assayed for proliferation and the presence of phenotypic

markers (described below). Proliferation was quantified using an MTT assay (14, 18).

Cultures were maintained at 370C and 8% C02 for the duration of culture.

Interleukin-6 Assay.

Ground control and spaceflight supernatants were assayed for IL-6 content by
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bioassay using the IL-6 growth-sensitive cell line B9 as previously described (14, 18).

Growth was quantified using an MTF assay and concentrations were determined by

linear regression and a rIL-6 (R&D, Minneapolis, MN) standard curve (sensitivity 625

fg/ml). Interleukin-6 production was quantified post-flight for space shuttle flights STS-57

and STS-60 from supernatants of viable cells returned to earth.

Flow Cytometric Analysis.

All steps in this procedure were performed on ice. Non-adherent bone marrow-

derived macrophages were harvested from FPAs by a thorough wash with culture

medium. Adherent bone marrow-derived macrophage colonies were harvested by a high

pressure saline wash with a Pasteur pipet which was preceded by a 15 minute EDTA

incubation. One x 106 bone marrow-derived macrophages, regardless of origin, were

added per well of a 96-well, round-bottomed plate. The plate was centrifuged at 400 x g

for 2 minutes and supernatants were discarded. Cells were incubated in 50 ml of FBS

per well to inhibit non-specific Fc receptor binding, washed twice with sorter buffer

(Hanks' balanced salt solution containing 2% FBS and 0.2% BSA) and incubated with 50

ml per well of the appropriate primary antibody (ATCC hybridoma TIB166 derived anti-

MAC-2 and ATCC hybridoma HB94 derived anti-MI-HC-II were used as primary

monoclonal antibodies). Following the primary antibody incubation, cells were washed

twice in sorter buffer and incubated with secondary antibody (fluoresceinated goat anti-

mouse F(ab')2; Cappel, Durham, NC) for 30 minutes. Cells were washed twice in sorter
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buffer, resuspended in 300 ml of PBS containing 1% paraformaldehyde and stored at 4°C

until flow cytometric analysis (FACScan, Becton Dickinson). MAC-2 and MHC-11

expression was quantified post-flight for the space shuttle flights STS-57, STS-60 and

STS-62

Statistical Analysis.

Student's t-tests were used to determine statistical significance.
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RESULTS:

Macrophage Cell spreading during parbolic flight.

Previous studies by our group demonstrated that phagocyte respiratory bursts were

significantly enhanced during 10.2 x g episodes of parabolic flight (26). We have also

suggested that signal transduction processes were affected by space flight (10). Although

these data suggest that cellular responsiveness to a stimulus can be affected by the

microgravity environment, it was still unclear if microgravity affected resting cells.

Therefore, the aim of these experiments was to test whether macrophages would

spontaneously respond to a change from lxg to 10.2 x g. Cell spreading was chosen as it is

a macrophage property which can change within seconds (27) and can be monitored on a

real time basis (25). Figure 2b shows that B6MP102 macrophages responded to the

102x g environment attained during parabolic flight by increasing cell spreading. This

response was rapid. It occurred within eight to fifteen seconds of the establishment of

the 10.2 x g environment and ceased shortly after returning to a normal or hypergravity

environment. The fluctaions that occurred upon returning to normal (as represented by

small spikes at the end of some parabolas (Figure 2) represented electronic noise of our

system and did not correspond to any response. Furthermore, we did not see any

adaptation to parabolic flight by the B6MP102 macrophages. Macrophages responded

to 68.5% of the microgravity episodes they were exposed to (n=62 responses over 3

separate flights). Figure 2a demonstrates that this response was not simply due to a
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change in force vectors (movement). Only one spike, due to electronic noise, was

observed during level flight (Fig 2A). Therefore, we concluded that B6M?102 cells did

not respond to severe flight turbulence. Interestingly, periods of 1.7 x g to 1.8xg also did

not significantly affect cell spreading.

Cellular Proliferation During Spaceflight.

The evidence from KC-135 flight experiments indicated that bone marrow-derived

macrophages spontaneously responded to microgravity. Because cellular responses during

short periods of microgravity may not necessarily reflect the long-term effects of

spaceflight on cells (26), we wanted to examine whether long-term exposure to

spaceflight would affect normal bone marrow macrophage processes. Because of

hardware limitations, macrophage adherence assays could not be performed during space

shuttle flights. Furthermore, those assays are more reflective of early, transitory

macrophage responses and are not the most suitable assays for measuring long-term

space-flight effects. Therefore, we examined the effects of spaceflight on bone marrow-

derived macrophage differentiation; an important macrophage process known to be

affected in vvo by spaceflight (2, 3, 5) and skeletal unloading (3, 13, 14). Spaceflight

increased proliferative rates of bone marrow-derived macrophages (Figures 3 and 4).

During STS-57 we found more cells in flight cultures fixed on day 6 of flight (p<0.001,

n=6) compared to similarly fixed ground controls (spaceflight 7.31 + 0.38 x 106; ground

controls 4.60 ± 0.29 x 10V; Figure 3A). Viable cell cultures returned to Earth also had
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more cells (>95% viability as determined by trypan blue for all sets) when compared to

ground controls at 32 hours post-flight (spaceflight 3.25 + 0.05 x 10'; ground controls

2.23 + 0.02 x 10V; p<0.025, n= 2; Figure 4A). Similar results were obtained when

cultures were fixed in space on day 7 of flight during STS-60 (spaceflight 8.16 ± 2.31 x

106; ground controls 3.29 + 1.0 x 10; p=0.11, n= 4; Figure 3B) and STS-62 (spaceflight

6.61 + 0.29 x 106; ground controls 4.87 + 0.40 x 10'; p<0.001, n=8; Figure 3C). Post-

flight analysis of viable cell cultures flown on STS-60 showed an increased number of

bone marrow-derived macrophages compared to ground controls (spaceflight 3.62 ± 0.51

x 10'; ground controls 2.37 + 0.52 x 10'; p<0.015, n= 4; Figure 4B). These data strongly

suggest that spaceflight enhanced bone marrow macrophage growth.

Interleukin-6 Secretion during space flight.

Interleukin-6 is an important cytokine for macrophage hematopoiesis and is

produced in large amounts by differentiated bone marrow-derived macrophages

compared to undifferentiated cells (14, 18). Therefore, IL-6 secretion serves as a good

indicator of the degree of cellular differentiation. We found that cells which had been

exposed to spaceflight secreted less IL-6 than matched ground controls. For example,

bone marrow macrophages secreted approximately 200 pg/ml if they differentiated during

spaceflight compared to over 500 pg/ml for matched ground controls (STS-60 p=0.06,

n=4; Figure 5B). Similar results were obtained form the STS-57 flight (p=0.01, n=2;

Figure 5A). Therefore, it appeared that spaceflight enhanced bone marrow macrophage
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growth at the expense of differentiation.

The Effect of Spaceflight on Macrophage Antigen Expression.

Although it appeared that bone marrow macrophage differentiation was inhibited

by spaceflight, it was possible that spaceflight/microgravity altered the secretory capacity

of cells. Therefore, we also analyzed other markers of differentiation. The phenotypic

expression of MAC-2 and MIHC-II is indicative of macrophage activation and

differentiation states (18, 27). Therefore, we quantified these molecules on bone marrow

derived macrophages to assess differentiation. We found that bone marrow-derived

macrophages exposed to spaceflight/microgravity on STS-57 and STS-60 expressed

significantly lower numbers of these antigens than ground controls when assayed using

flow cytometry (Table 1). Cells that differentiated on STS-62 indicated a similar trend,

however, it was not statistically significant compared to ground controls. Using a matched

t-test for all data we found that macrophages cultured in space expressed less MAC-2

(p<0.05) and MHC-II (p<0.08) than ground controls. Therefore, it appeared that

differentiation, as measured by antigen expression, agreed with IL-6 secretion data and

appeared to be inhibited.

Effects of rIL-2 on Bone Marrow-Derived Macrophage Cultures During Spaceflight.

Interleukin-2 increased bone marrow-derived macrophage proliferation in vitro

(14). Because IL-2 reversed the inhubitory effects of skeletal unloading in vivo (14) we
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analyzed effects of rIL-2 and microgravity on macrophage hematopoiesis in vitro. We

found that rIL-2 (10 U/ml) increased bone marrow-derived macrophage proliferation

compared to cultures without rIL-2 (p<0.02, n=4; Figure 3C). However, rIL-2 did not

have a similar enhancing effect in cultures flown in space (Figure 3C). We also assessed

MHC-II and MAC-2 expression on cells treated with rIL-2. Recombinant-IL-2 did not

significantly change MAC-2 and MHC-II expression when ground cultures were

compared to flight cultures (Table 1). However, rIL-2 significantly reduced MAC-2

expression in bone marrow-derived macrophage cultures compared to cells cultured in

the absence of rIL-2 (p<0.0 3 , n=4; Table 1).

The Effect of Temperature and Adherence on Bone Marrow-Derived Macrophage

Phenotypic Markers.

Our data suggested that spaceflight augmented bone marrow macrophage

proliferation at the expense of differentiation as assessed by IL-6 secretion and MHC-II

and MAC-2 antigen expression. In spite of the reproducibility of the data over a number

of space flights, we noted that IL-6 secretion and antigen expression of cells incubated in

FPAs did not compare to IL-6 secretion and antigen expression of cells kept in normal

cultures (18). Of course, part of the difference could be explained by the required

ambient temperature of our flight experiments. In addition, FPAs required siliconization

(SigmaCote) so that rubber septa could be easily moved within the glass barrel.

Siliconization, though not toxic, reduced the adherence of bone marrow macrophages to
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glass. Therefore, to help us put our flight data into perspective, we assessed the effects of

temperature and adhesion on the bone marrow macrophage differentiation markers

MHC-II and MAC-2. We found that bone marrow-derived macrophages cultured at

370C in a semi-adherent situation (FPAs) expressed significantly less MAC-2 and MHC-

II when compared to adherent cultures (p<0.002; Table 2). Therefore, FPA culture

alone significantly reduced each of those surface molecules. We also examined the

effects of temperature. Maintaining semi-adherent cultures at 370C or ambient (23.70C)

conditions did not significantly affect MAC-2 expression. However, cells cultured in FPAs

at ambient temperature expressed significantly higher levels of MHC-II than FPA

cultures maintained at 370C. Therefore, MAC-2 and MHC-II are not regulated by

temperature in the same way. More importantly, neither was reduced because of lower

temperatures which suggested that the reduction of MAC-2 and MHC-II molecule

expression during space flight was not a temperature effect. Interestingly, rIL-2

significantly inhibited MIC-I antigen expression in adherent cultures incubated at 370C.

Just the opposite occurred when cells were cultured in FPAs. Interleukin-2 treatment did

not affect MAC-2 expression (Table 2). Therefore, culture conditions [adherent vs. FPA

(semi-adherent)], temperature and the presence of IL-2 affected molecular expression on

bone marrow macrophages in an antigen-specific fashion.
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DISCUSSION:

There is strong evidence that spaceflightlmicrogravity can change physiological

processes within living organisms (29). However, there is controversy over whether

individual mammalian cells are affected by the gravity vector. A number of in vitro

microgravity studies have indicated that microgravity can affect mammalian cell function

(7, 9, 11, 30). These spaceflight/microgravity studies have examined the responses of cells

to stimuli and not spontaneous cellular responses. In addition, microgravity-induced

effects sometimes may be accounted for by gravity-dependent changes in culture

conditions rather than direct effects on cell behavior. For example, cultures in

microgravity lack thermal convection (19), where autocrine cellular secretions and cellular

waste products could accumulate around the surface of a cell rather than disperse

throughout the culture vessel. This effect might induce changes in cell behavior.

Therefore, we tested the spontaneous change in macrophage spreading, a characteristic

which varied rapidly and was quantifiable on a real time basis in a microgravity

environment. We found that B6MP102 macrophages responded to a 10-2 x g environment

extremely rapidly as indicated by increased cell spreading. This is the first indication that

mammalian cells extemporaneously alter their physical make-up because of gravity. These

data support the hypothesis presented by Todd (19) and corroborate the data which

showed that cellular responses were affected in microgravity (7-9, 11, 30).

B6MP102 macrophages secrete higher concentrations of cytokines in microgravity

(7). The increased B6MP102 cell spreading during microgravity is consistent with that
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data when one considers that macrophage cell spreading is a marker of cellular activation

(18, 27). Photomicroscopic techniques allow the visualization of cell spreading at the

micrometer level within 25 seconds (27). Electrophysiological techniques, such as the one

employed in this study, can assay changes in cell spreading in the nanometer range (23-

25) and can therefore detect changes in much shorter time periods. Changes in

B6MP102 cell spreading were only observed when microgravity was sustained for more

than eight seconds. Therefore, the biochemical reactions that regulate that change must

occur within that eight second window. The "perception" of reduced gravity by B6MP102

may be mediated through mechanosensitive stretch-activated ion channels (31-33) or the

extracellular matrix (32, 34). Further experiments will be required to accurately identify

the signaling pathway(s) associated with gravity sensing in macrophages.

It appears that the biochemical responses that occur within eight seconds of

exposure to microgravity translate into long-term changes in bone marrow macrophages.

This effect may be the result of a cascade of signals arising from changes in adherence or

a combination of biochemical changes of which cell spreading is one of the earliest. All

cultures exposed to spaceflight proliferated faster than ground controls. However, those

cells were less differentiated, as measured by IL,-6 secretion and differentiation antigens.

Proliferation and differentiation are two processes which are often antagonistic (18, 35-

39). Therefore, it appears that spaceflight/microgravity increased macrophage

proliferation at the expense of differentiation. This datum is consistent with the findings

of Meehan et a. (1992) which showed abnormal mononuclear leukocytes in vivo
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following spaceflight. They found that astronaut blood monocyte numbers were higher

than normal following spaceflight and expressed low levels of insulin-like growth factor-1

receptors, were smaller in size and less granular (i.e. less differentiated). However, one

must be cautious in relating in vitro cell biology spaceflight experiments to physiological

spaceflight observations. Our in vitro cultures were not exposed to physiological

endocrine factors associated with spaceflight or an in vivo matrix environment.

Nonetheless, increased in vitro cell proliferation in microgravity has been observed on a

number of occasions (30, 40). Based on data presented in this manuscript, it is possible

that microgravity affects cellular proliferation both directly (effects on cell function) and

indirectly (by changing culture conditions). Interleukin-6 has been shown to suppress

proliferation and enhance differentiation in both HL-60 and U937

macrophage/granulocyte-like cells (37). Therefore, it is possible that spaceflight cultures

exhibited enhanced proliferation and suppressed differentiation as a result of abnormally

low IL-6 secretion.

IL-2 can increase in vitro macrophage colony formation (14). During STS-62 we

investigated whether rIL-2 would affect macrophage differentiation or proliferation

during spaceflight. We found that rIL-2 did increase proliferative rates in ground controls

but not in spaceflight cultures. There are at least two possible explanations. Firstly,

macrophage IL-2-induced signal transduction may be altered during spaceflight causing

no rIL-2 effect on macrophage proliferation. Some have found that IL-2 binding

activates protein kinase C (15) and protein kinase C is affected by microgravity (8, 10).
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However, this scenario seems unlikely since the T cell IL-2 signal transduction pathway

appears to be active in microgravity (9). Alternatively, spaceflight FPA cultures could

have reached their maximal proliferative capacity which could not be further increased by

IL-2 treatment. This could occur through two mechanisms: the cells could have been

dividing at their maximal rate in microgravity, or the culture conditions of the FPAs were

depleted of culture nutrients (e.g. oxygen, glucose, CSF-1) and additional proliferation

was not possible.

The FPA hardware used in these studies allowed for the collection of reproducible

data on bone marrow macrophage differentiation. However, there were some

disadvantages compared to conventional ground-based culture systems. Macrophage

development and function are influenced by adherence (18, 41, 42). Therefore, we were

not surprised that bone marrow-derived macrophages cultured at 37"C in FPAs

expressed significantly less MAC-2 and MHC-II than macrophages that differentiated in

conventional adherent cultures. Lower temperature did not significantly inhibit the

expression of MAC-2 when macrophages differentiated in FPAs, however, MI-IC-II

expression was significantly higher in ambient cultures. Therefore, the apparent

inhibition of differentiation during space flight as measured by the reduced expression of

MAC-2 and MHC-II can not be explained because of diffferences in temperature

between flight samples and ground controls.

Additionally, our experiments indicated that MAC-2 and MH-IC-II antigens were

regulated independently as rIL-2 significantly down regulated MIC-H but not MAC-2 in
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conventional adherent cultures maintained at 370C. A similar dichotomy occurred in the

experiment done in FPAs. However, rIL-2 upregulated MHC-II expression compared to

untreated cells whereas MAC-2 remained unchanged. The fact that spaceflight down

regulated both MAC-2 and MHC-II suggests that multiple cellular systems were affected

during spaceflight. Moreover, our studies indicate that the regulation of MAC-2 and

MHC-II antigens is complex; influenced by temperature, gravity and adherence.

Therefore, following the example of Cogoli's group (9, 43), we have been cautious with

our interpretations basing them on a good understanding of our culture system. Clearly,

gravitational biology studies have influenced important ground-based experiments

applicable to the whole field of cell biology and antigen regulation.
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Table 1: The effect of spaceflight on bone marrow-derived macrophage phenotypic

markers.

Treatment: %Cells MHC-IIa % Cells MAC-2a n

Flight STS-57 7.9_+0.4* 11.6+1.3 2

Ground STS-57 10.510 16±1.6 2

Flight STS-60 3.4±+1.6+ 0.5+0.2 4

Ground STS-60 7.9+1.7 4.1+1.6 4

Flight STS-62 4.4+ 0.6 5.1+0.9 4

Ground STS-62 5.24E0.3 5.8±0.4 4

Flight STS-62 + rIL-2 4.1+0.9 1.4+0.9++ 4

Ground STS-62 + rIL-2 4.2+.0.7 3.0+1.0++ 4

* Represent mean + SEM of n samples

* p < 0.05 compared to ground control, t-test.

+ p < 0.1 compared to ground control, t-test.

++ p < 0.05 compared to analogous culture without rIL-2, t-test.
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Table 2: The effect of temperature, adherence and rIL-2 on bone marrow-

derived macrophage phenotypic markers.

Treatment: %Cells MHC-IIa % Cells MAC-21 n

Adherent, 370C 27.7+_1.2 57.7+_0.4 3

Adherent + rIL-2, 370C 0* 53.7+3.9 3

Semi-adherent, 370C 4.3+1.2* 10.9+3.0* 8

Semi-adherent + rIL-2,370 C 8.4+0.8*y 11.7±1.4* 5

Semi-adherent, ambient 7.5+0.4*z 6.2_+1.0* 5

a Represent means + SEM of n samples.

* p < 0.05 compared to adherent 370C cultures.

Yp < 0.1 compared to semi-adherent 37 0C cultures not supplemented with

rtL-2.

- p < 0.05 compared to semi-adherent 37°C cultures.
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Figure Legends:

Figure 1: Time-line profiles of activities for bone marrow macrophage

experiments flown on the space shuttle missions STS-57, STS-60 and STS-62.

Figure 2: The effect of KC-135 microgravity on macrophage cell spreading.

Panel A; control recording done during level 1 x g flight and turbulent flight.

Panel B: Changes in cell spreading in response to a microgravity

environment. The end of the trace, after 240 mi, also reflects level flight

when parabolas had ended. Top line in each panel represents accelerometer

trace scaled on the left. Bottom line in each panel represents impedence

(spreading), scaled on the left.

Figure 3: The effect of spaceflight on bone marrow-derived macrophage

proliferation. Bone marrow cells were added to FPAs, refed during flight,

fixed during flight and counted on a hemacytometer after return to Earth.

The scheduling of each event for each respective flight is summarized in

Figure 1. Flight and ground samples were prepared at the same time,

handled following the same time line and were quantitated simultaneously.
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Figure 4: Post-flight quantitation of viable macrophages exposed to

spaceflight. Bone marrow cells were added to FPAs, refed during flight and

counted on a hemacytometer post flight. Viable cells were distinguished

from dead cells by trypan blue exclusion (> 95% viability). The scheduling of

each event for each respective flight is summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 5: The effects of spaceflight on bone marrow-derived macrophage IL-6

secretion. FPA cultures (ground and flight) were prepared, supplied with

additional medium and viable cell culture supernatants were analyzed at the

times indicated in Figure 1. Following spaceflight supernatants were

analyzed by bioassay using the IL-6-sensitive cell line B9.
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Figure I

Time Scale 1 3 6 9 12 15 18 20
(Days) I I I I I I

1.5 ml medium 1.5 ml medium added to 2 cultures.
added.;

STS-57
(5 cultures) t

Start of Launch. 3 cultures Post-flight
culture. fixed. analysis.

1.5 ml medium 1.5 ml medium added to 4 cultures.

STS-60 
added.

(12 cultures)

Start of Launch. 8 cultures Post-flight
culture. fixed. analysis.

1.5 ml medium Landing

STS-62 added. 4-
(16 cultures)t

Start of Launch. 16 cultures Post-flight
culture. fixed, analysis.
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Figure 3
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ABSTRACT

The SV40-transformed cells F5b and F5m became more sensitive to killing by

activated macrophages after pretreatment with tosyl-phenylalaninelchloromethyl ketone

(TPCK). This effect was specific for TPCK. Other serine protease inhibitors such as tosyl-

lysinechloromethyl ketone (TLCK), phenylmethylsulfonyl flouride (PMSF), or chymotstatin

had no effect upon killing. The enhanced macrophage-mediated killing of F5m cells

correlated with increased binding to macrophages and was dependent on tumor necrosis

factor-a (TNF).

INTRODUCTION

Macrophages become tumoricidal when treated with interferon-y (IFN) and

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (1). These macrophages discriminate between normal and

transformed cells and kill only the transformed cells (2). TNF and nitric oxide (NO) are

important mediators of macrophage-mediated tumoricidal activity (3-8). For example, the

F5b cell line, isolated and characterized (7,9-11) by our group is killed by activated

macrophages through a TNF-dependent process (7). Cytotoxicity is contact-dependent but

the processes which occur during binding are poorly understood; especially since binding

appears to be a universal interaction between cells killed and not killed by activated

macrophages (11). Our group has also described a sister clone of F5b, F5m, which is

resistant to macrophage-mediated killing (9,10). However, this sister clone is similar to F5b

in that it was sensitized to TNF-mediated cytolysis by a purified, biologically active peptide

fragment from a membrane sialoglycoprotein ubiquitiously expressed on cells believed to be

involved in contact inhibition (Woods et al. manuscript in preparation). The similarity

between F5b and FSm cells in those assays suggested that F5m cells were able to protect
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themselves from metabolic inhibition naturally induced by activated macrophages with F5b

cells.

Other investigators have reported that serine protease inhibitors can alter patterns of

TNF cytolysis (12-14). Because F5m cells are resistant to macrophage-mediated killing

while F5b cells are killed by macrophages involving TNF, we investigated the possible role

of serine proteases in the resistance of F5m cells to macrophage-mediated killing. We

report that TPCK, a chymotrypsin-like protease inhibitor specifically sensitized F5m cells to

macrophage-mediated killing which was dependent on TNF.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Tissue Culture Balb/c 3T3 cells were obtained from the American Tissue Type

Culture Collection (ATCC). The SV40-transformed cells, F5b and F5m were previously

characterized (9-11). The cells were passaged 3 times weekly in Dulbecco's minimal

essential medium (DMEM, Gibco, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 2% fetal bovine

serum (FBS, Gibco), 10% Opti-MEM (Gibco) and 0.3% L-glutamine. All continous tissue

culturing was done in the absence of antibiotics and antimycotics.

Protease inhibitors Stock solutions of the protease inhibitors N-tosyl-phenylalanine

chloromethyl ketone (TPCK), N-pc-tosyl-L-lysine chloromethyl ketone (TLCK),

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and Chymostatin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) were

dissolved at a concentration of 4 mM in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and stored at -20'C.

Cytotoxicity assays Murine peritoneal macrophages were harvested by lavage 4-5 days

after i.p. injection of 1.5 ml of thioglycollate broth (Difco, Detroit, MI). The cells were

suspended at a concentration of 2 x 106 cells/ml in fresh DMEM. The macrophages were
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seeded in a microtiter plate; 2 x 105 macrophages/well (20:1 effector to target ratio) (assays

with anti-TNF) or 3 x 105 macrophages/well (30:1 effector to target ratio) (assays with or

without NG-methyl-L-arginine; NMA, Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The macrophages were

allowed to adhere for 1 hr, the medium was removed and the cells were refed with DMEM

containing 12.5 Vig/ml lipopolysaccharide (LPS, Difco) and 10 U/ml interferon-y (IFN,

Genzyme, Cambridge, MA). Target cells were radiolabeled 100 jCi of Na 2
5"Cr0 4

overnight (NEN, Dupont). The targets were trypsinized and resuspended in medium at a

concentration of 10' cells/ml. A 100 j1 aliquot of cells (104 cells/well) was added to the

wells containing the macrophages. Three wells containing labeled target cells alone were

used as a maximal release after 100 Al of 2N HC1 was added and three wells containing

targets alone with 100 jA medium served as a spontaneous release control. After a 16 hr

incubation in 8% CO 2 at 37°C, 90 ul aliquots were removed from each well and the 51Cr

released was quantitated in a Packard gamma counter. Specific 51Cr release (SR) was

calculated from the following equation:

SR = Experimental release (CPM) - Spontaneous release (CPM) X 100
Maximal release (CPM) - Spontaneous release (CPM)

In experiments using protease inhibitors, the desired number of target cells were aliquoted

in 12 x 75 disposable tubes, centrifuged at 375 x g for 3 minutes, resuspended in 1 ml of

medium containing 20 /iM of each of the protease inhibitors. The cells were treated with

each inhibitor for 10 min. at r.t., then centrifuged. The medium was removed and the cells

were resuspended in fresh medium at a concentration of 10' cells/ml then added to the

macrophages. For assays containing NMA (Sigma); 50 pl of medium with or without 2

mM NMA was added to the wells, to which 50 jil of 2 x 10' target cell/ml suspension was

added. For assay with anti-TNF antibodies; the macrophages were activated for 4 hrs, then
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the medium was removed and the cells were refed with 100 F1 of fresh medium containing

500 jig/ml anti-TNF antibodies or normal rabbit antibodies. 100 p1 of 105 target celUml

suspension was added to the assay.

Binding assay Peritoneal macrophages were obtained as described for the cytotoxicity

assay (also see ref. 11). The cells were seeded in UV-treated (18 hrs) flexible polyvinyl

chloride microtiter assay plates (Falcon, Lincoln Park, NJ) and allowed to adhere for 1-2

hrs. The macrophages were washed and refed with 100 yl of fresh medium. Chromium-

labelled target cells, pretreated with the inhibitors as described in cytotoxicity assay were

removed with 0.2% ethylenediamine tetraacetate (EDTA, Fisher) and centrifuged at 325 x

g. After the medium was removed and the cells resuspended at 10' cells/ml and 100 1A cell

suspension was added per well; three wells without macrophages served as background

binding. The plates were sealed with pressure sensitive adhesive film (Falcon) and

incubated 1.5-2 hrs at 37°C. The sealed plate was inverted and centrifuged at 1300 x g.

The wells were separated with a hot wire and counted in a gamma counter and the %

binding was calculated by the following equation:

% binding = [Experimental CPM (+ MOi) - Spontaneous CPM (- MI)] X 100
Total CPM added

Anti-TNF antiserum A New Zealand white rabbit was hyperimmunized with carrier-free

recombinant murine TNF (rmuTNF; Genzyme). The first immunization was given into the

hind footpads and subcutaneously in the subcapsular region of the back in complete

Freund's adjuvant. All subsequent injections were given similarly in incomplete Freund's

adjuvant. The rabbit was bled twice monthly. Hyperimmune serum inactivates 64 Units/ml

rmuTNF in LM929 bioassay > 90% at a 1:128 dilution. This antiserum also specifically

inactivates rat and rabbit TNF in similar bioassays. Preimmune sera had no effect on TNF
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bioassays at similar dilution. This antiserum does not interfere with IL-1 and IL-6

biological activities. The antibodies were precipitated (2x) with 40% saturated ammonium

sulfate (NH4SO4) then dialyzed against normal saline for 24 hours. Protein concentration

was determined by the Bicinchoninic Acid method (BCA) (15).

SDS/PAGE Analysis 4 x 106 cells were treated for 10 minutes with 20 jtM inhibitors, then

incubated 1.5 hours at 37°C. The cells were washed with normal saline then lysed using

0.75 ml of NP40/saline (Sigma) [.15 M sodium chloride, 20 mM Tris (Fisher), .12 IU

aprotinin/ml (Sigma)]. The protein concentration was quantitated by the BCA method.

Sixty ýtg of proteins in sample buffer with 1 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma) were added to each

lane of a 10% polyacrylamide gel. The gel was silver stained using silver stain plus

(BioRad, Hercules, CA).

RESULTS

The pretreatment of FSb and F5m cells with TPCK enhances their susceptibility to

macrophage-mediated killing It was previously shown that TNF-mediated killing of

virus-infected and tumor cells was affected by TPCK, an inhibitor of chymotrypsin-like

serine proteases (12-14). We determined whether short treatments of F5b and F5m with

TPCK, which did not adversely affect their viability, would affect macrophage-mediated

killing of these two cell lines. This was particularly important because macrophages kill

F5b cells by a TNF-dependent process (7). In these assays, F5b and F5m cells were

pretreated with inhibitors for 10 min., then washed free of the drugs and placed with

macrophages. Figure 1 shows that the pretreatment of F5b cells with TPCK for 10 min. at

room temperature enhanced their susceptibility to macrophage-mediated killing (p < 0.01
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compared with medium and TLCK treatments). Similar pretreatment rendered resistant

F5m cells susceptible to macrophage-mediated killing (p < 0.02 compared with medium and

TLCK treatments) while the nontumorigenic 3T3 cells remained relatively resistant to lysis

(Figure l a). Enhanced cytotoxicity was not observed when cells were pretreated with the

other serine protease inhibitors TLCK or PMSF (Figure lb). Moreover, the presence of

LPS and IFNy in the assay did not induce the pretreated cells to become sensitive to TNF

(data not shown). The TPCK-pretreatment enhanced macrophage-mediated killing in a

dose-dependent fashion (Figure 2). Chymostatin, another inhibitor of chymotrypsin was

unable to enhance target cell susceptibility to activated macrophages (Figure 3) nor could it

competitively inhibit the effect of TPCK pretreatment (data not shown).

The role of TNF and NO in TPCK-enhanced macrophage-mediated killing The

enhancement of macrophage-mediated killing of F5b and F5m cells pretreated with TPCK

was intriguing. Furthermore, 3T3 cells were not killed by macrophages after pretreatment

with TPCK. Because F5b cells are normally killed via a TNF-dependent process by

activated macrophages (7), we determined whether TNF was involved in the enhanced

cytotoxicity. The killing of TPCK-pretreated F5b and F5m cells by macrophages was

abrogated in the presence of anti-TNF antibodies (Figure 4). While others have found that

macrophage-mediated killing SV40-transformed cells required the presence of TNF and

nitric oxide (NO) (8) we found that normal in vitro macrophage cytotoxicity of F5b did not

require NO (7). Nevertheless, the selectively enhanced killing of F5m and F5b cells after

treatment with TPCK could require this reactive nitrogen radical. To test this hypothesis,

we used NG-methyl-L-arginine (NMA), a competitive inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase, to

inhibit NO production. This NMA concentration inhibited nitric oxide production by LPS-
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activated macrophages in preliminary experiments with a greater than 90% efficiency (data

not shown). It caused some inconsistent inhibition of killing of the untreated and TLCK-

pretreated F5b cells, however, it had no effect on TPCK-induced killing of F5b or F5m

(Figure 5). NMA alone did not sensitize the cells to TNF because F5m cells did not

become sensitive to macrophage-mediated killing in the absence of TPCK-pretreatment

(Figure 5). These data suggests that TPCK-induced killing of F5m and F5b cells was

mediated by TNF and did not involve nitric oxide.

TPCK-pretreatment enhanced macrophage binding of F5m cells Previous studies into

the mechanism of resistance of F5m cells to macrophage-mediated killing found that these

cells were bound less efficiently by macrophages (10,11). Although binding itself does not

cause cytolysis (11), it is an important step during contact-dependent killing of tumor cells

by macrophages. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that TPCK pretreatment reversed the

resistance of F5m cells by enhancing binding between F5m cells and macrophages. We

found that pretreating F5m cells with TPCK, but not TLCK, significantly enhanced their

binding to macrophages (Figure 6). Moreover, binding correlated with the specific effects

of TPCK, but not TLCK, on killing. Although TPCK also increased F5b binding by

macrophages, the enhancement was not statistically significant (Figure 6). SDS/PAGE

analysis of F5m and F5b cell lysates after treatment with the inhibitors TPCK and TLCK

did not show any detectable differences in the protein patterns from those of the nontreated

lysates (Figure 7).
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DISCUSSION

Our results show that macrophage-mediated cytolysis of F5m cells was enhanced by

the chymotrypsin inhibitor TPCK. We were unable to reproduce this effect with other

serine protease inhibitors which indicates a specificity for TPCK. These data, especially

those with chymostatin, a chymotrypsin inhibitor, suggest that the enhancing effect may

independent of TPCK's protease inhibitory activity. Alternatively, we may have discovered

an assay that finely discriminates the specificity of these inhibitors. This would be quite

unique since not all inhibitory activities of TPCK and TLCK are distinguishable. For

example, both TPCK and TLCK can inhibit the shedding of TNF receptors from THP-1

cells (16).

These results are opposite of those reported by others where soluble rTNF-mediated

cytolysis of cells was inhibited by TPCK (12-14). Therefore, soluble TNF-mediated lysis

appears to be a distinct process from TNF involvement during macrophage-mediated

cytotoxicity. One must note, however, that the experiments are not comparable. In soluble

TNF assays, target cells were treated with inhibitors for the entire length of the assay. In

experiments described in this paper, target cells were only pretreated for 10 minutes. Many

cellular processes are probably affected by long-term treatment with TPCK.

The enhancing effect of TPCK was selective for F5m and to a lesser extent F5b cells

but was not generally seen with the nontumorigenic 3T3 cells. Therefore, although F5m

and 3T3 cells are not killed by activated macrophages they must have different cellular

mechanisms of resistance. Since F5b and F5m cells are transformed by SV40 virus this

difference is consistent with the regulatory perturbations characteristic of SV40-

transformation and T antigen expression (17). Consistent with this is that TPCK-pretreated
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F5m cells were killed by activated macrophages in a TNF-dependent manner similar to that

previously reported for F5b cells (7). Moreover, both of the SV40-transformed cells, but

not the 3T3 cells, were sensitized to TNF-mediated lysis by a purified peptide fragment

from a surface sialoglycoprotein (Woods et al. manuscript in preparation). Thus, F5m cells

have a protective mechanism, inhibitable by TPCK, which prevents their sensitization to

TNF by activated macrophages. However, because 3T3 cells are resistant to killing by

activated macrophages or membrane molecules which can sensitize cells to TNF, one

should not expect 3T3 to express or require the same biochemical protective mechanism as

F5m cells.

The previous explanation for F5m resistance was that there were impaired binding

interactions between F5m cells and macrophages (10,11). The resistant nature of F5m was

illustrated when F5b cells, fused with liposomes made from purified FSm membranes,

showed a small but significant decrease in their susceptibility to macrophage-mediated

killing (18). Those results indicated that a difference in membrane constituent was

responsible for decreased killing and binding. The data presented in this paper support that

hypothesis. Additionally, Laster et al. (19) reported that supernatants from F5i, a resistant

sister clone of F5m, contained an inhibitor of macrophage migration and would be

consistent with an active protective process in F5m cells. Although we were not able to

identify specifically altered proteins in TPCK-pretreated F5b or F5m cells using SDS/PAGE

analysis (Figure 7), it appears that some TPCK-inhibitable biochemical pathway regulates

macrophage binding of tumor cells. This makes sense because serine proteases control

many important membrane processes such as the activation of cell surface receptors (20)

and also helps to facilitate tumor cells invasiveness (21,22). Moreover, it has been shown
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that tumor cells which are resistant to macrophage-mediated killing also exhibit increased

metastatsis and malignancy (23). This observation may support our results in suggesting

that resistance to macrophages and metastases may be associated with expression of surface

serine proteases on tumor cells.

In summary, these results contribute to our understanding of macrophage-SV40-

transformed tumor cell interactions. F5m cells have a defense mechanism that disrupts the

sensitization stage of the killing process. TPCK-pretreatment overcomes this defense and

F5m cells are sensitized by macrophages to TNF, a process independent of NO. Therefore,

in the absence of the protective mechanism, F5b and F5m are killed in the same manner.

This proposed mechanism of macrophage-mediated killling may not necessarily be

applicable to other tumor cell systems. For example, macrophages kill P815 cells using a

contact-dependent process involving NO not TNF (24). Indeed, in our hands the binding

requirements for killing P815 differed from the requirements for F5b cytotoxicity (10).

Nevertheless, we have successfully constructed a working model to explain the general

observation first made by Chapes et al. in 1987 (9). That was, that macrophages kill F5b

but not F5m or related subclones of the F5 tumor series (25).
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Pretreatment of target cells with TPCK, TLCK or PMSF for 10 min. at room

temperature. A. TPCK-pretreatment specifically sensitized F5b and F5m cells but not 3T3

cells to macrophage-mediated killing. B. Serine protease inhibitors TLCK and PMSF did

not sensitize F5b and F5m cells to macrophage-mediated killing. The target cells were

treated with 20 /M concentration of the inhibitors for 10 minutes at room temperature. The

inhibitor-containing media were removed and the cells were resuspended in fresh medium

prior to adding them to the macrophages. Assay 30:1 ratio (macrophage: target cell) and

the results recorded 16 hours later. * Two-tailed T test indicated that the the effects of

TPCK treatment on F5b and F5m cells susceptibility was significant: medium vs TPCK

p=0.0 17 ; TLCK vs TPCK p=0.002. ** p < 0.02 TPCK treatment vs medium and TLCK.

Error bars represent SD.

Figure 2. Dose reponse of TPCK pretreatment on the enhancement of macrophage-

mediated killing. Assay done at 30:1 ratio (macrophage: target cell) Treatment protocol

of the target cells is described in Figure 1. The absence of error bars indicate that the SD

was smaller that the graphic symbol.

Figure 3. Pretreatment of F5m and F5b cells with TPCK or chymostatin. Assay done at a

30:1 ratio (macrophage: target cell ). Treatment protocol was as described in Figure 1.
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Figure 4. The role of TNF in macrophage-mediated killing of pretreated cells. Rabbit anti-

TNF polyclonal antiserum or preimmune serum (250 .ig/ml) was added to the assay 4 hours

after the macrophages were activated at the time the target cell addition.

Figure 5. The role of nitric oxide in the sensitization of TPCK-pretreated targets to

TNF. N -methyl-L-arginine was added to the cytotoxicity assay to a final concentration of

500 j.sM.

Figure 6. TPCK-pretreatment F5m cells enhanced their binding to macrophages. The

target cells were pretreated as described in Figure 1. * p = 0.051 compared with TLCK

treatment.

Figure 7. SDS/PAGE analysis of proteins from cell lysates 1.5 hours after a 10 minute

treatment with TPCK and TLCK. Lanes 1-3 are lysates from F5b cells after treatment with

(1) medium; (2), 20 j4M TPCK; and (3) 20 jiM TLCK. Lanes 3-6 are lysates from F5m

cells after treatment with (3) medium; (2), 20 jIM TPCK; and (3) 20 jIM TLCK.
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ABSTRACT

We describe the isolation and initial characterization of two bone marrow-derived

macrophage cell lines isolated from MHC class i-negative transgenic mice. These cells were

similar to B6MP102 macrophages in morphology and growth requirements. They were not

spontaneously cytotoxic and were only capable of modest killing of F5b tumor cells when

stimulated with LPS and IFN-gamma, but not when stimulated with LPS alone or with

staphylococcal exotoxin. C2Dt cell lines phagocytosed labeled Pansorbin similarly to

B6MP102 but less than C2D peritoneal macrophages. These cell lines secreted IL-6, but not

TNF or NO, in response to LPS or staphylococcal exotoxin. Several molecular species on

C2D macrophages bound SEB in immunoprecipitation experiments. This makes the C2D cell

lines useful tools for studying staphylococcal exotoxin-macrophage interactions distinct from

MHC II binding.

INTRODUCTION

The macrophage functions as a scavenger, an antigen presenting cell and as a

cytolytic effector cell. Therefore, it is studied by many groups. Because experiments often

require large numbers of homogenous macrophages, several laboratories have developed

macrophage cell lines to study problems in macrophage biology (1-3).

Macrophage cell lines have been established by transformation of macrophage cells

with retroviruses and oncogenes (4-6). Macrophage cell lines have also been developed by

culturing bone marrow cells in the presence of macrophage colony stimulating factor (CSF-1)

and maintaining the continuously dividing macrophages (7).

Macrophages are capable of expressing class II major histocompatibility (MHC II)

molecules. However, some macrophage cell lines, usually derived from tumor cells, are MHC
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Il-negative (8). MHC Il-negative cells provide unique models to study the importance of the

MHC II molecule. However, use of these cells has been limited due to criticisms that include

the possibility of low level MHC II expression (below the sensitivity of detection assays) or

concerns about the representative nature of the cell population.

Recently a MHCII-negative transgenic mouse was developed (9) by targeted IAB gene

disruption. These animals have proven important for studies on T cell development and

activation (10) as well as macrophage development (11). Unfortunately their cost and limited

availability made the acquisition of large numbers of homogenous macrophages almost

impossible. Therefore, we set out to establish MHC Il-negative bone marrow derived

macrophage cell lines. In this report, we describe the isolation of two C2D-derived bone

marrow macrophage cell lines. These macrophages have some properties in common with

inflammatory macrophages and B6MP102 cells. Importantly, these cell lines allowed us to

identify non MHC II superantigen binding molecules.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Transgenic mice, negative for MHC II (C2D, H-2b) were purchased from GenPharm,

Int. (Mountain View, CA) or were bred in isolators in the animal facilities in the Division of

Biology at KSU.

Cells and Cell Cultures. SV40-transformed cells F5b and F5m and their susceptibilities to in

vitro macrophage cytotoxicity have been described previously (15,16). Balb/c 3T3 cells were

obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, CCL 163). The bone-marrow

derived macrophage cell line, B6MP102 (12-14), was used for comparative analysis in most

experiments. B6MP102 was cultured in tissue culture medium consisting of DMEM (GIBCO,

Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 0.3% L-glutamine and 15%
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LM-929 conditioned cell supernatant (as a source of CSF-1). The tumor necrosis factor-

(TNF) sensitive cell line, LM-929 (ATCC CCL 1.2) was used as a source of CSF-1 and to

detect TNF. LM-929 and 3T3 cells were passaged 2-3 times weekly in antibiotic-free DMEM

supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum. IL-6 was quantified with the IL-6-dependent,

murine B-cell hybridoma subclone B9 as described previously (14). It was cultured in DMEM

supplemented with 50 IpM 2-mercaptoethanol, 5% fetal bovine serum and 10 pg of

recombinant IL-6. The MHC Il-positive macrophage cell line J774A was obtained from Dr. D.

Takemoto, Kansas State University and was used as an MHC Il-positive control cell line for

the immunoprecipitation experiments. J774A was cultured similarly to LM-929 and 3T3 cells.

Reagents. Purified preparations of SEA and SEB were obtained from Toxin Technologies

(Sarasota, FL). Alternate preparations of SEB were the generous gift of A. Johnson-Winegar

(U.S. Army Medical Research and Development command, Ft. Detrick, MD). Both SEB

preparations gave similar results and each had less than 0.4 ng/lpg endotoxin as determined

by the Limulus amebocyte lysate assay (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Our assay was sensitive to

a concentration of 0.02 ng/ml. Lipopolysaccharide (E. coli)(LPS) was obtained from Difco

Laboratories (Detroit, MI). Recombinant murine interferon gamma (IFN-gamma) was

purchased from Genzyme (Cambridge, Mass.). C2D mouse, peritoneal macrophages were

obtained by peritoneal lavage 4 or 5 days after injection of 1.5 ml of sterile thioglycolate broth

(Difco, Detroit, Mich.).

Isolation of a Stable C2D Macrophage Cell Une. Bone marrow cells were recovered from

long-bones (17) and cultured into macrophage monolayers on 60- or 100-mm tissue culture

dishes in DMEM (GIBCO, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,

0.3% L-glutamine and 15% LM-929 conditioned cell supernatant (as a source of CSF-1). Cells
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were fed 3x a week, and passaged when confluent. Cells grew at a steady rate after 12

weeks in culture and 2 crisis periods when the majority of the cells died. After the second

crisis period, the cells were passaged 3x a week in tissue culture medium.

Transformation of C2Dt cells. Cells were transfected with the PSV-3 plasmid (Amp' and Ter

a gift from Dr. Roy Geib, University of Indiana - Terre Haute Center for Medical Education)

containing the SV40 promotor and large T antigen. Plasmids were propagated in Escherichia

coli JS4. Plasmid DNA was purified by equilibrium centrifugation in CsCI-ethidium bromide

density gradients. Cells in log phase growth were transfected with 10-15 jig of plasmid DNA

by the calcium phosphate procedure (18). T Ag expression was confirmed using DOT blot

analysis of transformed cell lysates and monoclonal antibody against large T antigen (pab

416, Hybridoma obtained from Dr. Linda Gooding, Emory University, Atlanta, GA). This bone

marrow-derived cell line was named C2Dt.

Cytotoxicty assay. The macrophage cytotoxicity assay was performed as described

previously (15). Briefly, C2D, C2Dt or B6MP102 cells were added into flat-bottom, 96 well

plates at 1 x 105 to 4 x 105 cells per well. After 2 hours, the medium was removed and

replaced with the appropriate stimulus. Treatments included medium only, IFN-gamma (0.1

U/ml), LPS (12.5 pig/ml) ± IFN-gamma, SEA (10l1g/ml) ± IFN-gamma. Approximately 104 1
5 Cr-

labelled target cells were added to each well and the assay was incubated for 16 h. The

microtiter plates were then centrifuged and 100 [1 aliquots from each well were counted in

a gamma counter. The percent specific release was calculated as follows: specific release -

[experimental release - spontaneous release/(maximal release -spontaneous release)]/xl 00.

The maximal release and spontaneous release were determined by incubating 104 target cells

in 1 N HCL (maximal) or medium (spontaneous). The spontaneous release was generally less
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than 25% for all cell lines.

Cell phenotype determination. C2D and C2Dt cells were screened for their expression of

nonspecific esterase (a-Naphthyl acetate esterase substrate, Sigma Diagnostics), an enzyme

usually present in cells of the monocyte-macrophage linage. Cells were evaluated for the

expression of Mac-2, MHC I and MHC II antigens using flow cytometry as described

previously (11). Single cell suspensions of C2D, C2Dt or B6MP102 cells were incubated with

primary antibody [Y-3, anti-Kb (a generous gift from Dr. David Lee, University of Missouri,

Columbia) or hybridoma HB-183 (ATCC) derived anti I-A and fluoresceinated secondary

antibody [F(ab') 2; Cappel, Durham, NC] for 30 min, washed three times and analyzed on a

FACScan flow cytometer (Becton-Dickinson, Sunnyvale, CA).

Phagocytosis assay. Phagocytosis was quantified using a commercially prepared fixed

Staphylococcus aureus (Pansorbin, Calbiochem: San Diego, CA) stained with propidium

iodide (Pi: Calbiochem: San Diego, CA) according to the procedure of Bohmer et al. (19).

Briefly, equal volumes of Pansorbin and PI were mixed and allowed to stand for 30 min at

room temperature. The bacteria were washed twice and resuspended in Hanks Balanced Salt

Solution (HBSS: 5% wt/vol). Pl-labeled Pansorbin (50 l.1) was added to 1 x 108 macrophages

preincubated with PBS, LPS (12.5 pg/ml) or LPS + sodium azide (20 mM: negative control)

and incubated for 10 min. in a 37C C water bath. After centrifugation the samples were

washed twice and resuspended in 500 pi HBSS. Cells were analyzed on a FACScan flow

cytometer (Becton-Dickinson, Sunnyvale, CA).

Macrophage stimulation Macrophages were plated at a density of 106 cells per 60-mm-

diameter tissue culture plate, allowed to adhere 1 h, and the medium removed. Three ml of

DMEM containing the appropriate stimulus (101pg/ml toxin, 12.5 pg/ml LPS, or medium) were
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added. After 16 h the supernatants were collected, clarified by centrifugation, aliquoted, and

used immediately or stored at -80* C until assayed for cytokine secretion.

Cytokine and nitrite quantitation. The macrophage supernatants were assayed for IL-6 content

using the B9 bioassay (20). The B9 cells were washed three times in IL-6-free RPMI to

remove residual IL-6. Four thousand B9 cells were added to serially diluted, triplicate samples

of culture supernatant and allowed to incubate for 3 days at 37 C. Cell death was quantified

by measuring MTT (1 -[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) uptake. Each

assay well received 50 pl of MUT (2 mg/ml) and the plate was incubated for 3 hr at 370 C.

The medium was removed and 150 il of Iso:PBS (100 ml isopropyl alcohol, 40 ml 5 N HCL,

50 ml phosphate buffered saline) was added to dissolve crystals. A microtiter plate reader

(Cambridge Technology, Cambridge Technologies, Watertown, MA) was used to read

absorbance at 570 nM.

TNF was quantified as described previously (14) except MTT was used (see above).

Nitrite concentration was determined with the Griess reagent (1% sulfanilamide, 0.1%

naphylethylene diamine dihydrochloride and 2% H3PO4) as previously described (21).

Cytokine and nitrite quantification was based on linear regression of standard curves of

recombinant, murine TNF, rlL-6, or NaNO 2. Recombinant, murine TNF was obtained from

Genzyme (Cambridge, MA) and rlL-6 was obtained from R and D (Minneapolis, MN).

Immunoprecipitation. C2D macrophages (1 x 108) were surface-labeled with 1251 (NEN/Dupont,

Boston, MA) using the lactoperoxidase method (Calbiochem) and incubated with or without

100 pig/ml unlabelled SEB for 4 hr at 40 C. The cells were washed in PBS and then lysed in

1 ml ice cold lysis buffer (2% NP40, 15 mM Tris-HCL pH 8.0, .15 M NaCI, 1 mM phenyl methyl

sulphonyl fluoride and aprotinin). After centrifugation the lysates were incubated with normal
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rabbit serum for I h at 40 C , followed by the addition of fixed Staphylococcus aureus

bacteria (Pansorbin, Calbiochem) for 1 h at 40 C. After centrifugation, supernatants were

immunoprecipitated with goat anti-SEB serum, followed by rabbit anti-goat and immobilization

on Pansorbin. Precipitates were washed 3 times with ice cold lysis buffer then boiled in SDS

sample buffer, centrifuged and electrophoreses on a 10% SDS PAGE gel. Receptors were

imaged using audioradiography.

RESULTS

Cell Phenotype. The phenotype of the C2D and C2Dt cells was analyzed with antibodies

specific for MHC I and II and Mac 2 molecules by flow cytometry. Both clones expressed

MHC class I at levels comparable to B6MP102 (Table 1), but about half that detected on LM-

929 cells. Neither C2D or C2Dt expressed substantial amounts of MHC II (Table 1) even after

incubation with 50 U/ml recombinant murine IFN-gamma for 24 h (data not shown). When

compared to B6MP102 cells (Table 1), very low levels of Mac 2 were expressed on the

surface of C2D and C2Dt cells. A dot blot utilizing monoclonal antibody to T antigen

demonstrated that T cell antigen was expressed on the C2Dt but not the C2D or B6MP102

cell lines (Data not shown). Histochemical staining indicated that virtually all the C2D and

C2Dt cells were non-specific esterase-positive (Figure. 1). C2D and C2Dt and the wild type

B6MP102 cell line cells had morphological features typical of macrophages. Also evident in

Figure 1, the cells were adherent with multiple processes and both were larger in size than

the B6MP102 cells.

In Vitro Culture of C2D and C2Dt C2D and C2DT cells were relatively easy to grow in culture

and manipulate. We have maintained both cell lines in continuous culture as adherent cells

for more than one year in the tissue culture medium described. In our hands, C2D and C2Dt
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were easily dispersed with 3-5 min treatment of warm trypsin/EDTA (0.25% trypsin, 0.02%

EDTA). The cells were washed from the tissue culture dish with gentle jets of medium from

a pipet. Generally, 1 x 106 cells were harvested from a confluent 100-mm culture plate. Cells

were usually reseeded at 1 x 105 in 8 ml of medium without extensive washing, however, cells

have been reseeded successfully using cell numbers as low as 1 x 104. A lag in cell growth

occurred after reseeding, but cells began exponential growth within 24 h. C2Dt cells grew

faster than C2D cells (Figure 2), but growth rates for both are similar to the rates previously

determined for B6MP102 macrophages (13). Both cell lines grew in the absence of CSF-1.

However, they grew significantly faster when it was included in the medium (Figure 2). When

the media were not changed, growth plateaued at 96 h. However, if cells were re-fed every

48 h they continued growing at approximately the same rate. Unlike B6MP1 02 cells, C2D and

C2DT grew to a higher density and formed a heavy monolayer when fresh medium was

continuously supplied.

Cells were frozen in 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (22) in FBS. When thawed, individual cell

aliquots from C2D and C2Dt lines yielded, on average, 70% and 55% recovery, respectively,

after 6 months at -80° C.

Assessment of C2D cell cytolytic activity. We determined cell-mediated tumorlytic activity of

activated and nonactivated C2D cells and compared them to B6MP102 macrophages. F5m

3T3 and F5b cells were used as targets to determine whether C2D and C2Dt cells would

maintain the ability to discriminate between transformed (e.g. F5b) and nontransformed (e.g.

3T3) cells (23) or would fail to kill F5m cells as similarly to normal macrophages or B6M102

cells.

C2D and C2Dt were unable to kill F5m and 3T3 (data not shown), and had a low level
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of cytolytic activity against F5b (Table 2). C2D cells did not spontaneously kill F5b if cultured

in tissue culture medium in the absence of any stimulant (Table 2). Only C2D and C2Dt

pulsed with 12.5 pg/ml LPS and IFN-gamma exhibited >10% killing of F5b at more than 1

effector to target ratio (Table 2). The amount of killing was consistently less than that by

similarly activated B6MP1 02 macrophages. Therefore, C2D and C2Dt cells were poor cytolytic

effector cells.

Phagocytosis. Both C2D and C2Dt were similar to B6MP102 cells in phagocytosis of labeled

S. aureus (Figure 3). However, the level of phagocytosis was lower than that observed for

C2D peritoneal macrophages (Figure 3). The efficiency of C2D in phagocytosing Pansorbin

was not significantly influenced by the addition of LPS or LPS + IFN gamma (Data not

shown). Additionally C2D and C2Dt cells behaved similarly in all experiments.

Cytokine secretion. Macrophages produce cytokines in response to LPS and staphylococcal

exotoxins (14,24). Therefore, we tested the ability of C2D macrophages to secrete TNF, IL-6

and NO in response to these stimulants. When exposed to enterotoxin A or B or to LPS, C2D

and C2Dt secreted IL-6. However, the amount of IL-6 secreted varied with each toxin

stimulant. SEA induced >3100 pg/mI while SEB induced the secretion of <700 pg/ml.

Although LPS also induced IL-6 secretion the superantigens were more potent stimulants.

B6MP102 secreted >35 units of TNF (Table 3) and 10 pMoles NO (data not shown)

in response to SEA or LPS stimulation. In contrast, in response to all stimuli, C2D and C2Dt

macrophages secreted very low levels of TNF (Table 3) and little to no NO (data not shown).

Altemative binding site. We have described the presence of non-MHC II binding sites for

SEA on C2D peritoneal macrophages (24). Because C2D macrophages did not maintain all

of the characteristics of normal macrophages (i.e. cytolytic activity, TNF and NO secretion),
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we determined if alternative superantigen receptors were present on the C2D cell line. To

identify superantigen binding sites, 121I-surface labeled C2D macrophages were incubated

with SEB and anti-SEB antiserum. Proteins with Mr greater than 140,000 (140 kDa) and

bands of 97 kDa, 52 kDa, 43 kDa and 37 kDa were consistently precipitated from C2D

macrophages (Figure 4). J774A macrophages (25-27) were used as an MHC II positive

control in these experiments because of their constitively high level of MHC II expression

compared to B6MP102 or thioglycolate-induced peritoneal macrophages. Although J774A

expressed the same complement of SEB toxin binding molecules as C2D cells, additionally

protein with Mr of approximately 28 kDa and 14 kDa were also precipitated (Figure 4). In the

absence of SEB or goat-anti-SEB, no cell surface molecules were precipitated (Figure 4).

Discussion

We have described the isolation and characterization of bone marrow-derived MHC

Il-negative macrophage cell lines C2D and C2Dt. We believe that these are the first

macrophage cells lines derived from C2D knock-out, transgenic mice. We have described the

growth characteristics, responsiveness to biological response modifiers known to activate

macrophages and a potential use for these cells in identifying and understanding the role(s)

of non MHC II staphylococcal exotoxin binding receptors.

Both cell lines appear to be immortalized, C2D through continuous culture in CSF-1

and C2DT through transformation with SV40 large T antigen. Both have been in continuous

culture for over one year and can be frozen and successfully recovered. They have been

periodically checked for MHC expression and have always been MHC II negative and MHC

I positive. C2D and C2DT cell lines stain for nonspecific esterase indicative of a

macrophage/monocyte linage. They also have morphology similar to another bone marrow-
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derived cell line, B6MP102. C2D and C2Dt expressed low levels of Mac 2 antigen, indicative

of differentiated macrophages (28). The B6MP102 macrophage cell line still expressed high

levels of Mac 2. Therefore, these new macrophage cell lines were transformed at an earlier

stage of differentiation than B6MP102 or transformation has ameliorated Mac 2 expression.

The latter is very possible because unlike B6MP102 cells, C2D and C2Dt were not CSF-

dependent. Therefore, C2D and C2Dt appear to grow more like the macrophage cell lines

J774a and P388D1, which grow quickly and are growth factor independent (1,25).

Like peritoneal macrophages and B6MP102 (13), neither C2D or C2DT exhibited

spontaneous killing activity. Furthermore, C2D and C2Dt only could be activated to kill F5b

tumor cells in the presence of LPS and IFN-gamma, however, killing was only half that

achieved by B6MP102. Additionally, C2D and C2Dt did not kill F5m or 3T3 cells which

paralleled the cytotoxicity of B6MP102. The killing pattern exhibited by C2D and C2Dt is not

unique. WEHI-3 also demonstrated little cytotoxicity towards susceptible target cells (25,29).

Macrophage cell lines may vary in their killing ability due to different levels of activation and/or

differentiation (25,30).

The stage of macrophage differentiation, based on the expression of "mature"

macrophage markers (i.e. Mac 1 and Mac 2) appears to correlate positively with phagocytotic

capacity (31). Because C2D cells were intermediate in their ability to phagocytose and

express low levels of Mac 2, they appear to be intermediate in their development; especially

compared to B6MP102 which resemble more mature, peritoneal-like macrophages.

IL-6 secretion by C2D and C2Dt was similar to B6MP1 02 and peritoneal macrophages:

all secrete significant quantities of IL-6 in response to stimulation by LPS or staphylococcal

exotoxins (14,32). However, the secretion pattern was dependent on the stimulus. C2D and
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C2Dt secreted less IL-6 in response to SEB stimulation than did B6MP1 02. Additionally, C2D

and C2Dt appeared to secrete more IL-6 in response to the other stimulants.

C2D and C2Dt secreted little to no TNF or NO in response to all stimulants tried. This

was in contrast to B6MP102 and peritoneal macrophages (14) that secrete TNF and NO in

response to exotoxins and LPS. However, Wynn (29) demonstrated that TNF secretion varied

between macrophage cell lines, and speculated that this functional heterogeneity between

macrophages may reflect differences in the maturity, origin or differentiation of the

macrophage population. It should be noted that this inability to secrete TNF and NO may be

partly responsible for the limited cytotoxic ability exhibited by C2D and C2Dt since F5b is

killed by TNF after contact with macrophages (33).

By immunoprecipitation, we identified a heterogeneous array of molecules on C2D

macrophages capable of binding SEB. These same proteins were present on the MHC II-

positive cells. Only the intense 28 kDa band, presumably class II MHC, and the light 14 kDa

band were unique to J774A cells. These molecules were similar to molecules

immunoprecipitated by our laboratory using SEA and thioglycollate peritoneal macrophages

from C2D mice (24). Therefore, in vitro culture and transformation has not affected this

macrophage property. The nature of these proteins is still unresolved, but candidates include

VLA-4 (34) for the 140 kDa and 97 kDa bands, and MHC class I for the 43 kDa band

(24,35,36). These C2D cell lines will be indispensable in the additional work needed to define

the nature of non MHC II superantigen binding molecules. Since this is only an initial

characterization of the C2D and C2Dt cells additional studies will be necessary to define how

closely they parallel other macrophage functions.
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Abstract

We investigated the involvement of protein kinases in staphylococcal enterotoxin and

exfoliative toxin activation of murine macrophages. Early signal transduction, as measured

by changes in F-actin concentration, was protein kinase-dependent. The enterotoxins (SEA

and SEB) were inhibited differently by a panel of protein kinase inhibitors that included H7,

H8 and HA1004 than were the exfoliative toxins (ETA and ETB). TNF and nitric oxide

secretion were blocked by inhibitors of protein kinase C regardless of the toxin stimulant. IL-6

secretion was also suppressed by the panel of inhibitors. However, the inhibition pattern was

different from that seen in the TNF experiments. ETA, ETB, and SEA, but not SEB induced

macrophage protein phosphorylation. One common protein was phosphorylated by SEA,

ETA and ETB. Six proteins were uniquely phosphorylated by SEA and four proteins were

only phosphorylated following ETA or ETB stimulation. These results suggest that protein

kinases are involved in toxin-induced signal transduction in macrophages and that the

subsequent responses are dependent on the toxin stimulant.

Introduction

Staphylococcal exotoxins, also known as microbial "superantigens", have been linked

to several pathologies including food poisoning, scalded skin syndrome and toxic-shock

syndrome (1-4). Unlike conventional antigens, unprocessed staphylococcal exotoxins bind

the major histocompatibility complex class II molecule 4 (MHC II) and/or alternative receptors

(5-8). The exotoxins are presented to T cells and contribute to their activation (9,10).

Additionally, monocytes and macrophages are activated by staphylococcal exotoxins. These

molecules stimulate murine and human macrophages to secrete cytokines including

interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-1, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF) and nitric oxide (NO) (11-
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16). This massive production of cytokines is believed to play a key role in staphylococcal

pathogenesis (15,17,18).

The exact mechanism(s) used by staphylococcal exotoxins to stimulate macrophage

cytokine secretion is unproven. In theory, toxins bind to a cellular receptor(s) which leads

to the generation of intracellular signals concluding with some degree of cell activation (19-

21). The required signal transduction pathways are not completely elucidated.

Staphylococcal toxins induce translocation of PKC to the membrane fraction (22), tyrosine

phosphorylation (23), and the activation of NF-kB (24,25). The activation of NF-kB is down

regulated by inhibitors of protein kinase C (PKC) (24). However, protein kinases other than

PKC appear necessary for TNF and IL-1 production by monocytes activated with toxic shock

syndrome toxin-1 (TSST-1) (26). Therefore, different or multiple protein kinases may be

important for individual responses. Additionally, these kinases may work in a dose- and time-

dependent manner (27).

Since kinases normally phosphorylate specific cellular proteins, and appear necessary

for a variety of cell functions (20,21), it is possible that phosphorylation may be stimulus-

dependent. Therefore, we examined the phosphoproteins in macrophages after stimulation

with staphylococcal enterotoxin A and B (SEA and SEB), and exfoliative toxins A and B (ETA

and ETB). Furthermore, we examined which kinases may be important to cellular activation

and cytokine secretion by using various protein kinase inhibitors.
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Materials and Methods

Mice. C3HeB/FeJ mice were bred in the animal facilities in the Division of Biology at Kansas

State University.

Tissue culture cells. The TNF-sensitive cell line LM929 was obtained from the American Type

Culture Collection (Rockville, Md). LM929's were cultured in antibiotic-free, Dulbecco's

modified Eagle's medium (DME; GIBCO, Gaithersburg, Md.) supplemented with 2 % fetal

bovine serum. The murine, B-cell hybridoma subclone B9 was grown as described

previously (14).

Reagents. Enterotoxins A and B were obtained from Toxin Technology (Sarasota, FL). ETA

and ETB were prepared in our laboratory using the purification procedure previously

described (14). All toxins were used at a concentration of 10 ig/ml. The enterotoxins had

0.2 to 0.02 ng/ml of endotoxin and exfoliative toxins less than 2.0 ng/ml as determined by the

Limulus amebocyte lysate assay (Sigma, St.Louis MO). Our assay was sensitive to a

concentration of 0.02 ng/ml. Additionally, basic activation and exotoxin induced cytokine

production was not influenced by polymyxin B (CalBiochem. La Jolla, CA).

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) was purchased from DIFCO Laboratories (Detroit, MI) and used

at a concentration of 12.5 ig/ml which we have previously shown to activate macrophages

(14).

Protein kinase inhibitors were purchased from CalBiochem (San Diego, Ca.). H-7 [1-(5-

isoquinolinesulfonyl)-2-methylpiperazine, di-HCL], H-8 { N-[2-(methylamino)-ethyl]-5-

isoquinolinesulfonamide, di-HCL} and HA1004 [N-(2-guanidinoethyl)-5-

isoquinolinesulfonamide, HCL] were used the concentrations (Ki of PKC) of 6.0, 15 and 40

pM, respectively. At these concentrations, it is generally agreed that these drugs inhibit PKC
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activation by serving as competitive inhibitors of ATP binding to free PKC which prevents

active enzyme complex formation (28-30). Specificity for PKC was obtained by also using

these inhibitors at lower concentrations (3.0, 1.2 and 2.3 [IM H7, H8, and HA1004,

respectively, known to inhibit cyclic nucleotide-dependent kinases but not PKC (1,10,20).

Macrophage Cytokine Secretion. C3HeB/FeJ mouse, peritoneal macrophages were obtained

by peritoneal lavage 4 or 5 days after injection of 1.5 ml of sterile thioglycolate broth (Difco,

Detroit, Mich.). The cells were washed and 1 07 cells were added per 60-mm-diameter tissue

culture plate. The cells were adhered for 2 hr and washed with DME. Inhibitors were added

in 3 ml of DME for 15 min. before the appropriate toxin was added. After 18 hr, supernatants

were collected, clarified by centrifugation, aliquoted, and used immediately or stored at -800

C until assayed.

Macrophage Lysates. C3HeB/FeJ mouse, peritoneal macrophages were obtained and

adhered as described above. Cells were washed twice with phosphate-free DME and

incubated 2 hr. The appropriate toxin and 32p (H3 P0 4 in H20; 1 mCi) was added in 3 ml of

phosphate-free DME for 1 hr. Subsequently, the cells were washed, collected and

resuspended in 100 pi1 of Tris buffer (pH 7.4, containing 40 pM phenylmethylsulonylfluoride

{PMSF}, 10 pg/ml pepstatin A, 100 mM NaF, 4 mM EDTA, 2 mM sodium orthovanadate and

4 mM sodium pyrophosphate), lysed, centrifuged at 13,600 RPM (5000 x g) for 15 min. The

supernatant was stored at -800 C until use.

TNF, IL-6 and Nitric Oxide Quantitation. Triplicate samples of macrophage supernatant were

assayed for TNF using the LM929 bioassay (11) and for IL-6 content by the B9 bioassay (31),

as described by our group previously (14). Nitrite concentration was determined by use of

the Griess reagent (1% sulfanilamide, 0.1% naphylethylene diamine dihydrochloride, and 2%
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H3PO 4) as previously described (32). Supernatants were diluted for bioassays and at those

concentrations the PK inhibitors did not affect detection of TNF or IL-6.

Two-Dimensional PAGE and Analysis. The lysates made from uP-labelled cells were

electrophoresed in two-dimensions using a modification of the method of O'Farrell (33). In

the first dimension, proteins were separated using isoelectric focusing. Seventy-five P1

samples and standards were applied to 30% acrylamide/1.8% bisacrylamide tube gels (2.5

mm internal diameter) containing ampholytes pH 3-10 (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). The

gels were run for 16 hr at 400 V followed by two hr at 800 V. The tube gels were then

overlaid to the top of 10% polyacrylamide slab gels. The gels were stained with Coomassie

Blue and dried. Phosphorylated proteins were identified by autoradiography and analyzed

using the Molecular Dynamics computing densitometer model 300 A imaging system.

Determination of F-actin. Polymerized actin was measured using a modification of the

methodology of Howard and Meyer (34) that we have described previously (11). Briefly, 1 x

106 thioglycollate-elicited macrophages (>98% viability as determined by trypan-blue staining)

were suspended in PBS or PBS and kinase inhibitors at the described concentrations.

Nonadherent macrophages were stimulated with the indicated reagent (F-met-leu-phe or

toxin) for 30 sec. and fixed, permeabilized and stained with NBD phallacidin as described (11,

34).

RESULTS

Early Signal Transduction. Staphylococcal exotoxins (SEA, SEB, ETA, and ETB, 10 Pg/ml)

induced an increase in F-actin concentration in murine macrophages within 30 sec. (11). To

assess the kinases involved in early signal transduction, actin polymerization was measured

in the presence of H-7, H-8 and HA1004. SEA and SEB-induced actin polymerization was
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inhibited by H-7, H-8 and HA1004 at concentrations known to inhibit PKC (10, 15 and 40 jiM

IC5 for H-7, H-8 and HAI 004, respectively); (28,29,30); (Table 1). Actin polymerization was

not significantly inhibited by H-7, H-8 or HA1004 at lower concentrations known to inhibit

cyclic nucleotide-dependent kinases (3, 3, and 10 gM IC50 for H-7, H-8 and HA1004,

respectively); (28-30). In contrast, F-actin concentration increases induced by ETA and ETB

were inhibited by all concentrations of H-7, H-8 and HAI 004 tested in our studies (Table 1),

suggesting a role for cyclic nucleotide-dependent kinases in exfoliative toxin stimulation.

None of the inhibitors had detrimental effects on macrophages when added alone (viability

> 95%. In addition, basal [unstimulated] cytokine secretion levels were unchanged in the

presence of inhibitors).

Secretion of TNF, IL-6 and nitric oxide. SEA, ETA, and ETB induced macrophages to secrete

> 55 units of TNF over a period of 18 h. In contrast, SEB induced less than 20 units of TNF.

To determine if PKC was involved in superantigen-mediated TNF secretion, we studied the

effects of PKC inhibitors on TNF secretion. SEA-, SEB-, ETA- and ETB-induced TNF

secretion was inhibited by 10 gM H-7 (Table 2). Additionally, SEA- and ETB- induced TNF

secretion was inhibited by 15 VM H-8. SEB- and ETB- induced TNF secretion was inhibited

by 40 piM HA1004 (Table 2). SEA-, SEB-, ETA- and ETB-induced TNF secretion was not

significantly inhibited by 3 pM H-7, 3 piM H-8, or 10 pM HA1004 (Table 2).

SEA, ETA and ETB, and to a lesser extent SEB, induce peritoneal macrophages to

secrete NO. Similar to the TNF results, SEA-, SEB-, ETA-, and ETB-induced NO secretion

was inhibited by 10 pM H-7 (Table 3). SEA-, SEB- and ETB-induced NO secretion was also

inhibited by 40 pIM HA1004 (the IC50 of PKC). H-8 at the ICso of PKC inhibited ETB-induced

macrophage NO secretion. In contrast, SEA-, SEB-, ETA- and ETB-induced NO secretion
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was not significantly inhibited by 3 pM H-7, 3 pM H-8 or 10 pM HAM004, concentrations

known to inhibit cyclic nucleotide-dependent kinases (Table 3).

All the toxins tested induced macrophages to secrete >1400 pg/mI of IL-6 over a

period of 18 h. Secretion was inhibited by 10 piM H7 and 15 pM H-8 regardless of the toxin

stimulant (Table 4). Interestingly, SEB-induced IL-6 secretion was inhibited by 3 PM H-7 and

3 gM H-8 concentrations. ETA induced IL-6 secretion was inhibited by 3 PM H-8 and 10 pM

HA1004. Therefore, except for SEB, the pattern of inhibition mostly suggested that PKC

activation was necessary for IL-6 secretion in response to toxins.

Differences in protein phosphorylation. To determine if SEA, SEB, ETA, and ETB induced

phosphorylation of different proteins in murine macrophages, we used two-dimensional gel

analysis. Cells were stimulated with 10 pg of toxin or 12.5 Vg LPS for 1 hr and were

compared to cells exposed to LPS or buffer alone. Proteins were considered phosphorylated

if they appeared reproducibly in the majority of experiments. A minimum of 3 experiments

were run with each toxin stimulant. Phosphorylated proteins that appeared constantly on gels

from stimulated and unstimulated cells were considered to be continuously expressed

proteins and were used as points of reference. Proteins were not considered unique to the

exotoxins if they appeared on the LPS gels. A densitometer was used to more accurately

examine protein phosphorylation in a specific region of a gel.

Macrophages incubated with SEA expressed 7 phosphoproteins not expressed by

macrophages incubated in medium alone or stimulated with LPS: 66 kDa, 65 kDa, 60 kDa,

60 kDa, 56 kDa, 53 kDa, and 46 kDa, with pl of 5.5, 5.5, 5.5, 9.0, 5.4, 5.1, and 5.0,

respectively (Figures 1, 2 and 3: proteins labeled as A,B,C,H,D,E and F, respectively). Six

of these proteins were in the 4.5 to 6.0 pH range (Figure 1), and were unique to SEA
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stimulation as they were not phosphorylated with buffer only or SEB gel (Figure 1) or the

representative ETA/ETB gel (Figure 1). However, in the same pH range, ETA and ETB

induced the phosphorylation of a unique 43 kDa protein with a pl of 6.1 (Figure 1: protein

labeled as G) not seen on the SEA, medium/SEB or LPS gels (Figure 1).

SEA induced phosphorylation of a 60 kDa protein in the 8.2-9.5 pH range (pl

9.0) (Figure 2: labeled as H). ETA and ETB also induced the 60 kDa phosphoprotein that was

seen after SEA stimulation (Figure 2). However, in the same pH range ETA and ETB also

induced phosphorylation of two 60 kDa sized proteins with pl of 8.4, and 8.8, respectively

(Figure 2: labeled as I and J, respectively) that were not present with SEA stimulation (Figure

2). Additionally, ETA and ETB stimulated the phosphorylation of a protein in the 5.9 to 7.0 pH

range (Figure 3: labeled as K). This 12 kDa, 6.1 pl protein was not present on the

representative SEA gel (Figure 3). In contrast to the other exotoxins tested, SEB did not

upregulate the number of phosphoproteins compared to buffer controls.

DISCUSSION

Staphylococcal exotoxins belong to a group of structurally similar proteins that range

26-30 kDa in size. Staphylococcal exotoxins bind to moieties distinct from the peptide

binding groove of the MHC II molecule and induce a variety of cytokines in a receptor-ligand-

dependent fashion (12-14,35). We investigated potential second messengers and early

biochemical responses that staphylococcal exotoxins stimulate in macrophages.

All the staphylococcal exotoxins required the PKC enzyme for TNF and NO secretion

based on the observations that H-7, the most specific inhibitor of PKC, effectively blocked

TNF and NO secretion. None of the inhibitors reduced TNF or NO at concentrations known

to inhibit cyclic nucleotide-dependent kinases (28-30). This observation supports previous
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reports of See and Chow (26) and Matsuyama et al (36). They found that cytokinegene

transcription or protein secretion induced by TSST-1 - or SEB-activated monocytes were PKC-

dependent. Staphylococcal exotoxin-induced macrophage activation also resembles

macrophage activation by other stimuli. PKC was involved in the induction of NO synthase

(37) and TNF secretion (29,38) by macrophages induced with IFN-gamma or LPS.

In contrast to its poor ability to stimulate TNF secretion, SEB induced murine

macrophages to secrete IL-6 like other superantigens. This confirms our earlier report (14)

and indicates that IL-6 is regulated distinctly from TNF. This hypothesis is supported by the

fact that the inhibition of SEB-induced IL-6 secretion by low concentrations of H7 and H8

implicated a requirement for cyclic nucleotide-dependent kinases. Moreover, this observation

is consistent with work showing that fibroblasts, HeLa cells, lymphocytes and astrocytes

required both the cAMP-dependent kinases and PKC for IL-6 production (39-41). It is also

noteworthy that SEB induced IL-6 secretion without the apparent upregulation of

phosphoproteins 1 hr after stimulation, but TNF secretion did not occur. This also suggests

distinctive regulatory mechanisms for these two cytokines. However, we have not yet

correlated the expression of any specific phosphoprotein with cytokine secretion and the

phosphoprotein pattern may reflect the different kinetics of cytokine induction (42).

More than one signal transduction pathway may be activated following toxin exposure

because distinct epitopes or receptors exist for microbial superantigens. For example, we

have demonstrated that binding of staphylococcal exotoxins to MHC class Il-deficient

macrophages leads to IL-6 secretion equal to that seen by MHC class II positive

macrophages, but poorer TNF secretion (5). Therefore, IL-6 secretion may be controlled by

alternate superantigen receptors whereas TNF may be controlled by the MHC II molecule.
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Alternatively, differential signalling maybe explained by differences in superantigen binding

to the MHC II molecule. SEB and TSST-1 have separate binding sites (43) to MHC II

molecules consistent with their somewhat distinct tertiary structures (44,45). SEA also has

at least one distinct binding site from SEB (11,43). Therefore, it is not surprising that

enterotoxin and exfoliative toxins utilize different signalling pathways. For example, cyclic

nucleotide-dependent kinases appeared less important than PKC for SEA- and SEB- induced

increases in F-actin concentration, but were more important in the F-actin shifts induced by

ETA and ETB.

SEA, ETA and ETB, but not SEB, induced phosphorylation of several murine

macrophage proteins unique from those phosphorylated in response to LPS. Eleven proteins

were phosphorylated reproducibly in response to toxin. These being 60 kDa, and 44 kDa

molecules in response to SEA, ETA or ETB and 5 phosphorylated proteins unique to SEA

stimulation and 4 unique to ETA or ETB stimulation. The variability in protein phosphorylation

that we observed may have been because we assayed phosphoproteins at only one time

point during a dynamic cell response. Alternatively, it is possible that basal protein

phosphorylation differences occurred due to in vitro manipulation (46). Interestingly, we did

not see an obvious dephosphorylation of any proteins. This contrasts with observations

presented by See et al. (27) who reported that TSST-1 activated human monocytes to

dephosphorylate several cellular phosphoproteins in a dose and time-dependent manner

(27). Those authors did not determine if dephosphorylation was related to cytokine induction.

It is not surprising that SEB was a less potent inducer of phosphoproteins given its

lowered ability to induce TNF and nitric oxide secretion (11,14). However, this is the first

report, to our knowledge, that showed that the exfoliative toxins induced phosphoproteins not
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phosphorylated in response to enterotoxins (60 kDa, 60 kDa, 43 kDa and 12 kDa). Similarly,

novel, SEA induced the phosphorylation of proteins, 66 kDa, 65 kDa, 60 kDa, 56 kDa, 53 kDa,

and 46 kDa not induced by the exfoliative toxins. These are further indications that the

biochemical responses induced by these separate toxin families are not identical and are

consistent with our observations that macrophages respond distinctly to different toxins (14).

This is also consistent with the fact that the toxin families cause different clinical pathologies

(2,3).

In conclusion, we suggest that different staphylococcal exotoxins induce distinct

biochemical processes in macrophages. These differences can be observed at various

stages of the macrophage response. 1. Enterotoxin induced cytoskeletal changes that occur

immediately (within 30 sec.) were inhibited differently by protein kinases inhibitors H7, H8 and

HA 1004 than were exfoliative toxin induced cytoskeletal changes. 2. Phosphoproteins that

appeared 1 hour after enterotoxin stimulation were different than those present after 1 hour

of exfoliative toxin exposure. 3. The cytokines that were secreted by macrophages several

hours after toxin exposure were different and were variably inhibited by different kinase

inhibitors (e.g. SEB vs. other toxins). Studies linking the identified phosphoproteins with

distinct kinase activities are justified based on these findings.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Protein phosphorylation patterns from macrophages stimulated 1 hr with LPS (12.5

iigfml), SEA, SEB or ETA (10 ig/ml) were examined using two-dimensional PAGE and

autoradiography. Differences between phosphoproteins from pH 4.5 to 6.0 were compared.

Cells stimulated with SEB expressed phosphoproteins identical to those from unstimulated

macrophages. These phosphoprotein spots were used to aid orientation, one is labeled

reference 1 (R1). Cells stimulated with SEA expressed 6 unique phosphoprotein; 66 kDa

(labeled as protein A), 65 kDa (B), 60 kDa (C), 56 kDa (D), 53 kDa (E) and 46 kDa (F) with

pl of 5.5, 5.5, 5.5, 5.4, 5.1 and 5.0, respectively. Cells stimulated with ETA expressed a

unique 43 kDa protein (G).

Figure 2. Protein phosphorylation patterns from unstimulated macrophages and

macrophages stimulated 1 hr with SEA, or ETA/ETB 10 gg/ml were examined using two-

dimensional PAGE and autoradiography. Differences between phosphoproteins from pH 8.2

to 9.5 were compared. Stimulation of macrophages with ETA/ETB or SEA induced a 60 kDa

phosphoprotein (labeled as protein H). ETA/ETB stimulation also induced two 60 kDa proteins

(I and J), that were not induced by SEA. A protein that was always phosphorylated was

labeled as reference protein 3 (R3) for orientation purposes.
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Figure 3. Protein phosphorylation patterns from unstimulated macrophages and

macrophages stimulated 1 hr with SEA or ETA/ETB (10 pig/ml) were examined using two-

dimensional PAGE and autoradiography. Differences between phosphoproteins from pH 5.5

to 7.0 were compared. ETA or ETB stimulation induced a 12 kDa protein (labeled as protein

K), that was not induced by other exotoxins. A protein that was always phosphorylated was

labeled as reference protein 4 (R4) for orientation purposes.
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SEB MW LPS MW
(kDa) -(kDa)

65

Ri

6.0 ---- > pH ---- > 4.5 6.0 ---- > pH ---- > 4.5t

SEA MW ETA MW

lw(kDa) -(kDa)

-~ 
-65

0-4

6.5~~~~~~~' a-- H -- . .0 -- > p -- .



Medium MW ETA MW
(kDa) -- 7717ýr- r- (kDa)

-14

R 4

-14

7.0 ---- > PH ---- > 5.5 7.0 ---> pH -- 5.5

SEA MW
____ ____ ____ ___ (kDa)

R4

-14

7.0 ---- > pH ---- > 5.



M~ediurm MW ETA MW
(lkI. a)a(k~a)7 W-.60

-4

-43

9.5 -> PH 8.2 9.5 ---> pH ---- > 8.2

SEA MW
(kDa)

R-4

9.5 ---> pH ---> 8.2


